


VIsa, Mastercard, Check, Money Order, and COD 
(USA only, •please) accepted. All foreign orders 
must be sent In US currency Money Orders. Include 
$2.50 for shipping In USA and Canada. $5.00 
Foreign. $3.00 extra for COD orders. PA residents 
add li% sales tax. Dealer Inquiries welcome. 
Authors: we 're looking for new software! 



Tandy 1400 FD $1219 
Tandy 102 32K $439 
Tandy WP-2 $279 

DMP-132 $199* 

Color Computer 3 
w/128K Ext. Basic $159 

Color Computer Disk Drive 
Drive 0 $239 Drive 1 $149 Tandyfax $929 

BIG SAVINGS ON A FULL COMPLEMENT OF RADIO SHACK COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
COMPUTERS 
Tandy 1000 HX 1 Drive 256K 
Tandy 1000 TX 1 Drive 640K 
Tandy 3000 NL 1 Drive 512K 
Tandy 4000 1 Drive 1 Meg.Ram 
Tandy 5000 MC 2 Meg. Ram 

PRINTERS 

349.00" 
719.00" 

1279.00 
1959.00 
3799.00 

Radio Shack DMP-107 120 CPS 219.00 
Radio Shack DMP-132 120 CPS 199.00* 
Radio Shack DMP-440 300 CPS 449.00* 
Radio Shack DWP-230 Daisy Wheel269.00* 
Tandy LP-1000 Laser Printer 1899.00 
Star Micronics NX-1000 144 CPS 199.00 
Star Micronics NX-1000 Rainbow 269.00 
Panasonlc KXP 1180 192 CPS 219.00* 
Panasonlc KXP 1191 240 CPS 259.00* 
Panasonlc KXP 1124192 CPS 369.00* 
Okidata 320 300 CPS 369.00 
Okidata 390 270 CPS 24 Wire Hd 515.00 
NEC Pinwriter P-2200 170 CPS 399.00 
MODEMS 
Radio Shack DCM-6 
Rad io Shack DCM-7 
Practical Peripheral2400 Baud 
Practical Peripheral1200 Baud 

52.00 
85.00 

229.00 
149.00 

COLOR COMPUTER MISC. 
Radio Shack Drive Controller 99.00 
Extended Basic Rom Kit (28 pin) 14.95 
64K Ram Upgrade Kit (2 or 8 chip) 39.00 
Radio Shack Deluxe Keyboard Kit 24.95 
HI-RES Joystick Interface 8.95 
Color Computer Deluxe Mouse 44.00 
Multi Pak Pal Chip for COCO 3 14.95 
Multi-Pak Interface 89.95 
Serial to Parallel Converter 59.95 
Radio Shack Deluxe Joystick 26.95 
Magnavox 8515 RGB Monitor 299.00 
Magnavox Green or Amber Monitor99.00 
Radio Shack CM-8 RGB Monitor 249.00 
Radio Shack VM-4 Green Monitor 99.00 
PBJ OK COCO 3 Upgrade Board CALL 
PBJ 512K COCO 3 Upgrade CALL 
Tandy OK COCO 3 Upgrade Board 24.95 
Tandy 512K COCO 3 Upgrade 149.00 
COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

The Wild West (CoCo3) 
Worlds Of Flight 
Mustang P-51 Flight Simul. 
Flight 16 Flight Simul. 

TAPE DISK 
25.95 

34.9534.95 
34.9534.95 
34.9534.95 

COCO Uti Ill by Mark Data 39.95 
COCO Max Ill by Colorware 79.95 
Max 10 by Colorware 79.95 
Auto Term by PXE Computing 29.95 39.95 
TW-80 by Spectrum (CoCo3) 39.95 
TeleWriter 64 49.95 59.95 
TeleWriter 128 79.95 
Elite Word 80 79.95 
Elite Calc 3.0 69.95 
CoCo 3 512K Super Ram Disk 19.95 
Home Publisher by Tandy (CoCo3) 35.95 
Sub Battle Sim. by Epyx (CoCo3) 26.95 
Thexder by Sierra (CoCo3) 22.45 
Kings Quest Ill by Sierra (CoCo3) 31.45 
Flight Sim.ll by SubLogic (CoCo3) 31 .45 
OS-9 Level II by Tandy 71 .95 
OS-9 Development System 89.95 
Multi-View by Tandy 44.95 
VIP Writer (disk only) 69.95 
VIP Integrated Library (disk) 149.95 

Prices are subject to change without notice. 
Please call for shipping charges. Prices in our re
tail store may be higher. Send for complete 
catalog 

CALL TOLL FREE 
t·BOG-343·8t24 

• LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES 

• BEST POSSIBLE WARRANTY 

• KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF 

• TIMELY DELIVERY 

• SHOPPING CONVENIENCE --
TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp. 

P.O. Box 1094 
480 King Street 
littleton. MA 01460 

us 
SINCE 1973 

IN MASSACHUSETTS CALL (508) 486·3193 
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Attention, Please 

Editor: 
I am quite upset at the lack of attention 

to all of us garners out here. For the past 
year there has been a great decrease in the 
amount of games published in each issue 
- it's down to about one a month. The 
straw that broke the camel ' s back is the fact 
that you have not published a Game issue 
this year. I understand that we need more 
serious applications for the CoCo, and I 
need and use them also. But that's not the 
only reason I bought my CoCo. I bought it 
for recreational purposes as well. I'm sure 
other users agree with me. I recognize the 
fact that we need an OS-9 issue, but getting 
rid of the Game issue was a drastic measure 
that should not have been taken. I enjoy 
your magazine for all of the serious uses it 
presents, but we all need our share of fun 
too. 

Peter Batt 

The original program works fine on a 
disk system but gives an FC Error on a tape 
system. 

$0074 and $0075 hold the address of the 
end of memory, and this is where the ML 
code should be safely stored away. On a 
disk system $0025 and $0026 also contain 
this address, but the tape system has a zero 
there on startup. This gives the error in the 
program. 

The corrected lines are shown below: 

70 P=256* PEEK (&H7 4) +PEEK (&H75 ) : P 
=P - &H99 : CLEAR200 , P 
80 P=256 *PEEK (&H74 ) +PEEK (&H75 ) :P 
=P - &H99 : FORX= 0 TO &H99:READ A$ : 
A=VAL (" &H" +A$ ) : POKE P+X , A:NEXT 

Grahame Pollock 
Minto, New South Wales 

Australia 

Manual Addendum 

Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania Editor: 

HINTS AND TIPS 

Editor: 
I was having difficulty saving my Sub 

Battle Simulator game. When I wrote to 
EPYX, I was informed the manual neglects 
mentioning that in order to save a game, 
you must first format a disk under the OS-
9 operating system, using Level I or II. 

Also, there is a misprint in September's 
issue of"The Scoreboard." In Pitfall2 you 
can score a maximum of 199,000 points, 
which I've scored. I was disappointed that 
my score wasn ' t shown. You have mixed 
up Pitfall 2 and Super Pitfall. Pitfall 2 is 
made by Activision and Super Pitfall by 
Radio Shack. 

Mike Alt 
San Juan, California 

Updnlist Update 

Editor: 
I am writing to inform you of a correc

tion to my Updnlist program, published in 
the July issue of THE RAINBOW (Page 106). 

In lines 70 and 80 the following correc
tions need to be made: 

Change &H25 to &H74 . 

Change &H26 to &H75. 

6 THE RAINBOW 

The following is not in the users manual 
of Star NX-10 or Star NX-1000 Printers 
published by Star Micronics Co. , Ltd. 

In order to have a hard copy of the DIP 
switches setting, type: 

PRINT #- 2 , CHR$ (27 ); CHR$ (0 ) 

and you will have something of this kind: 

DIP - SW 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 

ON * * * * * * * * * * 
OFF * * 

Yvon Levaque 
Aylmer, Quebec 

INFORMATION PLEASE 

Editor: 
I just bought a U.S. Robotics Autolink 

1200 for $5. The problem is, it doesn 'thave 
a manual or adapter. I would like to know 
what voltage and polarity ittakes, as well as 
what the DIP switch settings mean (they 
are abbreviated), and what they should be 
set at for my 128K CoCo 3 system. 

Also, there are four internal numbered 
DIPs; what function do they serve? Besides 
the DIPs, there are two buttons and seven 
lights on the front that I am unsure about 
using. The two buttons are labeled AL and 
OR, and the seven indicator lights I need 

help with are Rl, OH, TR, RD, AN and SD. 
There is also an On button and On and DC 
lights, which are pretty obvious. 

Any help, including info on how I might 
obtain a manual, would be very much 
appreciated. 

Jeff Byers 
124 Elizabeth St. 

East Peoria , lL 616I1 

Where Do We Go From Here? 

Editor: 
The Cornwall Color Computer Club 

would like your advice and help on starting 
a BBS. Right now we have a 128K CoCo 3, 
a triple Y cable, a DCM-6 modem (modi
fied to auto-answer), a disk controller with 
one single-sided floppy drive, and a Deluxe 
RS-232 Pak. The board isn't up yet for lack 
of information, a hard drive (40-Meg) and 
an adequate BBS program. 

We would like to startaBBS to increase 
interest in the club and telecommunica
tions. We are just beginners in this, and we 
need lots of help. What 40-Meg hard drive 
kit or package and what BBS program 
would you recommend? Any other help or 
advice would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks in advance for all help. THE 

RAINBOW and its readers are the best source 
of information. 

Editor: 

Robert L. LeBrun 
451 Leithch Dr. 

Cornwall, ON K6H 5P5 
Canada 

Screen Dump for the Oki 

I have a Color Computer 3 and an Okidata 
Microline 182 printer, and I need a screen 
dump for the thing. I do not program, but I 
do write a few short things with the help of 
THE RAINBOW. It really does help a lot. 
Keep up the good work. 

Editor: 

Larry M. Gunion 
I 034 N. 7th St. 

Lafayette, IN 47904 

Any Booming Ideas? 

I own a TRS-80 Color Computer 2, and 
I've written a couple of programs that need 
good explosion effects. The only ways I 
know of are just drawing circles or flashing 



Sl2ICUpgrade: Otily $f09. &e Page l7 Drive 0 : Only $199. See Page 15. 
Magna;vox R6Jl M9nittr: t!tllll:$259t 40 Meg Hard Drive Systen OnJY $!6,. See Page 15 

(For Othu Blowo.~Sale Prices, see,pages 7 • :17) 
~ ,I ' 

Clll Pages ~k (L.. ·~·· =-tf ~~+~~ 'tt~· 
by Walter Bayer • ~ 
The ultimate desktop publishing program for the CoCo 3. Allows COMPLETE CONTROL of all the elements in the 
page! Features pull-down menus, icons & dialog boxes, drawing tools (create boxes, polygons, rays, circles, elipses, brush 
shapes) , cut, copy, stamp, paste, zoom, flip horizontal/vertical, enlarge/reduce, rotate at 45 & 90 degrees, stretch, undo, im
port any ASCII text (even CoCo Max 1/2 Creations & Fonts!) , create 2/3 columns, change fonts/invert text & page preview. 
Includes 14 fonts & 60 pieces of clip art. No other desktop program comes even close. Req. CoCo 3, RGB/ Monochrome 
Monitor, Min 1 drive, Tandy Hi-Res Interface, Joystick/mouse & DMP 105/106 or Epson/Gemini & Compatible Printer. Only 
$49.95. w I Hires lnteface Only $59.95. w/ Hires Interface & Mouse: $79.95 

Color Schematic Designer Ver 2.0 
The best Circuit Designer for the CoCo 3. Pull Down Menus, hi-resolution symbol sets, Keyboard I Mouse I Joystick (with 
proportional cursor speed system) , lightning fast multiple UNDOs, Symbol Add I Modify I Rotate/Line/Box Draw, Hi-res Fonts, 
workspace of 640 x 1000 pixels, 3 layers, font styles (fancy, italic, block, computer, etc) . Supports DMP/ EPSON I GEMINI 
& compatible printers. Supports near laser quality printouts on almost all EPSON Compatibles! Only $39.95. CSD 1.1 I 
1.2 owners can upgrade to version 2.0 by sending $10 with proof of purchase. (See Review in September 1989 Rainbow) 

~MUSIC ~-
Musica II: Best Music Composition program 
for the CoCo 1 ,2 & 3. Disk Only $29.95 
lyra: MIDI Based Music Composition 
program for the CoCo 1 ,2 & 3. Disk Only 
$49.95 
The lyra Companion (Book): $9.95 
CoCo Midi 3 Hardware: Sophisticated 
MIDI sequencer I recorder. Only $99.95 
CoCo Midi 3 Software: $59.95 

CEBBS 
By Kevin Berner 
Best BBS for CoCo 3. Features Xmodem 
Up/Downloading, unlimited menus, login, 
message base, built-in clock/calendar, ex
ecution of external programs. Sysop has 
full control of user's access to menus, time 
on system & remote system access. Full 
Error Trapping. Even HYPERIO Com
patible. Req. $59.95. Intra. Special. Only 
$49.95. Min Req. CoCo3, 1 Drive, & RS232 
Pack. 

VIP CALC ill 
Spelling Checker for Max 10:$29.95 
Max 10 Fonts (36 fonts): $29.95 
CoCo Max Ill : $49.95 

Best Spreadsheet for CoCo 3. Only 
$69.95 

VIP DATABASE ill 
CoCo Max Ill Fonts (95 fonts): $49. 
Max Edit (Font Editor) : $19.95 
NX1000 Rainbow Driver: $19.95 
CGP 220 Driver: $19.95 -'<>....,..;~-, 
CoCo Max II : $69.95 "".,.., ~· ~~ 

The Best Database for the CoCo 3. 
Only $69.95 

File System Repack 
A must utility for every OS9 owner. 

CoCo Max I (Tape) : $59.95 

Operating System for the 
CoCo 3. Epromable. 
Only $34.95 ADOS 
(CoCo 1 ,2) : $27.95(Ex
tended ADOS Might Be Avail by 
the time you read this !) 

RGB DOS: Supports 
double sided drives, up 
to 2 hard drives & more. 
Epromable. Only $29.95 

Unfragments your hard/floppy disk to 
speed up disk operation & reduce 
wear on drive heads. Only $29.95 

Transfer Programs between CoCo & IBM. Will 
Transfer Basic Programs & ASCII Files. Req 
DOS 3.2 or lower. Req. IBM Compatible with 2 
drives. Only $39.95 ~. 

~ Xenocopy 00
' "'' -

An amazingly versatile program that allows 
you to format/ duplicate I read/write disks be
tween 300 different computers. For ex. you 
could transfer files between CoCo, IBM, NEC, 
Model 3, etc. Requires an IBM Compatible 
with 2 drives. Only $79.95 



colors. Could you give me some tips and 
some possible sound effects for a good 
explosion? 

Editor: 

Michael Bales 
584 105th Ave. N. 
Naples, FL 33963 

KUDOS 

I would like to tell you of a problem I had 
recently and how two of your advertisers 
bent over backward to solve it. I had or
dered a C-DOS EPROM and a real-time 
clock and printer adapter from Microcom 
Software of Rochester, New York. Unfor
tunately, I received the wrong version (4.0), 
and it would not work. A quick call to 
C.R.C. Products in Quebec confirmed the 
problem. I needed Version 1.2. Microcom 
then shipped me Version l.2M, which didn 't 
work either. One more set of calls did the 
trick; this time all was right, and the EPROM 
and adapter worked as advertised. 

In both cases the people in technical 
services at both Microcom and CRC were 
pleasant, helpful and knowledgeable. Doing 
business with these folks is a pleasure. 

Editor: 

F. Armburst 
Caribou , Maine 

The Illuminating Scoop 

I bought my first Color Computer in 
1981 (one of the original gray ones) and 
about a year ago updated to a new CoCo 3. 
I have used the computer for most all appli
cations imaginable and have written sev
eral dozen BASIC programs. 

I have subscribed to THE RAINBOW off 
and on since 1981 and have read many 
articles about OS-9. Most of these articles 
have left me feeling puzzled and confused 
about what OS-9 could really do. After 
reading "The Big Scoop on OS-9" by Jef
freyS. Parker (August '89 issue, Page 66), 
I have finally decided that OS-9 is a must 
for me. Thanks for a fine, informative and 
well-written article. 

Don A. Barker 
Manhattan, Kansas 

Tips From the Top 

Editor: 
I would like to inform you and the 

readers of THE RAINBOW of the wonderful 
assistance I received from Frank Hogg of 
Frank Hogg Laboratory , Inc. 

I recently purchased two programs put 
out by thi s company, Dynastar and Dyna
Spell. Not hav ing a total working know!-

8 THE RAINBOW 

edge of OS-9 Level II, I was unable to 
install on my Dynastar working disk the 
proper files that would enable me to use the 
program. After two days of trying every
thing I could think of myself, I finally 
resorted to calling the number li sted in THE 

RAINBOW for Frank Hogg Laboratory, Inc. 
Imagine my surprise when Frank Hogg 
himself came online to speak with me. 

Not only did Frank (ne asked me to call 
him th is) bear with me, but he also told me 
what I was doing wrong by trying to copy 
files, etc. He recommended that I read Start 
OS-9, which I ordered from him. 

Thanks for the help, Frank, and I hope 
your company is around for a long time to 
come. You can call me one satisfied cus
tomer. 

Editor: 

Terry W. Alexander 
St. John's, Newfoundland 

Canada 

PEN PALS 

The OS-9 Users Group in the States is 
well-known and you report its activity from 
time to time. 

Are you aware there is an OS-9 Users 
Group in Europe too? It has been installed 
since 1985 when Martin Vernon of Wales 
started it. Its publication is DiskNews, and 
the 20th issue (SS, 40 tracks), full of pro
grams, articles, letters, and questions and 
answers, came out in July 1989. 

The group is well-known by European 
Dragon users. Now CoCo owners also join 
the group. The power of the operating sys
tem is the program 's compatibility. 

For Europeans the importance of Disk
News is comparable to that of the Users 
Group in the States before there were Del
phi or similar devices. The phone contact to 
the States is beyond the financial capability 
of most OS-9 users in Europe, but we still 
want contact with OS-9 users in the U.S. 

If your readers are interested in more 
information, they can write to me. 

Editor: 

Burghard Kinzel 
Leipziger Ring 22A 

D-5042 Etftstadt 
West Germany 

Peculiar One-Liner 

Just thought I'd write and tell you how 
much I enjoy your magazine. It 's great! 

A friend of mine just purchased a CoCo 
2, and we have been gleaning all the pro
grams we can from the back issues at the 
library. 

We are having a problem, though, with 

the one-liner you had in the June 1989 issue 
called Asteroid Dodge. When you key in 
the program, the computer goes into a fast 
mode and remains there until the Reset 
button is pushed. 

The program also either makes the V go 
across the screen to the left or prints it over 
andover down the middle of the screen . We 
don't have joysticks yet so we modified it 
for keyboard use. Do you think that could 
be the problem? If so, do you have any 
suggestions as to what to add to have key
board control? 

Weare really having a hard time finding 
any information about the computer. The 
people at the Radio Shack stores tell us they 
have no books and very few programs for 
the CoCo 2 but plenty for the CoCo 3. We 
would appreciate any help you can give us . 

I would also like to be put on the list for 
pen pals. 

Editor: 

Charles B. Cox 
401 S. Hancock St., Bldg. 35 

Louisville, KY 40202-1103 

Gathering Nuts 

I am a 13-year-old attending Southamp
ton Middle School in Virginia. I own a 
CoCo 3 with 128K. I also own aDMP-105, 
CCR-81, touch pad and FD-501 disk drive. 
I have Color Disk EDT ASM and Disk Graph
ics, and I wrote this letter with DeskMate. 
I just discovered THE RAINBOW a few months 
back and found a lot that I was missing. 

I would like for any CoCo users in my 
area to notify me. I would like another 
CoCo nut to converse with. 

Edward Gray 
Rt. 1, Box 122-A 

Sedley , VA 23878 

THE RAINBOW welcomes letters to 
the editor. Mail should be addressed to: 
Letters to Rainbow, The Falsoft Build
ing, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059. 
Letters should include the writer's full 
name and address. Letters may be ed
ited for purposes of clarity or to con
serve space. 

Letters to the editor may also be 
sent to us through our Delphi CoCo SIG. 
From the CoCo SIG> prompt, type RAI 
to take you into the Rainbow Magazine 
Services area of the SIG. At the RAIN
BOW> prompt, type LET to reach the 
LETTERS> prompt and then select 
Letters for Publication. Be sure to in
clude your complete name and address. 



... Just think of any word 
processing feature---chances 
arc very likely that Word Power 
has it ... packs a lot of features 
... excellent word processor .. ." -
-- Rainbow's Word Processor 
Comparison Article "Deciding 

Word 
Power 3.2 

friend/y ... amazing execu
tion speed ... much easier to use 
than VIP software & 2 other 
word processing systems I've 
tried ... very user-friendly ... mas
sive text storage capacity 
... highest among word proces
sors ... " - Rainbow Oct. 88 
Review for Word Power 

What 's Right For You" April Spooler 
1989 Rainbow: Page 26. 

More Versatile • More Powerful With 
• Calculator • Split-Screen • 2-Column Printing 

Unparalleled Power packed in this 100% ML Word Processor 
written from scratch for the CoCo 3! No other word processor 
offers such a wide array of features that are easy to learn & use. 

DISPLAY & SPEED i:::~ir •. ~. ~::C .. ;,-~;&ji}i@J)f:f~·~*?:'tift\;(~~.:?'";:j 
Word Power 3.2 runs at double-clock speed 

-1~1 and uses the true SO-column display with 
4 lowercase instead of the graphics screen. The 

"'lll:l>;;;;;;;;=trr....,.._• result is lightning fast screen reformatting and 
added speed! All prompts are displayed in 

plain English in neat colored windows. The current column num
ber, line number, page number, percentage offree memory is dis
played at all times. Even the page break is displayed so you know 
where one page ends and the other begins. The Setup program 
allows you to change fore/background colors as well as (in)visible 
carriage returns. Word Power 3.2 can be used with RGB/Com
posite/Monochrome monitors as well as TV. 

MAXIMUM MEMORY ?'iJt{~jj:::~l~;:;}~I~i[£iG~il~fJifiTlf~tJ]t' 
Word Power 3.2 gives you over 72K on 128K and over 
450K on 512K CoCo 3 for Text Storage - more 
memory than any other CoCo word-processor. 
Period. 

EFFORTLESS EDITING ;;-:"" .. ,., 
Word Power 3.2 has one of the most ....... .., .. rr.. and 
full-screen editor with word-wrap. All you do is type. Word 
Power takes care of the text arrangement. The unique Auto-Save 
feature saves text to disk at regular intervals for peace of mind. 

SPLIT -SCREEN EDITING ''""''"'''•''''"'""' 
Splits the screen in half so you can 
while you edit another. You'll love it! 

MAl L-Mi~e~ ~;~:~i;:~:~~~?:l~;~-z:r~:·t~lfg~f1~:~ffi~[fffg~~~' 
people? Could be quite a chore. Not with Word 
Power 3.2! Using this feature, you can type a letter, 
follow it with a list of addresses and have Word Power 
print out personalized letters. It's that easy! 

CALCULATOR ~"""'""'"""""'""""~'"' 
Pop-up a 4-function .._,.,,.._u''"'"' 

SAVING/LOADING TEXT 

L-----------------~ 

Word Power 3.2 creates ASCII format files which are compatible 
with almost all terminal/spell-checking & other word-processing 
programs. Allows you to Display Free Space, Load, Save, Ap
pend & Kill ftles. The ARE YOU SURE? prompt prevents ac
cidental overwriting & deletion. You can select ftles by simply 
cursoring through the disk directory. Supports double-sided 
drives & step-rates. 

PRINTING E'Mi':i%::m;<H 
Word Power drives any 
GEMINI, OKIDATA, etc). Allows options 
line spacing, page/print pause, partial print, page number
ing/placement, linefeeds, multi-line headers/footers, right jus
tification & number of copies. The values of these parameters & 
margins can be changed anytime in the text by embedding Printer 
Option Codes. The WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET fea
ture allows you to preview the text on the screen as it will appear 
in print. You can view margins, page breaks, justification & more. 

~~~ ~u~ a~~~~~eEP~inmit;~~ffi~~~j:0::;~]~j,fiiv~~:w:{l~.~biliu~i~It-
in Spooler which allows you to simultaneously edit one document 
& print another. 

JliJI' MICROCOM SOFTWARE, 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester,NY 14618 !!!~] ffi 8 El 
AU Word Powe 1...! orders shipped by UPS 2nd Day Ai at No E.xtrtl Charge in Contillental US. 
For Detailed Order Information, refer to Page 17 of our 6-page Ad series(Pgs 7-17). 
J c, 'l,u r ·c • r Car •l r Jrdcr, ' ';<.I '"l)!l ' rre 1·800 6:;4 -244 (9am-8pm 7 days/week) 
Technical Support ( 4-8pm), Order Status, Info, Technical Info; 716-383-8830 



I Print#-2, 

A Transition at 
THE RAINBOW 

I n August I mentioned that THE RAINBOW might be the second-longest continuously 
published computer magazine in the world (Byte is first), but now we have a new 
distinction. As of this month, THE RAINBOW is the only computer magazine whose 

managing editor is named after a computer. 
Of course, that is not'entirely true. Cray Augsburg was named long before the Cray 

computer came into being./Yet it has always been something of an in-house joke around 
here and I would be negligent not to mention it. 

Cray assumes his new position with a vast background in and wealth of knowledge 
about the Color Computer. Those of you who have attended his seminars on OS-9 and 
other subjects at RAINBOW fest and the thousands of you who have obtained answers to 
questions by mail or phone can attest to that. Additionally and probably most importantly, 
Cray has a fine editing hand from his years as technical editor for THE RAINBOW . 

"Wild Augsburg," as we sometimes call him, for some of his interesting ideas, is 
replacing Jutta Kapfhamer, who has become our advertising representative for Score
CARD , a weekly sports tabloid we publish in support of the University of Louisville 
athletic program. Jutta's years of experience in the CoCo market will continue to be felt 
and seen here as we go though our transition and as we develop new plans and ideas. 

Because ScoreCARD is published only monthly during the time between the end of the 
basketball and the beginning of the football season, Jutta is looking forward to some 
special projects in the computer area as her time permits. "I want to keep my hand in ," she 
told me. 

An example of this is a new product, which we will have available shortly, developed 
and championed by Jutta- disks of pictures from our CoCo Gallery. Many of you have 
written or called to ask that these be made available. Jutta initiated the project and has 
pushed it along. If the product is successful, you can expect to see more in the future. 

With the ascension of Wild Augsburg to the helm, I think you will see THE RAINBOW 

move a little more into the technical things many of you have been asking about. At the 
same time, however, Cray's extensive knowledge of the entire CoCo product line will 
bring about easier-to-understand explanations of technical things , making the power of 
the CoCo more available to all of us. 

Let me explain. As you know, one of the basic features of THE RAINBOW has always 
been its program listings. We present these listings for two reasons: First, so you can have 
ready-to-use CoCo programs; and secondly, so you can learn to modify them to your own 
needs and develop abilities to write your own programs. 

It is not enough for us to simply list programs - our copy accompanying them should 
explain what some parts of the program are doing and how they work. I think you will see 
thi s sort of assistance increase as we go along, simply because of Cray's understanding 
of the programming process. 

No, we will not be turning THE RAINBOW into a technical journal. However, we do plan 
to broaden its scope and depth a bit and to provide more hands-on experience and learning 
opportunities. 

I know you join me in wishing both Cray and Jutta good luck in their new positions. 
The changes, I believe, will benefit all. 

- Lonnie Falk 



Programming Secrets Galore 
Pokes! Peeks and Ex~cs are yo~r guides int~ the jungle of computer programming. These commands give you the power of 
Machme Language w1tho~t leav1?g the sec~nty of BASIC. Each book is a ~ollection of "insi?e" inf~rmation, with explanations 
and examples to help you 1mmed1ately put 1t to use. Everyone from the nov1ce to the professiOnal w11l find these handy books a 
wealth of information. 

( 3oo-
~EfK:DKEs 
'a•r~~E~affnps 

00 POKES, 
PEEKS, 'N EXECS 
for COCO Ill 

*40/80 column Screen Text Dump 
• Save Text/Graphics Screen to Disk 
*Command/Functions Disables 
*Enhancements for CoCo3 BASIC 
*128K/512K RAM Test Program 
*HPRINT Character Modifier 

On/y$19.95 

00 POKES 
PEEKS,'N EXECS 

• Autostart your BASIC programs 
*Disable Color BASIC/ECB/Disk 
commands 
*Disable Break Key/ Clear Keyi Reset Button 
*Generate a Repeat-key 
*Transfer ROMPAKs to tape 
*Set 23 different GRAPHIC modes 
*Merge two BASIC programs 
• And much much more!!! 

UPPLEMENT TO soo 
POKES,PEEKS, 'N EXECS 

200 additional Pokes,Peeks and Execs 
(500 Pokes Peeks ' Execs is a prerequisite) 
*ROMPAK transfer to disk 
• PAINT with 65000 styles 
*Use of 40 track single/double sided drives 
*High-speed Cassette Operation 
*Telewriter, CoCo Max enhancements 
• Graphics Dump (for DMP printers) 
/Text Screen Dump 

For CoCo 1,2 or 3. Only $9.95 

.. ~ ..... / 
~ UNRAVELLED SERIES 

An invaluable aid for Basic and Machine Langvage programmers, these 
books r 'de a complete disasseml:lly and annotated listing of the 

COCO LIBRA~ . -- . ~:_ 

COCo 3 Service Manual: $39.95 . - / \\ 

BASI and Disk R esc listings mplete, unigt~rupted 
me f the four R Gain conw ol over all v~j<ms of 
thecol ter. 

CoCo 2 Service Man\W: $29.95 
Start.([)$~ Book + .J:)isk: $32.99 
Instd~~S9 Levelll;- .$19.95 ~ 
Rainbbw Guide To OS9 Level II: $19.95 ~ 

EXTENDED COWR BASIC UNRAVELLED: COLOR Rainbow Guide To OS9 Levelll Disk: $19.95'"'"------
BASIC and EXTENDED BASIC ROM Disassembly: $39.95 Complete Rainbow Guide To OS9: $19.95 
DISK B C UNRA LED: DISK ;QASIC ROM kl and Complete Rainbow Guide to OS9 2 Disks: $29.9·-:_S..,.._.-..-....._ 
1.0 D' bly: $ . . ... . ... . • .·· Ass lyLangua : $1~ '{ricks 
BOT AND IC UNRA;VELLED: $49.91 A dum For 3 (tepco): $ Basic vro\!.5· 
SUPEREXTENDED IC UNRAVELLED: SUPER EX- ColorComputerDiskManual: $29.95 ~ 
TENDED BASIC ROM Disassembly for CoCo 3. $24.95 Basic Programming Tricks: $5! ~ d 
COMPLETE VEL ED SERIES £all3 books. : 59.95 CoCo 3 Secrets Revealed: $9! 

3 
secrets Re"ea\e 

,!1. ~~ . ; GAMES (CoCo 1,2,3 unless othecwisespeeified; min 32K) coC• $9 
I r r ~ WIZARD's CASTLE: A hi-res graphics adventure game filled 

W~rrior King (CoCo 3): $29.95 with tricks, traps and treasures. Req Min 64K. Only $19.95 
In Quest of the Star Lord(CoCo3): $34.95 Hint Sheet: $3.95 Warp Fighter 3D (For CoCo 3): $24.95 
Hall of the King 1,2,3: $29.95 ea Trilogy: $74.95 Bash (For CoCo 3): $24.95 
Pyramix (Cubi~ for CoCo 3): $24.95 _ __ /V~ ..:.~ Mine Rescue (For CoCo 3): $24.95 
Kung Fu Dud~. $24.95 cr£n 

1

,,,,,
3 

1 1 

___ i-f '""'"'~ Speed Racer: Buckle your seatbelt and get ready to race m 
Dragon Blade. $19.95 cro uo:1 ~ , , -~ this Pole Position® type game. Only $34.95 
Champion: $19.95 fi.l.?" ,;,, tfo.,~' • ''1ir'<~ Pinball Factory: Design, Build, Edit and Play the classic game 
White Fire of Eternity: $19.95 •(,;;~ 1 ''iJ.l1 : ,~~~ ' .~ of Pinball. Min 64K. Only $34.95 
Quest for the Spirit Stone (CoCo 3): $18 ' -~ Demon Seed: Battle the flying, diving & bloodthirsty bats. Only 
Slots & Cards (CoCo 3): $39.95 $19.95 
TREASURY PACK #1: Lunar Rover Patrol, Cubix, Cashman: Explosive color, fast-moving animation and amaz-
Declathon, Qix, Keys of Wizard, Module Man, Pengon & ing sound-effects! Has over 4D levels! $29.95 
Roller Controller. Only $29.95 Fury: An action packed airborne dogfight simulation. $29.95 
TREASURY PACK #2: Lancer, Ms. Gobbler, Froggie, Mad- Time Bandit: Fight the Evil Guardians, Killer Smurphs & 
ness & Minotaur, Ice Castles, Galagon, Devious. Only $29.95 more. Full animation & over 300 screens. $29.95 
SPACE PAC: Color Zap, Invaders, Planet Invasion, Space Rommei3D:Exciting3-DTankCombatGame.CoCo2.$34.95 
Race, Space War, Galax Attax, Anaroid Attack, Whirlybird, Outhouse: One of the funniest, most original games. Excel-
Space Sentry & Storm Arrows. Only $29.95 lent graphics, sound effects & playability. $19.95 

,., •• Mudpies: Crazy circus fun! Only $29.95 .- --~ f!!!!i·' ,=='-'~'1:1 

1•1•r MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618. "'VISA .'II": 
To Order:Refer to Page 17 of our 6-page ad series (Pgs 7-17) 
Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244 (9AM- 8PM 7 DAYS/WEEK) 
Tech. Ir1fo (Between 4-8pm), Order Status, Info: 716-383-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026. 



SHOWCASE YOUR BEST! 

CoCo Gallery 
You are invited to nominate original work 

for inclusion in upcoming showings of 
"CoCo Gallery." Share your creations with 
the CoCo Community! Be sure to send a 
cover letter with your name, address and 
phone number, detailing how you created 
your picture (what programs you used, 
etc.) and how to display it. Also please 
include a few facts about yourself. 
Don't send us anything owned by some

one else; this means no game screens, 
digitized images from TV programs or 
material that's already been submitted 
elsewhere. A digitized copy of a picture that 
appears in a book or magazine is not an 
original work. 

1st Place 

Witch Ken Robinson 

We will award one first prize of $25, one 
second prize of $15 and one third prize of 
$10. 
Please send your entry on either tape or 

disk to the CoCo Gallery, THE RAINBOW, 
P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059. Re
member, this is a contest and your entry 
will not be returned. 

-Tony Olive, Curator 

2nd Place 

What is that up in the air? It's a bird, it's a mop- no, it's Wonder Witch 
casting another HEXS . Ken, who lives in Port Colborne, Ontario, 
designed this picture using The Rat package. 

3rd Place 

THE RAINBOW October 1989 

Cannon Joel R. O'Rear 

This pleasant scene was created with CoCo Max Ill. Joel 
lives in Tucumcari , New Mexico. He has enjoyed photog
raphy since his days in the Navy and now transfers 
pictures to the CoCo. 

Tour De Rainbow 
Domingo Martinez 

Domingo, of Miami, 
Florida, hopes to earn a 
bachelor's degree in 
computer and information 
systems. His creation was 
produced with a BASIC 
program he wrote on the 
CoCo 2. 



COCO UTILITIES GALORE 
(For CoCo 1,2,3 RSDOS; Min 32K Unless Othetwise Specified) 

~ ~ ~!~i!ll~~:~!i~~; 
~ ~~ ~.:;~,"~~),n'":~~''''1';:;:;~s,.~,,,?'"''''''l':ii~''"'~;:;,':;3~;::f-;l$~¥,,..:i,l,~·l:~;;~;i::l,,~,~;'',,',;,s,,;!l:<:;.;:~l'.''~~:;::'~:::;s;s··.~·,·,·j····· 
(Select/All), Sort Mailing Calendr & Appts. Only $12.95 
Labels. Only~ $14.95 
§r=::::::::::::::::=-.::=:::=:::=::::======*========:===::-"!=:::::=:::::=====:::=::=== 

iii! Computerized 
:~ Checkbook 
:;:::::::::::;:::::;:;:;:::::;:::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::;:;:::;:::::-;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::; 

Add, View, Search & Print 
Checkbook Entries for savings/ 
checking & other accounts. 
Only~ $14.95 
~:;:::::::::::::::>.!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!:!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!:!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;:;:::::::::::::::;:; 

~l CoCo 3 Screen Dump :I! 
32/40/8il"'''~,~~~:,~:'"pKia'D'E:''''3/t 
dump. Allows you to take snap
shots of screens while program 
is running! For DMP & Epson/ 
Gemini/ Star & Compatibles. 
Only~ $14.95 (CoCo2com
patible) 
~:::::::::::=::::::::::::::::;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-*-:::::!:!S::i.-:::::::1::::::!:::=:!::::::::::s:.:w.::=s:::::~ 

ll RGB Patch 1li 

ni'~;Y~~~,,:,~~t~:~~'hi~~''t~'''c~r~~ 
on RGB Monitors. For CoCo 
3.0nly~ $19.95 
.•. ··;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~":!:!:::!::":::!:!:!S!:!S?.!:Y.:!:!~":;:;:;:;:;:;:;s.:;:::i 

• FKEYS III l~ 
:. ;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*: 

Create up to 20 function Keys. 
EPROMable. For CoCo 3.0nly 
$19.95 

Afi~~~~1,,~~~:.!~P,i1~;;;;;;;;:;;J 
drives from RSDOS or ADOS. 
Disk Only $16.95 

II::::::::::~:!:i:E:~,~:~;!::E;:Ei~:::::::::::::llll 
Design Professional labels. Al-
lows expanded, normal, con
densed text w/ Double-Strike & 
Borders. Supports DMP, Star, 
Gemini, Epson & Comp. 
Printers. Only~ $14.95 

J;·,::·::::::::::.:2I!:E:~~I!I!Jil:~I~::::::~::::::; 
The best disk management 
program for the CoCo 2 & 3. 

Window Master: Windowing En
vironment for CoCo 3. $69.95 w/ 
HiRes: $79.95 

Window Writer: $59.95 
Window Basic Compiler: $99 

Window EDff ASM: $49.95 
Font/Icon Editors: $19.95 

Advanced Prog. Guide: $24.95 
CBASIC:Basic Compiler. Specify 
CoCo 1,2 or 3. Only $149.95 
The Source: Best Disassembler. 
Specify CoCo 1,2 or 3. $49.95 
EDT/ASM: Best Assembler. Specify 
CoCo 1,2,3. $59.95 

:::::::::z:::!!-::::z::::;::-.;~::::s:1:~~~l~;::m:"~':;~''"''"'~"~'1~s,~m::;o'~~~ 

... Autoterm 
;f:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~~~:;:!!!"!!:!:!:!S!~:i:!:?'.!!!"!;:!~~!!":l!::!:;:~""?'.::!:?.;:;r:-.!:!:;:;.t.;:;:;:;;;:;:;~ 
Best Terminal Software. Disk: 
$39.95 Cas: $29.95 

?-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?o!:::::::::::::::::.::±:!:!;!:!::::::::::::::::::-t.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::>} 

:;: From Dr. Prebie®. ··!:! 
s'~'~i~''¥;'~~~1'~~~'''$24~95*~'*''''~,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,~,,·~ 

Vocal Freedom: $34.95 
Mental Freedom: $24.95 
Hacker's Pac: $14.95 
1lr:.:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~-:~l~ 

iii! Disk Uhhhes !ill 
'tJ~~~':tl"''36oK~~r:~,:~~~;';;l'Jg~r;I~ 
sided drive & more. $17.95 

MEMORY MASTER 
Run 2 programs at once, fix 
disks, scan, edit memory on 

OS9 Level II BBS V3.0: The ab
solute best BBS program for 
OS9. Even comes with its own 
terminal Program. Req. 512K & 
RS232 Pack. Only $29.95 
Level II Tools: 25 utilities such 
as windowing, wildcards, tree 
and more. Only $24.95 
Disk Manager Tree: Change, 
copy, view,create directories 
with ease. Req 512K. $29.95 
Warp One: Complete Level II 
Windowing Terminal. Req 512K 
& RS232 Pack. Only $34.95 
The Zapper: Patch Disk Errors. 
Disk Only $19.95 
Multi-Menu: Create your own 
pop-down windows. Req 512K 
and Multi-Vue. Only $19.95 
Presto Partner: Have a notepad, 
calculator, calendar, phone 
book,RT clock & more at your 
fingertips. 512K Req. $29.95 

l Transfer Utilitie 
GSC File Transfer: Transfer 
files from MSDOS I OS9! 
RSDOS & Flex. Req OS9 (Level 
II for Multivue Ver.),2 drives, 
SDISK/SDISK3. Standard Ver
sion: $44.95. Multivue Version: 
$54.95 
SDISK3: Standard drive re
placement module allows use of 

.,,,,:,:::::?;::::::::::~::?;::;:::::>->-''''''"'''~'''''''"'''"?;:::::::::::::::: 40/80 DS/DD drives. Req. OS9 
Vterm Level II. $29.95 SDISK: $29.95 

CoCo 2. Only $24.95 

Terminal Software w/ VT 
Emulations and much more. 
CoCo 3 Only. Only $39.95 

PC-Xfer Utilities: Programs to 
format/transfer files to/from 
MSDOS disks to CoCo under 
Levell/2. Req SDISK(3): $44.95 

M axsoun d .. ·''"'''''~~,,~,,~*'*"'''''''"~"'"~"''~''''''''''''"''""~"*'''''''''''''''''''' 

I . s K · . . . • OS9 Level II Ramdisk !!1 w In core eeper A High Quahty Digital Audio •,,_._ ....... ;:;;:;:;~'*-'''"::;:::;:;:;:lji: 

Only~ $9.95 

For Team & Individuals. $19.95 Sampler & Sequence for CoCo ln-mem'?ry disk drive! Req 
3. Only $49.95 512K. Disk Only $29.95 

ii!J/'MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618. 

Power-packed utilities with 15 
useful commands such as sort, 
base conversion, lost file loca
tion, disk pack & much more. 
Only $24.95 

il!i~:;:I;~Bi::!::~:;!Eii]ll 
Wild & MV Version 2.1: Use 
"wildcards" with OS9 & re-ar
range directory tree. $19.95 
EZGen Version 1.04: Powerful 
OS9 bootfile editor. Changes 
names, add/delete modules, 
patch bytes, etc. $19.95 

:::: From Microtech 
§:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--::r.::;m.::::'.:::::::·~::::;~~:):f.:~::::::):*:::::!§~ 

XWord: Best OS9 Word Proces-
sor with True character oriented 
& more. $69.95 
XMerge: Mail Merge for 
XWord. Only $24.95 
XSpell: 40000 word spelling 
checker. Only $39.95 
XED: OS9 Full Screen Editor. 
Only $39.95 
XDIS: OS9 Disassembler. 
$34.95 
XTerm: OS9 Communications 
Program. Only $49.95 
XDir & X Cal: Hierarchial direc
tory, OS9 calculator. $24.95 

From Frank Ho 
Dynastar: Most Popular OS9 
Word Processor. Only $99.95 
Dynaspell: Spelling Checker. 
Only $74.95 
Both Dynastar & Spell: $124.95 
Wiz: Communications Program. 
Req RS232 Pack. $59.95 
Inside OS9 Level 11:$19.95 

From Su ar So 
x::::::~«.:::::x::$::. 

OS9 Calligrapher: Turn your 
printer into a calligrapher's quill 
& make beautiful flyers, invita
tions, etc. Includes 3 fonts . Only 
$24.95 

Window Writer 
Powerful OS9 word processor 
with multi-tasking, pull down 
menus & much more. Only $59 

Multi-Edit 
;~+.!:~.;;:;:;::.;;s:~:-~~~~~"m:~f.'??-<lli&~1~·:l@S:::::•~~~·:*i!i 
Create, Edit Application Infor-
mation Files & Icons for Multi
Vue. Only l24.95 

\ VISA ~ •==""' 
To Oraer:Refer to Page 17 of our 6-page ad series (Pgs 7 -17) 
Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244 (9AM - BPM 7 DAYS/WEEK) 
Tech. Info (Between 4-8pm), Order Status, Info: 716-383-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026. 



I \A/rapping THE RAINBOV'/ 

An Electronic 
Evolution 

I 
bought my first Color Computer in 
October 1982 and my first issue of 
our magazine in January 1984. As en
thusiastic as I was, at that time you 
couldn ' t have convinced me I was to 

become an integral part of THE RAINBOW. 

And as technical editor over the past three 
years, I could only dream of sitting behind 
the managing editor's desk. Yet here I am, 
full of ideas and rarin' to go! 

Generally I'll be using this new column 
to discuss how changes in the CoCo Com
munity affect publication of THE RAINBOW, 

but I want to address a couple of more local 
concerns this month. First we have re
ceived a number of letters regarding the 
listings in the August 1988 issue. They 
were fairly light. In fact some of them were 
downright hard to read. For this I offer an 
apology to those of you who tried to enter 
those listings by hand. If you succeeded, 
give yourself a pat on the back. 

You see, we have gone into full swing 
with our electronic publishing. In the past 
RAINBOW listings were generated from a 
working copy of the program on an HP 
LaserJet printer using a Courier typeface. 
We then pasted the hard copy to a board (a 
ruled piece of posterboard) and took a 
negative transparent photograph of that 
board. A plate was created from the film 
and used to print the magazine. 

In a constant effort to budget as best we 
can (one reason we have been able to hold 
the line on subscription rates for three years 
now) , we found an easier, and more cost
efficient "Yay of producing THE RAINBOW. 

Currently the listings are generated as ASCII 
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files, ported into Aldus PageMaker through 
our computer network, and placed on an 
electronic "page." To get the 32-column 
listings to line up properly, we selected a 
Letter Gothic font for its mono-spaced 
properties- in other words each character 
is the same width. 

Our goal has been to create each page of 
the magazine electronically and, using a 
Linotronic typesetter, print those pages 
directly to the film. What we didn't realize 
is that the lines used to create characters in 
the Letter Gothic font are so narrow they 
don't reproduce well when the printing 
plate is created from the film. 

As you may have noticed, the listings in 
the September issue are far more legible. 
As soon as we discovered the lightness of 
the August listings, we found another mono
spaced font and corrected the situation for 
future issues. (Incidentally the new font is 
Courier, just as we originally used with the 
Laser Jet.) 

On a somewhat related matter, most of 
you have no doubt noticed the size of THE 

RAINBOW. While it is easy to say the maga
zine should be bigger, the situation is a little 
more complex. Reality dictates the size of 
the magazine whether we like it or not. So 
in an attempt to provide you with the most 
bang for your buck, we will be experiment
ing with several different space-saving tech
niques as we continue our Color Computer 
journey. 

One of the changes we are working with 
is running three-column listings. In future 
issues you will find some listings appear
ing just a little smaller so that we can pack 

more into the magazine. When we tried this 
before, we received some complaints from 
readers having trouble reading the listings. 
We understand. Still, we must consider the 
trade-offs. Our goal is to give you the 
meaty magazine you want. And because of 
the clarity possible with our move to elec
tronic publishing, you will find these list
ings far easier to read than those from the 
days of the LaserJet. 

The long and short of this is that THE 

RAINBOW staff works hard to provide the 
best possible source of information on the 
Color Computer. We are willing to try new 
things- make changes for the better. And 
I believe you will see this more and more as 
we work to put out the magazine you want 
and deserve. 

Ordinarily I would ask for your com
ments and suggestions at this point. While 
we still welcome your input, I am going to 
ask you to wait for the November issue, 
which will include a reader survey to allow 
us to more accurately interpret your feed
back. 

I have a million ideas for THE RAINBOW, 

but- as you will see in the coming months 
- implementing those ideas depends on 
you as well. The CoCo Community is self
perpetuating. And you have as much con
trol over and responsibility for its existence 
as THE RAINBOW does. Tandy laid the foun
dation many years ago. Now it is up to all 
of us to top the structure out. I am delighted 
to be working with you as we forge ahead. 

- Cray Augsburg 



DISTO PRODUCTS 
All Disto Products now carry a 1-Year Warranty and are 

shipped 2nd Day Air (at no extra charge!) within Continental 
US. All Disto Add-Ons ( & Super Controller II) include OS9 

Drivers, unless otherwise specified. 

Disto Mini Controller (with RSDOS or COOS): $74.95 
Disto Super Controller (with RSDOS or COOS): $99.95 

Disto Super Controller II (with RSDOS or COOS): $129.95 
• Mini Eprom Programmer Add On: $54.95 

• Hard Disk Adapter: $39.95 w/ RS232: $69.95 
• RT Clock & Printer Interface: $34.95 (0S9 Driver: $19.95) 

• 3-in-1 Multiboard Adapter: Parallel Port, RT Clock & 
RS232 Port. $74.95 

• MEB Adapter: $34.95 
• 4-in-1 Board: Parallel Port, RT Clock, RS232 & Hard Disk 

Interface: $114.95 
RS232 Super Pack: True RS232 Port for your CoCo! Com
patible with Tandy® RS232 Pack. Includes DB25 Cable. 100% 
Compatible with OS9 ACIA Software. Req. Multipak. Only 
$54.95 

HARD DRIVES, Etc. 
Systems w/ Seagate Hard Drive, Controller, Cables, CoCo 
Interface, Cables, Case (with fan & Power Supply), Software 
(OS9 Software & HYPERIO Software!) & Instruction Manuals. 
Assembled{fested/Formatted. Just Plug'N'Run. · 
The Best Hard Drive Deal for the CoCo. 

I S•eag.ate 20 Meg System: $509 6§> J.:;u11 .. , ..... , 

~• ~:eal!•ate 30 Meg System: $539 
XT:Use2 5-120MegDriveswithyourCoCo. Only 

Real Time Clock: $99.95 
CoCo XT ROM: Boots OS9 from hard/floppy. Only $19.95 
HYPERIO: Allows Hard Drive use with RSDOS. Only $29.95. 
HYPERIO Disto Version (for Disto Hard Drive Interface 
users). 
HYPE Rill: Adds RAM Disk & Spooler to CoCo 3 HYPER I/0. 
Only$12.95 

HYPE RIO Utilities (by Kevin Berner) 
Hard Drive Utilities: MSA Backup, Copy/Kill/Rename, Hard 
Disk Backup to Floppies (vica versa) & more. Only $21.95 
Disk Doctor: Checks/locks out bad sectors. only $17.95 
Hard Drive Zap: View tracks, sectors, modify data on your hard 
disk. Only $21.95 

MAGNA VOX 8CM515 RGB 
Monitor 

There are a lot of dealers selling disk drives for the CoCo. Why buy from us? First, 
all our drives are BRAND NEW Fujitsu DOUBLE SIDED Drives. They are sleek, 
fast ( 6ms!), quiet and have a reputation of superb performance and reliability. Second, 
our Drive 0 & 2 Drive Systems come with the acclaimed D ISTO Controller- with gold 
plated contacts & built-in ROM which allows you to access HQllisides of our drives!. 
Third, our Drive 0 & 2 Drive Systems come with the Official 200 page Radio Shack 
Disk Manual. Fourth, you get $50 worth of our utility software (Disk Util 2.1A & 
Super Tape/Disk Transfer). Our drive systems are head & shoulders above the rest! 

Razor Sharp picture quality 
for your CoCo! Has 14" 
Screen, Analog{fTL RGB 
& Composite Inputs for 
CoCo 2/3, Speaker,Text Display Switch, 
Tilt Stand & 2 Year Warranty. Compatible 
with CoCo, IBM & many other computers! 
Only $259 (add $12 S&H/$40 in Canada) 
Lowest Price in the Rainbow! 

Drive 0 (with Disto Controller, Case, Power Supply, 1 Drive Cable, Manual, Software) : $199 
Drive 1 (with Case, Power Supply& Software): $129 Bare 51!4" Drive: $89 
2 Drive System (With Disto Controller, Case, Power Supply, 2 Drive Cable, Manual & Software): 
$299 

Magnavox RGB Cable for CoCo 3 and 
Composite Video I Audio Cable Set with 
Purchase of Monitor: $19.95 

1 Drive Cable: $16.95 2 Drive Cable: $22.95 4 Drive Cable: $34.95 
FD501 Upgrade Kit: Bare Drive, 2 Drive Cable & Instructions: $109 
FD502 Upgrade Kit: Bare Drive, 2 Drive Cable, Power Cable & Instructions: $119 

DS69B Digitizer: Use your CoCo to display pictures from your VCR. Comes complete with CSEE 
Software. Only $149.95. CoCo 2 Version: $99.95 .. (l 
Questron Joystick (for CoCo): Atari type joystick w/ Rapid Fire. Only $29.95 • 
Advanced Gravis Joystick: Features tension, rotary-centering, free floating controls with 3 buttons. 
Only $59.95 
RS Speech & Sound Cartridge: $39.95 (limit 
MPI Locking Plate (Specify 26-3024/3124): $8 
5 1/4" DS/DD Disks: $.40 each 
5 1/4" Colored DS/DD Disks: $.89 each 
3 1!2" DS/DD Disks: $1.49 each 
5 1!4" Disk Case (for 70 disks): $9.95 
3 1/2" Disk Case (for40 disks): $7.50 

NX1000 Color Ribbon:$ 
NX1000 Black Ribbon: $8.50 
Seikosha, EPSON, DMP,Panasonic, 
Gemini Ribbons: Only $8.50 each 

MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900Monroe Ave, Rochester. NY1461a 
To Order: Refer to Page 17 of our &-page ad·ser'fes (Pgs 7 -17) 
Credit Card TQJI Free Orderline 1 ~5244 (9AM • 8Pfl7 DAYS/WEEK) 
Tech. Info (Bet¥v8fh 4!.8pm), Order Status, 8830. Fax: 71 

State-of-the art video 
digitizer for the CoCo 3. 
640x200 & 320x200work 
area in color! Includes 
pop-up menu system, 
driver software & print 
driver disk. 

Only $159 

Hardware Hackers: We 
are interested in your 
projects. Excellent royal
ties. Call 716-383-0026. 



I CoCo Consultations 

Lost Interrupts 
Many OS-9 users who use a Multi-Pak 

and an RS-232 pack have now strapped the 
CART interrupt inside their Multi-Paks , in 
an effort to eliminate glitches caused by 
lost interrupts. However, when using the 
serial port, their systems still lock up. This 
problem is often due to two nearly adjacent 
interrupts arriving at the GIME chip, which 
fails to properly process both due to a 
curious idiosyncracy in how it detects the 
CART interrupt. This can cause the RS-232 
pack to lock up in some cases. 

We both have developed similar fixes to 
cure this problem of lost interrupts. Roger 
Krupski uses a Germanium or Shotky (low
voltage drop) diode between the CART inter
rupt where it enters the GIME chip and the 
IRQ line as it leaves the GIME chip and is 
passed on to the 6809 itself. Bruce Isted 
accomplishes the same thing using a trace 
cut and a jumper at the 40-pin system port 
to stunt incoming CART interrupts directly 
to the 6809. This completely cures prob
lems we were having with lost interrupts. 

Roger Krupski and Bruce Isted 

Thanks for alerting me to the diode/ 
internal CART fix for GIME-related OS-9 
interrupt handling problems. I hope to 
present more elaborate details on how to do 
this fix and the reasons for it in a future 
issue of THE RAINBOW. 

Texan Connection 
How do I connect the monitor made by 

Texas Instruments for its T/99 computer to 
my CoCo 3? 

Gregg Stavinski 
Kulpmont, Pennsylvania 

The monitor you mention is a decent
quality composite video monitor and can 
be directly connected to the CoCo 3 using 
standard RCA-male-to-RCA-male phono 
plug cables. Radio Shack Catalog No. 42-
2367 is a good example of such a cable. 

Martin H. Goodman, M.D ., a physician 
trained in anesthesiology, is a longtime 
electronics tinkerer and outspoken com
mentator- sort of the Howard Cosell of 
the CoCo world. On Delphi, Marty is the 
SIGop of RAINBow's CoCo SIG and data
base man(lger of OS-9 Online. His non
computer passions include running, moun
taineering and outdoor photography. Marty 
lives in San Pablo , California . 
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c 0 c 0 

By Marty Goodman 
Rainbow Contributing Editor 

Two are needed, one to connect the video 
output of the CoCo 3 (the red RCA jack on 
the back) to the video input of your monitor, 
and one to connect the audio output of the 
CoCo to the audio input of your monitor. 
Note that the audio cables I recommended 
above are not ideal: Actually 75-ohm video 
coaxial cables are better. But the Radio 
Shack cables are readily available and work 
adequately. Also note that because the 
monitor is being fed by a composite video 
signal, not an RGB signal (the monitor lacks 
RGB inputs), you are not able to adequately 
resolve 80-column text, and with some 
software you need to use options available 
to tell the software that you are using a 
composite video monitor, not an RGB 
monitor. 

Exclamation Explanation 
I have a BASIC program that I wrote on 

my CoCo 3 and saved to disk. When it is 
loaded into a CoCo 2, the CoCo 3 BASIC 

commands are replaced by exclamation 
marks . Why? 

Clayton Shaffer 
Visalia , Cal(fornia 

When you save a BASIC program to disk 
in the normal fashion, the program is "to
kenized." That is, critical commands and 
phrases in BASIC are not saved out as the full 

text but as two-byte tokens. These tokens 
allow the program to take up less space on 
the disk and in memory and to be proc
essed much faster during execution. 

The CoCo 3, as you know, has more 
BASIC commands and keywords than does 
the CoCo 2. The BASIC in the CoCo 2 is set 
up so that if it sees a token it does not 
recognize, it puts an exclamation mark on 
the display of the token. Note that if the 
CoCo 3 encounters a token it does not 
recognize, it hangs up and crashes due to 
an oversight in the programming of its 
BASIC. If you want to use your CoCo 2 to 
edit BASIC programs written on the CoCo 
3, you need to first save the CoCo 3 BASIC 

program to disk in ASCII form (using the 
command SAVE "FILENAME" ,A), then take 
the file and load it into a word processor on 
the CoCo 2. 

Mouse and Ball 
What sort of mouse or track ball can be 

used on the CoCo 2 and 3? 
Henry Stiehl 

Richey, Florida 

Only mice and track balls specifically 
made for the CoCo 2 and 3 can be used 
with them. The vast mqjority of "bus mice" 
and "serial mice" used on IBM PCs and 
other type computers cannot be used with 
any model CoCo. This limits you to the 
mouse sold by Tandy and to the ancient 
Wico track ball, which may still be avail
able from Zebra Systems. Note the mice 
and track balls made for the CoCo 2 and 3 
work with any program that uses the joys
ticks- they just plug right in. 

What's the Deal? 
In the June 1989 RAINBOW Tony Di

Stefano said 80-track drives won't work as 
40-track drives. I have two 3'h-inch SO
track drives that I use under Disk BASIC, 

and they work perfectly. What is going on 
here? 

Larry K. Williams 
Athens, Georgia 

Tony was saying that you can ' t prop
erly use 514-inch 80-track (720K) drives to 
produce a disk that can be reliably read on 
a 40-track (360K) 5!12-inch drive. You cer
tainly can't write new files using a 514-inch 
80-track (720K) drive to a 514 disk format
ted on a 40-track (360K) disk drive. What 
you're doing is just using the first 35 tracks 
on one side of those 3!12-inch drives (thereby 
wasting over three-quarters of their stor
age capacity). 



BIG BASIC 
Full Power for your CoCo 3! 
(From Danosoft) 
Gives upto92K User Memory in 128K CoCo and 476Kin 512K 
CoCo from BASIC with any mix of program/variables. You can 
have one BIG program or 58 Separate ones running at once 
from computer memory in multiple windows! Big Basic also 
allows you to Disk Chain any size program. Step up to the 
full potential of your CoCo 3 with Big Basic. Only $39.95 

K 
Keyboard Extension Cable allows you 
to move your keyboard away from the 
computer & type with ease. Use your ex
isting keyboard or leave your present 
keyboard intact and use a second 
keyboard. Only $39.95 
CoCo 3 Keyboard: $39.95 w/ Exten
sion Cable: $69.95 

••• 

CoCo 2 Keyboard: $19.95 w/ Extension Cable: $49.95 ,...... ........................... 
5 

...... 
1 
...... 
2 

......... K~~U.........:p::.....g ......... r .... a ...... d=--e ....... S ........... , ===='""""tJ (CoCo 3 Keyboard includes free Function Keys s'lttware) 

Fully assembled, tested and ready to be shipped NOW! 0 
design allows mounting chips on top to prevent any heating 
problems. No soldering ; Easy instructions for 2 minute instal
lation! Comes with following software (value $100) : 
• 512K Ramtest 
• 512K Backup Lightning 
• 512K Print Spooler 
• 512K Ramdisk 
• OS9 Levell I Ramdisk 
The absolute best 512K Upgrade Package Available! 
90 day warranty! New Low Price $109 
OK Upgrade Board (with 512K Ramtest/Ramdisk/Spooler): $39.95 

Upgrades for CoCo 2 
64K Upgrade (8 chip) for CoCo I, CoCo ll 's with Cat# 26-
3026/3027/3134/3136: $29.95 
64K Upgrade (2 chip) for 26-3134 A/B CoCo II: $39.95 

(Free 64K Software included with 64K Upgrades) 

COMMUNICATIONS 
EXTRAVAGANZA 

(1) Avatex 1200e Modem: Fully Hayes Compatible 300/1200 
w speaker, Auto Dial/Answer/Redial. 
(2) MODEM CABLE (4pin to DB25; Reg $19.95) 
(3) Autoterm Software (Reg $39.95) 
(4) Free Compuserve Offer & Access Time 
(5) UPS 2nd Day Air Shipping 

Only $129.95 
Avatex 1200e Modem Only : 
Zoom 2400 Modem Only: $149 
Communications Extravaganza 2400: Includes 
Zoom 2400 baud modem, cable, software & 2nd Day Air Ship
ping. Only $189.95 

All our modems carry a 2 Year Warranty! 

. ~ 

·~numum;•m: 
11/ I 

INTRONICS EPROM PROGRAMMER: Programs 2516 to 
27010 & more! Includes software & complete documentation. 
Latest version. Lowest Price Anywhere. CoCo 1 ,2,3. Only 
$137.95 
DATARASE Eprom Eraser: For 24/28 pin Eproms. Erases up 
to 4 EPROMs at a time. Only $49.95 
Both Eprom Programmer & Eraser: $179.95 fo.t-•••K J 
2764 Eprom: $8 27128 Eprom: $9 • 
ROMPAK (w/ Blank PC Board, 27xx Series): $12.95 
BLANK CARTRIDGE (Disk Controller Size): $10.95 

, Etc. 
Magnavox 8505/8515/8CM643 Analog RGB Cable: $24.95 
Serial-to-Parallel Interface: Use your parallel printer at high 
speed (300-9600 baud) with the CoCo. Comes with all cables. 
No software compatibility problems. Only $44.95 
15" Shielded Multipak Extension Cable: $36.95 
Y Cable: Use your disk system with Speech/RS232 Pack, 
DS69 Digitizer, etc. Only $27.95v , . 
RGB Analog Extender Cable: $19.95 ~~ . 
SONY Monitor Cable: $29.95 
MODEM Cable: 4 pin to DB25. Only $19.95 
2 Position Switcher: Hook 2 devices to serial port. $29.95 
HI-RES Joystick Interface: $11 .99 

CHIPS, Etc.\ 
Genuine RS Disk Rom 1.1 (Needed for CoCo 3) : $29.95 
ECB Rom 1.1: $29.95 
68B09E Chip: $14.95 68B21 Chip: $5.95 
GIME Chip for CoCo 3:$39.95 
Genuine RS Multipak PAL Chip (Specify 26-3024 1 26-3124): 
$19.95 
PAL Switcher: Allows you to switch between CoCo 2 & 3 
modes when using the Multipak. You need the OLDER & 
NEW PAL Chip for the 26-3024 Multipak. Only $39.95. With 
NEW PAL Chip Only $49.95 

fJIICROCOM SO 
Ordet~ All Ordeft $75 & a&ve ( t Printe,!'S, Monit(ts, DriVeS. ""'"'""""''w""i'""' .. ~unnBH '" 

charge in Continental US. We accept ViSa, MC, Amex. Discover. Check, MO & School PO's. Please add $3.00 S&H ($10 for 
grwes) In Continental US; all others a(fd 10% 5aH (Min~)- NYS ijesiclents please add sales tax. 

" ~ustralian.Perlphe~;pevelolftent. PQ;~Q\7-341 · 1 
Credit *Caret. Toll Free Orderline 1·8 -654-5244 (9.AM - 8PM 7 DAYS/WEEK) 
Tech. Info (Between4-8pm). Order StatUs, Info: 716-383-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026. 



Can't Get It to Work 
I want to use four disk drives on my 

CoCo. When I try to hook a given drive in 
as the fourth drive (Drive 3 ), it does not 
work. The motor goes on when I try to 
access it, but the drive select light does not. 
Can you help? 

George Allen 
Philadelphia 

The CoCo accesses the fourth drive 
(Drive 3) in a somewhat different fashion 
from many other computers. Most other 
computers and disk drives are set up to have 
a drive select line for the fourth drive on Pin 
6 of the 34-pin drive connector. But the 
CoCo's Drive 3 select line is on Pin 32. Pin 
32 is used by most modem floppy drive 
systems as the Side Select line. (Note that 
the CoCo's disk controller hardware and 
software as supplied was never designed to 
use double-sided disk drives.) 

Those people using double-sided drives 
with the CoCo must content themselves to 
using no more than three physical drives 
unless they want to do significant custom 
hardware and software modifications. If 
you want to hook up four single-sided 
drives, you must do the following to the 
fourth drive: 

• Cut the trace leaving Pin 6 of the 
drive's 34-pin connector, and cut the trace 
leaving Pin 32 of the drive's 34-pin con
nector. 

• Tie the trace that used to go to Pin 32 
to a source of +5 volts on the drive via a 
4.7K pull-up resistor. Now route the trace 
you freed up from Pin 6 to Pin 32 via a wire 
jumper. 

• Jumper the drive so it is selected as 
Drive 3. 

If you own double-sided drives, the best 
thing to do is just use no more than three of 
them on one system. 

ADOS 3 and BASIC 
What can ADOS 3 do for me regarding 

full use of 80-track, double-sided drives 
under BASIC? 

Gary Carter 
Liberty, Kentucky 

ADOS 3 allows you to use up to two 
double-sided 80-track drives as if they were 
four single-sided 80-track drives. It does 
not allow. you to mix 80- and 40-track 
drives in a convenient way, though you can 
use it to get data over from your 35- and 40-
track drives to your new 80-track system. I 
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know of no software for Color BASJC that 
allows you to use a double-sided 80-track 
drive as a single 720K drive. 

Modem But No Power 
I obtained a TRS-80 DC-2212 modem, 

but no power supply for it. ! cannot get one 
through Radio Shack because they are no 
longer available. I am told it requires a 
source of 16.2 VAC. I have a 20-VAC .51 
amp power supply. Can I use that? 

Paul-Joseph de Werk 
Pittsburg, California 

Devices that specify a given AC voltage 
for their power input can usually run per
fectly well from power supplies within two 
or three volts of the rated value. If you put 
too much voltage into them, an internal 
voltage regulator may run too hot. Your 20 
V AC .51 amp power supply might be a 
little high. I'd consider using a dropping 
resistor in series with your supply. Mo
dems like those often draw between a quarter 
and a half an amp. 

I suggest dropping the voltage by about 
4 volts. Using the appropriate version of 
Ohm's law (R=E/I, where E=4 volts and 
!=between .25 and .5 amps), it seems you 
can try a dropping resistor in series with the 
power supply of a value between eight and 
16 ohms. Use 5-watt or higher wattage 
resistors for this dropping resistor. 

To get the right value, all you need is an 
AC volt meter and a bunch of 5- or 10-watt 
resistors. You can buy the resistors at Radio 
Shack. (See the listing of wire-wound re
sistors on Page 130 of the 1989 U.S. Cat. 
No. 432.) 

I suggest getting two of the 10-ohm, 10-
watt resistors (Cat No. 271-132) and hook
ing both up in series with the power supply 
and the modem, then measuring the AC 
voltage where the power enters the modem. 
If it is within two volts of 16 volts, you are 
fine. If not, adjust the resistance accord
ingly. Note that two 10 ohm resistors in 
parallel amount to a 5-ohm resistor and that 
two 10 ohm resistors in series amount to a 
20-ohm resistor. 

Burned Out 
Can you give me any advice on repair

ing a burned out CoCo 3 and Multi-Pak? I 
hear replacement GIME chips cost $50 
and are available only from Tandy. What 
about hooking a non-CoCo type switch 
matrix keyboard to the CoCo 3? 

John H. Opheim 

Most of the time when you fry a CoCo 3, 

it is just the 6B809E chip (the central proc
essor chip) that has died. This 40-pin chip 
is relatively inexpensive ($6 or so) and 
widely available (Jameco and JDR, for 
example, usually stock it). Unfortunately, 
it is soldered directly into the CoCo 3 
motherboard, so some degree of hacking 
skill is required to remove the old one and 
place a socket there in which to put the new 
chip. This must be done without damaging 
the CoCo 3 motherboard. Less frequently a 
RAM or PIA chip blows on the CoCo 3. 
Curiously, the GIME chip does not often 
get fried. And, you will be happy to learn 
that when it does , the replacement GIME 
chip from Tandy national parts now is 
available for around $25. 

As far as using a non-CoCo 3 keyboard, 
I'd advise you not to bother. Seven years 
ago when the only CoCo-type keyboard 
was the chicklet type, I totally rewired the 
matrix on some non-CoCo keyboards for 
my CoCo. It was a tedious matter. I'd never 
do it again with replacement keyboards 
available so inexpensively. 

Tape Trouble 
When my CoCo is on for a long time, I 

find my cassette tape programs have trouble 
loading. What is the problem? 

Fred f. Slagle 
Morristown, Tennessee 

Your CoCo may benefit from the addi
tion of a small fan over the power supply. 
While there are other ways of dealing with 
problems relating to mild overheating, the 
addition of a fan is by far the easiest to 
accomplish. 

Your technical questions are wel
comed. Please address them to CoCo 
Consultations, THE RAINBOW, P. 0. 
Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059. 

We reserve the right to publish only 
questions of general interest and to edit 
for brevity and clarity. Due to the large 
volume of mail we recieve, we are unable 
to answer letters individually. 

Questions can also be sent to Marty 
through the Delphi CoCo SIG. From 
the CoCo SIG> prompt, pick Rainbow 
Magazine Services, then , at the RAIN
BOW> prompt, type ASK (for Ask the 
Experts) to arrive at the EXPERTS> 
prompt , where you can select the "CoCo 
Consultations" on line form which has 
complete instructions. 



3 Fabulous Bargains! 
These specials will be withdrawn without notice. Don't miss them! 

The Dazzling Word Processor 

$3995 

Max-1 0: the Rolls-Royce of word processors. The only one with true 
graphic capability and dozens of type styles. Using your dot matrix printer 
you get from tiny footnotes (6 point) to big titles (24 point) . 

The Rainbow review (1/89) said: "An incredible job of providing 
power, flexibility and speed in a program that is as easy to use as it is 
to pronounce! ... Max-10 takes a back seat to none, and is beyond 
comparison with most." Max- 10. the only word processor with "What 
You See Is What You Get". A word processor you will love at first sight. 

CoCo Max Ill: now a classic and probably the most popular CoCo pro
gram ever. If the price was the reason that stopped you before. this special 
will delight you. Listen (Rainbow 3/88) : "There are no limits to what you 
can do with this fabulous program. Speed, ease, animation, power and 

The Famous Graphics Creator 

$4995 
\ color, all in one package. CoCo Max Ill is the ultimate program for the 

CoCo 3." Check any Rainbow (up to 4/89) for complete info on CoCo Max. 

Save $70 

BOTH 
CoCo Max Ill and Max- 1 0 for 

only 

$7995 

About Max-1 0 
What the CoCo Community needs is a word 
processor that's rock solid. blindingly fast. 
feels like a Macintosh. makes all the others 
look boring. and does not cost $80 
Max-10 is just that and more. It allows on 
screen mix1ng of graphics and text. large 
headlines. multiple columns and full page 
preview (with graphics). 
We swear that Max- 1 0 will add excitement 
to your word processing. and that's no small 
task! 
PRINTERS SUPPORTED: EPSON FX.MX.RX.LX 
AND COMPATIBLES: DMP 105.106.110.130: CGP220 
(B&W): OKI 182.92.1 92: STAR NX· 10. NX- 1000. 

Max-1 0 Add- ons 
- Max- 10 Fonts. 36 super fonts on 2 disks. 
Send for list. Order #C- 23 ... ....... ....... $29.95 
NOTE: Ma;c- 10 and CoCo Ma;c Fonts aren't interchangable. 
- Spell Checker 50000 word dictionary for 
online spell checking and dictionary lookup. 
Perfect seamless integration with Max- 1 0. 
Order #C- 24 ..... .. .... .. .. .. .. ...... ..... .... ... . $29.95 

System Requirements 
Max- 1 o and CoCo Max Ill Require : any 
CoCo 3: 1 or more disk drives: joystick or 
mouse: Radio Shack or Colorware Hi- Res 
Pack:a video or RGB monitor or a TV. 

To top it off. we include a free Demo Disk plus the super CoCo Show 
program. which lets you make your own "slide shows". 

Desktop Publishing: together. CoCo Max Ill and Max- 10 form an 
unbeatable system for reports. flyers. invitations. greeting cards. signs. 
newsletters. etc. It's far beyond anything you've ever seen on a CoCo. 

Here is one of the hundreds of unsolicited letters we got : "Max-1 0 
and CoCo Max Ill are wonderful. They are the fi rst Color Computer 
products I have purchased that were even better than I hoped for." 

At Colorware. we all work hard to make you feel that way and we 
thrive on your appreciation. 

About CoCo Max Ill 
Whether you doodle for fun or do graphics 
for a living. CoCo Max will amaze you. It's a 
promise. 
Its major features include: Huge picture 
area (2 full hi- res 320x192 screens) . Large 
editin9 window. Zoom mode for detail work. 
28 po1nt and click drawing tools . Shrink and 
stretch. Rotation at any angle (1.SO steps). 
512K memory support (all features work 
with 128K too) . Undo (Oops) feature to fix 
mistakes. Animation. Special effects. Color 
sequencing (8 colors. variable speed) . 13 
fonts (more available). Each font has 8 sizes 
and 5 styles for thousands of possible 
combinations. Translate program to convert 
most types of pictures. CoCo Show "slide 
show" program. Miniload program to help 
use pictures with your software. Color edit
ing of patterns. Prmts in single or double 
size. Select 16 of 64 available colors . all 64 
colors are shown at once for easy selection 
Pull - down menus. 40 paint brush shapes. 
Two color lettering. Spray can . Amazing 
"flowbrush". RGB and composite monitor 
support. Colors print in 5 shades of gray . 
PRINTERS SUPPORTED: EPSON RX.FX.MX.LX 
AND COMPATIBLES: STAR/GEMINI NX 10.NX" 1000· 
DMP 100. 105.106.1 10.1 20.130.200 : OKI 82A. 182.192 : 
CGP 220(B&W) 
Color Drivers available. See next column. 

CoCo Max Ill Add-ons 
- Max Fonts disks. 95 fonts on 4 disks. 
Order #C- 73 ........... ...... .. . .. . .. ........ $49.95 
- Max Edit Create new fonts or edit exist ing 
ones. Order #C- 16 ... .. .. .. ... ... . $19. 95 
- Color Printer drivers for NX - 1 000 
Rainbow (#C- 2). CGP- 220 (#C- 1) or 
Okimate 20 (#C- 3) .... .. ........ ... ... each $19.95 

CoCo Max I and II 
- CoCo Max I on tape . See previous ads or 
write for info. For CoCo 1 or 2. 
Order #C- 7... ... .............. .. . ... $59.95 
- CoCo Max II. For all disk CoCos. Mult i
pak or Y- Cable required . #C- 85 ...... $69.95 

Digitizers 
Dig itize any picture from any video source 
(VCR. camera ... ) for use with CoCo Max Il l 
and Max- 10. 
DS-69. Requ ires Mult ipak. 2 pictures per 
second. Order #C- 18 .. .... ... .......... ...... $99.95 
DS-696 Faster: 8 pix/sec. #C- 92 .. . $149.95 

Call or Write Now 
--~ f"" J I VIS4 I (203) 348-9436 ·~ 
- ; Weekdays 9- 5 EST l...,, 

Ordering Information: We accept Visa. Mastercard. Checks. and M.O. C.O.D. is $4 extra. 
Purchase orders are subject to credit approval. CT residents add 7.5% sales tax. 
Shipping: $4 per order (usually UPS ground). UPS 2nd Day Air: $4 extra. NeKI Day seNice 

available. C3flada: $6 per order (Airmailj . Outside US and Canada: Add 10% of order total. 
(coLORWARE 

COLOR WARE 
242-W West Avenue 
Darien, CT 06820 
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Neither rain, sleet, snow nor hail . ... 

lfuDcc~y 
CG ueill~lmDcc~ 

[}={] 
ow would you like to learn some 
neat tricks for programming graph
ics on the CoCo 3? Letter Carrier 

is a fairly short game that demonstrates 
three techniques very useful to anyone inter
ested in graphics programming. It shows 
how you can create graphics invisibly and 
then either make them instantly pop into 
view fully drawn or store them in memory 
for future use . It also shows a way to 
animate letters of the alphabet on the graph
ics screen. 

Letter Carrier is an easy-to-play, non
violent game that presents a degree of chal
lenge. The object of the game is to drop 
letters of the alphabet, arranged in random 
order at the top of the screen, down to the 
little postman who scampers back and forth 
across the bottom of the screen. Letters are 

Jim Bennett lives on the Hudson River in 
upstate New York with his wife and four 
children. He is deeply involved in educa
tion and owns E.Z. Friendly Software. 

dropped by pressing the keys on the key
board. Points are earned for every letter the 
postman catches. The game is over either 
when the time limit is up or when all the 
letters have been dropped, whichever oc
curs first. This game might be used for 
developing keyboard skill, but its primary 
purpose is to demonstrate some special 
graphics techniques that can be used with 
other game scenarios as well as non-game 
programs. 

The program is short, but contains a lot 
of HDRAW commands that must be keyed in 
exactly as listed. The series of letters and 
numbers in these commands can be confus
ing and make it very easy to make typing 
errors. So be careful. Also, take the precau
tion of saving the program or any portion of 
the program before you try to run it. 

The program has five main parts: The 
first part (lines 60 through 400) creates a 
really eye-catching title. The second part 
(lines 410 through 590) creates four ver
sions of the postman used later for anima
tion. Part 3 (lines 600 through 660) sets up 

r 



Classroom to advanced industrial applications. 
Be a Wizard in your Lab, Factory, College, Home ... 
It used to be difficutt and costly to do process control, robotics, data 
acquisition, monitoring and sensing with your computer. Now the 
low-cost A-BUS system makes ~ easy to do almost any project you 
can imagine. 

Versatility. A-BUS cards handle most interfacing, from on/off 
switching, to reading temperatures, to moving robot arms, to 
counting events, to sensing s~ches ... 

Aijaptability. The A-BUS is modular, allowing expansion well 
beyond your needs. It works ~ almost any computer, or even as a 
remote data station ~ the new serial adapters. 

Simplicity. You can start using the A-BUS in minutes. It's 
easy to connect, and software is a breeze to write in any language. 

Reliability. Careful design and rugged construction make the 
A-BUS the first choice in specialized 1/0. 

NEW: REMOTE A-BUSI Use the new Serial (RS-232) Adapter or 
Processor to control any A-BUS system. Cards can be up to 500 ft 
away using phone type cable, or off premises using a modem. Call or 
send for the new A-BUS Catalog which covers aD the products. 

An A-BUS system consists of: • An A-BUS adapter plugged 
into your computer • A cable to connect the adapter to 1 or 2 
A-BUS function cards. • The same cable will also fit an A-BUS 
Motherboard for expansion to up to 25 cards in any combination. 

~-------------- Important ______________ ~ ,_ _________ About Alpha Products 
All A-BUS Syslems: + Come assembled and tested + Include detailed manuals with schematics 
and programming examples + Can be used with almost any language (BASIC, Pascal. C. 
assembler. etc.) using simple 'IN' and 'OUT' commands (PEEK and POKE on some computers) 
+ can grow to 25 cards Qn any combinatiOn) per adapter + PrOVide jumper selectable addressing 
on each card + Require a single low cost unregulated 12V power supply + Are usual~ shipped 
from stock. (Overnight service is available.) 

Founded in 1976 for the purpose ol deYeloplng low cosll/0 diMces 101 personal computers. Alpha 
has grown to serve over 70000 customers in over 60 countries. A-BUS users include many ol the 
Fortune 500 ~BM. Hewlett-Packard, Tandy, Bell Labs. GM ... ) as wen as most major universities. 
A-BUS products are U.S. designed, U.S. buill. and serviced worldwide. 
OVerseas dlstrlbutOII: Englencl: Celdy Science Assoc. Ud .. Merseyside, 051 342 7033. 
Australia: Brumby Technologies Ply. Ud .. NSN. 7591638. Frenct: Coserm, Rungis. 46 86 64 75 

Inputs, Outputs, etc. 
Analog Input: 8 analog Inputs. o-s. IV In 20mV steps (8 bits). 
o-1oov range possible. 7500 converslonslsecond. AD-142: $142 

12 Bit A to D: Analog to digHal converter. Input range -4V to 
+4V. expandable to 100V. On-board amplifier. Resolution 1mV. 
Conversion time 130ms. I channel. (Expand to 8 channels with the 
RE-156 card.) AN-146: $153 

Relay Card: a individual~ controlled industrial relays each wHh 
status LED's (3A at 12J:NAC contacts. SPST). RE-140: $142 

Reed Relay Card: 8 reed relays (20mA at eovoc. SPST). 
Individual~ controlled and latched, wHh status LEDs.RE-154: $Uit 

D/A converter: 4 Channel 8 Bit D/A converter with output 
amplifiers and separate adjustable references. DA-147: $141 

24 line m 1/0: Connect 24 input or output signals (TTL ~ 
levels or switches). Variety ol modes. (Uses 8255A) DG-141: $72 

Digital Input: 8 optical~ Isolated Inputs. Input can be 5 to 1 rtN 
voltege levelS or switch closures. IN-141: $65 
Digital Output Driver: 8 outputs: 250mA at12V. Drive relays. 
solenoids. stepper motors. lamps. etc. ST-143: $78 

Clock with Alarm: Powerful clock/calendar. Battery backup. 
Timing to 1/100 sec. Alarm reley. LED and buzzer. CL-144: $98 
Touch Tone Decoder: Each tone is converted Into a number 
which Is stored on the board. PH-145: $87 

A-BUS Prototyplng card: 4x4.5' card. Will accept up to 10 
I.C.s. Wdh power & ground bus. PR-152: $16 

Counter nmer: nvee 16 bH C0111181Si1imers. Use seperat~ or 
cascade for long (48 bit) counts. CT-150: $132 

Motion Control 
Smart Quad Stepper Controller: The w011d's finest. 
On board microprocessor controls four motors simunaneous~. 
Uses simple English commands like 'MOVE ARM 10.2 ~NCHES) 
LEFT". For each axis. you control coordinates (absolute or rela
tive). ramping. speed. unHs. scale factors. etc. Many inputs for lim~ 
swnches. etc. On the fly reporting of speed. posnion ... BuiH in 
drivers for small motors (such as M0-103 or 105). SC-149: $299 
Options: ... 5 amp/phase power booster for 1 motor: PD-123: $49 
... Remote 'teach' keypad for direct motor control: RC-121: $54 

A large A-BUS system with two Motherboards 
Adapter in the foreground plugs into PCXT .AT type slot 

Stepper Driver KH: For experimenting w~h stepper motors. 
lncludes2 M0-103 motors and aST-143 dual driver PA-181: $99 
Stepper Motors: (4 phase, unipolar) 
Mo-103: 21!.' dia. v.- shaft. 7.5'/step, 12V, 5 oz-in torque. SIS 
M0-104: 2" dia. W shaft. 1.8"/step. ~. 60 oz-in torque. $45 
Mo-105: 1.7" square . .2' shaft. 3.75'/step. 12V. 6 oz-in. $15 

A-BUS Adapters 
... Can address 64 ports and control up to 25 A-BUS cards. 
"" Require one cable. Motherboard required 101 more than 2 cards. 
A-BUS Parallel Adapters for: 
IBM PCfXT/AT & compatibles. Uoooantmtcrlangilct AR-133: $69 
Apple ll,ll+,lle"'vo~rt>_,olcllnlldt. AR-134: $52 
Commodore 64.128"'vo~rt>~Pcrt"'bldl. AR-139: $48 
TRS-80 Modei102.200Uooo401'k!'St*nbuo'. AR-136: $76 
ModeiiOO (Tandy portable) "'vo~~t>oacUI"'bob. AR-135: $75 
TRS-80 Modei3,4,4D Y-c.t>le Mi11b1o r so pkl bus 11 ...s. AR-132: $54 
TRS-80 Modell "'vo~rt>40pklllpnioobuo. AR-131: $39 
Tandy Color Computers Fb ROihlat 11u111po1< cr Y-c.t>le AR-138: $49 

A-BUS Cable: NeceSSI/y to connect any parallel ad er to 
one A-BUS card ortofirsl motherboard. 50 pin. 3ft. CA-1 : $24 
Special ClbleiOitwoA-BUS cards CA-162: $34 

Serial Adapter: Connect A-BUS systems to anv. RS-232 
AllowsuptoSOOttfromcomputertoA-BUS. SA-129: 149 
Serial Node: To connect addHiOnal SA-.129/A-BUS systems to 
a single RS232 serial port (max 16 nodes). SN-128: $49 
Serial Processor: same as above plus buiK In BASIC for all
line monHoring, logging, decision making. etc. SP-127: $189 
Use SA-129 or SP-127 wHh modems for remote data acquisition. 
Motherboard: Holds up to 5 A-BUS cards in sturdy aluminum 
frame w~h card guides. A sixth connector allows (using cables CA-
161: $12) edd~ional Modlerboards to be added. MB-120: $108 

Power Supply: Power pack for up to 4 cards. PS-126: $12 

Complete Catalog Available 
For Orders and Info call (203) 656-1806 
Weekdays from 9 to 5 EST or FAX 203 656-0756 

Ordering ln!OOnatlon: We accept VISI. Mastercard, Checks. and M.O. C.O.D. is $4 extra. 
Purchase orders are subject to credH apprOYal. CT residents add 7.5% sales tax. 
Shipping: $4 per order (USual~ UPS grou~. UPS 2nd Day Air: $4 extra. Next Day service 
available. C8nada: $6 per order (Ainnal~. O!Aside US and Clulada: Add 10% ol order total. 242-W West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820 



the game screen with the letters at the top. 
Part 4 (lines 670 through 81 0) is the actual 
game routine. The fifth part (lines 820 
through 880) is a subroutine for dropping 
the letters. 

The title shows how graphics can be cre
ated invisibly and then made to pop instan
taneously into view. First, I created a black 
screen with a simple statement written across 
the center (Line 70). While the user is read
ing this message, the computer produces 
more graphics (lines 80 through 140). How
ever, the graphics are invisible because 
they are also done in black. Lines 140 and 
150 erase the intro message and switch the 
colors in PALETTE slots 0 and 15 to reveal 
the drawing for the first time. This gives the 
impression that we switch from one screen 
to another. 

The remaining lines in this routine ( 160 
through 400) use the "pop into view" trick 
to create a dramatic effect of shapes magi
cally "popping" onto the screen one by one. 
What you can't see is that each shape is first 
drawn and then painted the same color as 
the background. When done, the appropriate 
PALETTE command makes the shape ap
pear. Add a little sound effect (Subroutine 
890) and the effect is even more dramatic. 

I'm not going to spoil the visual impact 
of the title design by being specific in my 
description. You 'II just have to run the 
program to see exactly what I mean. 

The routine (lines 410 through 590) that 
draws the figures to be used in animation, 
again uses the trick of working invisibly; 
however, this time the figures are not made 
to pop into view. Instead, they are stored in 
memory with HGET commands. Where are 

the figures drawn, you ask? In the blank 
spaces on either side of the title! 

Letter Carrier 
provides some 
useful ideas for 

programming really 
eye-catching 

graphics on the 
Color Computer 3. 
The tricks shown 
here have a wide 

application in 
writing game 

programs. 

In order to use HGET, the HBU F F (Line30) 
must appear at the start of the program. The 
first number following HBU FF identifies the 
buffer, and the second number identifies 
the amount of memory needed. I confess, 
the method given in the instruction manual 
for calculating the second number seemed 
awkward. I arrived at 1350 (the lowest 

number that works without causing a Func
tion Call Error) by a process of trial and 
error. 

The program then scrambles the alpha
bet and presents the game screen. With a 
press of the space bar, the game starts. The 
game routine (lines 670 through 810) is 
simply two FOR-NEXT loops that HPUT the 
previously-drawn figures of the postman 
onto the screen. The animation is a little 
rough, but it illustrates what is possible. 
The postman is probably as large a figure as 
you would want to use in animation by the 
HPUT method. You can reduce the flicker
ing effect by using smaller figures and a 
smaller rectangle. 

The subroutine, which drops the letters, 
shows how even the letters of the alphabet 
can be animated with CoCo 3 graphics. 
Simply stated, a letter is first printed in 
black and then erased by being printed 
again in the same spot in white. To specify 
the color to H PRINT, the HCO LOR function is 
used. H PO I NT checks to see if the postman is 
under the falling letter. 

Letter Carrier provides some useful ideas 
for programming really eye-catching graph
ics on the Color Computer 3. The tricks 
shown here have a wide application in writ
ing game programs. They can also be used 
in any kind of program where you might 
want to add professional-looking, attrac
tive graphics. 

(Questions or comments concerning this 
program may be addressed to the author at 
Hutton and Orchard Sts ., Rhinecliff, NY 
12574. Please enclose an SASE when re
questing a reply.) 0 

l \A' 90 ........ 107 540 ........ 244 
~ 140 ........ 66 660 ........ 213 

HENC=56ELSEC=32 
50 FORX=lT014:PALETTEX,63:NEXT:C 
LS:PALETTE13,0:PALETTE0,0:PALETT 
E15 ,0 220 ...... 193 810 .......... 35 

330 .......... 5 END ...... 146 
460 ...... 191 

The listing: CARR! ER 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT,INC 
10 '**************************** 

THE LETTER CARRIER GAME 
BY 

JIM BENNETT, 1989 
***************************** 

20 ONBRKGOT0900 
30 HBUFF1,1350:HBUFF2,1350:HBUFF 
3,1350:HBUFF4,1350:RX=RNDC -TIMER 
) 

' 40 CLS:PRINT@32*7+6,"RGB MONITOR 
? CY/N)":EXEC44539:IFINKEY$="Y"T 
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60 '*******CREATE TITLE********* 
70 HSCREEN2:HCLS0:HCOLOR14:HPRIN 
TC2,12),"Now presenting for your 

amusement ... " 
80 HDRAW "BM7,4;S4Cl5R3BLD4GLBR6 
U3BU2UBR4BD204BU2E2RD4BU2E2RD4BR 
6U5R2FGF2GL2BR7BU2R2U2L204R2BR4U 
402E2RD4BR4U4BD2BUBDE2RD4BR4BU2R 
2U2L204R2BR5U5BR505BL2BU3BL4BUBL 
R9BD7BL6205BR5U5BR5DF202L2U2E2UL 
2BR13L2GD3FR2BR4R2U2L202BR6U3DER 
BR4BUUD5BR5U3BU2UBR5 
90 HDRAW "BD4R2U2L204R2BR4R2UH2U 
R2BR7BD4U5ER3FD5BL2BU2BL3R4BR4BU 
F3E3BR3BDBRR2U2L204R2BR4RBD3BL89 
D6BU6R2FDGBLLBR503R2U4L3BR604R2U 
4BR6L204R2U406L3BR6BU806BU3R303B 
R3U6BD4E3G2F3BR3BU2R2U2L204R2BR4 
BU2R2U2L204R2BR4BU407BU4R2U3L2BR 



BEST PUBLIC DOMAIN PROGRAMS 
FROM T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE 

T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE HAS ACCUMULATED OVER 1.000 PUBLIC DOMA 'N 
PROGRAMS FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER. 

WE ARE SELUNG 630 OF THE BEST. JUST THE GOOD STUFF! 

Music 1-7 ADVENTURES 1,2 
Each Disk/Tape Contains 
9 Great Adventures 
RBadyToRun 

Order A1 Or A2 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS I· 3 
T1 - Haysae, Kenn~. Mtenn 
T2 - Cobster Terminal Package 
T3 - Mikeyter Terminal Package 

GRAPHICS 1·4 

,. , <~ 

EDUCATION 1·4 
E1 - 12 Programs For Young Kids 
E2- 12 Programs For High School Kids 
E3 - 11 ProgramsTeach1ng The Coco'S Commands 
E4 - 5 Grajlhlcs Programs About Australia 

HOME MANAGEMENT 1·4 
• 12 Programs Each Disk!TaP9 • 

H1- Checkbook, Database, Word Processor,+ 
H2 - Cash Journal, Investments, Mall Ust, + 
H3 - Finance, Int. Rates, Stocks, + 
H4 - Spelling Fix, Spelling Checker, + 

UTILITIES I· 8 
• 12 Programs Each, 1-4 RBquirB Disk • 

U1 - Backup35, Diskzapr, Romcopy, Timer, + 
U2 - Customize, Diskfix, Disktest, Muttback, + 
U3 - Diskaid, Dsklibry, Mldata, Playrnac, + 
U4 - Macpix, Stat-Log, Unarc, Unrnaster, + 
US - Assemblr, Mcbase, Squeezw, Wr~er, + 
U6 - Chr·Ed3, Hgrcolor, Minidos, Updnlist, + 
U7 - Head Print With 30 Mini Pictures 
US - Fig Forth Language W~h Tutiorial 

PRICES: 
1· 5 disks/tapes .... $6.00 each 
6 or more .............. $5.00 each 
All 53 disks/tapes $145.00 

• WE SEND 1ST CLASS - NO CHARGE • 

• p ERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME • 

GAMES I·B 
• Each Disk/Taps Contains 12 Programs • -.-Y 
GA1 - 3Dtictac, Missle, Poker, Tycoon, + -ti~¥ 
GA2- Chess, Motojump, Rider, Slots, + ;l:;; 
GA3 - Battship, Golf, Lander, Robots, + 
GA4 - Abm, Cartel, Subchase, Trek, + - •,. 
GAS- Blackjack, Laser, Raceway, Utopian, + 
GA6 - Kings, Navyguns, Poolgame, Subship, + ; ~ ;::- ::n;-
GA7 - Connect4, F-16, Life, Mazeland, + Q9 r -w 
GA6 - Chute, Football, Othello, Slither, + 
GA9 - Civilwar, Flight, Prix, Stock, + --l~"'A.;::::iii;iill. ~!!!!:'!r=:::-x
GA10 - Cave, Fly, Pedro, Scramble,+ 0-o ~ "'-
GA11 - Bunkers, Craps, Gunner, Nukeattk, + "' 

MAIL TO: 

T&D Subscription Software 
·---~ 2490 Miles Standish Drive 

Holland, Michigan 49424 
(616) 399-9648 

Call or write tor a FREE catalog! 

Name ______________________________ __ CIRCLE ISSUES DESIRED 

M1 GR1 El Ul GAl 
M2 GR2 E2 U2 GA2 
M3 GR3 E3 U3 GA3 
M4 GR4 E4 U4 GM 

Address ____________________________ _ 

MS GRS us GAS 
City ________ __ State __ Zip M6 GR6 Hl us GAS 

M7 GR7 H2 U7 GA7 
GAB H3 us GAB 

Al GR9 H4 GA9 
A2 GR10 GA10 

GA l l GAll 
Credit Card "----------------------------

Tl GR12 
T2 GR13 
T3 GR14 

Expires, ___________________________ _ 

PLEASE CIRCLE 

TOTAL AMOUNT ~----------------- TAPE DISK 

Please turn to pages 53 & 117 for our Subscription Software! 

J 



9L3DF2DL3BR7BUU3 
100 HDRAW "BU2UBRBF3BDR2U2L204R2 
BR4RDGBR5BUBRBUU5RF5U5BR4F3G2E5B 
Dl0BL8905BR9L4E3U2L2GBR4BUBR5GD2 
F2REU2L3BR8DF2RE2UH2LG2BR10BU205 
110 HDRAW "BM254,4;S4Cl5RFRERFRE 
RFRERFRERFRERFRERFRERFRERFRERFRE 
RFRERFRERF2GDFDGDFDGDFDGDFDGDFDG 
DFDGDFDGDFDGDFDGDFDGDFDG2LHLGLHL 
GLHLGLHLGLHLGLHLGLHLGLHLGLHLGLHL 
GLHLGLHLGH2UEUHUEUHUEUHUEUHUEUHU 
EUHUEUHUEUHEUHUEUHUEUHEUBF5033R3 
9U34L39 
120 HPAINT(260,10),15,15:HDRAW"C 
0BF904L2GD4FR2 
130 HDRAW "U406FDFRFDR3FR3ER2ERU 
EU2EU5BD3REU3L2U2EU2H3LGLHUL4G2L 
2GL2GBD3RE2R3E2F2RE2F5BD2BGBLBUB 
LBHL304L2BU4BLL4BDBRRBR8RBDBG2BF 
BR3G2LH2L5G2LH3BR7BD4BLRERF2BR5F 
3R8BL20BH2BL2BGBLHGLDL6BLBR9RDF5 
BR5RE6BUBL3BG4L5 
140 FORDL=lT0600:NEXTDL:PALETTEl 
4,63:HPRINT(2,12),"Now presentin 
g for your amusement ... " 
150 PALETTE0,63:PALETTE15,C: ' 
REVEAL 1ST PART OF TITLE 
160 HDRAW "BM103,69;S4ClE5H3LHL5 
G5019G6L3G5R4FR5FR4FR2FR3FR3FR3F 
RFRFRFRFRFRFR2FRFRFR2FRFR2BRBFBR 
BF2R3FR4FR4FR5FR7FR8ER6ER5ER2ERE 
R2ERERE4UEU2EU3HUH2L2HL3HL15GL4G 
L3GLGL2GL2GL3GL2GLGLGLGLGLGLGBG4 
BL4L2GLGL4GL5GL4HL2HL2HLH2LH2LHU 
HU2DG4F2RF3RFRFR2FR2 
170 HDRAW "FR9ER5ER4ERER2EBEBR3B 
E2BRBERERERERERERER2ER2ER2ER2ER3 
ER6ER12FRFRF302FD2GDG2LGL3D L2DL3 
GL14HL5HL5HL4HL2HL3HBHBL3BHL3HL2 
HL2HLHLHLHL2HL2HL2HL2HLHLHLHLHLH 
L2HL2HL3HL3HL2E8Ul7E2F2DFG2 
180 HPAINT(l03,63),l,l:HPAINT(20 
3,102) ,l,l:HPAINT(l67 ,102) ,l,l:H 
PAINT(l68,102),l,l:HPAINT(l70,10 
1 ) , 1 , 1 : H PAINT (194, 116) , 1 , 1: H PAIN 
T(l97,115),l,l:HPAINT(200,114),1 
,l:P=l:MN=0:GOSUB890 
190 HDRAW "BM110,80;S4C2EUE4RERE 
R2FRFDFD2GDG2DGLGLGL4DF3RF2RERER 
E2UBD2BG2G3LG2L2HLH2LH2UHU3L2E3U 
EBR302R4EREUEUH3L2GLGD3 
200 HPAINT(l23,75),2,2:P=2:GOSUB 
890 
210 HDRAW "BM129,80;S4C3R3012F3R 
3ERERE2UE2G4L2HLHU10Rl5011F4R4E4 
UEUEG5H3U9R8E3Ll0U6G6Ll5U5G7 
220 HPAINT(135,81),3,3:P=3:GOSUB 
890 
230 HDRAW "BM167,85;S4C4RFDFDF3R 
FR2FR2ERERERE2UEG3L2GL2H3LHU2R4E 

. REREUEUEU3H3L2GLGLGLG2DG4LG3BE4B 
R6R5E2UH2LGLG3D 
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240 HPAINT(l71,84),4,4:P=4:GOSUB 
890 
250 HDRAW "BM190,79;S4C5E4RE2RFD 
3E3RER9G4L6G3010G3LU14HL2 
260 HPAINT(l99,78),5,5:P=5:GOSUB 
890 
270 HDRAW "BM101,12l;S4C6DGDGDGH 
L3HL3HL3HL2HLG2LG2DGD2GD2FD3FD2F 
DF5RFR7ER2ER2E4DGDGDG2DG2LGL2GL5 
HLHL2H6UHU2HU2HU8EUEUEUE5RER5FR3 
FR3FR3FR 
280 HPAINT(83,120),6,6:P=6:GOSUB 
890 
290 HDRAW "BM118,132;S4C7L9GLG20 
GD3GD6FD2F2RE605FR2ERE4G3L2HU14E 
3BG7U3L4G205FDRE4U2 
300 HPAINT(lll,l35),7,7:P=7:GOSU 
8890 
310 HDRAW "BM119,138;S4C9E4RE2RF 
D3E3RER9G4L6G3010G3LU14HL2 
320 HPAINT(l31,135) ,9,9 
330 HDRAW "BM139,138;S4C9E4RE2RF 
D3E3RER9G4L6G3010G3LU14HL2 
340 HPAINT(l55,135),9,9:P=9:GOSU 
8890 
350 HDRAW "BM159,138;S4Cl0E7RD17 
RERE2G6L3HU12L2BU9BR2R2E5G3L2G3 
360 HPAINT(l64,128),10,10:HPAINT 
(164,137),10,10:P=l0:GOSUB890 
370 HDRAW "BM171,142;S4CllRFDFDF 
3RFR2FR2ERERERE2UEG3L2GL2H3LHU2R 
4EREREUEUEU3H3L2GLGLGLG2DG4LG3BE 
4BR6R5E2UH2LGLG3D 
380 HPAINT(l73,14l),ll,ll:P=ll:G 
OSUB890 
390 HDRAW "BM194,135;S4Cl2E2R2FD 
17E5U9E2R2ER4FR2FR2ERERE3U3H3G3F 
2DG2H2L3H L5GLG2LU2HL4G5 
400 HPAINT(l98,132),12,12:P=l2:G 
OSUB890 
410 'DRAW 4 MEN FOR ANIMATION 
420 POKE65497,0 
430 PALETTE13,63:PALETTE14,63 
440 HDRAW "BM35,97;S4C8Rl0G3F2L4 
HL5U4BD405R8U2R2HNHBL4LBF3F5E5F2 
E2H2GH2E3F6G3H2BH2GBF2G6L305BH10 
BU3G802F4E2F2G2H2BE2H2E409BU7RER 
EU3HLHL22012FDF2RFR2FR5ER2E2 
450 HDRAW "BM34,12l;S4C808L805L2 
U5RBDBRBD2Rl3U9016R6U2LNL4U20 
460 HPAINT(20,110),13,8:HPAINT(3 
2,116),13,8:HPAINT(36,98),14,8:H 
PAINT(32,110),14,8:HPAINT(32,110 
),14,8:HPAINT(40,113),14,8 
470 HGET(5,95) - (63,139),1 
480 HDRAW "BM35,147;S4C8R10G3F2L 
4HL5U4BD405R8U2R2HNHBL4LBF3F5E5F 
2E2H2GH2E3F6G3H2BH2GBF2G6L305BH1 
0BU3G802F4E2F2G2H2BE2H2E409BU7RE 
REU3HLHL22Dl2FDF2RFR2FR5ER2E2 
490 HDRAW "BM44,167;S4C803NL3R8F 
5DG2LF2E5HLG4H4Ll4UH303BF2BR404G 



6H2G2F4E2H5E4U3HU2 
500 HPAINTC20,160),13,8:HPAINT(3 
2, 16 6) , 13, 8: H PAINT ( 40, 148) , 14, 8: 
HPAINTC32,160),14,8:HPAINTC40,16 
0) , 14, 8: H PAINT ( 3 6, 17 8) , 14, 8 
510 HGETC5,145)-(63,189),2 
520 HDRAW "BM285,97;S4C8L10F3G2R 
4ER5U4BD405L8U2L2ENEBR4RBG3G5H5G 
2H2E2FE2H3G6F3E2BE2FBG2F6R305BE1 
0BU3F802G4H2G2F2E2BH2E2H409BU7LH 
LHU3ERER22012GDG2LGL2GL5HL2H2 
530 HDRAW "BM286,121;S4C808R805R 
2U5LBDBLBD2L13U9016L6U2RNR4U20 
540 HPAINTC298,110),13,8:HPAINTC 
287 ,116) ,13,8:HPAINTC283,98) ,14, 
8:HPAINTC279,110),14,8:HPAINTC28 
7,110),14,8 
550 HGETC258,95)-(316,139),3 
560 HDRAW "BM285,147;S4C8L10F3G2 
R4ER5U4BD405L8U2L2ENEBR4RBG3G5H5 
G2H2E2FE2H3G6F3E2BE2FBG2F6R305BE 
10BU3F802G4H2G2F2E2BH2E2H409BU7L 
HLHU3ERER22012GDG2LGL2GL5HL2H2 
570 HDRAW "BM276,167;S4C8D3NR3L8 
G5DF2RG2H5ERF4E4R14UE303BG2BL404 
F6E2F2G4H2E5H4U3EU2 
580 HPAINTC298,160) ,13,8:HPAINT( 
28 7 , 166) , 13. 8: H PAINT ( 2 7 9, 148) , 14 
,8:HPAINTC279,160) ,14,8:HPAINTC2 
87, 160) , 14, 8: H PAINT ( 283, 17 8) , 14, 
8 
590 HGETC258,145)-(316,189),4 
600 '****SET UP GAME SCREEN***** 
610 POKE65497,0:U$="":PS=0 
620 A$="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWX yz· 
630 NA$="":FORL=1T026 
6 4 0 L $ =M I D $ (A$ , R N D ( 2 6 ) , 1 ) : I F I N S T 
RCNA$,L$)=0THENNA$=NA$+L$ ELSE64 
0 
650 NEXTL:PLAY"V7":FORMN=1T012:F 
ORNN=1T02:PLAY"T20;02;"+STR$CMN) 
+"V+":NEXTNN,MN:HCLS0:PALETTE0,6 
3:PALETTE8,0:PALETTE13,38:PALETT 
E1 4 ,11:HCOLOR8:H PRINTC6,0),NA$ 
660 POKE65496 ,0 :HPRINTC8,10l,"TH 
ESE AR E YOUR LETTERS":HPRINTC7.1 
1l,"PRESS SPACE BAR TO START": EX 
EC44539:HCOLOR0:HPRINTC8,10),"TH 
ESE ARE YOUR LETTERS":HPRINTC7, 1 
1),"PRESS SPACE BAR TO START" 
670 '*******PLAY THE GAME******* 
680 FORNT=1T04:N=1 
690 FORH=1T0260STEP8 
700 POKE65497,0:HP UTCH,147)-(H+5 
8, 191 ) ,N,PSET:POKE65496,0:FORDL= 
1T010:NEXTDL:IFN=1THENN=2ELSEIFN 
=2THENN=1 
710 GOSUB820 
720 NEXT 

• 730 IFLENCU$)=26THEN810 
740 N=3 

750 FORH=260T01STEP-8 
760 HPUTCH,147)-(H+58,191),N,PSE 
T:IFN=3THENN=4ELSEIFN=4THENN=3 
770 GOSUB820 
780 NEXT 
790 IFLENCU$)=26THEN810 
800 NEXTNT 
810 HCLS14:HCOLOR0:HPRINTC11,10) 
,"***GAME OVER***":HPRINT(9,11), 
"FINAL SCORE IS"+STRSCPS):HPRINT 
C5,12),"PRESS ANY KEY TO PLAY AG 
AIN":EXEC44539:SOUND90,1:I$=INKE 
Y$:GOT050 
820 '*****DROP THE LETTERS****** 
830 I$="":I$=INKEY$:IFI$=""THEN8 
80 
840 IFI$<"A"ORI$>"Z"THEN880 
850 IFINSTRCU$,I$)=0THENU$=U$+I$ 
ELSE830 
860 PL=INSTRCNA$,I$)+5:FORL=0T01 
8:HCOLOR8:HPRINTCPL,L),I$:HCOLOR 
0:HPRINTCPL,L),I$:NEXT 
870 IFHPOINTCCPL*8)+1,164)<>0THE 
NPS=PS+100:FORS=1T05:SOUND50*S,1 
: NEXTS 
880 RETURN 
890 PALETTE P,RNDC47):PLAY"03V31" 
:MN=MN+1:FORX=1T06:PLAY"T100;"+S 
TR$CMN) +" ; V-;V-;V-":NEXTX:RETURN 
900 POKE65496,0:HSCREEN0:RGB:END ~ 

VIP Software for the CoCo 3 
VIP Writer Ill includes VIP Speller ..... $79.95 
VIP Calc 111. ............................ ........... $69.95 
VIP Database 111. ............................... $69.95 
VIP Library /WDCE. ......................... $179.95 
Upgrade Writer to Writer 111.. .............. $49.95 
Upgrade Calc to Calc 111.. ................... $29.95 
Upgrade Database to Database 111. ... $39.95 
Upgrade Library to Library /WDCE. ... $99.95 

VIP Software for ALL CoCos 
VIP Writer includes VIP Speller* ........ $69.95 
VIP Calc ............................................. $59.95 
VIP Database ..................................... $49.95 
VIP Speller ......................................... $34.95 
VIP Disk-Zap ...................................... $29.95 
VIP Integrated Library ...................... $149.95 
Upgrade any VIP pgm to VIP Library $99.95 

Upgrading? Send disk only+ amount+ $3 S/H 
See our July ads for more information 

VISA 1-800-322-9873 M/C 
SD Enterprises info line (805) 566-1317 

P. 0. Box 621 Carpinteria Ca 93013 
VIP Library orders add $4 S/H USA, $5 Canada & $10 Foreign 
Other orders add $3 SIH in USA, $4 Canada, $6 Foreign. COD orders add an 
add1t1onal $2.75. Checks allow 3 weeks for delivery. Calif. res. add 6% tax. 
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ing M. Next enter the direction you want to 
travel by pressing the appropriate letter, 
then enter the number of pixels to move in 
that direction. Press Q to exit. 

Slot Color CMP RGB 

I Yellow 36 54 
2 Blue II 9 
3 Red 7 36 
4 Buff 63 63 
5 Cyan 31 27 
6 Magenta 9 45 
7 Orange 38 38 
8 Green 18 18 

Figure 1: Sample Palette 

coLoR: Place the cursor over the desired 
color and press C. 

PAINT : Mark the edge of the area to be 
painted by placing the center of the cursor 
exactly on the edge of the area so that the 
color where the painting is to stop appears 
in the center of the cursor. Then press E. 
Next mark the interior of the area to be 
painted by moving the cursor somewhere 
inside the area and press I. Enter the num
ber of the color to be painted, and the area 
is filled. Note: As in BASIC, the area to be 
painted must have a complete border of the 
same color. 

TExT : Move the cursor to the desired 
location and mark the starting point for the 
text by pressing P. Enter the text desired , 
press ENTER, and the text appears. You can 
use alternate fonts created with Eric Wolf's 
Font Master (October '88, Page 41 ). 

GRID : Key F2 toggles on and off a grid of 
dots spaced 10 dots apart. 

coORDINATES: x,y cursor coordinates can 
be displayed in the upperrightcornerofthe 
screen. Toggle on and off with CTRL. 

ERASE LAST : Erases last command 
completed by pressing Fl. 

REDRAW: Redraws the entire display as 
saved on disk by pressing ALT. 

HELP: Reviews commands and functions 
on the top of the screen by pressing the 
question-mark key (?) . 

QUIT : Quits and saves the drawing in 
memory to disk. Enter a Y or an N at the 
"Are You Sure (YIN)" prompt accordingly. 
If Y is chosen, the listing of the program 
created is displayed. 

EXIT: Pressing the asterisk key(*) exits 
the editor without saving the drawing. For 
a complete demonstration of the program 
in action , type in the listing for DEMO and 
save it in the ASCII format ( SAVE 
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" DEMO . BAS ", A). Run Graphics Program
mer and enter an 0 for old file, then enter 
DEMO for the program name and watch it 
being drawn on the screen. You can now 
add to the DEMO drawing and, by pressing 
the asterisk key, exit the editor without 
updating the disk file . 

Hints and Tips 
Redraw the screen after turning off the 

grid . This refills any holes left behind from 
the grid and keeps the "paint" from leaking 
out around areas you paint after removing 
the grid. It may also be necessary to redraw 
the screen after using the ERASE LAST 

function on a PAINT command. If the paint 
does not disappear after you use the ERASE 

LAST function, press the REDRAW key. The 
drawing should be redrawn without the 
erased paint. This usually occurs when the 
paint color is the same as the edge color. 
The ERASE LAST function has no effect if the 
REDRAW function is the last function used. 

The upper part of the screen is fre
quently cleared to display the status line. 
Although pmt of the drawing may be erased 
on the screen, the final disk file is not 
affected. 

A directory can be displayed during 
startup by entering a ? for the program 
name. 

The editor can be aborted without sav
ing the BASIC subroutine by pressing the * 
key . This should only be used when you 
don't want your drawing saved or updated. 

A command may be aborted at any time 
by pressing the BREAK key. This allows 
you to escape from an uncompleted com
mand without affecting the disk file . 

All command inputs must be in capital 
letters. 

Due to the USe of INKEY$ and INPUT 

commands throughout the program, the 
ENTER key may need to be pressed after 
some user inputs . If nothing happens after 
answering a prompt with a key press, try 
pressing ENTER. 

These commands are not supported: 

• Color option for HLINE 

.Background color for HCOLOR 

• Angle, blank move, no update 
and scale options for HDRAW 

e HSET 

• HCLS 

If a CMP monitor is to be used , change 
the PALETTE RGB command in lines I 0 and 
380 to PALETTE CMP. 

Disk File 
The BASIC subroutine saved on disk is in 

ASCII format. The subroutine begins with 
Line I 00, which sets up the palette. Line 
11 0 contains the screen mode and color. 
The last line in the subroutine keeps the 
screen displayed until you press BREAK. 

Any old drawings loaded must be in 
ASCII and must be free of any commands 
other than those supported by the editor. 
The program must have line numbers in 
increments of lO and begin at I 00. Lines 
I 00 through 120 must be identical in for
mat to those created by the editor. 

Graphics Programmer creates a total of 
four disk files used by the editor: 
PALETTE. DBL , the default palette file; 
.filename. BAS , the BASIC subroutine created; 
filename. DAT, the data file used during 
REDRAW and space removing routines (de
leted after use); and EL . DAT , the ERASE 

LAST data file (deleted after use). Although 
the last two files are normally deleted after 
use automatically, they may appear in the 
disk directory if the editor has been aborted 
by pressing * or the Reset button. If this 
happens , these files should be killed to 
reserve disk space. 

(Questions and comments concerning 
this program may be directed to the author 
at 20985 Cindy Court, Poulsbo, WA 98370. 
Please enclose an SASE when requesting a 
reply.) 0 

Functions 

(press F2) 
~CfRL) 
(pie$.s PI) 
(pt'eSI M.T) 
(ptOSs ?-) 
{pressQ) 



GAME POINT 
s 0 F T w A R E 

by Steve Bjork 
A hostile space fortress has been spotted at the outer 

edge of our galaxy. Destroy this menacing battle platform 
by navigating your spacecraft with the utmost skill to scale 
walls; dodge force fields; blow up fuel tanks; dog fight 
defense ships; evade comets and ultimately disable the 
powerful robot overlord! 

Six years after this arcade hit was first released on the 
Color Computer 1, world renown software author Steve 
Bjork brings one of his most popular and most requested 
games to the Color Computer 3 market. 
Z'89 puts your flying skills to the ultimate test in this 

100% MIL game featuring 5 Mega- Bytes of Super-Res 
Graphics and Digital sound! At last, a program that 
actually out shines the original arcade version!!! Requires 
a Color Computer 3 128K disk system. 
REG. $29.95 Introductory Special $24 .95! 

DONUT • 
DILEMMA 

by Nickolas Marentes 
Angry Angelo has raided Antonio's Donut Factory 

sending the entire complex amuck! Donuts have come 
alive_ and are jumping around in wild frenzies. Machines 
have gone out of control throwing cooking fat, dough and 
icing sugar everywhere! You must help poor Antonio climb 
ladders, Jump platforms and ride elevators to reach the 
top floor and shut down the factory's power generator 
which will restore law and order. 
Disk ... $19.95 

WE NOW ACCEPT. . . [•B•l IZl 
ALL PROGRAMS REQUIRE A COLOR COMPUTER 3 DISK OR TAPE SYSTEM (unless indicated) . 
Personal checks , money orders, and American C. O.D. orders accepted . Include $3.00 for S/ H. $2.50 extra 
for C.O.D. orders. (Cal. res . add 6.5% tax .) 
ATIENTIDN PROGRAMMERS: Game Point Software is looking for talented writers. Top royalties guaranteed. 

by Nickolas Marentes 
Help Rupert infiltrate " Music Box Records " and collect all of his 

stolen notes which are scattered 
throughout the complex. Ride 
the crazy elevators and beware 
of the security robots on patrol. 

This strategy arcade game 
features 17 different, 16 color 
graphic screens and some of 
the hottest digitized percussion 
music and vocals you've ever 
heard. Disk or Tape ... $24.95 

Based on a popular arcade game which we can't mention (But 
sounds like "Art Gannoyed"). ~;;;;;;;;:::::;::::::;::::::;:::;::~ 
BASH challenges you to clear the 
screen by " BASHING" your 
ball through multiple brick lay
ers. Of course you 'II have help 
getting through this 20 level 
game by activating options like, 
Slow Ball , Expanded Paddle, 
Multi-Ball, and more' 
$24.95 

Enemy alien creatures have 
been identified entering our so
lar system, their destination: our 
home planet' Their goal: the 
total annihilation of our race. 
They must not be allowed to 
land' 
An action arcade game featur

ing high quality 16 color gra
phics and sound effects. $24.95 

R E S C U E by Steve Bjork 

A terrible mine disaster has just occured and it will be up to you 
and your talents to enter the 
mine, jump the pits, avoid the 
spikes, fight off the bats and 
other creepy crawlers and get 
air to the needy victims. Mine 
rescue features over 2 mega
bytes of arcade-style graphics, 
real time music and multiple 
mine levels. Hours of fun' 
$24.95 

• ~! 
1';/~.f"., ' - • "i';.l';. :.-

Pa.usoe -

• ~! 
... .:: ... :;.., :; .. :;!:.~:._:..._ :. .. }.._ :. .. ::.!:. ... ;.= 

.__, IY,'!!!f!!IT ... 
$24.95 (Extra Glasses $2.95) 

~~ P.O. Box 6907, Burbank , CA 91510-6907 
G~rroiNT (818) 843-3405 • BBS : (818) 772-8890 



Editors Note: RAINBOW ON TAPE/DISK users 
will need to save both listings together on a 
separate disk before using Graphics Program
mer. Keep in mind, while DEMO is saved on this 
month's tape and disk in binary format , it will 
need to be saved in ASCII fo rmat before using. 

/ 
/ 

L\A 80 ............ 52 
~ 200 ........ 122 

1200 .... 204 
1330 .... 188 

380 .......... 19 1470 .... 186 
450 .......... 46 1640 .... 212 
580 ........ 183 1760 .... 235 
670 ... ..... 149 1890 ...... 57 
800 .......... 75 2020 ...... 48 
860 .......... 72 2130 .... 233 
950 .......... 32 END ...... 246 
1080 ...... 221 

<{ 

Listing 1: GRAPHPRO 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT , INC 
1 ' Graphics Pro . 
2 ' By Michael J . Vandall 
3 ' 20985 Cindy Ct . 
4 ' Poulsbo , WA 98370 
5 ' December 1986 
6 I 

7 I 

8 ' * Initialization * 
9 I 

10 GOSUB 2230 : HSCREEN 2 : HBUFF 1 , 
2416 : HBUFF 2 , 799 : HBUFF 3 , 44:HGET 
(0,0)-(300,15) , 1 : HSCREEN0 :PALETT 
E RGB : CLEAR 2000 : 0N BRK GOTO 440 
20 LN=120 : V=96 : H=160:Z=1 : DIMPL(1 
5) : WIDTH 40 
30 INPUT " NEW DRAWING OR OLD (N/0 
)"; N$ : INPUT " PROGRAM NAME "; NN$ : I 
F N$= " 0 " AND NN$<> " ? " THEN NN$=N 
N$+ ". BAS ": FG=1 : GOTO 70 : ELSE IF N 
N$= " ? " THEN DIR : PRINT:GOTO 30 
40 NN$ =LEFT$(NN$ , 8)+ ". DAT " :OPEN 
" 0 ", #1 , NN$ 
50 GOSUB 1520 
60 PR I NT#1 ," 110HSCREEN2:HCLS0" 
70 HSCREEN2 : HCLS0 : IF FG=1 THEN G 
OSUB 1730 : GOSUB 630 : ELSE GOSUB 6 
30 
77 I 

78 ' * Main Inkey$ * 
79 I 

80 HGET(0 , V- 2) -( 319 , V+2) , 2 
90 HDRAW " BM " +STR$(INT(H) ) +"," +ST 
R$(INT (V) ) +"; C" +STR$(Z ) + "ND2NU2N 
L2NR2 " 
100 C$=INKEY$ : HPUT (0 , V- 2 )-( 319 , V 

· +2) , 2 : VC=V:HC=H 
110 IF PEEK(341)=247 THEN V=V- 1 
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120 IF PEEK (339 }=191 AND PEEK (34 
1}=247 THEN V=V- 4 
130 IF PEEK (342 }=247 THEN V=V+1 
140 IF PEEK (339 }=191 AND PEEK (34 
2 }=247 THEN V=V+4 
150 IF PEEK(343 ) =247 THEN H=H- 1 
160 IF PEEK (339 }=191 AND PEEK(34 
3 ) =247 THEN H=H-4 
170 IF PEEK (344 ) =247 THEN H=H+1 
180 IF PEEK (339)=191 AND PEEK (34 
4)=247 THEN H=H+4 
190 GOSUB 1080 
197 I 

198 I * Cursor Subroutines * 
199 I 

200 IF C$= "" THEN 80 ELSE IF C$ 
= " * " THEN END 
210 IF C$= " S" AND FLG=1 THEN FLG 
=0 : RETURN 
220 IF C$= " F " AND FLG=2 THEN FLG 
=0 : RETURN 
230 IF C$= " X" AND FLG=3 THEN FLG 
=0 : RETURN 
240 IF C$= " E" AND FLG=4 THEN FLG 
=0 : RETURN 
250 IF C$ = " I " AND FLG=S THEN FLG 
=0 : RETURN 
260 IF C$= "M" AND FLG=6 THEN FLG 
=0 : RETURN 
270 IF C$= "M" AND FLG=7 THEN FLG 
=0 : RETURN 
280 IF ASC (C$ ) =4 THEN GOSUB 1640 
: ELSE IF ASC (C$)=189 AND TG<>1 T 
HEN TG=1 : GOSUB 1080 : ELSE IF ASC( 
C$)=189 AND TG=1 THEN TG=0 : GOSUB 

1130 
290 IF ASC(C$)=64 THEN RS=1:HPRI 
NT ( 1 , 0) , " REDRAW " : PRINT #1 , STR$ (L 
N)+ " GOTO " +STR$(LN) : CLOSE : GOSUB 1 
370:RS=0 : GOSUB 1130 : GOSUB 1140 
300 IF ASC (C$ ) =103 THEN HPRINT(1 
, 0 ) ,"ERASE LAST ": GOSUB 1150:GOSU 
B 1130 
310 IF C$= " L" THEN 400 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 

IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 

C$= " ? " 
C$= " C" 
C$ = " E" 
C$ = "P" 
C$= " D" 
C$= " T" 

THEN GO SUB 
THEN GO SUB 
THEN 450 
THEN 580 
THEN 700 
THEN 930 

1710 
630 

380 IF C$= " Q" THEN HPRINT (1 , 0) ," 
REALLY WANT TO QUIT? (Y/N) ": INPU 
T Q$ : IF Q$<> " Y" THEN GOSUB 1130: 
GOTO 80 ELSE GOSUB1130:HPRINT (1 , 
0) ,"QUIT " :PRINT#1,STR$(LN)+"GOTO 
" +STR$ (LN ) :CLOSE #1 : HSCREEN0 : CLS 
: PALETTE RGB : GOTO 1370 
390 GOTO 80 
397 I 

398 ' * Line Command * 
399 I 

400 HPRINT (1,0) ," LINE : Mark Star 



t <S> " :FLG=1 : GOSUB 80 : HSET (H, V, 6 
) : V1=V:H1=H : GOSUB 1130 : HPRINT (1 , 
0) ," LINE : Mark Finish <F> ": FLG=2 
: GOSUB 80:GOSUB 1130 ~ HPRINT ( 1 , 0 ) 

," LINE : Box Option 1 . None , 2 . B, 
3.BF " 
410 H2=H : V2=V : A$=INKEY$ : IF A$= "" 
THEN410ELSE IFINSTR (" 123 ", A$ ) =0 
THEN 410 : ELSE IF A$= " 1 " THEN 0$= 
" PSET ": HLINE (H1 , V1 )-( H2,V2 ), PSET 
: ELSE IF A$= " 2 " THEN O$= " PSET , B" 
:HLINE (H1 , V1 )-( H2 , V2 ), PSET , B:ELS 
E IF A$= " 3 " THEN O$= " PSET , BF ": HL 
INE (H1 , V1)- (H2 , V2 ), PSET , B 
420 E1=H1 : E2=V1 : E3=H2 : E4=V2 : IF A 
$= " 1 " THEN E$= " L": ELSE IF A$= " 2 " 

THEN E$= " LB ": ELSE IF A$= " 3 " THE 
N E$= " LF " 
430 PRINT#1 , STR$ (LN ) +" HLINE (" +ST 
R$ (H1 ) +"," +STR$ (V1 ) +")-(" +STR$ (H 
2 ) +"," +STR$ (V2 ) +")," +0$ : LN=LN+10 
440 GOSUB 1130:FLG=0 : GOTO 80 
447 I 

448 1 * Ellipse Command * 
449 I 

450 HPRINT (1 , 0 ) ," ELLIPSE : Mark C 
enter <X> " :FLG=3 : B=TG:TG=0:GOSUB 

80 : HSET (H, V, 6 ) : H1=H : V1=V:GOSUB 
1130 : HPRINT (1 , 0 ),"ELLIPSE : Mark 

Radius <R> " 
460 IF PEEK (343 ) =247 THEN H=H - 1 
ELSE IF PEEK (339 ) =191 AND PEEK (3 
43 ) =247 THEN H=H - 5 
470 IF PEEK (344 ) =247 THEN H=H+1 
ELSE IF PEEK (339 ) =191 AND PEEK (3 
44 ) =247 THEN H=H+5 
480 GOSUB 1080 : HSET (H, V) : FOR X=1 

TO 5 : NEXT :HRESET (H, V) 
490 C$=INKEY$ : IF C$<> " R" THEN HR 
ESET (H1 , V1 ) : GOTO 460 
500 IF H>H1 THEN R=H- H1 ELSE R=H 
1-H : HSET (H, V, 6) 
510 GOSUB 1130 : HPRINT (1 , 0 ),"ELLI 
PSE : Color (1- 15 )" :INPUT K$ : HPRI 
NT (23 , 0 ), K$:IF VAL (K$ ) <1 OR VAL ( 
K$ ) >15 THEN 510 ELSE K=VAL (K$ ) 
520 GOSUB 1130 : HPRINT (1 , 0 ),"ELLI 
PSE : Height/Width Ratio (0 - 255 )" 
: INPUT H$: HPRINT (37 , 0 ), H$ : IF VAL 
(H$ ) >255 THEN 520 ELSE H=VAL (H$ ) 
530 GOSUB 1130 : HPRINT (1 , 0 ),"ELLI 
PSE : Start (0 - 1) ": INPUT S$ : HPRIN 
T (22 , 0 ), S$ : IF VAL (S$ ) >1 THEN 530 

ELSE S=VAL (S$ ) 
540 GOSUB 1130 : HPRINT (1 , 0 ),"ELLI 
PSE: End (0-1 )": INPUT E$ : HPRINT ( 
20 , 0 ), E$ : IF VAL (E$ ) >1 THEN 540 E 
LSE E=VAL (E$ ) 

Our acclaimed ADOS-3 has given birth! 

*EXTENDED* ADOS-3 
* Built-in RAMdisk * Point-and-pick file select menu * 

Not a new version of ADOS-3, but a new product that shares space with ADOS-3 in a 16K EPROM. Arrow-key selection of files 
to execute, COPY, KILL or SCAN. The BACKUP command is doubled in speed for full disks, proportionately faster for partly full 
disks. (BACKUPs to or from the RAMdisk typically take 5 to 20 sec.) • BACKUP-with-format • Wild-card COPY and KILL, with 
optional prompting for individual files • Date (or date/ time with hardware clock) displayed for files in the directory, printed on 
LLISTings • DATE$ function • Key repeat • Block move/copy of BASIC program lines • Text screen printer dump • Auto
reboot of a BASIC program or the DOS command • Parallel printing • Read/write/ format 35/40 tracks on 80-track drives • 
Supports 3 double-sided drives plus 2 RAMdrives • Allows different numbers of tracks on different drives • Shares the 
original 's excellent compatibility with commercial software. For 128K CoCo 3 with ADOS-3 (RAMdisk use requires 512K) . 
Includes information on having an EPROM burned (cost is $15) after configuring Extended ADOS-3. Disk, $39.95. Extended 
ADOS-3 plus ADOS-3, $64.95. Driver for Disto real-time clock , $5. Adapter for controllers lacking 28-pin socket, $10. 
Smart watch real-time clock (Tandy 25-1033 equiv.), $35 (Driver included; for 28-pin socketed controllers only). 

"The CoCo 3 without extended ADOS 3 is like a grounded plane - why not let your CoCo soar ... " Rainbow, October '89 

ADQS-3 (reviewed July 1987) 
Customize default startup message, colors, screen width , baud rate, step rates , processor speed , number of tracks (35, 40, or 
80) . Disk 1/0 and printing are reliable at double CPU speed. Extra commands such as FAST, SLOW, AUTO, RUNM, SCAN, CAT, 
PAT ON/OFF. Keystroke macros; arrow-key scroll through BASIC programs, edit/repeat of last command ; auto-edit of error 
line, ML monitor, lots more. Usable as a disk utility or in EPROM. 128K Coco 3. EPROM-burning (cost is $15-20) information 
provided. Disk, $34.95. 

ADOS for Coco 1 and 2 (reviewed June 1987) Disk, $27.95. ADOS plus ADOS-3, $50. 

A---
SPE~EMsz~\ _ 

11111 N. Kendall Drive 
Suite A108 
Miami, FL 33176 
(305) 274-3899 

PLEASE ADD $2 SHIPPING • NO DELAY ON PERSONAL CHECKS • WE CANNOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS 
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550 HCIRC LE( H1 , V1 ), R, K, H, S , E :E1= 
H1 : E2=V1 : E3=R : E4=H : E5=S : E6=E : E$= 
"E" 
560 PRINT#1 , STR$ (LN ) +" HCIRCLE (" + 
STR$ (H1 ) +"," +STR$ (V1 ) +")," R","K" 
, "H", " S", "E 
570 LN=LN+10 : H=H1:V=V1 : TG=B : GOSU 
B 1130 : GOTO 80 
577 ' 
578 ' * Paint Command * 
579 ' 
580 HPRINT (1 , 0 ),"PAINT : Mark Edg 
e <E> ": FLG=4 : GOSUB 80 : H1=H : V1=V : 
E=HPOINT (H, V) : GOSUB1130 
590 HPRINT (1 , 0 ),"PAINT : Mark Int 
erior <I> " :FLG=5 : GOSUB 80 : H2=H : V 
2=V : HSET(H1 , V1 , E) : GOSUB 1130 : E3= 
HPOINT (H2 , V2 ) 
600 HPRINT (1 , 0 )," PAINT : Paint Co 
lor (1 - 15 )": INPUT K$ : HPRINT (27 , 0 
), K$ : IF VAL (K$ ) <1 OR VAL (K$ ) >15 
THEN 600 ELSE K=VAL (K$ ) 
610 HPAI NT (H2 , V2 ), K, E : E1 =H2 : E2=V 
2 : E4=E : E$= " P " 
620 PRINT#l , STR$ (LN ) +" HPAINT ( " H2 
","V2 "),"K"," E : LN=LN+10 : GOSUB 11 
30:GOTO 80 
627 ' 
628 ' * Color Command * 
629 ' 
630 HPRINT (0 , 0 )," COLOR : Select C 
o . <C> " 
640 FOR X=169 TO 309 STEP 10 : HCO 
LOR X/10- 15 . 9 : HLINE (X, 0) -( X+10 , 1 
0 ), PSET , BF : NEXT : HC=174 
650 HGET (0 , 3) -( 319 , 7 ), 2 : HDRAW " BM 
" +STR$ ( INT (HC ) )+ ", 5C0ND2NU2NL2NR 
2 ": C$=INKEY$:HPUT (0 , 3 )-( 319 , 7 ), 2 
660 IF PEEK (343 }=247 AND HC>174 
THEN HC=HC - 10 
670 IF PEEK (344 ) =247 AND HC<314 
THEN HC=HC+10 
680 IF C$<> " C" THEN 650 ELSE Z= ( 
HC/10- 16 . 4 ) : HCOLORZ : GOSUB 1140 : I 
F FLG=8 THEN FLG=0 : RETURN 
690 PRINT#1 , STR$ (LN ) +" HCOLOR " +ST 
R$(Z ) :LN=LN+10 : GOSUB 1130 : RETURN 
697 ' 
698 ' * Draw Command * 
699 ' 
700 HPRINT (1 , 0 )," DRAW : Mark Star 
t <M> ": FLG=6:GOSUB 80 : HSET (H, V, 6 
) :H1=H : V1=V 
710 T$=STR$ (LN ) +" HDRAW " +CHR$ (34 ) 
+" BM " +RIGHT$ (STR$ (H1 ), LEN (STR$ (H 
1 ) )-1)+ "," +RIGHT$ (STR$ (V1 ), LEN (S 
TR$ (V1 ) ) -1) 
720 GOSUB1130:HPRINT (1 , 0 )," DRAW : 
Press Dir . (U, D, L, R, E , F , G, H, M, C) 

" 
730 D$=INKEY$ : IF D$= "" THEN 730 
ELSE IF ASC(D$ ) =103 THEN 1260 EL 
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SE IF D$ =" Q" THEN 920 ELSE IF IN 
STR ( " UDLREFGHMC ", D$ ) =0 THEN 720 
740 IF ASC (D$ }=103 THEN GOSUB 12 
60 
750 IF D$= "M" OR D$= " C" THEN 770 
760 GOSUB 1130 : HPRINT (1 , 0 )," DRAW 
: Number of Dots ": HPRINT (22 , 0 ), 
D$ : INPUT N$:HPRINT (24 , 0 ), N$:IF V 
AL (N$ ) <1 THEN 760 
770 ON I NSTR (" UDLREFGHMC ", D$ ) GO 
SUB 790 , 800 , 810 , 820 , 830 , 840 , 850 , 
860 , 870 , 900 
780 GOTO 720 
789 ' Draw Up 
790 IF V1 - VAL (N$ ) <0 THEN RETURN 
ELSE HLINE (H1 , V1 )-( H1 , V1-VAL (N$ ) 
), PSET : T$=T$+ " U" +N$ : V1=V1-VAL (N$ 
) : GOSUB 910 : E$= " U": RETURN 
799 ' Dr aw Down 
800 IF V1+VAL (N$ ) >191 THEN RETUR 
N ELSE HLINE (H1 , V1 )-( H1 , V1+VAL (N 
$ ) ), PSET : T$=T$+ " D" +N$:V1=V1+VAL ( 
N$ ) : GOSUB 910 : E$= " D": RETURN 
809 ' Draw Left 
810 IF H1 - VAL (N$ ) <0 THEN RETURN 
ELSE HLINE (H1 , V1 )-( H1 - VAL (N$ ), V1 
), PSET : T$=T$+ " L" +N$ : H1=H1 - VAL (N$ 
) : GOSUB 910 : E$= " L" : RETURN 
819 ' Draw Ri ght 
820 IF H1+VAL (N$ ) >319 THEN RETUR 
N ELSE HL INE (H1 , V1 )-( H1+VAL (N$ ), 
V1 ), PSET : T$=T$+ " R" +N$:H1=H1+VAL ( 
N$ ) : GOSUB 910 : E$= " R": RETURN 
829 ' Draw 45 Degree 
830 IF H1+VAL (N$ ) >319 OR V1 - VAL ( 
N$ ) <0 THEN RETURN ELSE HLINE (H1 , 
V1 )-( H1+VAL (N$ ), V1 - VAL (N$ )), PSET 
: T$=T$+ " E" +N$ : H1=Hl+VAL (N$ ) : V1=V 
1 - VAL (N$ ) : GOSUB 910 : E$= " E": RETUR 
N 
839 ' Draw 135 Degree 
840 I F H1 +VAL (N$ ) >319 OR V1+VAL ( 
N$ ) >191 THEN RETURN ELSE HLINE (H 
1 , V1 )-( H1+VAL (N$ ), V1+VAL (N$ )), PS 
ET : T$=T$+ " F " +N$ : H1=Hl+VAL (N$ ) : V1 
=V1+VAL(N$ ) : GOSUB 910 : E$= " F " :RET 
URN 
849 ' Draw 225 Degree 
850 IF H1 - VAL (N$ ) <0 OR V1+VAL (N$ 
) >191 THEN RETURN ELSE HLINE (H1 , 
V1 )-( H1 - VAL (N$ ), V1+VAL (N$ )), PSET 
: T$=T$+ " G" +N$ : H1=H1-VAL (N$ ) :V1=V 
l+VAL (N$ ) : GOSUB 910 :E$= " G" :RETUR 
N 
859 ' Draw 315 Degree 
860 IF H1-VAL (N$ ) <0 OR V1 - VAL (N$ 
) <0 THEN RETURN ELSE HLINE (H1 , V1 
)-( H1 - VAL (N$ ), V1 - VAL (N$ ) ), PSET:T 
$=T$+ " H" +N$ : H1 =H1 - VAL (N$ ) :V1=V1 -
VAL (N$ ) :GOSUB 910 : E$= " H": RETURN 
869 ' Draw Move 
870 GOSUB 1130 : HPRINT (1 , 0 ), " DRAW 



Choose from a library of popular tides in 
entertainment, education and productivity 

At Radio Shack, we're dedicated 
to making sure that you never run 
out of ways to use and enjoy your 
Color Computer. We've got a ter
rific line of software of all types. 

Let your Color Computer open 
the door to a world of fun. Choose 
from a dazzling selection of popular 
and challenging games, including 
Nintendo'M classics. 

One of the most valuable poten
tials of your Color Computer is in 
providing your children a head 
start in their education. We've got 

Nintendo/TM Nintendo of America, Inc. 

learning programs for children of 
all ages that will provide hours of 
productive fun! With this selec
tion, you'll find programs that help 
develop hundreds of useful skills. 

No matter what your personal 
needs, we've got programs that'll 
put your Color Computer to work 
where you need it most-like per
sonal filing, word processing, 
spreadsheets and communications. 

Send in the coupon for a free 
copy of our 1990 Software Buyer's 
Guide. Or pick one up at any 

Radio Shack-your one-stop 
neighborhood software center. 

·-------· 1 Send me a new 1990 software guide. 1 
I 

Mail to: Radio Shack, Dept. 90-A-115-4 I 
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102 

I Name I 
I Address I 
I 

City I 
State _________ _ 

I ZIP I 
Phone----------

-. ••••••• .11 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 



: Mark Point <M> ": FLG=7 : H=Hl : V=V 
l : GOSUB 80 : H2=H : V2=V 
880 H3=Hl : V3=Vl : E$= "M" 
890 HLINE (Hl , Vl) - (H2 , V2) , PSET : T$ 
=T$+ "M" +RIGHT$ (STR$ (H2 ) , LEN (STR$ 
(H2)) - l ) +"," +RIGHT$ (STR$ (V2) , LEN 
(STR$(V2 ))- l ) : Hl=H2 : Vl=V2 : GOSUB 
910 : RETURN 
899 ' Draw Color 
900 GOSUB 1130 : FLG=8 : GOSUB 630 : T 
$=T$+ " C" +STR$ (Z) : GOSUB 910 : RETUR 
N 
910 IF LEN(T$)>240 THEN PRINT#l , 
T$+CHR$(34) : LN=LN+l0 : GOSUB 1130 : 
GOTO 700 ELSE RETURN 
920 PRINT#l , T$+CHR$(34) : LN=LN+l0 
: GOSUB 1130 : GOTO 80 
927 ' 
928 ' * Text Command * 
92 9 ' 
930 TS$= "": HPRINT ( l , 0 ) ," TEXT : Ma 
rk Starting Point <P> ": Hl=0 : Vl=8 
940 HGET(Hl , Vl) - (Hl+8 , Vl+8 ), 3 : HL 
INE(Hl , Vl )- (Hl+8 , Vl+8) , PSET , BF:C 
$=INKEY$ : HPUT(Hl , Vl )- (Hl+8 , Vl+8 ) 

' 3 
950 IF PEEK(341)=247 THEN Vl=Vl -
8 ELSE IF PEEK(342 ) =247 THEN Vl= 
Vl+8 
960 IF PEEK (343 ) =247 THEN Hl=Hl -
8 ELSE IF PEEK (344 ) =247 THEN Hl= 
H1+8 
970 IF Hl>311 THEN Hl=0 ELSE IF 
Hl<0 THEN Hl=311 
980 IF Vl>l83 THEN Vl=0 ELSE IF 
Vl<0 THEN Vl=l83 
990 IF C$<> " P " THEN 940 
1000 H2=INT (Hl/8) : V2=INT (Vl/8) : G 
OSUB 1130: HPRINT ( 1 , 0) , " Text ? ": 
Hl=64 
1010 HGET (Hl , 0 )-( Hl+8 , 8 ) , 3 : HLINE 
(Hl , 0) -( Hl+8 , 8 ) , PSET , BF : C$=INKEY 
$ : HPUT(Hl , 0) -( Hl+8 , 8) , 3 : IF C$= "" 

THEN 1010 ELSE C=ASC(C$ ) 
1020 IF C>l3 GOTO 1050 
1030 IF LEN(TS$)>0 AND C=8 THEN 
HCOLOR 0 : HPRINT( (Hl+8)/8 - 2 , 0) , RI 
GHT$ (TS$ , 1) : Hl=Hl-8 : HCOLOR Z : TS$ 
=LEFT$ (TS$ , LEN (TS$) - 1) : GOT01010 : 
ELSE IF C=8 THEN 1010 
1040 IF C=l3 THEN 1060 
1050 IF LEN(TS$ ) <=40 THEN TS$=TS 
$+C$:HPRINT (Hl/8 , 0 ) , C$ : Hl=Hl+8 : G 
OTO 1010:ELSE SOUND 250 , 3 : GOTO 1 
010 
1060 HPRINT(H2 , V2) , TS$ 
1070 PRINT#l , STR$(LN)+ " HPRINT( " + 
STR$(H2)+ "," +STR$(V2)+ " ) ," +CHR$ ( 
34) +TS$+CHR$ (34) :LN=LN+l0 : GOSUB 
1130 : El=H2 : E2=V2:E$= " T": GOTO 80 
1077 ' 
1078 ' * Cursor Limiter * 
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1079 ' 
1080 IF H>317 THEN H=2 : FG=3 : ELSE 

IF H<2 THEN H=317 : FG=3 
1090 IF V>l89 THEN V=2 : FG=3 : ELSE 

IF V<2 THEN V=l89 : FG=3 
1100 IF TG=l AND FG=3 THEN GOSUB 

1130 : FG=0 : ELSE IF TG=l AND HC=H 
AND VC=V THEN RETURN 

1110 IF TG=l THEN HC$=STR$ (HC ) : V 
C$=STR$ (VC ) : CO$=RIGHT$ (HC$ , LEN (H 
C$ )- l ) +"," +RIGHT$ (VC$ , LEN (VC$ )- l 
) : HCOLOR 0 : HPRINT (30 , 0 ), CO$ : HCOL 
OR Z : H$=STR$ (H) : V$=STR$ (V) : CN$=R 
IGHT$ (H$ , LEN (H$ )- l ) +"," +RIGHT$(V 
$ , LEN (V$ )- l) : HPRINT (30 , 0 ) , CN$ 
1120 RETURN 
1127 ' 
1128 ' * Status Clear & Co . Box 
Update * 
1129 ' 
1130 HPUT( 0 , 0 )-( 300 , 15 ) , l:RETURN 
1140 HCOLOR Z: HLINE (300 , 0 )-( 319 , 
10 ) , PSET , BF : RETURN 
1146 ' 
1147 ' * Erase Last Function * 
1148 ' 
1149 ' Erase Line 
1150 IF E$= " L" THEN HLINE (El , E2 ) 
- (E3 , E4 ), PRESET : ELSE IF E$= " LB " 
THEN HLI NE (E l , E2 ) - (E3 , E4 ), PRESET 
, B:ELSE I F E$= " LF " THEN HLINE (El 
, E2 )-( E3 , E4 ), PRESET , BF 
1159 ' Erase Ellipse 
1160 IF E$= " E" THEN K=HPOINT(El , 
E2) : HCIRCLE (El , E2 ) , E3 , K, E4 , E5 , E6 
1169 ' Erase Paint 
1170 IF E$= " P " THEN HPAINT (El , E2 
) , E3 , E4 
1179 ' Erase Text 
1180 IF E$= " T" THEN HCOLOR 0 : HPR 
INT (El , E2 ), TS$ : HCOLOR Z 
1190 IF E$= "" THEN GOSUB 1130 : HP 
RINT (0 , 0 )," LAST ENTRY ALREADY ER 
ASED ": SOUND 50 , 5 : FOR T=l TO 500 : 
NEXT : GOSUB 1130 , 1140 : RETURN 
1199 ' Disk File Fix 
1200 E$= "" :CLOSE : RENAME NN$ TO " 
EL . DAT ": OPEN " I ", #2 ,"EL.DAT ": OPE 
N "O", #l , NN$ 
1210 LINE INPUT #2 , K$ 
1220 IF EOF (2 ) =- l THEN 1240 
1230 PRINT#l , K$ : GOTO 1210 
1240 CLOSE#2 : KILL " EL . DAT " 
1250 LN=LN- 10 : RETURN 
1259 ' Erase Draw 
1260 IF E$= "" THEN 720 ELSE IF E 
$= " M" THEN 1360 
1270 T$=LEFT$ (T$ , (LEN (T$) - (LEN (N 
$) +1))) 
1279 ' Erase Up 
1280 IF E$= " U" THEN HLINE (Hl , Vl) 
- (Hl , Vl+VAL (N$) ) , PRESET : Vl=Vl+VA 



L (N$) : E$= "": GOTO 720 
1289 1 Erase Down 
1290 IF E$= " D" THEN HLINE(Hl , Vl) 
- (Hl,Vl - VAL (N$ )) , PRESET:Vl=Vl - VA 
L (N$) :E$="" :GOTO 720 
1299 1 Erase Left 
1300 IF E$= "L" THEN HLINE (Hl , Vl ) 
-( Hl+VAL (N$ ), Vl) ,PRESET:Hl=Hl+VA 
L (N$) :E$="" :GOTO 720 
1309 1 Erase Right 
1310 IF E$="R " THEN HLINE (Hl , Vl) 
-(Hl-VAL(N$) , Vl ),P RESET:Hl=Hl -VA 
L(N$ ) :E$="":GOTO 720 
1319 1 Erase 45 Degree 
1320 IF E$="E " THEN HLINE (Hl , Vl ) 
-( Hl - VAL(N$) , Vl+VAL (N$)) , PRESET: 
Hl=Hl-:-VAL(N$) :Vl=Vl+VAL(N$) :E$=" 
":GOTO 720 
1329 1 Erase 135 Degree 
1330 IF E$="F " THEN HLINE (Hl,Vl ) 
-(Hl-VAL(N$),Vl-VAL(N$)) ,PRESET: 
Hl=Hl - VAL(N$) :Vl=Vl - VAL (N$ ) :E$=" 
": GOTO 720 
1339 1 Erase 225 Degree 
1340 IF E$= " G" THEN HLINE (Hl , Vl ) 
-( Hl+VAL(N$) ,Vl-VAL(N$)) , PRESET: 
Hl=Hl+VAL(N$) :Vl=Vl-VAL(N$) :E$=" 
": GOTO 720 
1349 1 Erase 315 Degree 
1350 IF E$= " H" THEN HLINE(Hl,Vl) 
- (Hl+VAL(N$) , Vl+VAL(N$ ) ), PRESET: 
Hl=Hl+VAL (N$) :Vl=Vl+VAL (N$) :E$=" 
":GOTO 720 
1359 1 Erase Move 
1360 HLINE(H3,V3 )-( H2,V2) ,PRESET 
:Hl=H3:Vl=V3:W$=STR$(H2 ) +STR$ (V2 
) :L=LEN(W$)+2:T$=LEFT$(T$,LEN(T$ 
)-L) :E$="":GOTO 720 
1367 
1368 * Space Remover & Print S 
ub . * 
1369 
1370 OPEN " I",#l,NN$:Q=LEN (NN$) : 
Q=Q - 4:NN$=LEFT$(NN$ , Q)+ ". BAS ": OP 
EN "0",#2,NN$ 
1380 IF RS=0 THEN PRINT " PROGRAM 
LISTING OF "; NN$ :PRINT 
1390 LINE INPUT#l, L$:Ll$=" " 
1400 P=INSTR (L$, " "): L=LEN (L$) 
1410 IF INSTR(L$ , CHR$(34 )) >0 AND 

P>INSTR(L$,CHR$(34 )) THEN P=0 
1420 IF P=0 THEN 1450 
1430 Ll$=Ll$+LEFT$ (L$,P - l) :L$=RI 
GHT$(L$,L - P) 
1440 GOTO 1400 
1450 Ll$=Ll$+L$:IF VAL(LEFT$(Ll$ 
,4))<>VAL(LEFT$(L2$,4)) AND RS=0 

THEN PRINTL2$ 
1460 L2$=Ll$ 
1470 PRINT#2 , Ll$ 
1480 IF EOF(l)<>-1 THEN 1390 
1490 IF RS=0 AND F<>0 THEN PRINT 

Ll$ 
1500 CLOSE#l:CLOSE#2:Q=LEN(NN$) -
4:NN$=LEFT$(NN$,Q ) +" .DAT":KILLNN 
$ 
1510 IF RS=l THEN NN$=LEFT$(NN$, 
LEN(NN$ )- 4) :NN$=NN$+ " .BAS":GOTO 
1730:ELSE END 
1517 
1518 
e * 
1519 

* Palette Setup Subroutin 

1520 CLS:PRINT " PALETTE SETUP":PR 
INT 
1530 PRINT:INPUT "NEW PALETTE (Y 
/N)";P$:IF P$<>"Y" AND P$<>"N" T 
HEN 1530:ELSE IF P$="Y" THEN PRI 
NT:GOTO 1550 
1540 OPEN "I",#2,"PALETTE.DBL":F 
OR X=l TO 15:INPUT#2,PL(X) :NEXT 
X:CLOSE#2:FOR X=l TO 15:PALETTE 
X,PL(X) :NEXT X:PALETTE 0,0:GOTO 
1610 
1550 FOR X=l TO 15 
1560 PRINT "COLOR";X;" Color Code 
";: INPUT P:IF P>63 THEN 1560 
1570 PL(X)=P:NEXT X 
1580 FORX=l TO 15:PALETTE X,PL(X 
) :NEXT X:PALETTE 0,0 
1590 CLS:INPUT"SAVE NEW PALETTE? 

:: Provides software control ot 16 exte~nal ::) 
:: relays . expandable to 128 relays w1th EX-16 :: :: 
:: expansion cards . Plug -in relay cards, pOwer ~: : ::: 
:: relays ci nd latched relays with status 
:available. May be connected directly to the 
: Color Computer 1/0 Port , RS-232 or RS-
~ 422. 

ANALOG TO DIGITAL 
ADC>8 (8 channel)' .... ...... $ 89.95 

' ADC-16 (16 channel)" ... ... $ 99.95 
: Input temperature, joystick movement. 
: voltage . pressure , energy usage, light levels 
:: etc. Voltage input adjustable (0 to 5 volts 
: typical) . Requires RS-232. 

STATUS/TOUCH TONE INPUT 
'' STA-8 (8 channel)" ..... ..... $ 99.95 
: STA-16 (16 channel)' .... $119.95 
· STA·16·TT (16 channel with touch tone input)" ... 
: Input on/olf statu s of switches, relays. thermos\3.\S, security devices. smoke detectors, pres 
: su re switches and hundreds of other devices. Decodes aU standard telephone touch tones 
: Requires RS-232. 

•Inputs are expandable to an additional 128 status inputs or an additional 1 6 analog mputs. 
Add up to 1 12 re lay outputs using EX-16 expansion cards . 

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPOAT ... provided over the telephone by our stall . A detailed technical 
: reference manual is provided with each order. including software examples in Basic and Assembly 
: Language. Engineered for continuous 24 hour industrial applications. Use with the Tandy Color 
: Computer 1. 2or3, IBM and compatibles and most other computers with RS-232ports . AU standard 
: baud rates and protocols may be used (50 to 19,200 baud) default is 8 data bits. 2 stop bits. no 
·: parity . Use our BOO number to order free information. Technical Info (614) 464-4470 
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(Y/N )"; P$ : IF P$<> " Y" THEN 1610 
1600 OPEN " 0 ", #2 ," PALETTE . DBL ": F 
OR X=1 TO 15 : WRITE #2 , PL(X ) :NEXT 

X: CLOSE #2 
1610 FOR X=1 TO 15 : Q$=Q$+ ","+STR 
$ (PL (X)) : NEXT X 
1620 Q$= " 100FORX=0T015 : READW :PAL 
ETTE X, W: NEXT X:DATA 0 " +Q$ 
1630 PRINT#1 , Q$ : RETURN 
1637 ' 
1638 ' * Grid Function * 
1639 ' 
1640 FOR X=0 TO 320 STEP 10 
1650 FOR Y=0 TO 191 STEP 10 
1660 IF G=0 THEN HSET(X , Y, Z) 
1670 IF G=1 THEN HRESET(X , Y) 
1680 NEXT Y, X 
1690 IF G=0 THEN G=1 ELSE G=0 
1700 RETURN 
1707 ' 
1708 ' * He lp Command* 
1709 ' 
1710 FOR X=1 TO 12:READ H$:HPRIN 
T(1 , 0) , H$ : FOR Y=1 TO 400 : NEXT Y: 
GOSUB 1130 : NEXT X: RESTORE : RETURN 
: DATA " COLOR : Press <C> "," LINE : 
Press <L> "," ELLIPSE : Press <E> " 
1720 DATA " DRAW : Press <D> "," PAIN 
T : Press <P> "," TEXT: Press <T> ", 
" COORDINATES : On/Off Press <CTRL 
>"," GRID: On/Off Press <F2> "," ER 
ASE LAST : Press <F1> "," REDRAW : P 
ress <ALT> "," HELP : Press <?> "," Q 
UIT : Press <Q> " 
1727 ' 
1728 ' *Redraw Function & Old F 
ile * 
1729 ' 
1730 HCLS0 : 0PEN " I ", #1 , NN$ 
1740 LINE INPUT #1 , I$ 
1750 IF INSTR (I$ ," GOT0 ") <>0 THEN 

2170 
1760 IF VAL(LEFT$ (I$ , 4 ) ) =100 THE 
N A$=MID$ (I$ , 42 ) : FOR X=0 TO 14 : A 
=LEN(A$ ) :P$=LEFT$(A$,INSTR(A$, ", 
")) : P=VAL(P$) : PL=LEN(P$ ) : A$=RIGH 
T$(A$ , A- PL) : PALETTE X, P : NEXT X: P 
ALETTE 15 , VAL(A$) : GOT02170 
1770 IF VAL(LEFT$(I$ , 4))=110 THE 
N 2170 
1780 I=INSTR(I$,"H " ):IF I>8 OR I 
=0 THEN 2170 
1789 ' Color 
1790 IF MID$ (I$ , I , 3 ) = " HCO " THEN 
HCOLOR VAL (MID$ (I$ , I+6 , 2 )) :GOTO 
2170 
1799 ' Ellipse 
1800 IF MID$(I$ , I , 3)<> " HCI " THEN 

1830 ELSE X=VAL(MID$ (I$ , I+8 , INS 
TR (I$, "," ))): I$=RIGHT$ ( I$ , LEN ( I$ 
) - INSTR(I$, ", ")) : Y=VAL (LEFT$ ( I$ , 
INSTR(I$ , ", " ))) : I$=RIGHT$ ( I$ , LEN 
(I$)- INSTR ( I$ , ", ") ) : R=VAL (LEFT$ ( 
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I$ , INSTR (I$, ", "))) 
1810 I$=RIGHT$(I$ , LEN (I$) - INSTR( 
I$ ,",")) : C=VAL (LEFT $ (I$, INSTR (I$ 
,","))) : I$=RIGHT$(I$ ,LEN(I$) -INS 
TR ( I$ ,",")): HW=VAL (LEFT$ (I$, INST 
R (I$ , ", "))) :I$=RIGHT$ (I$,LEN(I$) 
- INSTR(I$ , ", ")) : S$=LEFT$ (I$, INST 
R(I$, ", ") - 1 ) :E$ =RIGHT$ ( I$ , LEN (I$ 
) - INSTR (I $ ,",") ) 
1820 HCIRCLE(X,Y ), R, C, HW,VAL(S$) 
, VAL (E$) : GOTO 2170 
1829 ' Text 
1830 IF MID$(I$ , I,3)= " HPR " THEN 
X=VAL(MID$ (I $ , I+7 , INSTR(I$ ,",")) 
) :I$=RIGHT$(I$,LEN(I$) - INSTR(I$ , 
", ")) :Y=VAL(LEFT$ (I $ , INSTR(I$, ", 
"))) : I$=RIGHT$ (I $ , LEN (I$ ) -INSTR( 
I$ ;",")) : I$=LEFT$(I$,LEN(I$) - 1): 
I$=RIGHT$ (I$, LEN ( I$ ) - 1 ) : HPRINT (X 
, Y), I$:GOTO 2170 
1839 ' Draw 
1840 IF MID$(I$ , I , 3 ) <> " HDR" THEN 

2090 ELSE 
1850 L=LEN(I$) : I$=RIGHT$ (I$ ,L-(I 
NSTR ( I$ ,"M" ) )) :L=LEN(I$ ) :H=VAL(L 
EFT$ (I$ , INSTR(I$ , ", " ))): I$=RIGHT 
$ ( I$ , L-INSTR(I$ , ", ")) :L=LEN( I$ ) 
1860 Q1$="": FOR Q=1 TO 3 : Q$=MID$ 
( I$ , Q, 1) : IF INSTR( " UDLREFGHMC ", Q 
$ )=0 THEN Q1$=Q1$+Q$:NEXT Q 
1870 IF Q1$<> "" THEN Q$=Q1$:V=VA 
L (Q$ ) 
1880 I$=RIGHT$ (I $ , L- LEN (Q$ )): IF 
LEN (I$ )=1 THEN 2170 
1890 L1=LEN (I $ ) :FORX=1 TO L1:A$= 
MID$ (I$, X, 1) :IF INSTR ( " UDLREFGHM 
C", A$ )=0 THEN A1$=A1$+A$:GOTO 19 
10 
1900 W=INSTR (" UDLREFGHMC ", A$) : IF 

A1$= '"' THEN NEXT X 
1910 IF INSTR (" UDLREFGHMC ,",MID $ 
( I$ , X+1 , 1 )) =0 THEN NEXT X 
1920 IF LEN (I$ ) =0 THEN 2170 
1930 L=LEN (I$ ) :A=VAL (A1 $ ) :I$=RIG 
HT$ ( I$ , L- (LEN (A1$) +1)) :A1 $= "": L= 
LEN (I $ ) 
1940 ON W GOSUB 2000 , 2010 , 2020 , 2 
030 , 2040 , 2050 , 2060 , 2070 , 1960 , 208 
0 
1950 IF LEN(I$)<>1 THEN 1890 ELS 
E2170 
1959 ' Draw Move 
1960 H1=A:I$=RIGHT$ (I$, L-1) :L=LE 
N (I$) :Z1$="": FOR Z=1 TO 3:Z$=MID 
$ ( I$ , Z, 1 ) : IF INSTR (" UDLREFGHMC ", 
Z$ ) =0 THEN Z1$=Z1$+Z$ :NEXT Z 
1970 IF Z1$<> "" THEN Z$=Z1$ 
1980 V1=VAL (Z$ ) : I$=RIGHT$ (I$ , L- L 
EN (Z$ )) :HLINE (H, V)-( H1 , V1) , PSET: 
H=H1 : V=V1:L=LEN (I $) 
1990 RETURN 
1999 ' Draw Up 
2000 HLINE (H,V)-(H, V- A), PSET:V=V 

:-., 
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''' Gl,,ESOFT ~)~ • A new generation of Color Computer products 

V-Term Terminal 
-Vax, Unix, Mainframe, and BBS systems 
-Vt-100, Vt-52, Vidtex, and Ascii emulations 
-Works with EMACS and VI full screen editors 
-Full 28x80 screen, 128 ASCJJ characters 
-High-Res graphics, Monochrome support 
-Serial port to 2400, RS-232 to 19,200 baud 
-DCModem Pak and Disto controller support 
-XModem, XModem-CRC, YModem, &: ASCJJ 
-File transfers direct to disk or memory 
·15 entry autodial, 10 programmable ma,crm•• 
-35/40/80 Tracks, Hyper 1/0 &: RGBDOS 
Disk (128k or 512k CoCo 3 only) •••• $39.95 V-TERM + Telepak •• $79 

Turbo 512k Ram 
-Fully assembled and tested board 
-Premium 120ns 256xl memory chips 
-Easy to follow instructions 
-Fast and easy installation 
-Complete with 512k software 
-RamDisk, RamTest, & Print Spooler 

512k board w/software 
Ok board w I software 

$139.95 
$39.95 

W11rrior King .............. $29.95· 

Kung-Fu Dude .......... $24.95 

In Quest of the Stllrlords34.95· 
Hint sheet for Sfllrlord $3.95 

Pyr11mix ..................... $19.95· 

Hllll of the King 1 2 or 3$29.95 

Dr11gon Blllde . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95 

White Fire of Eternity . $19.95 
Pllhulin 's LegllC]J . . . . . . $34. 

• CoCo 3 only 

Mulfi .. L/Ibel HI Version 2.00 
This latest version of Multi-Label III 
now prints labels one, two or three 
across! Comes configured for most 
Tandy and Epson printers .. $16.95 
Upgrades to Version 2.00 .. $6. 

Fkeys Ill (CoCo 1,2. 3) $19.95 
Easy to use, DOS mods, 20 function keys 

Sixdri'De (Coco 1.2, 3) 
Use up to 3 d/s drives as 0,1 2,3 4,5. 

Toll Free 
Free 2ND AIR from Midwest to California 
Orders: 9am to 9pm Eastern time 
On-line orders: Delphi's CoCo Sig 
Inquiries &: technical assistance: 7pm to 9pm: 

512k + Studio Works $185 

Games 

GIMMESOFT 
P.O. Box 421 

Perry Hall, MD 21128 
301-256-7558 

Telepak II 
A Truly Compatible RS-232 Interface! 
Telepak JJ answers the demand for an 
RS-232 interface. It comes with a 3 
foot DB25 cable, gold edge contacts and 
is built with low power drain (5v) 
components. Works on all CoCo 1,2, or 3. 
MPI or Y-Cable required on disk systems. 
Telepak &: Manual ••••• ••• •••••••• $49.95 

Y-Cilbks 
Gold contact Y-Cables •••••••••• .• • $27.95 

Studio Works 
A digital audio sampler second 
to none! Full point & click. 
Includes reverse, delete, copy, 
volume control, play block, 
sequencer, envelope shape, key 
play, play thru, looping & file 
compression. Samples 17k/sec. 
Works with Maxsound cable! 
W/0 cable • $38.95 W/cable. $53.95 

Kyum-G11i: to be Ninj11 
As the Ninja Gai-Dan, you must 
find and destroy evil forces, use 
a multitude of martial arts moves 
to defeat your enemies, obtain 
treasures & weapons, and evade 
obstacles! Kyum-Gai: to be Ninja 
uses the most detailed 320x200, 
16 color graphics, the highest 
quality digital sound effects and 
spectacular animation! 

CoCo 3, disk, & joystick •. $29.95 

MPI-CoCo Locking Plates 
This money saving device is now 
available for the CoCo 2 and 3! 
It is important when ordering to 
specify CoCo 2 or 3 and MPI 
26-3024 or 26-3124. Only $7.95 

Suptfile Ill<coco 3 only) $29.95 
Easy to use, multi-purpose database. 

BidWrifer (pc/xt/at only) $49.95 
Create &: print professional proposals. 

Order Line 
Add $3.00 for shipping and handling 

Add $3.00 for COD (USA only) 
MD residents add 5% sales tax 

VISA/MC/Check/Money Order/COD 

I 
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- A: RETURN 
2009 ' Draw Down 
2010 HLINE (H, V)-( H, V+A ) , PSET : V=V 
+A : RETURN 
2019 ' Draw Left 
2020 HLINE(H , V)-(H-A, V), PSET : H=H 
- A : RETURN 
2029 ' Draw Right 
2030 HLINE (H, V) -( H+A ,V) , PSET :H=H 
+A : RETURN 
2039 ' Draw 45 Degree 
2040 HLINE (H, V) - (H+A , V- A) , PSET : H 
=H+A : V=V- A: RETURN 
2049 ' Draw 135 Degree 
2050 HLINE(H , V)-( H+A , V+A ), PSET : H 
=H+A : V=V+A : RETURN 
2059 ' Draw 225 Degree 
2060 HLINE(H , V)-(H-A, V+A ), PSET : H 
=H - A : V=V+A : RETURN 
2069 ' Draw 315 Degree 
2070 HLINE(H,V) -( H- A, V- A) , PSET : H 
=H - A: V=V- A : RETURN 
2079 ' Draw Color 
2080 HCOLOR A: RETURN 
2089 ' Paint 
2090 IF MID$ (I$ , I , 3 ) <> " HPA " THEN 

2120 ELSE I$=RIGHT$ (I $ , LEN(I$ )-
6- I) : H$=LEFT$(I$ , INSTR(I$ ,",")): 
I$=RIGHT$ (I$ , LEN ( I$ ) - LEN (H$)): H= 
VAL (H$) 
2100 V$=LEFT$ ( I$ , INSTR(I$, ", ")): 
I$=RIGHT$ (I$, LEN (I$) -LEN (V$)) : V= 
VAL (V$) 
2110 K$=LEFT$ ( I$ , INSTR(I$ , ", ")): 
K=VAL(K$) : I$=RIGHT$ (I$,LEN(I$)-L 
EN (K$ )) : E=VAL(I$) : HPAINT(H , V), K, 
E : GOT02170 
2119 ' Line 
2120 IF MID$(I$ , I , 3)<> " HL I" THEN 

2170 ELSE I$=RIGHT$ (I$ , LEN (I$)-
5 - I ) : H1$=LEFT$ (I$ , INSTR(I$ , ", ")) 
: I$=RIGHT$ (I $ , LEN ( I$ ) - LEN (H1$ )): 
H1=VAL (H1 $) 
2130 V1$=LEFT$ (I$ , INSTR(I$ ,"-")) 
: I$=RIGHT$ (I$ , LEN(I$)-LEN(V1$ )): 
Vl=VAL(Vl$ ) : H$=LEFT$ (I$ , INSTR (I $ 
,"," )) :H $=RIGHT$ (H$,LEN (H $ )- l ) : I 
$=RIGHT$ (I $ , LEN ( I$ ) - LEN (H$ ) -1) : V 
$=(LEFT$ (I $ , LEN ( I$ ) - 6)) : H=VAL (H$ 
) : V=VAL (V$) 
2140 IF INSTR(I$ ," BF " )<>0 THEN H 
LINE(H1 , V1) - (H , V) , PSET , BF : GOTO 2 
170 
2150 IF INSTR (I$ ," B") <>0 THEN HL 
INE(H1 , V1 )-( H, V), PSET , B: GOTO 217 
0 
2160 HLINE(H1 , V1) -( H, V), PSET:GOT 
0 2170 
2170 IF EOF(l)<>-1 THEN 1740 
2179 ' Disk File Fix 

. 2180 CLOSE #1 : 0PEN " I ", #2 , NN$ : Q= 
LEN(NN$) - 4 : NN$=LEFT$(NN$ , Q)+ ". DA 
T": OPEN " 0 ", #1 , NN$ 
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l'-~ .. 

2190 LINE INPUT#2 , L$:PRINT#l,L$ 
2200 IF EOF (2 ) <> - 1 THEN 2190 
2210 LN=VAL (LEFT$ (L$ , 4 )) : CLOSE# 
2 
2220 RETURN 
2227 ' 
2228 ' * Title Page * 
2229 ' 
2230 HSCREEN2 : PALETTE 0 , 0 : HCLS0 : 
HCOLOR 8 
2240 HLINE (0 , 0 ) - (1 59 , 191) , PSET : H 
LINE-(319 , 0 ), PSET 
2250 HCOLOR2 : HLINE (319 , 85 )-(159, 
191 ) ,P SET : HLINE-( 0 , 85 ) , PSET 
2260 HCOLOR3 : HLINE (0,1 52 )-( 159 , 1 
91) , PSET : HLINE-( 319 , 152) ,PSET 
2270 HCOLOR3:HPRINT (10 , 5 )," GRAPH 
ICS PROGRAMMER " 
2280 HCOLOR2 : HPRINT(19 , 7 ) ," by " 
2290 HCOLOR8 :HPRINT (11 , 9 ),"Mi cha 
el J Vandall " 
2300 FOR T=l TO 10 : FOR X=1 TO 75 
: NEXT:PALETTE 2 , 9:PALETTE 3 , 36 : P 
ALETTE 8 , 18 : FOR X=1 TO 75 : NEXT:P 
ALETTE 2 , 18:PALETTE 3 , 9 : PALETTE 
8 , 36 : FOR X=1 TO 75 :NEXT : PALETTE 
2 , 36 : PALETTE 3 , 18 : PALETTE 8 , 9:NE 
XT 
2310 RETURN 

Listing 2: DEMO 

100 FORX=0T015 : READW:PALETTEX , W: 
NEXTX : DATA0 , 54 , 9 , 36 , 63 , 27 ,4 5 , 38 , 
18 ' 58 ' 4 7 ' 4 2 ' 2 3 ' 7 ' 15' 60 
110 HSCREEN2 : HCLS0 
120 HCOLOR10 
130 HCIRCLE(55 , 134 ), 9 , 10 ,1. 5 , 0 , 1 
140 HCIRCLE (55 , 95 ) , 9 , 10 , 1 . 5 , 0 , 1 
150 HCIRCLE (55 , 55 ) , 9 , 10 , 1.5 , 0 , 1 
160 HDRAW " BM55 , 42R220D92L212 " 
170 HDRAW " BM63 , 55R167Dl3Ll75 " 
180 HDRAW " BM55 , 82R175D13L167 " 
190 HDRAW " BM55 , 108R175D13L175 " 
200 HLINE(55 , 147) -( 255 , 147) , PSET 
210 HLINE (255 , 147 )-( 275 , 134 ), PSE 
T 
220 HLINE (230 , 108) -( 210 , 121 ),PSE 
T 
230 HLINE(210 , 95 )-( 230 , 82 ), PSET 
240 HLINE(230 , 55 )-( 210 , 68 ) , PSET 
250 HPAINT( 214 , 94 ), 11,10 
260 HPAINT(214 , 120 ) , 11 , 10 
270 HPAINT(214 , 66 ),1 1 , 10 
280 HPAINT (56 , 66 ),11,10 
290 HPAINT(56 , 84 ), 11 , 10 
300 HPAINT (56 ,1 25 ) ,1 1 , 10 
310 HCOLOR2 
320 HPRINT(8 , 3 ),"Graphics Progra 
mmer Demo " 
330 GOTO 330 
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u::r Calligrapher Special "iDD 

The Calligrapher (V2.0) for RS-DOS, OS9 and MS-DOS with all 5 Economy Font 
Packages and the Font Massager is available at the special price of $99.95 (plus 
$5 s&h). This is a savings of almost $,10! This special is valid through October 
31st. See the descriptions below. 

CALLIGRAPHER 
CoCo Calligrapher - Turn your 
CoCo and dot-matrix _printer into 
a calligrapher's quill. Make beau
tiful mvitations, fly ers, certif
icates, labels and more. Inc] ud es 
three 1h inch high fonts . Works 
with many printers such as Epson , 
Gemini and Radio Shack. Over 
135 add ition al fonts are available 
(see below). Tape/ Disk (RS-DOS) ; 
~24.95. 

Calligrapher V2.0 - Prints all 
the same fonts as the CoCo Calli
grapher. It reads a standard text 
file which contains text and for
matting codes. You specify the 
fonts,.. centering,~, left , right or full 
justity , line nil , margin , lin e 
width, page size , page break, pa&e 
numbers, indentatwn , multiple 
columns, macros, headers , footers 
and more. Includes the same 3 
fonts with additional fonts avail
ab le below. Disk only; Specify 
OS9 or MS-DOS; $24.95 . 

Calligrapher Fonts - Requires 
Calligrapher above. Each set on 
tape or disk with 8 to 10 fonts; 
Specify RS-DOS, OS9 or MS-DOS 
form at; $14.95 each: 
Set #1 Reduced and reversed originals; 
Set#'.!. Old Style an d Broadway; 
Set #3 Antique and Business; 
Set #4 Wild West and Checkers; 
Set #5 Stars, Hebrew and Victorian; 
Set #(}Block and Computer; 
Set #7 Small: Roman, Itali cs, Cubes, etc; 
Set #8 Novelty fonts; 
Set #0 Ga.llant and Sparta.n; 
Set #10 Several Roman fonts; 
Set #11 Gothic and Script; 
Set #12 More Roman and Italic; 
Set #13 Several Courier fonts; 
Set #H Modern and Screen; 
Set #15 Tektron and Prestige. 

Economy Font Packages avail
ab le on disk only, with 25 to 30 
fon ts; Specify RS-DOS, OS9 or 
MS-DOS format; 29.95 for any 
one or save by buying two or 
more at $19.95 each : 
Pkg #1- Above font sets 1, 2 and 3; 
Pkg #'.!.-Above font sets 4, 5 and 6; 
I' kg #3- Above font sets 7, 8 and 9; 
Pkg # 'J- Above font sets 10, 11 and 12; 
Pkg #5- Above font sets 13, 14 and 15. 

Calligrapher Combo Package - Includes the Calligra
pher anct,,any two Economy Font Packages (your choice) 
for only ;p59.95. Soecifv RS-DOS OS9 or MS-DOS. 

Roman 
Courier 

tl~ .meri~ (r.ll(f_l 
Prestige n ~;; K J 

Spartan 
G11~20 
St«tl"§ Italics ~~~~~ Modern 

Screen Galant 
The Font Massager - This 
OS9/MS-DOS utility program al
lows you to do many things to 
Calligrapher font files. You may 
create new fonts, modify existing 
fontsj invert fonts, compress fonts, 
doub e the height and/or width1 halve the height and I or width and 
convert between RS-DOS and 
089/MS-DOS form ats. (Note: osg 
and MS-DOS font files are identical 
and need no conversion. Simply copy 
or upload the files from one OS to the 
other) Specify OS9 or MS-DOS; 
$19.95. 

DATABASE 
TIMS Combo Package - All 
three of the foll.owing progra~s: 
TIMS, TIMS Mail and TIMS Util
ity on one disk - $34.95. Save 
about $20.00! 

TIMS (The Information Man
agement System) - Tape or 
dtsk , fast and simpfe general data 
base program. Create files of 
reco1·ds that can be quickly sorted, 
sea.rchedi deleted and updated. 
Powerfu printer formatting. Up 
to 8 u.ser fields; sort on up to 3 
fields. Tape/ DisK; $19.95. 

TIMS Mail - Tape or Disk based 
mailing list program. Files are 
compatible w1th TIMS. Fast and 
simple to use. Supports labels 1, 
2 or 3 across, 21fl to 4 inches wide. 
Tape/ Disk ; $19.95 . 

TIMS Utility - Utilitv companion 
for TIMS and TIMS Mail for 
multi-term search (AND and OR 
lo~ic) , global change and delete 1 
~lit l.arge, files and more! 
l'a.pe/Disk; $14.95. 

Tin¥ Rama.n 
TekTron 

EDUCATIONAL 
Trig Attack - Ages 9 and up. An 
educational arcade game where 
players learn important math con
cepts as they play. Sound effects , 
colorful graphtcs. Excellent 
manual includes an introduc t ion 
to trigonometry. Tape/ Disk ; 
$19.95 . 

The Educational Combo -
The Combo includ es these edu
cational (and entertaining) 
games: 
Silly Syntax (ages 5 and up) 
story creation game & 2 stories 
Galactic Hangman (ages 7 
and up) animated graphics , with 
a 700 word vocabulary 
The Presidents of the USA 
(a.ge.s 10 and up) a. presiden t ial 
tnvta. game 
The Great USA (ages 9 and 
ll_P) a trivia game of the states 
Trig Attack (ages 9 and up) 
Zap those Trigs 

All five 1 progra1~~ on one disk; 
$49.95 \save $50!J. 

SPECIAL INTEREST 
Rental Property Income and 
Expense Management Package -
Maintain rental property income 
and expense records and print. re
ports. 2tl expense categones. This 
]!r_ogram ·may be tax deductibl e. 
Disk only; $29.95. 

CoCo Knitter - Easy to use pro
gram to display or print instr uc
tions to knit a sweater: Cardi(i_an 
or Pullover; Round or V-neck; .Ka
glan or Set-in Sleeve; 3 weights of 
xa.rn; 8. size~ from baby to man. 
fape / Disk; $19.95. 

For a complete catalog of Sugar Software products and fonts, send a stamp and a label. 

~[EE[l£] RAINBOW MastwCard VIS4' 
CERTIFICATION 

S(AL 

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. 

SUGAR SOFfWARE 
P.O. Box 7446 

Hollywood, Florida 33081 
(305) 981-1241 

All programs run on the CoCo 1, 2 and S, 32]{ 
Extended Basic, unlee• otherwi•e noted. Add 
$1.&0 per tape or d isk for sh_ipp ing and h an
dling. Florida res ide nts ad d 6% sales tax. COD 
orders add $&. Dealer inquirie s in vited. Orders 
generally s hipped in 24-48 hours. No refunds 
or exchanges without prior authorization. 
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Use this program to create your own 
study guides 

Super Quiz 
By Douglas W. Giles 

S uper Quiz is a program designed 
to help both students studying at 
home and teachers involved with 

any subject requiring memorization. 
The program requires 32K and Disk 
Extended Color BASIC. The program is 
set up for a single-drive system; how
ever, if you prefer to use a two-disk 
system, modify the program by deleting 
the REM statements in lines 216, 229, 
301, 315 and 1008, and then inserting a 
REM statement in Line 1007. When you 
complete this alteration, the program 
will run from Drive 0, and your files or 
data will be stored in Drive 1. A sum
mary of these REM statements can be 
found in the program following Line 
2000. 

I use two commands that some CoCo 
users may not be able to use. The first 
is PDI<E 55495 ,1/:l and its opposite, PDI<E 
55494 ,1/:l. These two pokes speed up 

Doug Giles is a Lutheran Pastor in 
northern Canada. His hobbies include 
literature, language and theology. But 
when things really get hectic, he can be 
found working out programs on his 
Model4/ P or his Color Computer. 
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and slow down the CoCo 2 for various 
subroutines. (Use POI<E 55497 ,1/:l and 
PDI<E 55495 ,1/:l, respectively, if you are 
using a CoCo 3.) These commands may 
be found in lines 12, 13, 142, 502, 550, 
625 and 636. The second unusual com
mand, EXEC 44539, is found in lines 623 
and 1034. This command performs the 
same function as: 11/:l A$= I NI<EY$: IF A$ 
= "" THEN 11/:l. It is a pause-and-wait
for-key-board input command. I prefer 
to use EXEC 44539 where possible , 
simply because it requires less space and 
looks neater. 

When the program is run, a title 
graphics page is displayed, followed by 
the main menu. To create more space 
for the question-and-answer buffer, I 
have dumped the graphics capability 
(Line 14) of the program after the 
original graphics display. However, the 
computer is restored to its power-up 
default values when the program is 
exited through the appropriate prompt 
on the main menu. 

The main menu gives you the follow
ing choices: Load Questions , Begin 
Questionnaire, Quit Program, Save 
Questions to Disk, Formulate Ques
tions, Print View or Amend, and File 
Directory. 

In the main menu, the computer will 
identify the file found in the buffer. If 
the buffer is empty or your questions 
have not been saved , the file is identified 
as No Name. If your buffer is empty, 
choose Load Questions from the main 
menu. Press the prompt for Save Ques
tions to Disk if your questions are 
already loaded . Then choose an ap
propriate filename . In this way, you 
always know what file is in the buffer. 
There is also a fail-safe (GDSU8 151/:l) that 
prevents you from accidentally dump
ing a newly created question / answer 
file . The only menu choice that will 
work at this time is option E, Formulate 
Questions. 

Formulate Questions 
The screen display now prompts you 

to enter Question I . To exit this routine 
press @ to return to the main menu. At 
the prompt, ente r Question I , type in 
any question you choose (i.e. , "How 
many suns are there in the sky?") . I use 
inverse video, SHIFT-0, so that during 
the questionnaire subroutine, questions 
and answers are easy to read, even with 
the screen prompts in place . 

Now that your question is typed, 
press ENTER. You are now prompted to 
enter an answer. Once again , using 
SHIFT-0, enter your answer. Your ques
tion / answer is numbered and stored, 
and you are prompted to enter Question 
2. The question / answer numbers are 
assigned permanently and will ascend to 
99, at which time you will be prompted 
to save the contents and start a new 
questionnaire . You can use a maximum 
of 255 bytes for each question and 
answer (although if you did this for 99 
questions and answers, you would run 
out of memory). For this trial run , enter 
five question / answer groups. 

When you have finished entering five 
questions and answers, press@ and you 
will be returned to the main menu. I 
recommend that at this point, before 
proceeding to any other subroutine, you 
save your file. If you have spent a great 



Dr. Prebte•s Programs 

Since 1983 

Pyramiz 
This fascinating CoCo 3 game continues 
to be one of -our best sellers. Py,_ix is 
100 % machine language written 
exclusively to take advantage of all the 
power in your 128K CoCo . J. The Colors 
are brilliant. the graphics sharp·. the 
action fast . Written by Jordan Tsvetkoff 
and a product of ColorVenture. 

The Freedom Series 
Vocal Freedom 

I've eot to admit. this is one nifty 
computer proeram. rro&•.l F~o• turns 
your computer into a digital voice 
recorder . The optioaal Had:er"s Pu lets 
you incorporate voices or sounds that you 
record into your own BASIC or ML 
programs. This is not a s)•nthesizer. 
Sounds are digitized directly into 
computer memory so that voices or 
sound effects sound very natural. One 
"off-the-shelf" application for Vocal 
Freedom is an automatic •essaee 111iader. 
Record a messaee for your family into 
memory. Set Vocal Freedom - on 
automatic . When Vocal Freedom "hears" 
any noise in the room. it plays the pre
record-ed message! Disk operations are 
supported . VF also tests memory to take 
advantage of from 64K up to a full 
512K. Requires low cost amplifier (RS 
cat. 11277-1008) and any microphone. 

Mental Freedom 

Would your friends be impressed if your 
computer could read tlaeir llliacls? Mental 
Freedom uses the techniques of 
Biofeedback to control video game action 
on t he screen .Teletmesa? Y e s . y o u 
control the action with your thouehts and 
emotions. And, oh yes. it talks in a 
perfectly natural voice without usine a 

speech synthesizer! Requires Radio 
Shack's low cost Biofeedback monitor. 
Cat. 1163-675. 

BASIC Freedom 

Do you ever type in BASIC programs. 
manually? If you do. you know it can 
be a real chore. Basic Freedom changes 
all that. It gives you a full screen editor 
j u s t I i II: e a w o r d p r o c e s s o r , b u t for 
~ASIC pro1n111•. Once loaded in. it is 
always on-line. It hides invisibly until 
you call it forth with a sinele keypress! 
This program is a must for programers 
or anyone who types in programs. By 
Chris Babcock and a product of 
Color Venture. 

Lightning Series 
These three utilities eive real power to 
your CoCo 3. 

Ramdisk. Lightning 

This is the best Rarndisk available. It 
lets you have up to 4 mechanical disk 
drives and 2 Ia111 drives on-liae and is 
fully co111patible with our printer spooler 
below. 

Printer Lightning 

High capacity priat spooler for CoCo 3. 
Load it and forget it--except for the 
versatility it gives you . Never wait for 
your printer again! Printer runs at high 
speed while you continue to work at the 
keyboard! Will operate with any printer 
you have already ~ooked to your CoCo. 

Backup Lightning 

This utility requires 512K. Reads your 
master disk onre and then makes 
superfast multiple disk backups on all 
your drives! No aeed to format blank 
di•ts first! Supports 35. 40 or 80 track 
drives. 

COCO Braille 
Produce standard grade 2 Braille on a 
Brother daisy wheel printer . Easy to use 
for sighted or blind user. No tnowled1e 
of Braille is aece11ary. C a II for free 
sample. The raised d9ts p;oduced are 
easily tourh readable b'y the blind. The 
print-to-braille algorithm is robust with 

I errors rarely being made--and. it hat the 
! ability to learn! 

1 Prices 
CoCo 3 only 

6JIIII Oi1k Lq.llt•J•, Disk ... ....... $ 1 9. 9 5 
Pri•IH Lil./11111., Did ....... .... ..... S 1 9. 9 5 
.BI&k•p Lil.llllli~q. Disk . ... .. ....... . S 1 9. 9 5 
A./I t./1""- Did ........ -................. $49.95 
PyrJIIIIix. Disk .. . ......... . ............. $24.95 

CoCo 1.2. or 3 

YDn.l FI'Htl-. Disk . .......... ... ... $34.95 
ron./ Fndo• Hll&ken P.lrl: .. ...... $14. 95 
COCO Bni././e ...... . .. ............... . .. $6 9. 9 5 

CoCo 2 or 3 only 

11••11./ Fl'tfNDIII Oilk.. .... . .......... $ 2 4. 9 5 
811/& FrHtto•. Disk ................. $ 2 4. 9 5 

CoCo 1 or 2 only 

YOOS. T.ll• U•tlllk. a menu operated 
ramdisk for the CoCo 1 or 2. LOAD. 
SAVE. KILL. DIRECTORY. are all 
supported. Tape ........ ......... ...... .. $24.95 
YOU.IIJI'. bHkup Undisk files to sinete 

tape file. Tape ........ .. ................ $14.95 
YP6./NT. P r i n t U n d i s k d i r e c t o r y • 
Tape ... .... .. .......... ....... .. .......... .. . $9.95 

We Ship FAST! 
Add $2.50 shipplng/handling 

in USA or CANADA 

Add $5.00 to ship to other 

countries 

Dr. Preble's Programs 

6540 Outer Loop 

Louisville. K.Y 40228 

24 Hour Order Line 

Visa. MasterCard, COD. Check 

I (502) 969-1818 



deal of time formulating questions and 
answers , you don't want to accidentally 
dump them now. In fact, on lengthy 
files, save them throughout the formu
lation process. 

Save Questions to Disk 
The subroutine at Line 300 is simply 

a filename input routine. All filenames 
are assigned as YY$ in the save routine. 
YY$ has three possible dispositions. 
Line 310 verifies if the escape symbol@ 
(CHR$ (54)) has been depressed and 
then returns the program to the main 
menu without losing the current file
name. Line 312 determines if YY$ equals 
ENTER. If so, it assigns the current 
filename (ZZ$) as the same filename to 
be saved . Finally, if a new filename has 
been assigned, the program jumps to the 
subroutine at Line 700 to save. 

Thus when you press D, Save Ques
tions to Disk, you will be prompted to 
enter a filename . You then have three 
options: escape to the main menu (press 
@); assign the current filename of 
questions in buffer to the file to be saved 
and press ENTER (useful when you have 
amended or updated an old file , since 
the old filename is automatically saved); 
or save an entirely new file. This is the 
option you should use now. 

ln this instance assign filename 
TESTl and enter. The display changes to 
advise you that TEST 1 is being saved 
and then returns to the main menu. The 
computer now identifies TESTl as the 
file in the buffer. When saving files, do 
not assign either extensions or disk 
designations to your filenames. The 
extension is assigned by the program 
(Line 708) in order to facilitate use of 
the File Directory subroutine . Should 
you assign either an extension or a disk 
drive designation, an error will result. 
To re-enter the program without losing 
your questions and answers , type 
GDTD100 and try again. 

Begin Questionnaire 
The questionnaire subroutine is the 

heart of the program. It will take a given 
number of questions (L) and randomly 
select one (I=RND(N)) to ask the user. 
If the response is correct, the question 
is dumped from the current buffer 
(NN=NN - 1). If the response is wrong, it 
goes back into the buffer and is asked 
until the response is correct. The com
puter has been sped up in this routine 
(EXEC 44539) to reduce time lapse 
between .question selection. When all 
the questions have been answered cor
rectly, you are returned to the main 
menu. 
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A number appears in the top right
hand corner of the questionnaire dis
play. This indicates the number of 
questions left in the buffer (N) to 
answer. It will not change when given 
an incorrect response, but will decrease 
by one when given a correct response. 
If you formulated five questions, this 
number should now be five. 

At this point you can either enter a 
response (which reinforces the learning 
process) or simply press ENTER after 
you have thought about the answer. 
When ENTER is pressed, the correct 
answer is displayed and you are promp
ted to indicate whether your answer is 
correct (Y), incorrect (N) or if you wish 
to exit the questionnaire. If you respond 
(Y), the question on the screen is 
dumped and a new question appears. 
You will note that the number in the top 
left-hand corner is now four, indicating 
the new total of questions left to answer. 

The Y and N responses can be a little 
slow. Therefore, the program can re
spond to ENTER for a yes response or, 
for a no response, through a subroutine 
(lines 540 and 542). In this manner you 
can operate the program with one hand, 
which frees your eyes to concentrate on 
the screen. This addition does not 
appear on the screen prompt and must 
simply be remembered . 

I have also designed an abbreviated 
version of the screen display. In the 
abbreviated version, you cannot type in 
your own response to questions, but all 
other control keys are the same. The 
abbreviated display is uncluttered and 
provides a fast review of your study 
material. To implement the abbreviated 
screen display, make the following line 
changes: Insert REM at the beginning of 
lines 515, 524 and 526. Delete REM in 
lines 520, 522 and 530. A summary of 
these REM statements is included in this 
program beginning at Line 2000. 

Add Questions to Quiz 
To add questions and answers to a 

previously formulated questionnaire, 
choose prompt E, Formulate Ques
tions , at the main menu. We used this 
subroutine when we first ran the pro
gram but now, instead of loading ques
tions, a new submenu appears . There 
are questions already in the buffer. This 
new display gives you three choices: 
Add Questions to Quiz, Start New Quiz 
and Return to Main Menu. 

Let's look at the second two options. 
If you press B (Start New Quiz), the 
current file will be dumped and you will 
lose all your questions and answers . l 
have included a safeguard at this point; 

you are warned that you are about to 
erase your file (GDSUB 150). If you type 
Y at the prompt, you are returned to the 
main menu. The buffer has been cleared 
and the computer now tells you there is 
no fi le in the buffer. You can begin your 
new quiz by pressing E. However, if at 
the warning you press N for no, you are 
returned to the main menu with your 
file intact. 

If you press C (Return to Main 
Menu), you are returned to the main 
menu with your current file intact. 

If you press A (Add Questions to 
Quiz) , you are returned to the Formu
late Questions subroutine (GDSUB 400) . 
The number of the question you are 
asked to enter is the next ascending 
number in your file. (Once again you 
have the option of exiting to the main 
menu at any point in the process by 
pressing @.) You can now enter up to 
99 questions . When you complete this 
process, return to the main menu and 
save your expanded file (Option D). 
You can retain the same filename by 
pressing ENTER . There is no need to 
retype your current filename . 

Quit Program 
The third option on the main menu 

is Quit Program. Exit the program 
through this subroutine rather than 
using the BREAK key or the reset button . 
I have dumped all the graphics to make 
more room for questions and answers, 
and have sped up the CoCo for faster 
manipulation of questions . Option D 
(Quit Program) returns the CoCo to its 
power-up default values. The Quit 
routine also checks to see if you have 
questions in the buffer (which you 
probably will have if you've been using 
the program to study) and gives you the 
chance to save them (Line 140). 

Load Questions 
The Load Questions subroutine is 

straightforward. If the buffer is empty, 
you will simply be prompted to type in 
a filename . However, if you have a 
previously loaded or created file in the 
buffer, you will be warned that you are 
about to dump your questions and must 
respond either yes or no before contin
Uing. 

Should you enter a filename that does 
not exist, you will get an NE error in 
Line 806. Simply type GDTD100 to 
restore the main menu and try again. 
Check existing filenames by going to the 
file directory before loading. 

Print, View or Amend 
When you press F from the mam 



menu, you have the choice to print (to 
your DMP-100 printer), view (to 
screen) or amend the questions in the 
current file. Line 627, CHR$ ( 31), ena
bles the large print mode for file iden
tification at the top of your printout. 
Line 630, CHR$ ( 30), disables the large 
print mode. The only other printer 
control code used is CHR$ ( 10), which 
prints out the current line and inserts a 
linefeed. This subroutine is set to print 
out the questions and answers at the 
fastest speed the DMP-100 can handle 
(1200 Baud). I did .not use a printer 
control code to do this. Rather, I used 
the speedup poke in Line 625. The hard 
copy printout of the questionnaire is 
useful for reviewing questions in those 
brief moments away from the CoCo. 

The View and Amend subroutines are 
operated from the same display. When 
you enter the subroutine, the display 
gives the name of the file you see and 
will show you each question and 
answer, one at a time, in their original 

..1. / 

order. Advance to the next question by 
pressing ENTER or escape the routine by 
pressing@. 

If you wish to change, correct, or 
otherwise amend a question, press C. 
The screen will display the current 
question and ask you to enter the new 
or amended version. If there is no 
change, press ENTER and the old ques
tion will be retained. If you wish to 
amend the question, type in the new one 
and enter. Now the old answer will be 
displayed, and you can either change or 
leave it as it is. When you press ENTER 
at this point, you are returned to the 
question/ answer view display with the 
question you just changed on the screen. 
When you get to the end of the ques
tions, you are returned to the main 
menu. 

File Directory 
The final selection on the main menu 

is File Directory. This subroutine will 
list all files on the disk with the exten-

sion . OAT. This extension is automati
cally assigned to your files in the Save 
routine (Line 708). The directory dis
play lists 20 files on each display page. 
Advance through the pages by pressing 
any key, until all the filenames have 
been viewed. Once all of the files have 
been viewed, you are returned to the 
main menu. This routine reduces the 
occurrence of NE errors and the possi
bility of overwriting a file by assigning 
the same filename to a new file. 

One final comment: A small Save 
routine is hidden in Line 9. I insert this 
or a similar line in all my BASIC pro
grams. Once you have begun working 
on your program, you can save both 
what you've done and a backup to it by 
typing GOTO 9. 

(Questions or comments regarding 
this program may be directed to the 
author at P. 0. Box 8092, Bonnyville, 
AB, Canada T9N2J4. Please enclose an 
SASE when requesting a reply.) D 

l \A" 110 ..... . 139 
~ 150 ...... 158 

655 ..... . 179 
720 ...... . 93 

:CLEAR189)9)9) 
16 DIM W$ (99) I D$ (99) ,R(99) 
18 D$=CHR$(125) :E$=CHR$(128) :F$= 
STRING$(19),128) :G$=STRING$(5,128 
) :.AA$=STRING$ (32 I 45) 

230 ..... . 156 920 ..... . 116 
410 ..... . 171 1000 .... . 229 
515 ...... . 34 2005 ..... . 33 
550 ...... . 31 END ..... 120 
630 ..... . 215 

The listing: SUPROUIZ 

9) ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT,INC 
1 'SUPER QUIZ BY: 
2 'DOUGLAS W. GILES 
3 '539) COUNTRY KNOLL 
4 1 39)93 PEMBINA HIGHWAY 
5 'WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 
6 'CANADA R3T 4R6 
8 GOTO 19) 
9 CLS9):VERIFYON:PRINT@228, 11 savin 
g"CHR$(128) 11 QUIZ/RDY:9)";:SAVE"Q 
UIZ/RDY:9)":PRINT@292,"saving"CHR 
$(128) 11 QUIZ/BKP:9)";:SAVE"QUIZ/B 
KP:9)":CLS:PRINT@224, 11 PROGRAM AN 
D BACKUP ARE SAVED ":PRINT:PRINT 
:PRINT:END 
19) 'DIMENSION ARRAYS & STARTUP 

GRAPHICS 
12 POKE65495,9):GOT099)9) 
13. POKE65494,9) 
14 SCREEN9),9):CLS3:PMODE9):PCLEAR1 

19)9) '**** startup menu **** 
19)2 CLS(3) :SOUND 175,1 
19)6 PRINT@74,"selectHE$"one"; 
19)8 PRINT@162,E$"a"D$E$"1oad"E$" 
questions"F$; 
119) PRINT@194,E$"b"D$E$"begin"E$ 
''questionnaire"G$; 
112 PRINT@226,E$"c"D$E$"quit"E$" 
programme"F$; 
114 PRINT@258,E$"d"D$E$"save"E$" 
questions"E$"to"E$"disk"E$E$; 
116 . PRINT@299),E$"e"D$E$"formulat 
e"E$"questions"G$; 
118 PRINT@322,E$"f"D$E$"printHE$ 
"view"E$"or"E$"amend"G$; 
129) PRINT@354,E$"g"D$E$"file"E$" 
directory"F$; 
122 IFZZ$=""THENZZ$="NO NAME" 
124 IF ZZ$="NO NAME"ANDYY$<>""TH 
ENZZ$=YY$ 
126 PRINT@454,"this"E$"is"E$"fil 
e";E$E$ZZ$; 
128 U$=INKEY$:IF U$=""THEN 128 
139) U=ASC(U$) 
132 IF U<65 OR U>71 THEN 128 
134 SOUND 199),1:0N U-64 GOTO 29)9l 
,59)9),149),39)9),49)9),69)9),19)9)9) 
149) IF N>9) THEN GOSUB 159) ELSE 1 
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142 CLEAR2~~:PCLEAR4:PMODE2,l:CL 
S:POKE65494,~:CLOSE:END 

15~ '**BUFFER DUMP FAILSAFE** 
152 IF N>~ THEN 154 ELSE RETURN 
154 CLS:PRINT@l97,"YOU ARE ABOuT 

TO ERASE":PRINT@225,"QUESTIONS 
CURRENTLY IN BUFFER":PRINT@258," 
DO YOU STILL WISH TO PROCEED":PR 
INT@3~~, "yES/nO" 
156 SOUND 15~,2 
158 CLS~:PRINT@l97,"you"E$"are"E 
$"about"E$"to"E$"erase";:PRINT@2 
25 "gtiestions"E$"currently"E$"in 
"ES"buffer";:PRINT@258,"do"E$"yo 
u"E$"still"E$"wish"E$"to"E$"proc 
eed";:PRINT@3~~ 1 "Yes"CHR$(124)"N 
o"; 
16~ SOUND 2~~,2 
162 A$=INKEY$:IF A$="Y" THEN RET 
URN 
164 IF A$="N" THEN 1~~ ELSE 154 
2~~ '**menu for load questions** 
2~2 IF N>~ THEN GOSUB 15~ ELSE 2 
16 
216 'DRIVEl 
218 CLS:PRINT@225,"TO LOAD QUEST 
IONS ENTER FILE#"; 
22~ PRINT@294,"0R [@] FOR MAIN M 
ENU" 
222 FORX=lT04:SOUND1~~,2:SOUND15 
~,2:NEXT 
224 PRINT@362,"=> ";:LINEINPUTZZ 
$ 
225 IF ZZ$=""THEN216 
226 IF ZZ$=CHR$(64)THENZZ$="":GO 
T0229 
228 GOSUB8~~ 
229 'DRIVE~ 

23~ GOTOl~~ 
3~~ '**menu to save questions** 
3~1 'DRIVE 1 
3~2 CLS:PRINT@7l,"TO SAVE QUESTI 
ONS" 
3~4 PRINT@i36,"ENTER FILE NAME" 
3,06 PRINT@l98,"0R [@] FOR ¥..AIN M 
ENU" 
3~7 FORX=lT04:SOUND1~~,2:SOUND15 
~,2:NEXT 
3~8 PRINT@3~~,"";:LINEINPUTYY$ 
31~ IF YY$=CHR$(64)THENYY$=ZZ$:G 
OT0315 
312 IFYY$=""THENYY$=ZZ$ 
314 GOSUB7~~ 
315 'DRIVE~ 
316 GOTO 1~~ 
4~~ '*** input questjanswers *** 
4~2 ' IF N>~THEN45~ 
4,04 CLS:PRINT@4,"PRESS [@] FORM 
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AIN MENU" 
4~6 N=N+l 
4~8 PRINT"ENTER QUESTION"N":":LI 
NEINPUTW$(N) :SOUND225,1 
41~ IF W$(N)=CHR$(64)THEN N=N-1: 
GOTOl~~ II 

412 PRINT:PRINT"ENTER ANSWER: :L 
INEINPUTD$(N) :SOUND225,1 
414 CLS 
416 IF N<99 THEN 4~4 
418 CLS:PRINT@225,"QUESTION/ANSW 
ER BUFFER IS FULL" 
42~ PRINT@289,"SAVE THESE QUESTI 
ONS AND BEGIN" 
422 PRINT@364,"NEW QUIZ" 
424 FOR QX=lT015~~:NEXTQX:GOTOl~ 
~ 
45~ 'add to existing quiz 
452 CLS3 
454 PRINT@74,"select"E$;"one"; 
456 PRINT@l62,"a"D$E$"add"E$"que 
stions"E$"to"E$"quiz"E$E$E$; 
458 PRINT@l94,"b"D$E$"start"E$"n 
ew"E$"quiz"F$; 
46~ PRINT@226,"c"D$E$"return"E$" 
to"E$"main"E$"menu"G$; 
462 U$=INKEY$:IFU$=""THEN462 
464 U=ASC(U$) 
466 IF U<65 OR U>67 THEN 462 
468 SOUND2~~,l:ON U-64 GOTO 414, 
48~,1~~ 
48~ GOSUB15~:GOT014 

5~~ ' ***** questionnaire ***** 
5~2 CLS:POKE65495,~ 
5~4 IFN=~THENl~~ 
5~6 NN=N 
5~8 FORL=lTON 
51~ I=RND(N) 
512 IFR(I)=l THEN 51~ 
514 CLS 
515 PRINT"QUESTION:" 
516 PRINT@28,NN 
518 PRINT@32,AA$;:PRINTW$(I) :PRI 
NTAA$;:IF W$(I)=" "THEN A$="Y": 
GOT054~ 

52~ REM A$=INKEY$:IF A$=""THEN 5 
2~ 
522 REM SOUND 2~~,1 
524 PRINT:PRINT"YOUR RESPONSE:": 
LINEINPUTA$:SOUND 225,1 
526 PRINT"THE CORRECT ANSWER IS: 
II 

528 PRINTD$(I) 
53~ REM PRINTAA$ 
532 PRINT@416,"IS YOUR ANSWER RI 
GHT (yES OR nO)"; 
534 PRINT@452,"ENTER [@] FOR MAI 
N MENU" 
536 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN536 
538 IF A$=CHR$(64)THEN GOSUB 668 



COC03'S MISSING LINK: 

"BIG BASIC" 
BASIC USERS GET FULL POWER OF MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN WINDOWS! 

Now you can access up to 4 72K of memory in a 512K CoCo or up to 92K in a 128K 
machine with any mix of programs and/or data . At last, you can do sizable basic 
programming with a CoCo 3. (Also offers simplified memory management for M.L. 
programmers.) 

Magically fast, executes one big program or database in basic; or up to 58 separate 
basic programs running at once from computer memory in up to 58 separate 
windows! Saves programs or variables with their currently running parameters and 
loads back that way as if you never left the program. 

Chain in unlimited sized programs or data from disk(s) without erasing existing pro
gramming or variables. Also works with the RGB-DOS Hard Disk system. 

• 3 new simple basic words to create the power. • Modifies your basic operating system in some 70 
• Provides for variable exchange between locations but does not occupy user memory. 

windows. • Includes 7 Demo Programs and Manual. 
• Programs can be saved over multiple disks or • Disk use only; any version RS-DOS. 

use our BIG DISK Utility. (See below) • ONLY $39.95 U.S. or $46.35 CON. + $2.50 S & H 

"BIG RAMDISK" (512k CoCo3 V.2.0 or V.2.1) 
• Copy or backup your programs or data to "BIG RAMDISK 

and get the speed of program/data saving or loading to an "in 
memory" device. ("COPYDISK" Utility included.) 

• Great for use with all other programs on this page and 
most commercial software. 

• You can install, re-install, format and reformat from direct 
mode or from a program without erasing programming or 
variables. It's in machine language, does not occupy user 
memory, but can be user located elsewhere if needed. 

Ontario residents add 8% PST. 

• Your choice of one big 158 granule ramdisk (80 tracks-360k) 
or two 68 or 78 granule ramdisks (35-40 tracks to 360k total), 
depending on your DOS. (i.e. RS-DOS, "BIG DISK", 
"DOUBLE40", etc.) 

• Ramdisk files and directory do not erase with a reset colds tart 
(ALT/CTRL), and are preserved if a program crashes. This 
lets you use some programs that need a Coldstart to exit. 

• "BIG RAM DISK" with "BIG DISK" or "DOUBLE40'' (see 
below) & two double-sided drives=> 1 MEG. on line. 

ONLY $12.95 US or $14.95 CDN + $2.50 S & H. 
Ont. Residents add 8% PST 

For any CoCo (at least 64K) with 1.1 or 2.1 Disk Extended Basic: 

"UTILITIES PACKAGE" "MEMORY MASTER" 
6 HANDY M.L. RESIDENT UTILITIES FOR BASIC 

"BIG DISK" 

"DOUBLE40" 

• Makes computer see double-sided drives 
as one 360K (80tk) drive; 158 granules. 

• Sets drives for 40 tracks each side. 

"CONVERT/DISK" • Formats 40 tracks on each side of a 
disk without disturbing the first 35. 
Instantly doubles all your present 
storage. 

"QUIKDRIV/6MS" • Sets fast drive stepping rate. 

"QUIKDRIV /30M • Fast drive shut off. 

OUR FAVORITE PROGRAMMING TOOL 

Scan, Edit, Copy, Printout any memory in your 
computer or on disk. Fix disks. 

Fast entry of M.L. Listings. 

Dual Windows ! Run two Basic Programs at 
once! 

Chain in large running programs and variables 
from disk without restarting the existing 

program in the computer. 

"SET FEED" • Sets line spacing for printouts. 
Includes Demo Program and Manual. 

~ $24.95 U.S. or $28.95 CDN. + $2.50 S & H. 
Only $17.95 U.S. or $20.80 CDN. + $2.50 S & H. RAINBOW Ont. Residents add 8% PST 

C ERTIFIC ATION 
SEAL Ont. Residents add 8% PST. 

DANOSOFT 
Box 124, Station "A" 
Mississauga, Ontario L5A 2Z7 

10% Discount 
on purchase of 
3 or more items 

at the same time. 

Order by Phone or Mail 
(416) 897-0121 

Shipped Airmail Same Day 



:POKE65494,~:GOT01~~ 
54~ IF A$="Y" OR A$=CHR$(13) THE 
N R(I)=l:SOUND225,l:NN=NN-l:GOTO 
546 
5~2 IF A$="N" OR A$=";" THEN L=L 
-l:SOUND15~,l:GOT0546 

544 GOTO 536 
546 NEXT L 
548 GOSUB668 
55~ CLS:POKE65494,~:PRINT@228,"E 
ND OF QUESTIONNAIRE" 
552 PRINT@323,"MAKE ANOTHER SELE 
CTION" 
554 FORX=lTOl~~~:NEXTX:GOTOl~~ 
6~~ '*menu for viewjprintjamend* 
6~1 IF N<l THEN 716 
6~3 CLS~ 
6~4 PRINT@l~7,"selec~"E$"one"; 
6~5 PRINT@262,"Print 11 E$"View"E$" 
or"E$"Amend"; 
6~6 U$=INKEY$:IFU$=""THEN6~6 
6~7 IF U$="V" OR U$="A"THEN64~ 
6~8 IF U$="P"THEN62~ 
6~9 GOTO 6~6 
62~ 'print qja to printer 
621 CLS~:SOUND15~,2:PRINT@292,"p 
ress"E$"any"E$"key"E$"to"E$"cont 
inue"; 
622 PRINT@228,"set"E$"printer"E$ 
"to"E$"baud"E$"12~~"; 
623 EXEC 44539 
624 CLS~:PRINT@23l,"printing"E$ 11 

hard"E$"copy"; 
625 POKE 65495,~ 
626 FORX=lT05:PRINT#-2:NEXTX 
627 PRINT#-2,CHR$(3l)"QUESTIONS 
AND ANSWERS FOR FILE "ZZ$ 
628 FORX=lT05:PRINT#-2:NEXTX 
629 FOR I=lTON 
63~ PRINT#-2,CHR$(3~)TAB(35)"QUE 
STION #"I":" 
631 PRINT#-2,CHR$(l~)"Q: ";W$(I) 
632 PRINT#-2,CHR$(l~)CHR$(l~)"A: 

II ;D$ (I) 
633 PRINT#-2,CHR$(l~)CHR$(1~) 
634 NEXTI 
635 FORX=lT05:PRINT#-2:NEXTX 
636 POKE 65494,~:GOT01~~ 

64~ 'viewjamend file 
641 FORI=lTON 
642 IF W$(I)=W$(~)THEN1~~ 
643 CLS:PRINT@~,G$"this"E$"is"E$ 
"file"E$CHR$(123)ZZ$D$;STRING$(3 
9,128); 
644 PRINT@64, 11 QUESTION #"I":" 
645 PRINT:PRINT"Q: "W$ (I) 
646 PRINT:PRINT"A: "D$(I) 
647 . PRINTAA$;" TYPE <ENTER> FOR 
NEXT QUESTION":PRINT" <C> TO CHA 
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NGE OR <@> TO ESCAPE" 
648 SOUND 2~~,2 
649 K$=INKEY$:IFK$=""THEN649 
65,0 IF K$="@"THEN1~~ 
651 IF K$="C" THEN GOSUB 66,0:GOT 
0643 
652 IF K$=CHR$(13) THEN 654 
653 GOTO 649 
654 CLS:NEXT 
655 GOT01~,0 
66,0 'amend =ile entry 
661 CLS:SOUND2~~,2:SOUND15~,2:PR 
INT"OLD QUESTION:":PRINTW$(I) 
662 PRINT:PRINT"TYPE NEW QUESTIO 
N AND <ENTER> OR PRESS <ENTER> 

IF NO CHANGE":PRINT:PRINT"=>";: 
LINEINPUTNW$ 
663 CLS:PRINT"OLD ANSWER:":PRINT 
D$(I) 
664 SOUND2,0~,2:SOUND15~,2:PRINT: 
PRINT" TYPE NEW ANSWER AND <ENTE 
R> OR PRESS <ENTER> IF NO CHAN 
GE":PRINT:PRINT"=>";:LINEINPUTND 
$ 
665 IF NW$<>""THEN W$(I)=NW$:NW$ 
="" 
666 IF ND$<> 1111 THEN D$ (I) =ND$: ND$ 
="" 
667 RETURN 
668 FORL=lTON:R(L)=~:NEXT:RETURN 
7,0,0 '**** save quiz **** 
7,02 CLS3:SOUN~2~~,2:SOUND15,0,2 

7,04 PRINT@228,;'FILE <"YY$ 11 > NOW 
SAVING"; 
7,06 IF N<lTHEN716 
7,08 OPEN"O",#l,YY$+ 11 /DAT" 
71~ WRITE #l,N 
712 FORL=lTON:WRITE#l,W$(L) ,D$(L 
) :NEXT 
714 IFN>~THEN724 
716 CLS:PRINT@224,"THERE ARE NO 
QUESTIONS IN BUFFER" 
718 PRINT@293,"MAKE ANOTHER SELE 
CTION" 
719 YY$="NO NAME" 
72~ FORX=lT015:SOUND15~,2:SOUND2 

,0,0,2:NEXTX 
722 CLOSE~l:GOT01,0,0 
724 CLOSE#l 
726 CLS:RETURN 
8,0,0 '**** load quiz **** 
8,02 CLS3:SOUND2~~,2:SOUND15,0,2 

8,04 PRINT@228,"FILE <"ZZ$"> NOW 
LOADING"; 
8,06 OPEN"I",#l,ZZ$+ 11 /DAT" 
8,08 INPUT #l,N 
81,0 FORL=lTON:INPUT#l,W$(L),D$(L 
) :NEXT 
812 CLOSE#l 



814 CLS:RETURN 
9~~ '**graphics data & display** 
9~2 CLEAR 2~~ 
9~4 SOUND 1~~,2 
9~6 PCLEAR4:PMODE 4,l:PCLS:SCREE 
N1,1 
9~8 FOR I= 2 TO 11~ STEP 2 
91~ CIRCLE(l29,96),I 
912 NEXT I 
914 SOUND 1,0,0,2 
916 FOR X=2 TO 12,0 STEP 1.1 
918 CIRCLE(128,96) ,X,, .2 
92~ NEXT X 
922 'GRAPHIC LETTERING 
924 AA$="SUPER QUIZ" 
926 DRAW"S8;C,0;BM6~,99" 
932 FOR XX=1 TO LEN(AA$) 
934 RESTORE:LL=,0 
936 READ LL$,CC$ 
938 IF LL$=MID$(AA$,XX,1)THEN DR 
AW CC$:GOT0942 
94,0 LL=LL+1:IF LL<48 THEN 936 
942 SOUND 2,0,0,1:FORX=1T01,0:NEXTX 
:SOUND 2,0~,1:NEXTXX 
944 DATA" ", "BM+7, ,0" 
946 DATA"E","NR4;U3;NR2;U3;R4;BM 
+3,+6" 
948 DATA"I","BM+1,,0;R1;NR1;U6;NL 
1;R1;BM+4,+6" 
95,0 DATA"P","U6;R3;Fl;Dl;Gl;L3;B 
M+7,3" 
952 DATA "Q","BM+l,,0;H1;U4;El;R2 
;F1;D3;G1;NH1;NFl;G1;Ll;BM+6,,0" 
954 DATA"R","U6;R3;F1;Dl;Gl;L2;N 
L1;F3;BM+3,,0" 
956 DATA"S","BM+,0,-1;F1;R2;E1;U1 
;H1;L2;H1;U1;E1;R2;F1;BM+3,+5" 
958 DATA"U","BM+,0,-1;NU5;F1;R2;E 
1;U5;BM+3,6" 
96,0 DATA"Z","NR4;U1;E4;U1;L4;BM+ 
7,6" 
97,0 FORX=1T025,0,0:NEXT:GOT013 
1,0,0,0 '**** file directory **** 
1,0,02 QQ=,0:CLS,0:PRINT@9,"file"E$" 
directory";G$E$E$E$E$ 
1,0,04 PRINT@32,STRING$(32,128); 
1,0,06 FORGG=3T011 
1,0,07 DSKI$ ,0,17,GG,A$,B$ 
1,0,08 'DSKIS 1,17,GG,A$,D$ 
1,01,0 C$=A$+LEFT$(B$,127) 
1,012 NAM$(,0)=LEFT$(C$,8) 
1,014 EXT$(,0)=MID$(C$,9,3) 
1,016 FOR HH=1T07 
1,018 NAM$(HH)=MID$(C$,HH*32+1,8) 
1,02,0 EXT$(HH)=MID$(C$,9+HH*32,3) 
1,022 NEXT HH 
1,024 FOR HH=,0T07 
1,026 IF EXT$(HH)="DAT"AND LEFT$( 
NAM$(HH),1)<>CHR$(,0)THEN PRINTNA 
M$(gH) ,;:QQ=QQ+1:IFQQ>19THENQQ=,0 
:GOSUB1,032 
1~28 NEXT HH 

1~3,0 NEXT GG:GOSUB1,032:GOT01,0,0 
1,032 PRINT@451,"press"E$"any"E$" 
key"E$"to"E$"continue"; 
1~34 EXEC 44539:CLS,0:RETURN 
2~,0,0 'SUMMARY OF REM STATEMENTS 
2~,02 '************************* 
2,0,04 '* BEGIN WITH REM YES/NO* 
2,0,05 '* FULL OR SHORT DISPLAY * 
2,0,06 '*-------*------*--------* 
2,0,08 '* LINE# * FULL* SHORT * 
2,01,0 '*-------*------*--------* 
2,012 '* 515 * NO * YES * 
2,014 '* 52,0 * YES * NO * 
2,016 '* 522 * YES * NO * 
2,018 '* 524 * NO * YES * 
2,02,0 '* 526 * NO * YES * 
2,022 '* 53,0 * YES * NO * 
2,023 '************************* 
2,024 '* ONE OR TWO DISK DRIVES* 
2,025 '*--- ----*------*--------* 
2,026 '* LINE# *1 DSK * 2 DSKS * 
2,028 '*-------*------*--------* 
2,03,0 '* 216 * YES * NO * 
2,032 '* 229 * YES * NO * 
2,034 '* 3,01 * YES * NO * 
2,036 '* 315 * YES * NO * 
2,038 1 * 1,0,07 * NO * YES * 
2,04,0 '* 1,0,08 * YES * NO * 
2,042 '************************* 

"Simply Better" Word Processor 
· "RUN 21NTERACTING WORD PROCESSORS SIMULTANEOUSLY • 
PERFORM MAIL-MERGES' CREATE INDEXES' CREATE TABLE OF 
CONTENTS • PRINT-FILL FORMS' DISPLAYS FONTS IN SELECTED 

COLORS • DISPLAYS UNDERLINING' PRINT SPOOLING • AUTO SAVES 
FILES • SERIAUPARALLEL OUTPUT • PRINT/SAVE BLOCKS OF TEXT.· 
HEARING IMPAIRED MODE • UP TO 480K OF TEXT STORAGE 'SORT 

SECTIONS OF TEXT' MANY MORE FEATURES' 

H ••• An excellent choice at an 
~ unbelievable price. " 
~:~~:~'"" - Rainbow Magazine 

~e~ Simply Better Version 2.0 . .. $34.95 

SEE REVIEW AND ARTICLE IN 
APRIL '89 RAINBOW, SEE WHY . .. 

When It Comes To Word Processing, 

we're ... " Simply Better" 
Call for a Free Brochure 

~~All Orders, Call. .. 1-800-248-8420 [J~j 
(~5 For Color Computer 3 only. Please add $3 S/ H ._.. 

Simply Better Software 
P.O. Box 20726 

Portland, OR 97220 
In Australia (07) 3419061 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
9AM-5PM 

(503) 254-7225 
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If you have an idea for the "Wishing 
Well," submit it to Fred c/o THE RAIN

BOW. Remember, keep your ideas spe
cific, and don' tforget this is BASIC. All 
programs resulting from your wishes 
are for your use, but remain the prop
erty of the author. 

Since most of the programs in the last 
few months have been educational pro
grams, it 's time to answer the requests of 
those who have been asking for games. 
(After all , isn't that really why we all bought 
computers?) 

To achieve this end and to help me 
through a rather busy part of the year, I 
decided to go back and modernize one of 
my very first games, Meteor Storm. (Actu
ally the task was bigger than I antic ipated.) 

Adios 1MB? 
Back in the early ' 80s when the Color 

Computer first came out, I started a small 
software writing venture called Illustrated 
Memory Banks, or IMB . The first game I 
wrote in BASIC was called Meteor Storm, 
and it was designed to be a variation on the 
asteroids-type game. 

However, Version 1 of Meteor Storm 
was very slow, even with the high-speed 
poke. It had no onscreen scoring and had a 
lengthy listing. After selling a few copies, 
I revised the program. Version 2 was a little 
faster and added a long onscreen scoring 
routine. Still the program moved at a snail ' s 
pace. (Do you remember Snail?) 

I had not touched Meteor Storm since 
late 1981 and the subroutines looked like a 
real jungle once I took out my old li sting . 
(Now I remember why it is a good idea to 
keep a version with remarks .) As I sus
pected, the game was still painfully slow, 
but over the years I've learned a few tricks 
to speed things up. 

First I cut the scoring subroutine down 
to less than 10 percent of what it was. This 
helps speed things up greatly . Then I 
switched from the original PMODE 4 down to 
PMODE o. There is a loss of the artifact 

Fred Scerbo is a special needs instructor 
for the North Adams Public Schools in 
North Adams, Massachusetts. He holds a 
master's in education and has published 
some oftnefirst software available for the 
Color Computer through his software firm, 
Illustrated Memory Banks. 
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Something old and 
something new 

This game is well-suited to the very 
young, yet older persons can still enjoy it by 
using a tougher difficulty level (there are 
three levels) . Upon running the game, se
lect Level I , 2 or 3 by pressing the appro
priate number. You then see a star field 
with approaching meteors . Use the right 
joystick and fire button (not the AT ARI 
kind) to take a blast at the target. You'll 
bum away part of the surface but must hit 
the meteor at a certain pressure point to turn 
it into dust. If it gets too close, you take a 
hit. Five hits and you are dead . 

Meteor 
Storm The more advanced levels burn away a 

smaller part of the meteor. After a while 
you get the hang of just where to hit the 
moving targets. After taking five hits, press 
ENTER to restart the game. That' s all there 
is to it. 3 
Conclusion 

By Fred B. Scerbo 
Rainbow Contributing Editor 

After looking at the results, I conc luded 
that Meteor Storm, even in its earliest form, 
is a nice little game. If some of you like 
these results, I may actually update a few 
more old classics since they are not avail
able anywhere. Maybe we can even see 
some high scores listed on the scoreboard. 

colors, but what is picked up in speed more 
than makes up for that. By going to PMODE 
o, I could use the PCOPY command to get a 
flicker-free animation. I no longer needed 
to unDRAW each meteor as it grew in size. 

Let me know what you think. In the 
meantime I am working. on completely new 
material for upcoming issues. 0 

Add to that the 
removal of some 
needless subroutines 
by rewntm g in 
straight code, and you 
end up with the ver
sion listed in this ar-
ticle - almost half 
the length of the origi-
nal. It is now twice as 
fast and is relatively 
easy to type in. You 
can still add, some
where in the listing, a 
hi g h- speed 
POKE65495 , 0 (or 
POKE654 97 , 0 if you 
have a CoCo 3). 
However, don't do 
this until after you 
have saved a copy. 

I still believe the 
best way to under
stand Extended Color 
BASIC is by typing in 
someone else's pro
gram. The short li st
ing included with this 
article fits the bill 
quite nicely. 

/ 

260 .......... 68 
310 ...... 101 

~50 .......... 221 
~ 90 ........ 105 

150 ........ 117 END ...... 167 
195 ........ 197 

The listing: METEOR3 

1 REM************************** 
2 REM* METEOR STORM v . 3 * 
3 REM* BY FRED B . SCERBO * 
4 REM* 60 HARDING AVENUE * 
5 REM* NORTH ADAMS , MA 01247 * 
6 REM* COPYRIGHT (C) 1989 * 
7 REM************************** 
10 PMODE4 , 1:PCLS0:CLEAR500 
15 CLS0 :PRINTSTRING$( 32 , 188)STRI 
NG$ (32 ,204); 
20 FORI=1TO 256 :READ A: PRINTCHR 
$ (A+128 ); :NEXT 
25 PRINTSTRING$ (32 , 195)STRING$(3 
2 , 179) ; 
30 PRINT@420 ,u BY FRED B.SCER 



BO "; 
35 PRINT@452 ," 
989 "; 
40 PRINT@484 ," 
-3) " ; 

COPYRIGHT (C) 1 

SELECT LEVEL (1 

45 DATA61 , 60 , 59 ,, 49 , 62 , 61 , 56 , 61 , 
60 , 60 , 61 , 53 , 60 , 60 , 62 , 60 , 61 , 52 , 62 
, 60 , 60 , 58 , 62 , 60 , 60 , 61 , 52 , 62 , 60 , 6 
0 , 61 
50 DATA53 ,, 52 , 59 , 62 ,, 53 ,, 53 , 51 , 5 
0 ,' '' ' 58 ,''' 59 , 51 ,'' 58 ,'' 53 , 48 , 5 
9 , 51,51 , 55 
55 DATA53 ,, 52 ,, 53 , 53,,,, 58 
'' ' ' 58 , 48, '' 58 ,'' 53 , 48 , 58 , 53 , 51 , 
60 DATA55 , 50, ,,,, 55 , 50 , 55 , 51 , 51 , 
55 ,' ' 49 , 59 ,'' 49 , 59 , 51 , 51 , 58 , 59 , 5 
1 , 51, 55 , 49 , 59 , 48 , 52 , 59 
65 DATA67 , 67 , 67 , 67 , 67 , 65 , 67 , 67 , 6 
7 ' 67' 67 ' 65 , 67 ' 67 ' 67 ' 66 , 67 ' 67 ' 67 ' 
67 ' 65 , 67 ' 67 '' 65 , 67 ' 67 ' ' 33 , 35 , 35 , 
35 
70 DATA74 ,,,, 68 , 68 ,,, 74 ,, 68 , 69 ,, 
'' 74, 69 , 64 , ' 69 , ' 74 , 68 , 75 , 78 , ' 74 , 
, 36 ,, 37 
75 DATA76 , 76 , 76 , 76 , 77 ,,,, 74 ,,, 69 
'' '' 74 , 69, 76 , 78 , 76 , ' 74 , ' 68 , '' 74 , 
'' ' 44 ' 45 
80 DATA75 , 67 , 67 , 67 , 71 , 64 ,, 65 , 75 , 
'' 69 , 67 ' 67 ' 67 ' 74 , 71 , 66 , 68 , 67 ' 65 , 
75 , ' ' ' 65 , 75 , ' 37 ' 35 , 35 , 39 
85 DIMN$ ( 9 ) :FORI =0T09 : READN$ ( I ): 
NEXT 
90 DATA BR2U5R3D5NL3 , BR4NU5BR , BR 
2U3R3U2NL3BD5NL3 , BR2R3U3NL2U2NL3 
BD5 , BR2BU3NU2R3U2D5 , BR2R3U3L3U2R 
3BD5,BR2U5NR3D2R3D3NL3 , BR2BU4UR3 
D5 , BR2U5R3D2NL3D3NL3 , BR2BU3NR3U2 
R3D5 
95 XA$= " NFUFDLNHGHUENFRD2ULND2GL 
NENU3HNEUENF2R2NG2F " :XB$= " NU2NEN 
HND2FNRHNGL3EREFDFGLHGHUR2GLDFNE 
RNU2NERE ": XC$= " NU2NL2NDNHNGNF2NE 
R2NHNUNENR2NFNGD2E2HLHLG2FRFR" : G 
OT0110 
100 X=(JOYSTK(0)+6)*4 : Y= (JOYSTK( 
1)+14)*2:RETURN 
105 S(1 ) =0:S (2 ) =0 : S ( 3 ) =0 
110 QB$="C0BRNU5RU5RD5RU5RD5RU5R 
NL4D2NL4D3L6C1 " 
115 GS=0 : PT=0 
120 SL$=INKEY$ : IF SL$= " 1 " THEN125 
ELSEIF SL$="2 " THEN130ELSEIF SL$= 
"3 " THEN135ELSE120 
125 UK=6:GOT0140 
130 UK=4 : GOT0140 
135 UK=2 : GOT0140 
140 CLS0:PMODE0 , 3 : PCLS0 : SCREEN0 , 
1 
145 O=RND(71)+55:J=90 
150 W=RND(144)+56 : V=30 
15S M=RND(50)+150 : K=100 : FORT=1TO 
120:A=RND(256) :B=RND(168) :PSET(A 

THE COLOR COMPUTER MONTHLY MAGAZINE 

Back Issue 
Availability 
BACK ISSUES STILL AVAILABLE 

All back issues sell for the single issue 
cover price. In addition, there is a $3.50 
charge for the first issue, plus 50 cents for 
each additional issue for postage and han
dling if sent by United Parcel Service. There 
is a $5 charge for the first issue, plus a $1 
charge for each additional issue on orders 
sent by U.S. Mail. UPS will not deliver to a 
post office box or to another country. 

MOST ISSUES STILL AVAILABLE 

Issues July 1981 through June 1982 are 
available on white paper in a reprint form. All 
others are in regular magazine form . VISA, 
MasterCard and American Express ac
cepted. Kentucky residents please add 5 
percent state sales tax. In order to hold down 
costs, we do not bill, and no C.O.D. orders 
are accepted. 

Due to heavy demand, we suggest you 
order the back issues you want now while 
supplies last. 

To check availability and order, review and 
fill out the form on the next page and mail 
it with your payment to: 

THE RAINBOW 
The Falsoft Building 
P.O. Box 385 
Prospect, KY 40059 

~ - ---------------------------~ 
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BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM 
(See overleaf for instructions.) 

Please send me the following back issues: 
., 

MONTH/YEAR MONTH/YEAR 
VOLUME 1 VOLUMES 

JUL S1 Premier Issue $2.00 0 AUGS6 Games $3.95 0 
AUGS1 $2.00 j SEP S6 Education $3 .95 0 
SEP S1 Education $2.00 0 OCTS6 Graphics $3.95 0 
NOVS1 $2.00 0 NOVS6 Data Comm. $3.95 0 
DEC S1 Holiday $2.00 ::l DECS6 Holiday $3.95 0 
FEB S2 $2.00 0 JAN S7 Beginners $3.95 0 

FEBS? Utilities $3.95 0 
VOLUME 2 MARS? Business $3.95 0 

JUN S3 Printers $2.95 ::l APR S7 Home Help $3.95 0 
MAYS? Printer $3.95 0 

VOLUME 3 JUN S7 Music $3.95 0 
AUG S3 Games $2 .95 0 JUL S7 Anniversary $3.95 0 
SEP S3 Education $2 .95 0 
OCT S3 Graphics $3 .95 0 VOLUME 7 
MARS4 Business $3.95 0 AUGS7 Games $3.95 0 
APR S4 Gaming $3 .95 0 SEP S7 Education $3.95 0 
MAYS4 Printer $3.95 0 OCTS7 Graphics $3.95 0 
JUN S4 Music $3.95 ::l NOVS? Data Comm. $3.95 0 
JUL S4 Anniversary $3.95 ':::i DECS7 Holiday $3.95 0 

JAN SS Beginners $3.95 0 
VOLUME4 FEB SS Utilities $3.95 0 

AUGS4 Games $3.95 0 MAR SS Business $3.95 0 
SEP S4 Education $3.95 0 APR SS Home Help $3.95 0 
OCTS4 Graphics $3.95 0 MAYSS Printer $3.95 0 
NOVS4 Data Comm. $3.95 0 JUN SS Music $3.95 0 
DECS4 Holiday $3.95 0 JUL SS Anniversary $3.95 0 
JAN S5 Beginners $3.95 0 
FEBS5 Utilities $3.95 0 VOLUMES 
MAR85 Business $3.95 ::l AUG8S Games $3.95 0 
APR 85 Simulations $3.95 0 SEP 88 Education $3.95 0 
MAY85 Printer $3.95 q OCT88 Graphics $3.95 0 
JUN 85 Music $3.95 0 NOV88 DataComm. $3.95 0 
JUL S5 Anniversary $3.95 0 DEC 88 Holiday $3.95 0 

JAN 89 Beginners $3.95 0 
VOLUMES FEB 89 Home Help $3.95 0 

AUG85 Games $3.95 0 MAR89 Hardware $3.95 0 
SEP 85 Education $3.95 0 APR 89 Business $3.95 0 
OCT85 Graphics $3.95 0 MAY89 Printer $3.95 0 
NOV 85 DataComm. $3.95 ::l JUN 89 Summer Fun $3.95 0 
JAN 86 Beginners $3.95 ::l JUL 89 Anniversary $3.95 0 
FEB 86 Utilities $3.95 ::l 
MAR86 Business $3.95 ::l VOLUME9 
APRS6 Home Help $3.95 ::l AUG 89 Beyond BASIC $3 .95 
MAY86 Printer $3.95 ::l SEP 89 Education $3.95 0 
JUN 86 Music $3.95 0 
JUL86 Anniversary $3.95 0 

RAINBOW INDEX A complete index to the first three years, July 1981 
through June 1984, is printed in the July 1984 issue. Separate copies are 
available for $2.50. 

The Fourth , Fifth and Sixth Year Indexes including RAINBOW ON 
TAPE are printed in the July 1985, 1986 and 1987 issues, respectively. 
The Seventh Year Index is printed in the Ju ly 1988 issue. 

TOTAL _________ __ 

KY RESIDENTS ADD 5% ____________ _ 

U.S. MAIL CHARGE __________ __ 

SHIPPING & HANDLING __________ __ 

U.P.S. CHARGE __________ __ 

TOTAL AMOUNT _ _ _______ _ 

ENCLOSED _________ __ 
Article Reprints 

In instances where a given issue is now out of print and not available 
for purchase, we do provide photocopies of specific articles. The cost for 
this service is $1.50 plus 50 cents S/H per article. This service is 
provided only in the case of out-of-stock issues. 

Name _____________________________________ __ 

Address _____________________________________ ___ 

City State ____ _ Zip _____ __ 

0 Payment Enclosed, or 
Charge to my: 0 VISA 0 MC 0 AE 
CARD# __________________ _ 

EXPIRATION DATE _____ _ PHONE () 
SIGNATURE ________________ __ 

TO ORDER BY PHONE (credit card orders only) call (800) 847-0309, 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. All other inquiries call (502) 228-4492. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

L------------------- ~ 
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, B, 5 ) : NEXTT : PCOPY3T01 : PMODE0 , 1:S 
CREEN1 ,1 
160 PMODE0 , 3 :DRAW "S 8BM60 , 186C5L3 
U5NR3D2NR2D3BL2UHEUHL2D3NR2D2BL3 
EU3HLGD3FRBL5NELHU3ERNFLGD3FBL5N 
HREUHGHUERF ": PCOPY3T04 : GOSUB330 
165 W$=STR$ (W) : V$=S TR$ (V) : M$=STR 
$ (M) : K$=STR$ (K) : O$=STR$ (0 ) : J$=ST 
R$ ( J ) 

170 S(1 ) =S (1 ) +4 : S (2 ) =S (2 ) +4 : S(3) 
=S(3)+4:PCOPY3T02 : PMODE0 , 2 
175 GOSUB345 : SS$="S" +STR$ (S (1)): 
SZ$= " S"+STR$ (S (2 )) :SO$= " S"+ STR$ ( 
s ( 3 )) 

180 DRAW SS$+ " BM"+W$+" ," +V$+ " C5 " 
+XA$:KS$=SS$ 
185 DRAW SZ$+ " BM"+M$+ "," +K$+"C5 " 
+XB$ : AZ$=SZ$ 
190 DRAW SO$+ "BM"+O$+ "," +J$+"C5 " 
+XC$ : AO$=SO$ : PCOPY2T01 : PMODE0 , 1 : 
SCREEN1 , 1 
195 IFS (1) =>56THEN280ELSEIFS(2)= 
>56THEN280ELSEIFS(3)=>5 6THEN280 
200 GOSU~100 : IFPEEK ( 339 )=254THEN 
225 
205 IF PPOINT(W, V)=0THEN235 
210 IF PPOINT(M , K)=0THEN250 
215 IF PPOINT(O , J )=0THEN265 
220 GOT0165 
225 LINE(0 , 169 )-( X, Y),PSET:LINE
(0 , 169 ) , PRESET:LIN£(2 52 , 169 )-( X, 
Y), PSET : LINE - (252,169) , PRESET : PL 
AY " 05T255CG": FORI=2TO UK STEP2:C 
IRCLE (X, Y), I , 0 : NEXT : GOT0205 
230 LINE (1 88 , 192 )-(X+2 , Y), PRESET 
: LINE (252 , 192 )-(X+ 2 , Y), PRESET:CI 
RCLE(X - 2 , Y) , 2 , 0 : CIRCLE(X+2 , Y) , 2 , 
0 : CIRCLE (X,Y) , 2 , 0 : RETURN 
235 DRAWSS$ : DRAW " BM" +W$+ ","+V$ : D 
RAW " C0 "+XA$ : GOSUB325 
240 M1=M1+25:S(1)=0:GS=GS+25:GOS 
UB330 
245 W=RND (144)+56 : V=30 : GOT0165 
250 DRAWSZ$:DRAW"BM"+M$+ "," +K$ : D 
RAW " C0 "+XB$:GOSUB325 
255 M1=M1+25 : S (2 )=0: GS=GS+25 : GOS 
UB330 
260 M=RND (50 ) +150 : K=100:GOT0165 
265 DRAWSO$ : DRAW " BM" +O$+ ","+J$: D 
RAW " C0 " +XC$ : GOSUB325 
270 M1=M1+25:S(3 ) =0 : GS=GS+25 : GOS 
UB330 
275 O=RND (71 )+ 55 : J=90 : GOT0165 
280 FORI=1T02 : PMODE0 , 1: SCREEN1, 0 
: PLAY"03T255FC01DC" : PMODE0 , 1:SCR 
EEN1 , 1 : NEXT : IFS (1 ) =>56THEN S(1)= 
0ELSEI F S (2 ) =>56THEN S (2)=0ELSEI 
F S (3 ) =>56THEN S (3 ) =0 
285 PT=PT+1:GOSUB340:IFPT=5THEN3 
10 
290 PMODE0 , 1:SCREEN0 , 1:GOT0160:D 



RAWKS$+ " BM"+W$+ ","+V$+ " C0" +XA$ :D 
RAWAZ$+ " BM" +M$+ ","+K$+XB$ : DRAWAO 
$+ " BM " +O$+ "," +J$ +XC $ : GOT0160 
2 95 PMODE0 , 1:PCLS:SCREEN1, 1 
300 SOUND150 , 6 : PMODE0 , 1 :SOUND 1 50 
, 6 : SCREEN1 , 0 : SOUND150 , 6 :PMODE0 ,1 
: PC LS : SCREEN1 , 1 : GOT01 45 
305 PMODE0 , 1: SOUND17 6 , 10:SCREEN1 
, 0 : SOUND147 , 10 : SC RE EN1 , 1 : SOUND17 
6 , 10 : SCREEN1 , 0 : SOUND147 , 10 : SCREE 
N1 , 1 : SOUND176 , 10 :SCREEN1,0: SOUND 
147 , 10 : PMODE0 , 1 :PCLS: SCREEN1, 1 :G 
OT0 145 
310 PMODE0 , 3 : SCREEN1 , 1 
315 SCREEN1 , 1 
320 X$=INKE Y$ :I FX $< >C HR$ (1 3 ) THEN 
320ELSERUN 
325 FORI=1T02 : PMOD E0 , 1 : SCREEN1 , 0 
: PLAY" 03 L25 5BCBC01BCBC":PMODE0,1 
: SCREEN1 , 1 : NEXT : RETURN 
330 PCOPY4T03 : MS$ =STR$ (M1 ) : MK=LE 
N (MS$ )- 1 : MS$=RIGHT$ (MS$ , MK) :FORI 
D=1TO MK : A (I D) =VAL(MID $ (MS$, I D,1 
) ) : NEXTID 
335 PMODE0 , 3 : LINE ( 62 , 188 ) - (130 , 1 
74 ) , PRESET ,BF : DRAW" S8BM64 , 187 " +Q 
$ : FORSW=1 TOI D- 1 : DRAWN$ (A(SW) )+Q$ 
: NEXTSW : RETURN 
340 PMODE0 , 3 : SOUND 1 50 , 1 : DRAW " S8 B 
M162 , 1 86C5 U5 D2R3U2 D5BR3 NU5 BR4U5 L 
2NDR4NDL2D5 BR5NHREUHGHUE RF": DRAW 
" S8BM210 , 187 " +QB$+N$ (PT ) : RETURN 
345 IF S (1 ) >57THEN S (1 )= 56ELSEI F 

S (2 ) >57 THEN S (2 ) =56ELSEIF S (3 )> 
57THEN S (3 ) =56 
350 RETURN 
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INTRODUCING THE SUPER DISK 
POWER~ That's what the SL'PER DISK is all about. :-lever before have so many power
ful disk ut ilities been as,embled ,;n one disk. The manual contains .'lEVER BEFORE 
PLBLISHED infonnation about the fasc inatin~ SECRET world of COPY PROTECTION . 
The disk is loaded with modu les to help you reach into hidden tracks and sectors to study 
copy protection techniques .. -\ND module:; so you can design your own protection schemes. 

" Protection schemes are the most intriguing puzzles eve r devised... PLO. Author 

Look at some of the things you can do with the SUPER DISK modules: 

TH E SNOOPER This dvnamic module works a lot like MSDOS DEBUG. You can read 
. .1.\Y ;ector on a di sk i.n any drive. see a hex & ASC II display. go to any track Ieven 
those meant to be hidden1. anv sector. do hex to decimal convers ions. change bvtes or 
any portion of a sector. do a screen Jump to your primer. search for preambles & 
postambles. sea rch fo r . .I.:'IIY specified byte pauem. wri te sectors back to any dri ve or 
copv sectors from one disk to another. repair damaged directories and learn a lot about 
copv protection technique s. 

RE . .I.DTRAK Read entire tracks into memor.· includinc ALL of the data between sectors. 
!That' s where the SECRET stuff is often hidden! .. 

RE.-\DRJTE Read ent ire tracks from one di sk and write them to anothe r' 

I'OCOPY Create disks that DOS cannot copy' 

BASSA VE & BAS LOAD The pertect copv protection tool for BASIC progr=ers. Saves 
BASIC programs as 1f thev were machine language Illes AUTOMATIC.-\LL Y. Use the 
provided ML loader to load an aecute them. You can't te ll it' s BASIC. 

FOR.\1A T & DSKI\10DI Create or duplicate secret trac k and sector lormats just like 
the pros. Eastly dev ise unlimited variauons of protection ,chemes~ 

. .1.\D THERE'S \-lORE. \ !ore modules and more detail s than vou could imagine about 
disk management and protection ,chemes. If 'ou ·re an author.' you 'lEED the SUPER 
DISK . If \OU love puzz les. trv solving prOtection schemes. If vou need di;k utilities . the 
SlPER DISK is for you' COC03 di sk. 

Thi s power packed disk and informative manual SUPER SALE priced at 539 

W ARGAME DESIGNER II 
SPORTSwarc·s BEST SELLER~ The WGD II sv>tem has everv th i n~ ,·ou need to create 
vour own HIRES conflict simulations. PLlS ~ ready to plav ;cen~rio;.-\\'e get FAN MAI L 
from this one. no kidding' 

Lse the ICON DESIGN module to create unit & temin icons. or moJifv the ones in the 
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Use the MAP DESIG:'-1 modu le to create vour battlefie ld with .J4 Jit"fe rent icons I from 
tho;e included or ones you designed) · 

Cse the UN IT A TIR!BlTES module to assi2n 9 attributes to each unit. leon. Stren2th. 
Firing range. Movement factor. Unit type. ~ame . Starting location. Turn of entry imd 
Aggression factor . Each uni t can be differe nt~ 

Then select PLAY GA\!E fo r hours of sattsfy·1ng entertainment. 

The complete WGD SYSTEM II is ONLY 52~ 2 tlippv disks & manual incl. 

W ARGAME DESIGNER ICON DISK #1 
8 complete sm of unit & terra in icons ready to usc with WGD II and the origi nal WGD. 
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~~ £E~d~UKG~8HtHi0flA+fNHO~t~e~s~------------------------------~1~6K~E~C~B ~ 
Spelling is often a dry and boring subject 

for elementary school students. Many dread 
learning a new list each week, so teachers 
often try to present alternate ways oflearn
ing such as scrambles, crosswords and secret 
codes. The belief is thai the greater the 
number of word activities the student is 
presented with, the more familiar the words 
become. 

Suspenseful spelling lessons 
CHR$ ( 65 ) and press ENTER. The computer 
returns the letter A. Next try PRINT CHR$ ( 90) . 

The letterZ is displayed when you press the 
ENTER key. 

I have written a program that puts spell
ing words into a secret code. The student 's 
task is to decipher words correctly in the 
shortest amount of time. 

A list of spelling words is entered in the 
data lines. Start off the program by entering 
the words for numbers one through twenty. 
This list of numbers is just a sample to 
illustrate how the program operates. Sub
stitute your own word list for ours when 
you key in the program. This gives the 
program meaning for your child or stu
dents . If no spelling list is available, a list of 
famous people or places, science words, 
math terms, computer terms or any other 
list of homogeneous words is suitable. 

When entering your own data, be certain 
to place a comma between each entry ex
cept for the last one in each data statement. 

Steve Blyn teaches both exceptional and 
gifted children, holds two master's de
grees, and has won awards for the design of 
programs to aid the handicapped. He owns 
Computer Island and lives in Staten Island, 
New York: 

The listing : CODEWORD 

Cracking 
Codes 

By Steve Blyn 
Rainbow Contributing Editor 

Do not put a comma after DATA. Also, let the 
computer know the total number of items in 
the data statements. This is accomplished 
by altering the value of the variable N on 
Line 30. 

The program contains a routine for a 
substitution of letters that represents a se
cret code. The code offsets each letter with 
the letter 13 values away from it. For ex
ample, the letter A becomes the letter N, 
and the letter N becomes the letter A. This 
proceeds throughout the alphabet and be
comes the code. 

This switching of letters by the com
puter is accomplished through the use of 
the ASCII values built into the computer. 
Each letter has a corresponding CHR$ or 
ASCII number. To test this out, type PRINT 

Our code is printed out on the left side of 
the screen. The code must be seen for the 
child to decipher the intended spelling word. 
It is printed by lines 100 and 110. CHR$ (L) 

represents each letter. The value of L begins 
at 65 to print out the letter A and is incre
mented by 1 as it proceeds throughout the 
alphabet. 

Line 200 alters the letters of one of the 
spelling words to fit the code. If the real 
letter is between A and M, the computer 
prints out the letter 13 values higher in the 
alphabet. If the letter is between Nand Z, 
then the letter 13 positions lower in the 
alphabet is displayed. The student is then 
asked to determine and type in the real 
spelling word. 

A timer is included in the program to add 
an extra measure of interest. Each student 
should soon be able to figure out all of the 
spelling words. The extra challenge of speed 
should help to focus attention on the pro
gram for a longer period of time. 

Save the program after you have used it 
for a list of words . When you have com
piled a new list to enter, load the program 
and change the data lines and the value of N 

on Line 30. Then save your new list. An 
endless number of lists can be saved and 
used later for review purposes if needed. 

0 

+13 : REM THIS IS WHERE THE SWITCH 
OCCURS 

10 REM " SPELLING WORD CODE " 2 10 PLAY "L80BAG " 
220 PRINT CHR$(P ) ; 
230 NEXT T 

52 

20 REM " STEVE BLYN , COMPUTER ISLAN 
D, STATEN ISLAND , NY , l989 " 
30 XY=RND(-TIMER) :N=20:TIMER=0 
40 DIM A$ (N ) 
50 FORT= 1 TO N: READ A$ (T) :NEXT 

T 
60 CLS:PRINT@0 ," code code word 

spelling word "; 
70 R$=STRI NG$ (32 , 175 ) 
80 PRINT@32, R$ ; 
90 L=65:R=64:S= 66 
100 FOR T=l TO 13:PRINT@R , CHR$ (L 
) ; " - ": R=R+32 : L=L+l:NEXT T 
110 FOR T=l TO 13 : PRINT@S , CHR$ (L 
) :S=S+32:L=L+l : NEXT T 
120 FOR T=0 TO 12 : POKE109l+(T*32 
) , 175:NEXT T 
130 FOR T=l475 TO 1503 : POKE T, l7 
5:NEXT T 
140 FOR TT=l TO 5 
150 PRINT@68+M , TT ; 
160 X=RND (N) : Y=LEN (A$ (X)) 
170 FORT= 1 TOY 
180 B$=MID$ (A$(X) , T , l ) 
190 P=ASC (B$) 
200 IF P>77 THEN P=P-13 ELSE P=P 
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240 PRINT@8l+M,""; : LINEINPUT G$ 
250 IF G$=A$ (X) THEN PLAY " L8CDEF 
GGG " :CR=CR+l 
260 IF G$<>A$(X ) THEN SOUND 10 , 3 
: PRINT@8l+M , A$(X) 
270 M=M+64 
280 NEXT TT 
290 FOR T=l TO 5 : PLAY " L20CEG " :NE 
XT T:PRINT@392 , " YOU DID " ;CR;" COR 
RECT " ; 
300 TM=INT (TIMER/60 ) :PRINT@426 ," 
IN "; TM ;" SECONDS. "; 
310 PRINT@488 ," PRESS ' e ' OR ' c '" 

320 EN$=INKEY$ 
330 IF EN$= " E" THEN 340 ELSE IF 
EN$= " C" THEN RUN ELSE 320 
340 CLS : END 
350 DATA ONE , TWO , THREE,FOUR , FIVE 
, SIX , SEVEN , EIGHT , NINE , TEN 
360 DATA ELEVEN , TWELVE , THIRTEEN , 
FOURTEEN , FIFTEEN , SIXTEEN , SEVENTE 
EN , EIGHTEEN , NINETEEN , TWENTY ~ 

' 



OUR LATEST 30 ISSUES 
ISSUE#57, MAR.1987 
THE BAKERY 
ENCHANTED VALLEY 
SAFE KEEPER 
WAR1 
BOMB 
PIANO PLAYER 
SPREAD SHEET 
SLOT MANEUVER 
LIVING MAZE 
GEM SEARCH 

ISSUE #58, APR. 1987 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
PRINTER GRAPHICS 
SIMON 
PANELING HELPER 
MULTICAKES 
CAR RACE 
ELECTRONICS 1 
BATTLE TANK 
DISKETTE VERIFY 
WEIRDO 

ISSUE #59, MAY 1987 
GENEOLOGY 
HOME PLANT SELECT 
CHECK WRITER 
HELIRESCUE 
KABOOM 
NEWPONG 
CROQUET 
FUNCTION KEYS 
ZOOM 
ELIECTRONICS 2 

ISSUE #60, JUNE 1987 
JOB COSTING 
LABELS 
CATCH A CAKE 
COCO MATCH 
ROBOTS 
STREET RACERS 
BOWLING3 
ELECTRONICS 3 
GRAFIX 
KRON 

ISSUE #61, JULY 1987 
EZORDER 
SUBMISSION WRITER 
KEYS ADVENTURE 
WALLPAPER 
CHOPPER COMMAND 
UNDERSTANDING OPPS. 
BIT CODE 
ELECTRONICS 4 
KING PEDE 
RAIDER 

ISSUE#62, AUG.1987 
PENSION MANAGEMENT 
HERBS 
CATALOGER UTILITY 
RAIDERS 
ALPHABETIZING 
UFO 
ELECTRONICS 5 
RAMBO ADVENTURE 
BLOCKS 
CAVE 

ISSUE #63, SEP. 1987 
GENEOLOGIST HELPER 
SMART COPY 
MAINTENANCE 
COC03 • COC02 HELP 
DIRECTORY PICTURE 
SUBSTANTIAL ATIACK 
SAVE THE MAIDEN 
CAVIA TOR 
ELECTRONICS 6 
MONKEY SHINE 

ISSUE #64, OCT. 1987 
GARDEN PLANTS 
FORT KNOX 
ELECTRON FORMULAS 
SNAKE IN THE GRASS 
CYCLE JUMP 
GEOMETRY 
WIZARD 
GAME OF LIFE 
ELECTRONICS 7 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 

ISSUE #65, NOV. 1987 
TAXMAN 
DAISY DOT 
CHILD STONE ADVENT. 
SIR EGGBERT 
CROWN QUEST 
GYMKHANA 
COCO 3 DRAWER 
FOOTBALL 
ELECTRONICS 8 
CHOP 

ISSUE #66, DEC. 1987 
ONE ROOM ADVENTURE 
OS9 TUTORIAL 
RIVER CAPTAIN 
SOUNDS 
BETTING POOL 
ADVANCE 
MATH TABLES 
ELECTRONICS 9 
LOWER TO UPPER 
NO IDS 

ISSUE #67, JAN. 1988 
MEDIA MASTER 
SAVE THE EARTH 
WEIGHTS & MEASURES 
LOW RES GRAPHICS 
COAST TO COAST 
BACCARAT 
BATILESHIP 
ELECTRONICS 10 
TAPE CONVENIENCE 
DUEL 

ISSUE #68, FEB. 1988 
COINFILIE 
WORD COUNTER 
SQUIRREL ADVENTURE 
AREA CODES 
DRAW POKER 
TURTLE RACES 
ELECTRONICS 11 
MULTI-SCREEN 
CANON PRINT 
COCO TENNIS 

ISSUE #69, MAR. 1988 
POLICE CADET 
STAMP COLLECTION 
BARRACKS ADVENTURE 
CITY!fiME 
HI-LO,CRAPS 
OLYMPICS 
HI-RES CHESS 
ELECTRONICS 12 
DOUBLE EDITOR 
DOUBLE BREAKOUT 

ISSUE #70, APR. 1988 
BLOTTO DICE 
SUPERCOMM 
GENESIS ADVENTURE 
PLANETS 
PHKM'AR 
SIGN LANGUAGE 
ARX SHOOT OUT 
ELECTRONICS 13 
MAGIC KEY 
SNAP PRINT 

ISSUE #71, MAY 1988 
SUPER LOTTO 
RODOLADVENTURE 
MAZE 
YAHTZEE3 
PHASER 
SHAPES/PLATES 
STAR WARS 
ELECTRONICS 14 
PRINTER CONTROL 
MAZE2 

EACH ISSUE CONTAINS 10 PROGRAMS 
READY TO LOAD. AVAILABLE ON TAPE OR DISK. 
SEE JULY '89 RAINBOW FOR EARLIER ISSUES. 

-
~ 
RAINBOW 

CERTIFICATION 
SEAL 

SUPER SAVINGS 

SINGLE ISSUE ..... .. ..... . $ 8.00 

2-51SSUES ... $ 6.00 EA 

6-10 ISSUES ............. ..... $ 5.00 EA 

11 OR MORE ISSUES... . $ 4.50 EA 

ALL861SSUES ............... $235.00 

PURCHASE 20 OR MORE ISSUES 
AND RECEIVE A FREE 

6 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION 

COCO I, II, AND Ill 
• All Programs Include Documentation. 
• We Send 1st Class· No Charge! 
• For Information on Subscription Prices, 

Turn to Pages 83 & 117 

ISSUE #72, JUNE 1988 
MARKET WATCHER 
3STOOGES 
HOSTAGE ADVENTURE 
PROGRAM TRIO 
GLADIATOR 
U.S. & CANADA QUIZ 
JEOPARDY 
ELECTRONICS 15 
COC03PRINT 
CTTY 

ISSUE #73, JULY 1988 
FOREIGN OBJECTS 
CHESS FUNDAMENTALS 
WATERFOWL QUIZ 
WHAMMY 3 
ADVENTURE TUTORIAL 
CIRCLE3 
EDUCATION TRIO 
WRITE-UP EDITOR 
PICTURE PACKER 
AIR ATTACK 

ISSUE #74, AUG. 1988 
VIDEO CAT3 
1 EYE WILLIE 
JAVA 
GAME TRIO 
CRIONAUT WARRIOR 
ENVELOPE PRINT 
RAM DRIVE 3 
MODE2 
XMODEM TRANSFER 
CAVEll 

ISSUE #75, SEPT. 1988 
DRACULA ADVENTURE 
HELP TRIO PROGRAM 
SHOWDOWN DICE 
TARZAR 1 ADVENTURE 
ARAKNON 
CASH FLOW REPORTING 
GRAPHICS LETTER 
GRAPHIC EDITOR 
ADDRESS BOOK 
SQUARES 

ISSUE #77, NOV. 1988 
POLICE CADET #2 
STARSHIP SHOWDOWN 
MUSIC COMPOSER 
COUPONS/REBATES 
PROGRAM LIBRARY 
BOYSCOUT SEMAPHOR 
HOUSEHOLD CHORES 
MAXOMAR ADVENTURE 
CHUCK LUCK3 
'BUZZARD BATE 

ISSUE #78, DEC. 1988 
POLICE CADET #3 
TANK TURRET 
WAR OF THE WORLDS 
SPINSTER CAFE 
COCO-SIZE 
SIGN MAKER 
LEGAL DEDUCTIONS 
BOOK KEEPING 
CAR LEASE 3 
'WAREHOUS MUTANTS 

ISSUE #79, JAN. 1989 
POLICE CADET #4 
DRAW POKER3 
TILERTEX 
BATTLE 
INSIDE THE COCO 
COCO BULLETIN BOARD 
HOT DIRECTORY 
VCR TUTORIAL 
PRINTER CONTROL 
'THE KING 

ISSUE #80, FEB. 1989 
SCRABBLE 
SPELLING CHECKER 
SANDSTONE ADVNl 
THE FAMILY FEUD 
HARNESS3 HANDICAP 
MINIGOLF 3 
ULTIMA TERM 3 
NETWORKING TUTORIAL 
A-MAZING PLACE 
'MONEYOPOLY 

ISSUE #76, OCT. 1988 ISSUE #81, MAR. 1989 
SUPER BLITZ 3 MONSTERS 
CHAMBERS SUPER CONCENTRATION 
TRIO RACE TEN PROGRAMS COC03 
EARTH TROOPER FINANCE 
STARGATE SNOWBALL FIGHT 
BOWLING SECRETARY RULER 
DISK TUTORIAL POP-UP WINDOWS 
JOYSTICK >KEYBOARD TARZAR2 · CASTLIE 
KEYBOARD <JOYSTICK SUPER LISTER 
' SAILORMAN ' DRACONIAN 

'TOM MIX PROGRAMS 
MAIL TO: 

ISSUE #82, APRIL 1989 
DUNGEON MAZE 
DISK TRANSFER 
MAIL MERGE 
SUPER SPREADSHEET 
BLASTER 
TILER TWO 
DREAM TUNNEL 
DISK UTILITY 3 
EDUCATION TRIO 
'LUNCHTIME 

ISSUE #83, MAY 1989 
T&D FIRST 80 
MODEM BATTLESHIP 
CHURCH MANAGER 
SUPER FILE SORT 
BASEBALL STATS 
TARZAR PT. 3 
INVOICE 
CARD SQUEEZE 
SWORDPLAY 1 t 2 
' BREWMASTER 

ISSUE #84, JUNE 1989 
CROSSWORD PUZZLES 
MOUNT DEATH 
TERRON 
DISKrr APE TRANSFER 
PAPER WORKS 
SUPER DATABASE 
CONNECT3 
BUSINESS MODEL 
MASS FORMAT 
'CHAMBERS 

ISSUE #85, JULY 1989 
5 PLAYER POKER 
RESUME WRITER 
CRAZV CHEMIST 
JOURNEY UP 
SUBMAINIA 
WORKBENCH 
VACATION PLANNER 
DISK EDITOR II 
NIGHT OF THE NINJA 
' MARTIAN CRYPT 

ISSUE# 86, AUG. 1989 
TIME TRAP 
PHONE ACCOUNTANT 
ON TARGET 
NAME THATTUNE 3 
LASER DEFENCE 
CHECKBOOK BALANCER 3 
KROACH ADVENTURE 
SUPER BAR GRAPH 
EASY LETTER 
' DEVIL ASSAULT 

T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE 
2490 MILES STANDISH DR. 

HOLLAND, MI. 49424 
(616) 399-9648 

PLEASE CIRCLE 

TAPE 
OR 

DISK 

I 9 17 15 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 

1 10 18 16 34 41 50 58 66 74 81 

3 II 19 17 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 

11 10 18 36 44 51 60 68 76 84 

13 11 19 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 

6 14 11 30 38 46 54 61 70 78 86 

7 15 13 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 

8 16 14 31 4lJ 48 56 64 71 80 

Name __________________________________ _ 

Address ________________________________ _ 

City ----------State __ Zip __ _ 

Card# Total $ __ _ 



I Delphi Bureau 

The database contains many different 
program types specific to the CoCo. For 
example, some programs downloaded are 
stored in tokenized BASIC format. When I 
say a program is tokenized or compressed 
BASIC, I mean. it is in the same form that 
would appear if you typed in a BASIC pro
gram from the keyboard and then typed 
( c ) sAVE •filename". BASIC replaces key
words such as PRINT or PAINT with a one
character token. Since several characters 
are replaced with a single one, resulting in 
a smaller file, the term compressed BASIC is 
used. However, the term tokenized is also 
often used. 

BASIC tokenizes in order to save space 
and make program execution faster. Every 
time BASIC encounters a token, it executes 
code already existing in your computer. 
When you have a BASIC program in your 
computer, it ex ists in tokenized format. 

The other common way to store a BASIC 

program is in ASCII format, which you can 
do by typing ( c ) SAVE ·filename", A. The, A 

at the end of that line tells your computer to 
save the program to tape or di sk in ASCII 
(or text) format. By ASCII and/or text, I 
mean the type of characters (characters/ 
letters that can be seen and recognized) you 
see on the screen when you tell BASIC to list 
a program. 

You can experiment with a few of your 
programs by taking a BASIC program you've 
saved to tape/disk and loading it into the 
buffer of your terminal program. Now view 
the buffer- there are all sorts of colored 
blocks, weird symbols and characters. This 
garbage is the BASIC program in tokenized 
format. 

Now load into the buffer a BASIC pro
gram that's been saved in ASCII format. 
When you view the buffer this time, you 
can read everything. 

For many technical reasons Delphi stores 
RAINBOW ON TAPE/DISK files in tokenized 
format. Occasionally there is a tokenized 
BASIC program in the main database, but 
this is the exception to the rule and happens 
only when conditions dictate a tokenized 
format such as an end-packed code or long 
line lengths. 

Don Hutchison is an electrical engineer 
and lives in Birmingham, Alabama. He 
works as a senior project engineer in
volved in tbe design of industrial control 
systems. On Delphi , Don is the Database 
Manager of the RAINBOW CoCo SIC. His 
Delphi username is DONHUTCHISON. 
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Why won't that down
loaded program run? 

Tokenized 
BASIC 

By Don Hutchison 
Rainbow Contributing Editor 

Suppose you download a tokenized BA

SIC program and save it to disk as the wrong 
file type. You can correct the mistake by 
loading the program into the buffer of your 
terminal program (assuming you haven't 
altered it) and resaving it as a tokenized or 
compressed BASIC program. 

All BASIC programs in the Rainbow 
topic area of the databases are stored in 
tokenized format , with the exception of 
BASFIX and TAPCNV. These tWO programs 
are utilities designed to help tape-users , so 
it doesn't do much good to upload them in 
disk-tokenized BASIC format. In other data
base areas the BASIC programs are ASCII 
unless the group description reads other
wise. 

Conferences 
Color Computer and OS-9 SIG Group 

Manager Jim Reed (JIMREED) says, "Even 
though informal get-togethers are a nightly 
occurrence in our conference area, we have 
decided to experiment with regularly sched
uled formal conferences. 

"We've seen that conferences announced 
in advance have had notable success in 
other SIGs, so we ' re asking some estab
lished experts and 'CoCo celebrities' to 
select some specific date and time slots ," 
says Jim, "even though many of the poten
tial hosts are on almost nightly as it is." 

The conferences take place on the first 
Monday of every month at 10 p.m. EDT. 
Noted programmer Steve Bjork (6809ER) 

was the first guest in the series. Reed 

Database Report 
By Gregory A. Law 
CoCo SIG Database Manager 

In the General Information section Brian 
Wright (POLTERGEIST) contributed a se
ries of messages written by Ron Dinse that 
describes several differences between the 
Intel and the Motorola microprocessors . 
Mitch Thompson (MADW AND) posted a 
picture file by Larry Olson describing how to 
put your CoCo inside an IBM PC/XT case, 
and Version 2.1 of Sled, a full-screen text 
editor. Mike Sweet (DODGECOL T) 
uploaded Version 1.2 of Ed, a simple full
screen text editor for OS-9 Level II. John 
Sebella (FORB IN I) gave us Version 2.03 of 
Galactic Conflict ,Journey II that fixes a bug 
or two and adds some new features . Ray
mond Mayeux (RA YMA YEUX) posted a 
program to read monthly data files and give 
a report of events that happened on a given 
day, as well as a quote-of-the-day program 
giving a random quote from a user-defined 
file and a program that reads multiple-choice 
question-and-answer files you create. 

In the Utilities section Mitch Thompson 
uploaded a program that converts codes 
imbedded in an ASCII file to OS-9 Level II 
graphics codes - great for creating col
orized text files- and chipped in the source 
code to the Zmodem file transfer engine 
ready to be added to your terminal program. 
Roger Krupski (HARDW AREHACK) 
gave us a warm-boot program that emulates 
pressing the Reset button and a cold-boot 
program that emulates turning the power off 
and on. Zack Sessions (ZACKSESSIONS) 
posted an update to Super Directory that 
fixes a problem with nonstandard window 
sizes and donated a command to append sev
era! files to a single file. Tim Koonce 
(TIMKOONCE) supplied an alias command 
that allows you to run complex command 
lines with a single word. Steve Ottofy 
(SHOTTOFY) contributed a disassembler 
that creates source code for either the ASM 
or RMA assembler. Merle Kemmerly 



commented, "Steve is one of the top game 
programmers for the Tandy Color Com
puter, and we ' re pleased to have him as our 
first conference guest." 

Bjork, who has a number of action games 
marketed by Tandy as well as his own 
software company, held his first confer
ences June 5, July 3 and August 7. They 
included a question-and-answer period, 
concentrating the discussion on various 
aspects of action game programming on 
the 6809. The CoCo SIG conferences last 
about an hour. 

Another conference host whose time 
slot will soon be announced is Bill Yergona 
of Cer-Comp. Jim Reed says that even 
though staffers like Marty Goodman, Rick 
Adams, Tim Koonce, Eddie Kuns, Greg 
Law and Don Hutchison are online nightly, 
some of them may elect to host regularly 
scheduled conferences too. Watch THE RAJN
BOW for details as others hosts join us for 
regular conferences on the CoCo and OS-9 
SIGs. 

Classifieds 
Another new feature in the CoCo SIG 

and OS-9 Online is the Classified Ads. 
While this facility has been available on 
Delphi for some time, it has just been added 

in these two SIGs. Group Manager Jim 
Reed reports, "New ads are coming in 
every day. Until now we have encouraged 
people to list merchandise for sale right in 
Forum since we consider this information 
to be a service to our members. But having 
a separate section brings it all together." 

The new CoCo and OS-9 Classifieds 
section is restricted to hardware only and to 
private individuals, not businesses. There 
is no charge for placing an ad, and you can 
also run an ad for items wanted. Jim says 
that the Items Wanted classification is just 
as popular as the For Sale section because 
certain discontinued items are sometimes 
difficult to locate. 

Creating an ad is simple. "You just 
follow the prompts," says Reed, "and then 
the new ad is posted as soon as a staff 
member has a chance to review it. That's 
usually within a period of hours." 

If you see an item of interest, you con
tact the advertiser by mai I to settle on price 
or ask any questions. The ad is removed 
after the sale or after 90 days, whichever 
occurs first. "All of us have this or that 
lying around unused, but it is usually so 
much trouble to place an ad locally that we 
just let it gather dust," says Jim. "But since 
this is so easy to do, and the ad is targeted 

to people who have a known interest in the 
Tandy Color Computer, not just the general 
public at large, we think the advertiser will 
be spared the types of off-the-wall tele
phone calls one can get when advertising in 
mass media." Besides, the price is certainly 
right. 

Orchestra-90 and Disk 
Several SIG users recently purchased 

the Orchestra-90 Pak at a greatly-reduced 
price, only to find they had difficulties 
using the Pak with a CoCo 3. Naturally they 
turned to the Forum section of the Rainbow 
SIGs for help. 

Mike Ward (MIKEWARD), a musician 
himself, quickly replied, "My Orchestra-
90 Pak has worked with my CoCo 3 and 
disk drive since I got it. If you look at the 
docs, you see that you have to enter a D at 
the opening screen to engage the disk mode. 
There is also a high-speed mode that can be 
switched in by pressing SHIFf-ENTER at the 
very first screen." 

The CoCo SIG's database contains many 
Orchestra-90 music files you can down
load. The procedure is a little tricky, but it 
is easy to follow once you're used to it. The 
problem occurs because Orchestra-90 files 
are stored in your computer (and on disk or 

ARIZONA SMALL COMPUTER 
PERIPHERALS 

20 & 30 Meg Complete with drive, 
Hard Drive case, power supply From 

& interface $350.00 
10 Meg Kits are ready to run 
Hard Drive Kit with the interface 

of your choice. $160.00 
DISTO HD Interface 

5 Meg $50.00 when 
$120.00 Hard Drive Kit purchased with Kit. 

EAGLE KEYBOARD 
&ADAPTER Gain freedom from 
(IBM style) your computer I MPI $125.00 
FLOPPY DRIVES QUME double-
(DSDD) sided drives 

40 Track $ 75.00 
80 Track $ 85.00 

2400bd Modem Supports full AT 
Hayes compatable command set. $125.00 
1200bd Modem Auto answering only $ 50.00 
512K MEM 

~ UPGRADES for Installed 
coco Ill 
COMPUTER Complete repair 
REPAIR facilities on-site. CALL 

930 W. 23rd St. Tempe, AZ 85282 
ADD $8.00 S&H All prices US$ (602) 829-8028 

REVENGE of the 
MUTANT MINERS 

CoCo 3 owners rejoice! Mutant Miners 
is back and better than ever. New game 

configuration mode and much more! 
Joystick required. $19.95 

JR & JR SOFTSTUFF 
P.O. BOX 118 ·LOMPOC, CA • 93438 

(805) 735-3889 

Orders accepted 24 hrs. a day. 
All software on diskette only 

All orders add $3.00 shipping. C.O.D. orders $4.00 
if. residents add 6% tax. 
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tape) in a special binary format, even though 
they are actually ASCII files . 

The usual procedure is to process your 
Orchestra-90 file through an Orchestra-90-
to-ASCII converter program before you 
upload it. This also means you need to use 
the reverse procedure after downloading an 
Orchestra-90 file from the SIG ' s database. 
You need to conversion utility called OCNVRT 

to convert the ASCII file back to Orchestra-
90 ' s internal format. 

Mike Ward has graciously posted his 
OCNVRT utility for just these purposes. OCNVRT 

is available in the Utilities, Music and 
Rainbow topics of the database . 

Getting aDA TE 
Want to know about a really neat new 

command on Delphi? It ' s the /DATE slash 
command. The /DATE function has always 
been available, yet it 's been enhanced just 
recently to show the users some additional 
information, mostly concerning holidays. 

For example, if you want to know how 
a day is billed on your account, just use the 
/DATE command: 

56 

/DATE Dec 25 

(TOOK3) has furnished Te/Star Version 
3.2.4, which features hot keys, macros, vir
tual buffers and numerous other capabilities. 
Brad Neuberg (FIDGET) donated the 
source code to the Fido BBS for those of you 
interested in converting it from MS-DOS to 
OS-9. 

In the Graphics and Music section. Jason 
Ruddock (JA YR) posted the Beatles' "Hey 
Jude" in UltiMuse format. Tim Koonce 
submitted a graphics demo that creates string 
art with a lot of different options to create 
strange effects and a graphics display utility 
that displays VEF, MDE, CM3 and a com
mon variant of MGE called "640 Format." 

Brian Wright chipped in several sound 
files for the Play utility, including Disruptor 
Blasts, a General Quarters alarm and a sample 
from the movie The Terminator. Zack Ses
sions posted Mixup, a variant to the Concen
tration game written by Doug Langcamp and 
several VEF format pictures, originally 
PMODE 4 monochrome images, colorized 
with Ma.x9. Jim Buck (COCOROGUE) con
tributed "Snowbird," "California Girls" and 
several other UltiMuse Ill songs set up for a 
Yamaha PSS-480 synthesizer. 

CoCo SIG 
In the General Information section Don 

Hutchison (DONHUTCHISON) donated a 
complete up-to-date listing of all the local 
access numbers forTelenet. Gay Crawford 
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Delphi responds, "Monday December 
25, 1989, is billed like a Sunday because 
it ' s Christmas Day." So if you need to 
know on what day of the week a date falls, 
you can also determine that information 
from the /DATE command. 

However, keep in mind that /DATE may 
generate confusing answers . For example: 
/DATE JUL 3 causes Delphi to respond, 
"Monday, July 3, 1989, is billed like a 
Friday because the next day is Independ
ence Day." 

Now if anyone understands how being 
"billed like a Friday" differs from being 
"billed like a Monday," he or she is invited 
to conduct the conference on "Advanced 
Use of /DATE" to be held on the next Delphi 
holiday that is "billed like a Thursday." 

Chatting With Other Computers 
It's not hard for you to chat over the 

phone lines with your apple-headed friend . 
You don ' t really need to use a BBS pro
gram unless you want to. 

Just use your normal terminal program, 
but set it up for half-duplex and insert line
feeds . If you're using Mikeyterm, you can 
do this easily frol'- the Parameters menu. 

(GA YCRA WFORD) contributed a list of 40 
lawn-care pesticides and their known health 
hazards. Also included is a list of publica
tions and organizations offering advice on 
chemical-free lawn care. Frances Calcraft 
(FRACALCRAFT) chipped in an article 
about fixing bugs in auto-starting programs. 

In the CoCo 3 Graphics section Eric 
Stringer (NES) chipped in the new Batman 
logo written in BASIC. Bob Wharton 
(BOBWHARTON) furnished the movie 
logos for Ghostbusters II and Batman done 
with Color Max Deluxe. Erik Swenson 
(ERIKS) submitted five graphics shorties, 
each creating interesting designs. Dan 
Shargel (TRIUMPH) posted a Color Max 3 
double-page file of his letter read on Late 
Night With David Letterman. Travis King 
(KING I) uploaded several MacPaint pic
tures including Vanna White, Brooke 
Shields, the Texas Diller armadillo, the or
biting Space Shuttle, and Scrooge McDuck 
in his money bin . Mike Martin 
(MPMARTIN) supplied four visages, two 
faces and two skulls in PIX format and some 
Atari ST graphics images of such favorites 
as Ronald Reagan and Madonna. Pete Elli
son (PETEELLISON) contributed a GIF 
image of Space Ace taken by Brian Rhoden 
with the Rascan video digitizer and a digit
ized picture of Madonna (also taken with the 
Rascan video digitizer), saved in MGE 
format. Robert Louden (KURSE) gave us a 

The only other requirement is that one of 
you must set your modem to auto answer. 
For Hayes-compatible modems, use the AT 

so command (for example, AT SO=l ). You 
should see the AA LED illuminated on 
your modem. 

If both of you use terminal programs 
that support Xmodem, file transfer is also 
possible. Naturally one computer's pro
grams won't work on the other computer, 
but you can transfer ASCII files between 
the two machines. Expect to see some 
weird things from an Apple, however. As I 
remember, Apple pads the last Xmodem 
block with a strange fill character. The fill 
character represents the number of signifi
cant data bytes in the last block or some
thing similar. 

Remember that 24-hour help is always 
available online. No matter how small or 
insignificant your problem may seem, there 
is probably someone available to help you. 
After all , remember that the Rainbow SIGs 
boast a membership in excess of 7000 
members nationwide! 

- Don Hutchison 

program to be used on a 512K CoCo in 
conjunction with the GIF viewer to effec
tively increase the vertical resolution. 

In the Utilities and Applications section 
Brian Barnes (ROBOFIGHTER) contrib
uted a program for searching and replacing 
strings in ASCII BASIC files. Robert Pierce 
(RPIERCE) chipped in with a disk directory 
utility for the CoCo 3 with an RGB monitor. 
Hadley Hazen (HAZE) gave us a utility that 
prints directories on a DMP-130 printer. 
John Beveridge (JOHNTORONTO) do
nated an archive tool that extracts files from 
several MS-DOS and most CoCo archive 
formats. 

In the Games section Kelly Thompson 
(KMTHOMPSON) submitted a slight revi
sion of the popular Vulcan game by FIRE
FLY to include enhanced color and the "no
win scenario." Marty Goodman (MAR
TYGOODMAN) supplied a complete de
scription of the process for transferring the 
game Malcolm Mortar to disk. 

In the Music and Sound section Matt 
Martin (JOECOOL) uploaded a Bells and 
Whistles version of Johan Pachelbel's Canon 
in D. 

In the Telecommunications section Matt 
Martin contributed a modified parameter 
loader written by Bell Haesslein for GETerm 
Version 2.5. 
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XWORD 
OS-9 word processing system 

• Works with standard text screen, XSCREEN, WORDPAK, or DISTO 
• True character oriented full screen editing 
• Full block commands 
• Find and Replace commands 

• Menu oriented 
OS-9 Communications program 

• Dennable macro keys 
• Upload/download Ascii 

or XMODEM protocol 
• Works with standard serial port, RS232 

Pak, or PBJ 2SP Pack, Includes all drivers 

• Proportional spacing supported 
• Full printer control, character size, emphasized, Italics, overstrike, 

underline, super/sub-scripts 
• 10 header/footers • Execute OS-9 commands 

from within XTERM 
• Works with standard screen, Xscreen 

WORDPAK or DISTO 80 column board • Margins and headers can be set different for even and odd pages 

III :#EiE···::]l:::' ElliE' :]l::· .. :·[l~[l4§9E.il:[l::~§§Ewili::hz::::,.§sillouil~!::e§:·· E$li8!~!:::::!!]9i[5[§:::;::z .. il[l!:::::]l: .. zm .. ::;i $6 9. 9 5 with source $1 2 4 . 9 5 

:.;: 

ECONOMIST 
:;::· XMERGE Mail merge capabilities for XWORD 
·:;::· 
·:;. $24.95 with source 

Perform economic analysis to compare differ
ent cost and income alternatives! Compute 
present and future Life Cycle W orths for var
ious combinations of ~ingle, series and gradi
ent dollar amounts. Quickly edit and recom
pute for sensitivity analysis! Display line 
graphs. Printout data and results. Pull-down 
menus, windows and prompts. Requires os-9 
level II and Basic09. 

XSPELL OS-9 spelling checker, with 40000 word dictionaries 

XTRIO XWORD/XMERGE/XSPELL 

$114.95 with source 

XED OS-9 full screen editor 

$39.95 with source $79.9 5 
OS-9 disassembler 

$39.95 WITH SOURCE $79.95 
l!i1#E[]':::,:SEE·5l·:,,,,,., !!E][JE·::::H:::.?4A]4R;;::::D::::·gi· W~A;;q''''''R'~' EgJ·;;m:,,,,, .. SEE.::::[]::. SEE,.,,,,, .iii!!:!:], XDI R & XCAL 

$34.95 with source $54.95 

·=::: 

512k memory upgrade $119.95 ·::::: .. :-:=:=: 

Hierarchial directory, OS-9 calculator 

$24.95 with source 

THE DIRECTOR Ram Software 
Ram Disk 
Print Spooler 
Quick Backup 

All three for only 
$19.95 

Produces hires picture sound and color animation shows. Completely menu 
driven with full editing. Great for presentations and vcr's. Requires COCO ill 
only. $39.95 

This sales-based accounting package Is de
signed for the non-accountant oriented busi
nessman. It a.lso contains the flexibility for 
the accounting or)ented user to s~t up a double 
entry journal with an almost unlimIted chart 
of accounts. Includes Sales Entry, transaction 
driven Accounts Receivable and Accounts Pay
able, Journal Entry, Payroll Disbursement, 
'\nd Record Maintenance programs. System 
outputs Include Balance Sheet, Income State
ment, Customer and Vender status Reports, 
Accounts Receivable and Payable Aging Re
ports, Check Register, Sales Reports, Account 
Status Lists, arid a Journal Posting List. 

$79.95 
INVENTORY CONTROLJSALES ANALYSIS 

This module is designed to handle inventory 
control, with user denned product codes, and 
produce a detailed analysis of the business' 
sales and the sales force. One may enter/update 
inventory data, enter sales, run five sales anal
ysis reports, run nve inventory reports, set up 
product codes, enter/update salesman records, 
and update the SBAP inventory. 

. Designed for maintaining personnel and 
payroll data for up to 200 hourly and salar
ied employees with 8 deductions each. Ca.l
culates payroll and tax amounts, prints 
checks and maintains year-to-date totals 
which can be . automatically transferred to 
the SBA package. Compu tes each pay peri
od's totals for straight time, overtime and 
bonus pay and determines taxes to be with
held. Aditional outputs Include mailing list, 
listing of employees, year-to-date federal 
and/or state tax listing, and a listing of cur
rent misc. deductions. Suited for use in all 
states except Oklahoma and Delaware 

$59.95 

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPING 2000 
Handles 45 accounts. Enters cash expenses as 
easily as checks. Handles 26 expense catego
riesK. Menu driven and user friendiJ'. 

:ti39.95 

Includes detailed audit trails and history 
reports for each customer, perpares In
voices and monthly statements, mailing la
bels, aging lists, a.nd an alphabetized cus
tomer listing. The user can define net 
terms for commerdal accounts or flnance 
charges for revolving accounts. This pack
age functions as a standalone AIR system or 
Integrates with the Smail Business Accting 
package. 

$59.95 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
Designed for the maintenance of vendor 

and A/P invoice nics. The system prints 
checks, voids checks, cancels checks, de· 
letes cancelled checks, and deletes paid AlP 
invoices. The user can run a Vendor List, 
Vendor Status report, Vendor Aged reporl, 
and an AlP Check Register. This package 
can be used either as a standalone AlP sys
tem or can be Integrated with the Smail 
Business Accounting Package. 

I 
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Novices 
Niche 

Marynote 
by Jon Hobson 

THE RAINBOW is a teaching environment and we realize that the 
majority of our readers will always be beginners. In our continuing effort 
to always keep the new user in mind, and in addition to the many beginner 
feature articles and programs published in every issue, "Novices Niche" 
contains shorter BASIC program listings that entertain as well as help the 
new user gain expertise in all aspects of the Color Computer: graphics, 
music, games, utilities, education, programming, etc. 

~ 
EJ 

140 PLAY "E" 
150 DRAW "BM65 , 20 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D": 
DRAW" BM80 , 2 5;XHU$ ;": PLAY " C" :DRAW 
" BM95 , 20 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D" 

Marynote plays "Mary Had a Little Lamb" and displays one 
note at a time on the PMODE 4 graphics screen while playing that 
note. It uses the treble clef scale. Now you can enjoy this song, 
while learning what notes it actually plays. Remember, from the 
bottom line to the top space the notes are as follows: E F G A B C 
DEFG. 

160 DRAW " BM120 , 15 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY "E" 
: DRAW " BM135 , 15 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " E": DR 
AW " BM150 , 15 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY "E" 
170 DRAW " BM165 , 17 ;XHR$ ;": PLAY "P 5 

180 DRAW " BM190 , 20 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D" 
: DRAW " BM205 , 20 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D": DR 
AW" BM220 , 20 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D": DRAW " 
BM235 , 22 ;XHR$ ;": PLAY " P5 " 

The Listing: MARYNOTE 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALS OF T, INC 
10 CLS 
20 GOSUB250 
30 PMODE 4 , 1 : SCREEN1 , 1 : PCLS 
40 FORT=10T050STEP10 : LINE (10 , T)
(245 , T), PSET : NEX TT 
50 LINE (10 , 10 )-( 10 , 50 ) , PS ET : LI NE 
(245 , 10 )- (245 , 50 ) , PSET : LI NE (10 , 7 
0) - (10 , 110) , PSET : LINE (245 , 70 )-( 2 
45 , 110) , PSET 
60 FORT=70T0110STEP10 : LINE (10 , T) 
-( 245 , T) , PSET :NEXTT : FORT=130T01 7 
0STEP10 : LINE (10 , T)-( 185 , T ) , PSET : 
NEXTT 
70 LI NE (110 , 10 )-( 110 , 50 ), PSET : LI 
NE(180 , 10) -( 180 , 50 ), PSET: LINE (11 
0 , 70 )-( 110 , 110 ) , PSET : LINE( 180 , 70 
)-( 180 ,1 10 ) , PSET : LINE (10 ,1 30 )-( 1 
0 , 170 ), PSET 
80 LINE (180 , 130)-( 180 , 170 ) , PSET : 
LINE(185 , 130) -( 185 , 170) , PSET : LIN 
E (110 , 130 )- (110 , 170 ) , PSET 
90 LI NE (10 , 10 )-( 10 , 50 ), PS ET : LINE 
(245 , 10 )-( 245 , 50 ) , PSET 
100 QRAW " BM25 , 105 ; XA$ ;" 
110 DRAW " BM25 , 45 ; XA$ ;" 
120 DRAW " BM25 , 165 ; XA$ ;" 
130 DRAW " BM50 , 15 ; XHD$ ;" 
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1 90 DRAW " BM50 , 75 ; XHD$;": PLAY " E": 
DRAW " BM65 , 65 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " G": DRAW 
" BM80 , 65 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " G": DRAW " BM9 
5 , 67 ; XHR$ ;": PLAY " PS " 
200 DRAW " BM120 , 75 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY "E" 
: DRAW" BM135 , 80 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D": DR 
AW" BM1 50 , 85 ; XHU$ ;":PLAY " C": DRAW " 
BM165 , 80 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D" 
210 DRAW " BM190 , 75 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " E" 
: DRAW " BM205 , 75 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY "E": DR 

AW " BM220 , 75 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY "E": DRAW " 
BM235 , 75 ;XHD $ ;": PLAY "E" 
220 DRAW " BM45 , 140 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D" 
: DRAW " BM60 , 140 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D" :DR 
AW " BM75 , 135 ; XHD$ ;":PLAY "E": DRAW " 
BM90 , 140 ; XHD$ ;": PLAY " D" 
230 DRAW "BM120 , 145 ;XHU$ ;": PLAY " C 
": DRAW " BM135 , 143 ; XDW$ ;": PLAY " P15 
II 

240 GOT0240 
250 A$= " U30R3F2D3G4L2G6D8F3R8E3U 
5H413G4D3F3R2E2U2 " 
2 60 HD$= " UlD2F1R3 E1 U2H113G1D10 " 
270 HU$= " U1D2F1R3E1U2Hl13G1U7 " 
280 HR$= "L3R7L2U3L3D3 " 
290 DW$= " L3R712D3L3U3D3R3U3R2BR3 
BD2R1 " 
300 RETURN 



l l Graphics I ] 

Computer Aided Design 
by Evan Haveman 

This program demonstrates CAD (Computer Aided Design) at 
a minimal level. The instructions are simple. When you first run 
the program, a question mark appears. Just type in a draw string 
and that becomes your symbol number 0; then 1; then 2, etc. If you 
don't want any special symbols, just press ENTER. The following 
is a description of all the keys used in the program: 

T=move diagonally up and to the left 
Y=move up 
U=move diagonally up and to the right 
G=move left 
H=move right 
V=move diagonally down and to the left 
B=move down 
N=move diagonally down and to the right 
C=change color 
Q=clear screen 
0-9=draw previously made symbol 

I have set the drawing cursor to move ten steps in the required 

-r- .. "' .... .,... 

direction, but you can change the number of steps by changing the 
10 in lines 50 through 120 to the number of steps you prefer. 

The Listing: MINI CAD 

0 COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT,INC 
***M I N I C A D*** 

BY EVAN HAVEMAN 
1 C=0 
2 NU$= " 1234567890" 
10 ON BRK GOTO 170 
20 POKE65497 , 0 

WIDTH 40 21 
22 INPUT D1$:INPUT 02$:INPUT 03$ 
: INPUT 04$:INPUT OS$:INPUT 06$ :I 
NPUT 07$ :INPUT 08$:INPUT 09$ : INP 

00$ UT 
30 
40 
50 

RGB:HSCREEN2:PALETTE0,0 
I$=INKEY$ :IF I$= "" THEN 40 

I$="T" THEN M$="-10,-10":G IF 
OTO 150 
60 IF I$= "Y" THEN M$="+0,-10":GO 
TO 150 
70 IF I$= "U" THEN M$="+10,-10":G 

<!li~~ l!AINOU lllll2lJW ffi<5U- !!,11) 
System comes complete and ready to run . Use the bouilt in menus or create your own. Run your own programs or games on-line! Complete message system included. File transfer system 
supports Xmodem and Ymodem plus automatic va1idation with keyword searching! Even comes with its own terminal program free! Now includes ANSI graphics menus and editor! Sec 
board while it runs! For a DEMO call (504) 675-0912 (311212400 baud). Galactic Conflict game also included! 512k OS9 Level II and RS-232 (or COMM-4) pak required .................. $ 29.95 

ll"ll'&ca.r. ·ll"llll!'lbil<IIJr 
This is what you have been waiting for. Finally RAM-Resident software for your COCO 3! Runs in the background while you do other work! Includes a note-pad that does automatic 
number calculations, a calendar with alann, a phone book that can auto-dial your phone, a real-time clock and much, much, more! This program will organize your entire life! 
512k 089 Level II Required (Hayes compatible modem required for auto-dial) 512k OS9 Level II Required ................................................................................. .. ........................ .. .. .. .......... $ 29.95 

l!A"<1U !Ill 'l!'<1!><1)Uc 
Wi t hout the right tools 089 is difficult.. . These ARE the right tools! With these great utilities anyone can usc OS9like a pro! Complete wildcard, tree and windowing commands make 
089 easy to usc! If you want to start using 089, this is what you need! If you already usc OS9, these tools will save you hours of time and headaches! 25 great utilities!. ..... ...... ...... $ 24.95 

~elk l'f!IUilSI(!!<IIl' 'li'll'<n 
This versatile utility makes your OS9life a breeze! No more fighting with complex directory structures! No more searching for files and typing long path names! Everything is 
displayed using windows! Allows you to change, create, and delete directories with single keystrokes! Also allows you to copy, view and delete files just as easily! A must for the 089 
beginner. A great time saver for the experienced 089 user. Save hours of time and headaches! 512k OS9 Level ll Required ......... ............. ........ ... . ............. .. .................... ........... ........... $ 29.95 

OO~mUM. • l'fl<llll~m 
This great Multi -Vue ut ility allows you to easily create your own pop-down menus! No programming experience is required, because no programming is done! You will be able to run 
any 089 command or program from a menu! Menu creation is super simple, super easy! Actually see the menu as it develops. A must for Multi- Vue users! Make that non Multi-
Vue software run in Multi- Vue! 512k 089 Level II and Multi- Vue required ....... ......... ...... ....... .. ... .... ... .... ....... ......... .. ....... ... ..... ... .. ......... .... .... ......... ......... ........ ........ .... .. ...... .............. .... .. .... . $ 19.95 

W'lllli'!P. <llilll<l 
Finally, a complete 089 Level II windowing terminal program. Many features include Aut~dial & macro, X & Y modem, ANSI graphics, buffer capture, on-line timer, chat mode, 
windows, and much, much, more! Perfect for any BBS user! More power than you'11 ever need! 512k 089 Level II Required ................................................... ... ..... ..... ........ ..................... $ 34.95 

'11'1h<1~1li>JPl<llr 
This wonderful utility allows you to patch anything! Patch commands directly on disk and fix CRCs automatically! Patch the 089Boot file! Save lost files! Fix crashed disks! One 

l .. 
' 

use of this program could be worth the price! 64k 089 Level 1 or 11 required................. .. ........................................................... .................... .... ................................................... .. . ....... $19.95 ~ 

Send check or money order to: Alpha Software Technologies, P.O. Box 16522, Hattiesburg MS. 39402 (504)649-5176 
Pleafle add $3.00 Shipping and handling, all orders ahjppcd same day via fin1L cla88 mail. MOflt order& arrive in 2 to 3 days. COD onlera add $2.50 extra. 
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OTO 150 
80 IF I$= " G" THEN M$= "- 10 , +0": GO 
TO 150 
90 IF I$= " H" THEN M$= " +10 , +0 ": GO 
TO 150 
100 IF I$= "V" THEN M$= "-10,+10": 
GOTO 150 
110 IF I$= " B" THEN M$= " +0 , +10 ": G 
OTO 150 
120 IF I$= " N" THEN M$= "+10, +10 ": 
GOTO 150 
130 IF I$= " C" THEN C=C+l :IF C>15 

THEN C=0 : HDRAW " C" +STR$(C) ELSE 
HDRAW " C" +STR$ (C) : GOTO 40 

140 IF I$= "Q" THEN HCLS0:GOTO 40 
141 ON INSTR(NU$ ,I $ ) GOSUB 2001 , 

SprayCan 
by Joseph Pendell 

J16Kl 
EJ 

Spraycan is a graphics program that draws a special pattern 
positioned by the right joystick each time the fire button is pressed. 
The best effect is when using a composite monitor or TV, so the 
artifact colors show up. Also, the speed-up poke causes better 
joystick response. If your computer cannot take the speed-up poke, 
delete Line 30. A tip for using the program is to hold down the 
joystick button while moving the joystick in a small circle, causing 
acluster to be drawn. Two changes are required to use the program 
on a CoCo 3. First, change Line 30 to POKE 65497 , o. Second, 
change Line 180 to IF BUTTON (0 ) =1 THEN GET (X, Y) - (X+9 , Y+9) , B . 

The Listing: SPRAYCAN 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT , INC 
10 REM SPRAYCAN 
20 REM BY JOSEPH PENDELL 
30 POKE 65495 , 0 
40 DIM A(10) , B(10 ) 

Fun With Fractals 
by Andre Needham 

!coco 31 

I know, a lot of you are saying, "what are fractals, and why are 
they fun?" Well, I'll tell you. Fractals are images generated using 
the methods of fractal geometry, using iterative (repetitive) func
tions. Sounds too technical? Don ' t worry, the two programs below 
can be typed in and run with little or no mathematical knowledge 
of the underlying concepts. 

Fractals are fun because they are an easy way to draw natural 
looking objects, such as trees, clouds or, in the case of my first 
program, mountains. They can also be used to produce unnatural 
objects such as the Mandelbrotor Julia sets, as my second program 
demonstrates. 
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2002 , 2003 , 2004,2005 , 2006 , 2007 , 20 
08,2009 , 2000 
142 GOTO 40 
150 HDRAW "M" +M$+ " C" +STR$ (C) 
160 GOTO 40 
170 RGB:WIDTH 80 :POKE65496 , 0 : END 
2000 HDRAW D0$:RETURN 
2001 HDRAW D1$:RETURN 
2002 HDRAW D2$:RETURN 
2003 HDRAW D3$:RETURN 
2004 HDRAW D4$:RETURN 
2005 HDRAW D5$:RETURN 
2006 HDRAW D6$ : RETURN 
2007 HDRAW D7$:RETURN 
2008 HDRAW D8$ : RETURN 
2009 HDRAW D9$:RETURN 

50 PMODE4 , 1:PCLS 
60 FORI=1 TO 20 : READ X, Y:PSET (X, 
Y) :NEXT I 
70 DATA 2 , 0 , 4 , 0 , 6 , 0 , 8 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 
6 , 2 , 9 , 3 
80 DATA 0 ,4, 2 ,4,7,4,4, 5 , 9 , 5 , 0 ,6, 
6 , 6 
90 DATA 3 , 7 , 8 , 7 , 1 , 8 , 6 , 8 , 4 , 9 
100 GET (0 , 0 )-( 9 , 9 ),A, G 
110 PCLS 
120 GET (0 , 0)- (9 , 9 ) , B 
130 SCREEN 1,1 
140 X0=0 :Y0=0 
150 X=JOYSTK (0 ) /63*245:Y=JOYSTK( 
1)/63*181 
160 IF X<>X0 OR Y<>Y0 THEN PUT (X 
0 , Y0) -( X0+9 , Y0+9 ), B:X0=X:Y0=Y:GE 
T(X , Y)-(X+9 , Y+9 ), B 
170 PUT (X,Y)-( X+9 , Y+9) , A, OR 
180 IF (PEEK( 65280 )=1 26 OR PEEK ( 
65280)=254) THEN GET (X, Y)-( X+9 , Y 
+9) , B 
190 GOTO 150 

The first program, Fractmtn, produces a mountain with a 
snowy peak and patches of snow farther from the peak. Just type 
the listing in and run it. You are asked to enter your monitor type 
(C for Composite, R for ROB) , and in less than a minute the 
program begins ora wing small triangles calculated from one large 
one. It does this by splitting it up and moving the endpoints of the 
pieces around randomly. Sometimes a triangle is too small and the 
program misses when it attempts to paint the triangle. This results 
in what looks like a disaster; as the program continues, however, 
the rest of the mountain is drawn correctly. 

When the mountain is fi ni shed, the program begins calculating 
a new mountain. To stop this cycle, press BREAK or just let it run 
and watch more mountains grow. 

The second program, Juliaset, produces strange-colored pat
terns of an apparently random type. However, they are not actually 



random, but generated from an imaginary (in the mathematical 
sense only; it does exist) iterative function. 

To get going, just type the program in and run it. The computer 
asks you to press 1 for low iterations, or 2 for high iterations. 
Basically, Option 1 draws faster (about four hours on the average), 
but with less detail. Option 2 takes about eight hours (You might 
want to run it overnight with your disk drive and monitor turned 
off.) and offers more fine detail. 

Next you must input the x andy coordinates that the set will be 
drawn from. These should both be between -1.5 and 1.5. Three sets 
that produce more unusual patterns are .320, -.0430; -.74543, 
.11301; and -1 .350,0. If you want to see a Julia set without waiting 
eight hours , there is one pictured in the National Geographic (June 
'89, Page 750). This is a more detailed mirror image of the first set 
of coordinates listed above. Above it on the same page is the 
Mandelbrot set, and on the next page are some very detailed fractal 
mountains. 

Once the program finishes drawing the picture, it stays in an 
infinite loop until you press BREAK. If you want to save the 
resulting picture from either program, you might try the listing in 
Bill Bernico 's "Basically Speaking" column (January '89 issue, 
Page 84). 

Listing 1: FRACTMTN 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT,INC 
5 ' FRACTAL MOUNTAIN PROGRAM 
6 ' BY ANDRE NEEDHAM 
7 I P.O . BOX 2516 
8 I RENTON , WA 98056 
10 DIMX (32, 32 ), Y (32 , 32 ) : ON BRK G 
OTO 340 
20 INPUT " (C) OMPOSITE OR (R) GB ";Q 
$ : PRINT " JUST A MINUTE ... " 
30 POKE65497 , 0:I=5:II=32 : R= . 4 
40 X(0 , 0)=160 : Y(0 , 0)=20 : X (II , 0 ) = 
310:Y(II , 0)=140 : X (0 , II)=10 : Y (0 , I 
I)=140 
50 FORT=I TOl STEP - l : Q=2AT 
60 A=0 : B=0 
70 AA=A+Q : A2=A+Q/2 : X (A2 , B)= (X (A, 
B)+X(AA , B) )/2+RND(2*Q+l)-Q-l:Y(A 
2 , B) =(Y (A, B)+Y (AA, B) ) /2+ (RND (2*Q 
+1)-Q-l ) *R 'ACROSS 
80 A=A+Q : : IF INT (A+B+ . 01 ) =II THE 
N A=0:B=B+Q : IFB>II THEN 100 
90 GOT070 
100 A=0 : B=0 
110 BB=B+Q:B2=B+Q/2 : X (A, B2 ) = (X (A 
, B)+X(A , BB) )/2+RND(2*Q+l) - Q- l : Y( 
A, B2)=(Y(A , B)+Y(A , BB ) )/2+(RND(2* 
Q+l)-Q- l)*R ' DOWN 
120 B=B+Q:IF INT (A+B+ . 01)=II THE 
NB=0:A=A+Q : IFA>II THEN 140 
130 GOT0110 
140 A=0 : B=0 
150 AA=A+Q : BB=B+Q : A2=A+Q/2 : B2=B+ 
Q/2 
160 X(A2 , B2)= (X( AA , B) +X (A, BB ) )/2 
+RND(2*Q+l)-Q- l : Y(A2 , B2) =( Y (AA , B 
)+Y(A , BB))/2+ (RND(2*Q+l )-Q- 1 ) *R 

' DIAGONAL 
170 A=A+Q : IF INT (A+B+ . 0l ) =II THE 
N A=0 : B=B+Q :IFB>II THEN 190 
180 GOT0150 

190 NEXT 
200 HSCREEN2 : PALETTE0 , 0 : PALETTE3 
, 63 : HCOLOR4 , 0 : IFQ$= " R" THENPALET 
TE2 , 56 ELSE PALETTE2 , 32 
210 HCLS2 
220 FORA=0TO II - 1 : FORB=0TO II - 1: 
R=X(A , B) :S=Y(A,B) : HDRAW " BM=R;,=S 
;": HLINE -(X( A, B+l ) , Y (A, B+l )) , PSE 
T : HLINE-( X (A+1 , B) , Y (A+l , B)), PSET 
:HLINE -(X(A, B), Y (A, B)), PSET 'D 
RAW TRIANGLES 
230 IFA+B+l<II THEN R=X (A, B+l ) :S 
=Y (A, B+l ) : HDRAW " BM=R;, =S ;": HLINE 
-( X(A+l , B+l) , Y(A+l , B+l)) , PSET : HL 
INE-( X(A+l , B), Y (A+l , B)) , PSET 
240 XX=(X(A , B+l ) +X (A+l , B+l)+X (A+ 
l , B)) /3 : YY= (Y(A , B+l)+Y(A+l , B+l ) + 
Y(A+l , B)) /3 'FI ND TRIANGLE MIDPO 
INT FOR PAINT 
250 IF Y(A,B)-RND(55)-55 <0 THEN 

CX=3 ELSE CX=2 ' MAKE TOP OF MO 
UNTAIN MORE " SNOWY " 
260 IF A+B+l<II THEN HPAINT (XX , Y 
Y) , ex , 4 
270 IF Y(A , B) - RND(55) - 55<0 THEN 
CC=3 ELSE CC=2 
280 XX=(X (A, B) +X(A , B+l)+X(A+l , B) 
)/3:YY=(Y(A,B)+Y(A,B+l)+Y(A+l,B) 
)/3:HPAINT(XX,YY),CC,4 ' FIND 0 
THER TRIANGLE ' S MIDPOINT 
290 IFA+B+l=II THEN 310 
300 NEXTB 
310 NEXTA 
320 HLINE(0 , 140) -( 10 , 140 ) , PSET:H 
LINE (310 , 140 )-( 319 , 140) , PSET:HPA 
INT (0, 139) I 5 , 4 
330 GOT030 
340 HSCREEN0 : POKE65496 , 0 

Listing 2: JULIASET 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT , INC 
1 POKE65497 , 0 
2 INPUT " ITERATIONS : l=LOW , 2=HIG 
H"; Z: IFZ<l OR Z>2 THEN 2 
3 INPUT " COORDINATES "; CC , CI 
10 HSCREEN2:FORT=0T011 : READX : PAL 
ETTET , X: NEXT : DATA0 , 15 , 24 , 26 , 22 , 5 
0 , 51 , 52 , 36 , 47 160 , 63 
30 XL= - 1.5 : YL= - 1.5 : XH=l . 5:YH=1.5 
: DX=(XH- XL ) /200 : DY= (YH - YL ) /200 
40 FORNX=100 TO 1 STEP - l : FORNY=5 
T0195 
50 X=XL+NX*DX : Y=YL+NY*DY : K=0:A=X 
*X : B=Y*Y 
60 FORK=1T088*Z : D=A- B+CC:Y=X*2*Y 
+CI : X=D : A=X*X:B=Y*Y : IFA+B>32 THE 
N70 ELSENEXT 
70 C=INT(K/(8*Z)) :IFC=0 THEN 110 
100 HSET(NX+60 , NY - 5 , C) : HSET (260-
NX , 195 _.: NY , C.) 
110 NEXTNY , NX 
120 GOT0120 
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The Time Sheet 
by Kyle Ketchel 

~ 
EJ 

This program was written for those who own their own business 
and employ others. It 's nice and short so you don ' t have to spend 
long hours typing it in . Once you 've keyed it in , save the program 
to tape or disk, whichever you prefer. Then run it. The first prompt 
tells you what the program is and what it does if you continue. Then 
it asks you to enter your company 's name, address and telephone 
number. Finally it asks how many copies of that address you want 
printed. 

Timesht is set up on an Olivetti PR2300 ink-jet printer. I know 
there aren't very many around, so you will have to replace some 
of the lines with your own printer requirements. (See Table 1.) 

The listing: TIME S HT 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT , INC 
10 ' **WEEKLY TI ME SHEET* * 
20 ' *MAIN SCREEN* 
30 CLEAR1000 
40 CLS : PRINT@39 ," WEEKLY TIME SHE 
ET " 
50 PRINT@96 , " THIS PROGRAM WILL P 
RINT A WEEKLY TIME SHEET FOR YOU 
R EMPLOYEES ." 
51 LINE INPUT " YOUR COMPANY NAME 
:"; Q$ 
52 LINE INP UT " COMPANY ADDRESS 
:"; R$ 
53 LINE INPUT " CITY , STATE , ZIP 
:"; S$ 
54 LINE INPUT " TELEPHONE # 0 

:"; U$ 
60 PRINT : INPUT " HOW MANY COPYS II 
; X 
70 PRINT:PRINT " HOLD ON , I'M PRI 
NTING ..... ": FORI=lTOX 

62 

80 ' **PRINTING INFO** 
90 PRINT# - 2 , CHR$(27 ) ;" 3 "; CHR$ (27 
) ; II I "; CHR$ ( 2 7 ) ; II * 1 II; Q$ 
100 PRINT#-2,CHR$(27) ;" 4 "; CHR$ (2 
7) ; II % II; CHR$ ( 2 7) ; II + II 
110 PR I NT# - 2 , TAB(41) ; R$ 
120 PRINT# - 2 , TAB(41 ) ; S$ 
130 PRINT# - 2 , TAB (41 ) ; U$ 
150 PRINT#-2 , CHR$ (27 ) ;"&3":P RINT 
#- 2 , TAB(30 ) ;" WEEKLY TIME SHEET " 
160 PRINT# - 2 , CHR$(27) ;" *0 " 
170 A$=STRING$ ( 35 , II II) : B$=STRING 
$(15 ," " ):C$=STRING$(6, " "): D$=S 
TRING$ (28 , II " ) : F$=STRING$ (75 , II II 
) : G$=STRING$ ( 7 5, II II) : H$=STRING$ ( 
75 ," "): J$=STRING$ (10 ," " ) 
180 PRINT# - 2 ," YOUR NAME :"; A$ ;" WE 
EK DATE :"; B$ 
190 PRINT# - 2 ," DAY "; C$ ;"TIME IN "; 
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Line# 
90 - This line sets up the printer for double width 

and double height characters. 
100- Turns off double width and double height 

characters. 
150 - Sets up vertical spacing to three spaces. 
160 - Turns on the underlining. 
200- Switches from 10 cpi to 12 cpi. 
260 - General reset of all printer functions . 

Table 1: Printer Set-Up Lines 

C$ ;" LUNCH OUT "; C$ ;" LUNCH IN "; C$ ; 
" TIME OUT " ;C$ 
200 PRINT# - 2 , CHR$ (27 )"=";" SUN 
";F $ 
210 PRINT# - 2 ," MON 
220 PRINT# - 2 ," TUES 
230 PRINT# - 2 ," WED 
2 ," THURS :"; H$ 

:"; F$ 
:"; G$ 
:"; F$ : PRINT# -

240 PRINT# - 2 , " FRI : II; F$ 
245 PRINT# - 2 ," SAT :"; F$ 
250 PRINT# - 2 ," TOTAL HOURS :"; J$ ;" 
AMOUNT PAID: "; J$ 
2E)0 PRINT# - 2 , CHR$ (27) ;" 0 " 
270 NEXTI 
280 CLS : PRINT@256 ," WOULD YOU LIK 
E TO RETURN TO THE MAIN SCREEN": 
INPUT M$ 
290 IF M$= " Y" THEN 20 
300 IF M$= " N" THEN 310 
310 ' ***ENDING SCREEN*** 
320 CLS : PRINT@196 ,"THANK YOU FOR 

USING ONE OF THE FINE PR 
ODUCTS FROM-": FORX=1T01500 
330 NEXTX 
340 CLS (0) : PRINT@229 , " * KETCH EN 
TERPRISES * " 
350 FORT=1T02000 : NEXTT : POKE113 , 3 
: EXEC40999 

Submissions to "Novices Niche" are welcome from everyone. 
We like to run a variety of short programs that can be typed in 
at one screen sitting and are useful, educational and fun. Keep in 
mind, although the short programs are limited in scope, many 
novice programmers find it enjoyable and quite educational to 
improve the software written by others. 
Program submissions must be on tape or disk. We're sorry, but 

we cannot key in program listings. All programs should be 
supported by some editorial commentary explaining how the 
program works. If your submission is accepted for publication, 
the payment rate will be established and agreed upon prior to 
publication. 



I L ~F~e~ant~u~rF-e~-------------------------------------------co_c~o-3~~ 

Eliminate the tedious chore of swapping disks 
while saving half-screens 

High-Capacity Screen Dumps 
for the Shoestring Desktop Publisher, 

Part3 

I
n this article I include what I did not 
have space for in Part 2: information on 
how to give DESKTOP H the ability to 

save and load a half-screen- specifically 
the left half. I also want the driver programs, 
DRIVE RHT and DRIVE RH E, to load and proc
ess such half-screens. These capabilities 
allow DESKTOPH to save on one side of a 
single disk all12 half-screens required for 
a three-column printout produced in the 
800- or 960-dots-per-line graphics mode. 
The capabilities more importantly elimi
nate the burdensome, tedious and some
times nerve-racking necessity of swapping 
disks five times during the process of gen
erating and saving 12 half-screens. Fur
thermore, no swaps are needed while the 
printout is produced. 

I am also taking the opportunity here to 
point out a bug in the CoCo 3 ROM, which 
caused some difficulties in the program
ming of DRIVERHT and DRIVERHE. I have 

H. Allen Curtis is interested in 17th and 
18th century history and enjoys biking 
through • the colonial capital of Wil
liamsburg, Virginia , where he lives. He 
balances past and present with his com
puter work. 

By H. Allen Curtis 

included a correction for those two pro
grams to overcome a remaining problem 
brought about by this bug. 

The following , seemingly innocent, 
two-line program causes a CoCo 3 hang -up 
that is unbreakable by means of the BREAK 

key or the Reset button: 

10 CLEAR 200 ,&H 3FFF 
20 WID TH40 

Replacing WI DT H40 with WI DTHSO leads to a 
simi lar unwanted result. 

In DR IV ERHT and DR IV ER H E screens must 
be loaded and protected in the 16K bytes of 
RAM from hexadecimal addresses $4000 
through $7FFF. Because of the ROM rou
tine bug, neither the 40- nor SO-character
per-line text screen of the CoCo 3 can be 
employed while 16K bytes of RAM are 
being protected. Thus all prompts during 
the printout process of the driver programs 
have to be made on the 32-character-per
line text screen. 

Part 2 of this series does not provide for 
the following possibility: Suppose you enter 
an incorrect filename intended for the proc
essing of a three-column printout. The driver 
is stopped and an error message is printed 

on the screen. In such a case, you likely 
want to rerun the driver program and type 
in a correct filename. Unfortunately a re
start introduces a WI DTH40 statement while 
the 16K bytes of memory are still being 
protected via an earlier executed 
CLEA R200,&H3FF F, and hence the dreaded 
hangup ensues. 

Listings 1, 2 and 3 are patch programs 
- DHPATCH , HTPATCH and HEPATCH -to be 
merged with DH , DRIVERHT and DRIVERHE, 
respectively, to add the aforementioned 
capabilities to the latter programs. After 
typing each patch program, save it in ASCII 
format, using the . A option of the SAVE 
command. 

To obtain the new DH , for instance, do 
the following: With the DH disk in your disk 
drive, type LOAD "DH" and press ENTER. Insert 
the patch program disk in your disk drive, 
type MERGE " DHPATCH " and press ENTER. 

Finally , insert the DH disk in your drive and 
type SAVE " DH " and press ENTER. Employ a 
similar procedure to obtain new DR! VERHT 
and DRIV ERHE programs. 

If you have already saved, on two disks , 
12 half-screens for a three-column print
out, you might like to convert the 12 full
screen files to 12 half-screen files on a 
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single disk. This can be done by running 
the new DH , obtaining the higher-resolution 
screen by using the R command, and select
ing the I command. When asked whether 
or not you want a half-screen, press N for 
No. Then type the filename of one of the 12 
full-screen files . After the command has 
been executed, insert a blank formatted 
disk in your drive and choose the 0 com
mand. This time press Y for Yes when you 
are asked about the half-screen. Then type 
the filename of the screen file just loaded. 
When the half-screen is saved and you have 
returned to the graphics screen, you see that 
the screen is changed. It previously had 
characters printed only on the left half. 
Now three-quarters of the screen is full. 
The lower-left quadrant is copied onto the 
upper-right quadrant of the screen. The 

upper half of the screen is saved. When the 
half-screen file is eventually loaded during 
the printout process of either driver pro
gram, it is rearranged to the left half of the 
screen once again. 

The new DRIV ERHT and DRIV ERHE 
programs, similar to their forebears, lead 
you through the printout process by means 
of prompts. For the three-column printout 
produced in the 800- or 960-dots-per-line 
graphics mode, however, you must have 12 
half-screen files available on a single disk. 
The three-column printout for the 1920 
dots-per-line graphics mode cannot be 
changed and still requires the use of two 
disks containing six full-screen files each. 

To save 12 half-screens on a disk from 
scratch, use the screen generating and sav
ing process described in Part 2 of this 
article but without swapping di sks. Also, 
always save each file in half-screen fonn. 

When you employ the I command of DH 
to load a half-screen file , the file is loaded 
into the upper half of the screen. The upper
right quadrant is copied onto the lower-left 
quadrant. Therefore three-quarters of the 
screen is occupied. This presents no prob
lem because the right half of the screen is 
effectively ignored during the eventual three
column printout process. 

(Questions or comments concerning this 
article may be addressed to the author at 
I 72 Dennis Drive, Williamsburg, VA 23I85. 
Please enclose an SASE when requesting a 
~~.) 0 

Editors Note: The following files are saved 
on this month's RAINBOW ON TAPE/DISK 
in tokenizedformat. In order to merge them 
properly, you need to save them on a fresh 
disk inASCllformat using the ,A option of the 
SAVE command. 

Listing 1: DHPATCH 

6 A=A+30 :A$= "108E15F01E42801CC62 
8A6C0A7805A26F930882833C8280A502 
6ED8E7A7B " :GOSUB600:A=A+30 : A$= "B 
FFFA21E42398E7071BFFFA2CE5E008E4 
028C660075039108E15F01E428D ": GOS 
UB600 
7 A=A+30:A$= "E7C628A680A7C05A26F 
930882833C8280A5026ED20C94120435 
552544953 " :GOSUB600 
25 GOSUB825:IFK$= "Y" OR KS= "y"TH 
EN26ELSEGOSUB820:POKE&HFFA2, &H 70 
: SAVEM "OUT1 ", &H4000,& H5FFF,& HAC7 
3:POKE&HFFA2,&H71:SAVEM "OUT2 ", &H 

Listing 2: HTPATCH 

155 SSC11l="CE5E008E4028C660D750 
C628A680A7C05A26F930882833C8280A 
5026ED8E7A7BBFFFA239CE5EF08E4118 
20DACE5FE 08E42082002CE5EA08E40C8 
20CA ":C(11 )=7439 
185 C=0: Y=&H1300:FORJ =l T060:A$=M 
ID$(S$(11),2*J- 1, 2) :A=VAL("&H"+A 
$) : C=C+A :POK EY ,A:Y=Y+l:NEXT:IFC< 

. >CC11lTHENCLS3 :LO CAT E8,12:PRINT" 
TYPING ERROR IN LINE 155.":END 
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4000,&H5BFF,&HAC73 : POKE&HFFA2,&H 
7A : RENAME "OUT1/BIN "TOF$+ "/HR1":R 
ENAME "OUT2/BI N" TOF$+ "/HR2":DRIVE 
0 : RETURN 
26 EXEC&H163C :GOSUB820 : POKE&HFFA 
2,& H70 : SAVEM "OU T" ,&H4000,&H5DFF, 
&HAC73:POKE& HFFA2,& H7A: RENAME "OU 
T/BIN "TO F$+ "/HR " :DRIVE0:RETURN 
30 GOSUB825 : IFK$= "Y" OR KS="y"TH 
EN36ELSEG OSUB820 : RENAMEF$+ "/ HR1 " 
TO" IN 1/B IN" :RENAMEF$+ "/ HR2 "TO "IN 
2/B IN" : POK E&HFFA2,&H70:LOADM " IN1 
": POKE&HFFA2 , &H71 : LOADM " IN2 " :POK 
E&HF FA2,&H7A 
j6 GOS UB820:RENAMEF$+ "/HR "TO "IN/ 
BIN " : POKE& HFFA2 , &H70:LOADM "IN " : P 
OKE&HFFA2 , &H7A:RENAME "IN/B I N"TO F 
$+ "/HR " : DRIVE0:EXEC& H1671:RETURN 
825 GOS UB485:C LS:LOCATE8,8:PRINT 
"H ALF SCR EEN? (Y/Nl "; 
826 K$= IN KEY S: IFK$= "" THE N826ELSE 
IFKS= "Y" OR KS ="y" OR KS= "N" OR 
K$= "n"THENRET URNELSESO UND60,9:GO 
T0826 

540 IFK=1THENCLEAR200,&H3FFF:K=1 
:XC1l=&H109A:XC2l=&Hl004:X(3)=&H 
10ED:X(4l=&H1108:Y(l)=&H1300:Y(2 
l=&Hl324:Y(3)=&H132C:Y(4l=&Hl334 

ELSECLEAR200,&H3FFF:K=2:X(l)=&H 
1085:XC2)=&H10BC:XC3l=&H10CC:X(4 
l=&H10DF 
545 ON ERR GOT0800 
590 FORI=1T04:POKEH,&H70:LOADM F 
$+L$(Il+"/HR"+D$,0(I):POKEH+1,&H 
71:EXECYCil:POKEH,&H72:POKEH+1,& 
H73:LOADM FS+M$(1)+"/HR"+D$,0(1) 
:EXECYCil 



600 LOADM FS+R$(1)+"/HR"+D$,0(1) 
: EXECY( I): EXECX( I): NEXT 
610 I 

620 I 

630 I 

640 I 

650 PRINT#-2:IFK=1THENCLEAR200,& 

? 

Listing 3: HEP AT CH 

125 S$(8)="CE5E008E4028C660D750C 
628A680A7C05A26F930882833C8280A5 
026ED8E7A7BBFFFA239":C(8)=4335 
165 C=0:Y=&H1300:FORJ=1T036:A$=M 
ID$(S$(8),2*J-1,2):A=VAL("&H"+A$ 
):C=C+A:POKEY,A:Y=Y+1:NEXT:IFC<> 
C(8)THENCLS3:LOCATE8,12:PRINT"TY 
PING ERROR IN LINE 125.":END 
510 IFK=1THENCLEAR200,&H3FFF:K=1 
ELSEIFK=2THENCLEAR200,&H3FFF:K=2 
ELSECLEAR200,&H3FFF:K=3 
515 H=&HFFA2:Y=&H1300:0N ERR GOT 
0800 

H7FFF:K=lELSECLEAR200,&H7FFF:K=2 
660 GOT0500 
800 POKE&HFFA2,&H7A:POKE&HFFA3,& 
H7B:CLEAR200,&H7FFF:CLS:FORI=1TO 
2:PRINT@196,"CHECK FILENAME AND 
DRIVE":NEXT:PRINT" NUMBER (IF 

USED).":PRINT" THEN RERUN." 

,, 

545 IFK=3THENFORI=1T04:POKEH,&H7 
0:LOADM FS+L$(1)+"/HR"+DS:POKEH+ 
1,&H71:EXECY:POKEH,&H72:LOADM F$ 
+M$(1)+"/HR"+D$:POKEH+1,&H73:EXE 
CY:LOADM FS+R$(1)+"/HR"+DS:EXECY 
:EXEC&H1298:NEXT:GOT0630 
630 IFK=1THENCLEAR200,&H7FFF:K=1 
ELSEIFK=2THENCLEAR200,&H7FFF:K=2 
ELSECLEAR200,&H7FFF:K=3 
635 GOT0470 
775 K=3 
800 POKE&HFFA2,&H7A:POKE&HFFA3,& 
H7B:CLEAR200,&H7FFF:CLS:FORI=1TO 
2:PRINT@196,"CHECK FILENAME AND 
DRIVE":NEXT:PRINT" NUMBER (IF 

USED).":PRINT" THEN RERUN." 

1L~l~I>ctlt II ................................... ~~~-~f) 
he Telepak II is fast becoming the new standard for Color Computer Telecommunications. Baud rates to 

19,200 baud. Comes complete with 3' DB25 cable that will connect directly with any standard modem or 
terminal. The latest in microchip technology. Does NOT require a multipak interface. Gold connectors. 

2400 baud Modem 
only $139.95-

New 40 trac 
sided (l.rives---$34.95! 

Full height - Bare drives. Limited quantities. 
Also used I fully tested drives for only $24.95 ea. 

3/12/2400 baud. Auto-dial /answer. AT 
command set. 2 year warranty and 6 foot 

cable. (4- or DB25- Order yours now! 

UP DOS ;.. Coco m DOS - What your een om 
.... Load/Save CM3-MGE grfX. Auto-boot even OS-9! Easy ML config prgm. 

ONLY 
$24.95 Choose Boot-up Screen width.palettes. baud rates. step rates.35/40 trk. 

V-term ........ . $39.95 
version 3.02. RSDOS 
Supercomm .. $29.95 

New! for 08-9 LII 

Cables . . Etc. 
4-pin to DB25 ... $12.95 

(specify modem or printer} 
DB25 M-M - 6' .•..•... $9.95 
DB25 M-F- 6' .....••. $9.95 
Magnavox RGB ••.• $14.95 

Alpha Software products: 
Warp One. Windowing Terminal..$34.95 

The Zapper .......................... $19.95 

OS-9 Level 2 BBS ................ $29.95 

I Presto-Partner ................ $29.951 

Multi-Menu ...................... $19.95 . 

Level II Tools ...................... $24.95 

Disk manager tree •••••••••.•.••••.. $29.95 

Visa, MC, C.O.D. or your 
personal check accepted. 

Add $3.00 shpglhldg. 
C.O.D.- add $3.00 

P.O. Box 63196 
Wichita, KS 67203 

316-946-0440 
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~BHA~S~I~Cr+T~ra~i~n~iRBQA-------------------------------~16~K~E=c~s~~ 
We are at the mid-point in our graphics 

series. There is so much uncovered and 
deemphasized material to discuss in BASIC, 

this may be a good time to step back, take 
a pause and review some items the new
comer to BASIC programming may find 
interesting and useful. 

In the good old days of the 4K and 16K 
CoCo, memory was always at a premium 
and hoarded by the programmer. Tight 
memory created disciplined programs. 
Every trick in the book was hungrily gobbled 
up to make a tight, shipshape program 
listing without loose and redundant pro
gram lines and routines. 

With oodles of memory, who cares about 
keeping a weather-eye on remaining 
memory? To instill memory discipline, add 
some innocuous memory-wasting device, 
such as Line I of the listing, to reduce 
available memory. It is fun to make no
nonsense, memory-efficient program list
ings. 

Although disk is great, a cassette re
corder is still a valuable adjunct to your set
up. Personally, I find it especially useful to 
record sheet music I have copied in home
made four-voice harmony, thanks to Mat
thew Thompson's Music Synthesizer pro
gram , (June 1987, Page 58). 

As a newcomer, one of your main preoc
cupations is copying listings offered in THE 

RAINBOW. The listings are usually error
free as presented in the magazine. When 
you copy the listings, assume the bugs you 
encounter are not inherent but due to your 
own carelessness. Your worst enemy is the 
stingy program that saves memory relent
lessly by using compound program lines 
and unnecessary punctuation marks. (Re
fer to the listings.) 

In Line 10 unmask and make operative 
the GOTO statement. Enter ED!TlO , then 
press the space bar four times to get under 
the REM marker. Press D and ENTER, then 
run the program. A few simple designs are 
displayed. The first one has a superim
posed box element and does not show. 
Notice some of the design elements are S6 , 
a rarely-chosen draw size. 

Press the BREAK key and type LI ST240 . 
Copying boring lines with repetitious, look
alike units drives me up the wall because 
there are no blank spaces to break up the 
long chain of characters. There is an excel
lent chance I will create a bug copying this 

Florida-based Joseph Kolar is a veteran 
writer a nil programmer who specializes in 
introducing beginners to the powers of the 
Color Computer 
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BASIC programming 
revzew 

More 
Graphics 

By Joseph Kolar 
Rainbow Contributing Editor 

line, either due to adding, omitting or erro
neously copying the characters. Copying a 
line such as this is certain to require the 
TLC of a debugging session. 

The first rule is to copy exactly as printed. 
Do not insert spaces or change anything. 
Now copy the first line. Stop at the end of 
the row of characters and scan your work to 
make sure the U4 butts up against the mar
gin -exactly as in the original. Copy the 
second line. Stop and check to see if the 4 
is under the 4 above. Also, check if a 4 is 
under the comma. 

After you copy the third line, check to 
see if the G is under the 4 at the right-hand 
border. Suppose the G was under the R? If 
the Lin the third line is in its proper slot, 
you omitted the character. 

You may as well get in the Edit mode; 
enter ED IT 240, type 60 and press the space 
bar. Then pick up the L and walk through 
the third line. Read each character aloud as 
you pass by it (by pressing the spacebar). 
When your cursor is over the location for 
the missing character, press I (for Insert), 
type the missing character, and press EN

TER to resave the line in memory. 
Let's say you finish the fourth row, and 

R6 of the fifth row lines up at the right 
margin. It is a sure indicator that you skipped 
a pair of characters- usually two succeed
ing ones. Finish up and check the final 
quote mark to make sure it lines up under D. 

After copying a few such program lines, 
run the program and see if any FC, SN or 
TM error messages pop up. This is a fine 
time to debug run-of-the-mill errors, espe
cially if you are faced with zillions of 
bunched-up BASIC or hexadecimal program 
characters. 

Put in some errors by typing EDIT240 
and pressing the space bar two times , then 
typing C 0 and pressing the space bar three 
times. Now type C Sand press the space bar 
eight times. Finally, type C T and press 
ENTER, then run the program. 

• SN Error- correct the 0 in DRAW and 
run the program. 

• FC Error - correct the S in BM and 
run the program. 

• FC Error- change the T toR and run 
the program. 

• If you omitted the starting quotation 
marks, a TM Error is displayed. 

There are some errors not readily appar
ent. If you changed the ftrst R4 to H4 , and ran 
it, you would be alerted to a possible char
acter substitution error. These kinds of er
rors are tricky because you may not realize 
what the author intended. If it doesn't look 
right, be suspicious. 

The third rule is: When you complete a 
program line, no matter what length, check 
to see if it aligns below the correct charac
ter. If you notice an added or removed 
harmless blank space, stop and make the 
adjustment. It is much easier to compare 
printed listing lines with the window dis
play if they are identical. Mistakes have a 
tendency to be highlighted. Some common 
copying errors are: pressing an S for $, a 
period for a comma, a minus for an equal 
sign, and a left parenthesis for a right one. 

When creating a BASIC · program, it is 
important to avoid variables I and 0. Try to 
use the same string variable for a com
monly used function such as A$= IN KEY$ or 
the variable Z in FOR Z=1 TO 2000 . At one 
time computer hackers were hung up on the 
FOR l=etc. bit. In a lot of texts I is still a 
preferred variable. The same goes for 0 and 
0$ . I is easily confused with 1 and 0 with 0. 
A void variables such as X 1 or Y 1; use X X or 
YY , which stand out plainly. 

Number your program lines in incre
ments of I 0, beginning with 10. Use a 0 line 
for the title. This increment allows plenty 
of room to add future unanticipated lines or 
routines without being forced to renumber 
the program lines - mentally throwing 
yourself for a loop while attempting to 
search out an area of the program suddenly 
located elsewhere. 

You can readily fo llow my last-minute 
additions and alterations in the listing: Lines 
25 and 211 are obvious examples. The 
most important reminder is to make fre
quent copies of work in progress, being 
sure to number the copies in succession. 

l 



Make Some Handy Tandy 
Connections. 

The largest group of Tandy® users in the world 
shares its problems and solutions online every day in 
CompuServe 's Tandy Forums. And you can join them. 

You'll find users of every kind of Tandy computer; 
who have worked the bugs out of any application 
you're likely to encounter- from CoCo games and the 
OS-9 operating system to the most advanced program
ming problems for MS-DOS® desktops and laptops. 

Tandy Forums are the first place you'll hear 
about new products, sometimes even as they're being 

developed. Find out which software is best for your 
applications. And keep up with the latest information 
on upgrades as soon as they're available. There's no 
better way to get more out of your Tandy. 

To join CompuServe, see your computer 
dealer To order direct or for more information, call 
800 848-8199. If you're already a member; type GO 
TANDYNIT at any! prompt. 

CotnpuServe® 



Creativity implies beginning one task 
and then, in a flurry of inspirational activ
ity, veering off onto a tangent to develop a 
newer, more enticing or intriguing idea. 
Thus it happened I wanted to work out a 
system of adding two hexadecimal values, 
using paper and pencil, without converting 
the values to binary and getting googly
eyed from the ubiquitous ones and zeroes. 

I figured out a system to add $08 to $OF: 

$08 + $OF = $17 
$F=15 , 08 + 15 = 23 
(in decimal addition of hexadecimal 

values.) 
23-16=7 

The 7 is the unit value and 16 is a carry 
of one to the next column, thus 17$ is the 
answer. Clear as mud? 

Verify this by using your CoCo in the 
immediate mode, without program line 
numbers. $17 is equal to Decimal 23. Type 
PRINT &H 17 and press ENTER. 

Try another: 

33A +BOA=? 
$A=l0, $A+$A=20 decimal , 
20-16=4, the right digit value. 

The 16 is a carry 1 to the middle column. 
The middle digit value is 1 + 3+0=4. The 
highest column value is B=11+3=14, 14=$E. 
$E44, CoCo tell s us, is 3652 decimal. But 
does $E44 = 3652? Out came the pencil and 
paper. Working overtime, I calculated the 
unit column digit added to the next column, 
4*16=64, added to the last column, $E=14 
or 14*256=3584. 

Adding the three s ums up: 

The listing: NEWCOMER 

0 ' <LISTINGl> 

3584+64+4=3652 decimal. CoCo sure 
saves us a lot of work with PRJ NT &HE44 , 
ENTER. 

My next challenge was to make a parallel 
BASIC program to convert Hexadecimal 
Base 16 to Decimal Base 10. 

Type ED I Tl 0 to restore the REM , and we 
get my useless hexadecimal conversion 
program, which I planned to make valid for 
all values from $0000 to $FFFF. 

I am certain there are numerous alter
nate programs to do the same job in BASIC. 

This is just my program. Variable W$ was 
the string Variable I chose. This was due to 
the variable being both numerals from 0 to 
9, and letters from A=lO, B=ll , C=12, 
D=l3 , E=14 and F=15, the Base=16.The 
four values are, from left to right, J $,K$,L$ 
and M$ . 

Line 60 plucked out the highest value 
using LEFT$ . The lowest right value was 
isolated using RIGHT$. The middle values 
were K$ and L$ and determined via MID$ . 

The J $ highest figure was based on a 
constant multiplier of 4096. K$, the next 
highest, used 256. L$ , the third figure, used 
16, and M$ used 1. This was an expanded 
version of the pencil-and-paper system I 
used above. 

Line 60 directs us to a GO SUB at Line 100 
to convert all the Jetter and number values, 
from 0 through F, into a compatible for
mat. 

Line 100 converts J $="A" to J=4096* A. 
Ratherthan using J=4096*10 , I saved CoCo 
the bother and calculated all the J $ values 
from A to F. If J $=" F", the solution would 
be J=4096* 15 or 61440. That left the J $ 
values of 1 to 9*4096, which converted to 
J=VALCJ$)*4096 . A return from the rou
tine ran us over to the second highest value, 
K $.It was identically treated as lines 60 and 

100, and in lines 70 and I I 0 (except for the 
256 multiplier) . The last two figures were 
similarly worked up with a multiplication 
factor of 16 and 1, respectively. 

Line 200 added up the sum of the four 
figures to give the grand total decimal 
value, which was duly printed at Location 
Y, adjacent to the I N PUT string value at 
Location X. Line 254 gave the starting 
location of the first row of conversions. 

The plan was to allow for about 10 
different values for handy comparisons. 
Line 25 also sets the counter, G to 0. Line 
211 incremented the relocation of each new 
row, then sent CoCo back to Line 30 for 
more hexadecimal figures. 

At this point I ran into a creepy-crawly 
bug. If you want to reproduce the bug, 
temporarily delete M$= "0": from Line 211. 
The bug wasn ' t hard to isolate since the 
trouble was confined to the lowest value, 
M$. For instance: DOFF gave 255; DO FE gave 
255; and OOFD gave 255, all the way down 
to OOFO . When I tried OO EF, I got 239 and 
promptly reinvented the mistake as I worked 
down to ODED . Since M$ was set at 15 in 
DOFF , the last digit kept showing F, so all 
the values were 2 55 . M$ wasn't reset to 0, so 
all the decimal conversions were incorrect 
as I worked down to OOFO. Finally, OOEF 
gave the right answer and then reverted to 
a bunch of errors. Now you know why I was 
forced to reset M $ each time a decimal value 
was displayed. 

Your challenge is to expand this pro
gram to cover six figures , 000000 to FFFFFF. 
If this listing is useless, you will only be 
making a more powerful useless program. 
You never know when some bit of knowl
edge or practice may stand you in good 
stead; and if you are aiming at mastering 
assembly language, it surely won't hurt.O 

HEN K=3328 ELSE IF K$= "E" THEN K 
=3584 ELSE IF K$="F " THEN K=3840 

ELSE K=VAL(K$)*256:RETURN 
1 DIMA(350) , B(350),C(350) 120 IF L$= "A" THEN L=160 ELSE IF 

L$= "B" THEN L=176 ELSE IF L$= "C 
" THEN L=192 ELSE IF L$= "D" THEN 

L=208 ELSE IF L$= "E" THEN L=224 
ELSE IF L$= "F" THEN L=240 ELSE 

L=VAL(L$)*16 : RETURN 

10 CLS : 'GOT0230 • 
20 PRINT@2, "ENTER FOUR DIGITS . F 
ILL IN UNUSED SPACES WITH 
ZEROS . 00F0 FOR F0 ; 01E3 F 
OR 1E3. 
25 X=129:Y=146:G=0 
30 PRINT@X, "HEX. CODE: " ; 
40 LINEINPUTW$ 
60 J$=LEFT$(W$,1) :GOSUB100 
70 K$=MID$(W$,2 , 1):GOSUB110 
80 L$=M ID$(W$,3 , 1):GOSUB120 
90 M$=RIGHT$(W$ , 1):GOSUB130:GOTO 
200 
100 IF J$= "A" THEN J=40960 ELSE 
IF J$="B " THEN J=45056 ELSE IF J 
$= "C" THEN J=49152 ELSE IF J$= "D 
" THEN J=53284 ELSE IF J$= "E" TH 
EN J=57344 ELSE I F J$= "F" THEN J 
=61440 ELSE J=VAL(J$)*4096 : RETUR 
N 
110 IF K$= "A" THEN K=2560 ELSE I 
F K$= "B" THEN K=2816 ELSE IF K$= 
"C" THEN K=3072 ELSE IF K$= "D" T 
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130 IF M$= "A" THEN M=10 ELSE IF 
M$= "B" THEN M=11 ELSE IF M$= "C" 
THEN M=12 ELSE IF M$= "D" THEN M= 
13 ELSE IF M$= "E" THEN M=14 ELSE 

IF M$= "F" THEN M=15 ELSE M=VAL( 
M$):RETURN 
200 N=J+K+L+M 
210 PRINT@Y, "DECIMAL " ;N 
211 M$= "0": G=G+1:IF G=10 THEN FO 
R H=1 TO 4000:NEXT :GOT010 
220 X=X+32 :Y=Y+32:GOT030 
230 PMODE4 , 1:PCLS :SCREEN1 ,0 
240 DRAW "BM128,96S6R4D4L4U4BR4U4 
R4D4L4BR4U4L4D4R4BR4D4L4U4R4U4R4 
L4D4BR4U4L4D4R4BR6E6F6G6H6BR6F6G 
6H6E6S8BR6U6E6R6F6D6G6L6H6S4BE7B 
R6E4R4F4D4G4L4H4U4 " 
300 GOTO 300 



Multi-Tasks 
Quit Box 

[ l File Edit Format Search+ Style Help 11 \1 

Pull Down 
Menus and 

Help Screens 
A lull selection of pull 

down menus and detailed 
help screens make learn
ing easy and arc only a key 
stroke (or mouse click) 
away. All menu~ and help 
screens can be user con
figured lor everything in
cluding menu colors and 
contents. You don' t like 
the color of a menu? You 
think one help item 
should be listed different
ly? Change them! 

Window Writer is 
the first Color Com
puter word processor 
which takes full ad
vantage of OS/9. The 
r e sult is a word 
processor which is 
fully as modern and 
professional in action 
as those previously 
available only for the 
IBM and Mac. The 
operating system al
lows true multi-task
ing with other 
programs or itself. 
Not limited to just 
printing one file and 
editing another. You 

Text ursor 
Position 

Insert Toggle Word Wrap Current The menus and help 
screens can be reached by 

can print one file in one window while you edit files in other 
windows. At the same time you can be running a small program 
in another window. You can cut and paste between sections of 
files in different windows. 

Hi-Res Display 
Window Writer uses an 80-column monitor display screen for 

clarity. As shown in the above screen drawing, you can quickly 
see how to access the menus and help screens. You can deter
mine the current position by page, line number, and column. The 
mouse can use this section to quickly change to a specific page 
or line in the file . The text insert and word \vrap toggles also arc 
indicated and changeable with the mouse button. 

Ram Disk 
A RAM disk is set up in Window Writer to make full use of 

all or a user specified portion of the memory on the 512K CoCo 
3. On the 128K CoCo a smaller RAM disk is set up to still allow 
usc of all available memory for file editing. For usc of all features, 
a 512K machine is required. 

The RAM disk is used for storage of the filc(s) being edited, 
for the clipboard for cut and paste, and as a print spooler for the 
file being printed. Window Writer's clipboard can be saved to 
disk or pasted into any file being edited because files use the same 
clipboard memory. The RAM disk also can be used with other 
OS/9 programs. 

Mail-Merge 
With Window Writer you can create form letters and send 

them put to a list of addresses in an address file. First names or 
other information can be added to " personalize" these letters. 

Toggle File Name 

cursor keys or the mouse 
(or joystick) or can be accessed by;c~o.:.:n.:.:tr~o:.:..l..:.:k.:;.c-"'s.:.:.· ·--------.., 

Upgrade Policy: 
A free replacement for 

earlier versions of Windmv 
Writer is available in the US 
until October 31, ll)89. Call 
us at 215-?537-IYI7 for in
structions. PLEASE do not 
call the 800 number. 

Editing 
Like most modern word processors, with Window Writer 

there is always more than one way to acces~ any editing feature. 
You can access editing by menus using 
mouse. " kcvboard mouse", or through 
cont ro,l kcy·s. Full help screens are 
quickly mailable for all editing fea
tures. A help screen can be left visible 
while needed and then quickly 
removed to get back to full ~crccn edit
in g. 

One nice feature is the p.-ice: 

only $59. 
for the DynaSpell Spelling 
Checker by Dale Puckett includ
ing the 102K WOJ-d Dictiona1·y: 

only $20. additional! 

own.. ... wAnre 
P.O. Box 116-A 

Mertztown, PA 19539 
- OROER UI'ES (only)

(800) 245-6228 
(215) 682-6855 (PAl 



Proven 
On the Razor's Edge of 

The Hard Drive's New Frontier: 
The Most Advanced Color Computer 

Hard Drive System Ever Offered! 
Fast No-Halt SCSI Floppies Using Optional SCSI Controller 

Proven Performance for Demanding Home or Business Users 
OWL-WARE has now been supplying •Full SASI/SCSI compatible (this a)-
Color Computer hard drive systems for lows many add-ons to the versatile 
over 4 years. We have reached our posi- SCSI buss) 
tion in the hard drive ma rk e t by 
providing our customers with a high 
quality product that they can be proud 
to own and use. Our first concern has 
always been quality and sound design. 

We are now announcing our most ad
vanced hard drive system ever. Using 
the optional OMTI 5200 SCSI contt·ol
ler with our Hard Drive Interface, our 
new system will support no-halt floppy 
drives. You need not wait while typing 
or worry about clock time losses. Why 
be limited to 3 floppy drives? A com
plete system could now consist of 1-3 
standard CoCo floppy drives, 1-2 (or 
more) hard drives, and 1-2 no-halt flop
pies using standard (not just CoCo) 
OS/9 format. You can use single or 
double-sided 40 or 80 track drives with 
the SCSI no-halt controller. 

There are several new features with this 
improved interface. These include: 

• No-Halt Floppies with optional SCSI 
controller allows full type-ahead 
during access 

• Low factory-direct pt·ices 

• Fast Deliver)' from factory stock 

•Optional Real Time Clock with built 
in battery (3-10 year lifetime) 

• With the Clock )'OU have 240 B~1es of 
battery backed up RAM for password 
protection or data storage! 

•Same super stable LRTech quality 

Our quality is obvious when compared 
to any other Hard Drive system or inter
face . Even the box is special. Our 
systems have always had a fan. Has our 
competition just heard about them? 

Interface Price only: $85. 
Real Time Clock-RAM: $25. 

OWL Hard Drive BASIC 3 
There have been several ads in this 
magazine about BASIC for Color 
Computer hard drive systems. These 
ads sometimes only tell a part of the 
story. Our BASIC system price in-
cludes assembly, testing, and 3-day 
burn-in period. We do not require a 
Multi-pak to operate. 

Our hard drive systems are fast, reli
able, and reasonable in price. This has 
been proven by hundreds of users over 
the past 4 years. We do not have to turn 
off error checking for speed. We 
achieve high speed BASIC from a uni
que indexing method. 

OWL HD BASIC 3 is very fast due to 
our index method. Almost all BASIC 
commands including DSKINI, DSKI$, 
and DSKO$. 

BASIC for Hard Drives 
Prices: With/Without Hard 

Drive 

$35./$79. 



Bonus! 
Special 
Bundled 
Software 
"ith any 
Disk Drive 
Purchase! 

Floppy Drive Systems 
The Highest Quality for Years of Service 

CNe have located a number of unused, surplus single sided drives for 
those who wish a quality, inexpensive system.) 

Drive 0 Systems (Half Height, Double Sided, Direct 

Drives) $199. (Same but Single sided) $185 
Drive 0 systems complete with drive, controller, legal DOS, 

cable, case, power supply, and manual 

Drive 1 Systems (Half Height, Double Sided, Direct 

Drives) $129. (Same but Single sided) $115. 
New 3.5", 720K Drives for OS-9 with case & 

Power Supply $179. 
Drive 1 Systems have drive, case, power supply. (You may 

require optional cable and/or DOS chip to use) 
Special for 0/1 Combos (Drives 0,1,2,3) $295. 

All drives are new and fully assembled. 
We ship only FULLY TESTED and 
CERTIFIED at these low prices. We 
use Fuji, YE Data, and other fine 
brands. No drives are used or surplus 
unless otherwise stated to you when 
you order. We appear to be the one of 
the few advertisers in Rainbow who 
can truly make this claim. We have 5 
years experience in the CoCo disk 
drive market! We are able to provide 
support when you have a problem. 

I Drives 1 Year Warranty 

I OWL WARE Software Bundle I 
Disk Tutorial/Utilities/Games 

DISK TUTOR Ver 1.1 
Learn how to use your disk drive from 
this multi-lesson, machine language 
program. This tutor takes you through 
your lessons and corrects your mistakes 
for a quick, painless disk drive introduc
tion. (This professionally written tutor 
is easily worth the bundle's total price.) 

OWL DOS 
An operating system that gives faster 
disk access and allows the use of 
double-sided drives. Corrects a floating 
point number error on early CoCo sys
tems. 

COPY-IT 
Quickly copies selected programs be-, 
tween disks. A wild card option selects 
groups of programs to copy. 

VERIFY 
Verifies reading of each sector. Bad 
sectors are listed on the screen. 

2GAMES 
We will select 2 games from our stock. 
These sold for more than $20 each. 

If sold separately this is more than $125 
worth of software!! 

Do not mistake this software with 
cheap, non-professional "Public 
Domain" software which is being of
fered by others. All of this software is 
copyrighted and professional in quality. 
The tutor is unique with us and has 
helped thousands of new users learn 
their disk drive. 

only $27.95 
(or even better) 
only $6.95 with 

any Disk Drive Purchase!! 
Our .Prices. include a. discount for cash 
out cro not mciuae sh1ppmg. 
OWL-WARE has a liberal warranty policy. During the warran· 
ty period, all defective items will be repaired or replaced at our 
option at no cost to the buyer except for shipping costs. Call 
our tech number for return. Return of non·defective or un
authorized returns are subject to a service charge. 



I F t OS-9 Level II ~0 
L_ ... CP-13ri1H.,U1-FF@C------------------- --C't_j 

A utility for updating your files 

Reach Out 

0 S-9 stores a wealth of information 
on each file - attributes, owner, 
last-modified date, file size, etc., 

not to mention things D i r e doesn't tell us 
about, such as date created, link count and 
segment lists. Most of these bits of infor
mation cannot be changed, so what good 
are they? Don ' t they just clutter up the 
listing? What if they're wrong? Can we 
change them? Not with the standard OS-9 
programs included in the base package. I 

Joseph Cheek, a high school junior who 
beganusmgaCoCol sevenyearsago,has 
been programming ever since, especially 
in BASIC09 and OS-9. 
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and Touch OS-9 
By Joseph Cheek 

Listing 1: Touch 

PROCEDURE touch 
0000 
0025 
002E 
0049 
0052 
006D 
0076 
0082 
008E 
009A 
00A6 
0082 
0089 
00C0 
00D4 
00E3 
00FA 
0101 
0107 
010D 
0113 
011A 

TYPE regs=cc,a , b,dp:8YTE; x,y,u:INTEGER 
DIM r:regs 
TYPE date=year,month,day,hour,min:8YTE 
DIM d:date 
TYPE format=name:STRING[29]; sect(3):8YTE 
DIM f:format 
DIM filename:STRING[99] 
DIM tail: STR ING[29] 
DIM dt:STRING[l4] 
DIM msd:STRING[4] 
DIM key:STRING[1] 
DIM posi:REAL 
DIM id:INTEGER 
DIM disk,ccode,dev(32) : 8YTE 
DIM touch,param1,param2:800LEAN 
PARAM nam :STRING[99]; dat:STRING[l4] 
tail="" 
touch= TRUE 
paraml=FALSE 
param2=FALSE 
ccode=12 
RUN syscall(ccode,r) 



realized how nice it would be to use some 
of this information to my advantage. 

I received OS-9 as a birthday present 
almost a year ago and I immediately en
joyed it. It was powerful, elegant, fast -
just what a programmer needs. I wanted to 
learn more about this operating system, but 
I could not find many books on the subject. 
So I read about UNIX instead. While the 
two operating systems are not exactly the 
same, they are close enough that under
standing one helps me understand the other. 

ON ERROR GOTO 50 
filename=nam 
param1=TRUE 
ON ERROR GOTO 101 
dt=dat 
IF dt="" THEN 

dt=OATE$ 
ENOIF 
ON ERROR 
param2=TRUE 
GOTO 101 
PRINT CHR$(12); 
PRINT "TOUCH 059 filename creation date editor" 
PRINT "W ritten by Joseph Cheek for CSS" 
PRINT 
PRINT "Your UID is "; r.y; 

I learned there are a lot more utilities on 
a UNIX system than on my OS-9 system. I 
had the operating system, but I just didn ' t 
have the utilities . Having a limited budget, 
I decided to write my own utilities with this 
wonderful language that comes with OS-9 
- BASIC09. 

0129 
012F 
0137 
0130 
0143 
0148 
0157 
0150 
11J15F 
0162 
0168 
11J16C 50 
0175 
01AI1J 
11J1C3 
.11J1C 5 
0100 IF r .y=I1J THEN PRINT" "; CHR$(31); " (Superuser )"; CHR$(31) 

; " ! "; CHR$(7); 
ENOIF 
PRINT"." 
REPEAT 

PRINT 

Touch lets you update your fi les' last
modified date. You give it the filename, 
and it updates the file header automatically. 
The utility can be used in one of three ways: 
with no parameters, with only a filename, 
or with a filename and a date. It prompts 
you for what you don't give it on the 
command line. 

0210 
0212 
0217 
0219 
0218 100 
0246 101 
0253 
0266 
0273 
0277 
0279 
11J28B 
0290 
0294 
0296 
11J2A3 
02AF 
0287 

INPUT "Enter fi lename for date change? ",filename 
RUN ltou2Cfilename) 
IF LEFT$(fi1ename,4)="CHO " THEN 

CHO RIGHT$(fi lename,LEN(filen ame)- 4) 
GOTO 100 

If you give it no parameters, typing 
touc h (or runb to uch or ba s i c09 t ouch) 
and pressing ENTER, it goes into a fully 
interactive mode and acts like an applica-

ENOIF 
IF LEFT$(filename ,3)="0IR" THEN 

SHELL filename 
GOTO 100 

ENOIF 
IF ASC(filenamel<>47 THEN 

OPEN #disk,filename:REAO 
ccode=$80 
r.b-14 

METRIC INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Model101 
Serial to Parallel Printer Interface 
* Works with any COCO * Compatible with "Centronics· Parallel Input Printers * Just tum the knob to select any one of 6 baud rates 30().9600 * Comes complete with cables to connect to your printer 

and computer * Can be powered by most printers 

Model1 04 Deluxe Interface 
with "Modem Switch" 
* Same Features as 101 Plus * Built in Serial Port for your Modem or other serial device * Switch between Serial Output and Parallel Output * Comes with cables to connect to your computer and printer * Can be powered by most printers 

Model1 05 Serial Switch 
* Connects to your COCO to give you 2 switch selectable 

Serial Ports * Comes with a 3 foot cable to connect to your computer * Now you can connect your Printer (or printer interface) 
and your Modem (or other serial device) to your COCO 
and flip the switch to use either device * Does not require power 

Cassette Label Printing Program 
* New Version 2.1 prints 711nes of information 

on Cassette labels * Comes on Tape with instructions to transfer to disk * Menu driven, veryeasytouse * Save and Load Labels from Tape and Disk * Uses the features of your printer to print standard, 
expanded, and condensed characters * Automatically Centers Each Line of Text * Allows editing of label before printing * Program comes with 241abels to get you started * 16K ECB required 

Some of the Printers 
That Can
Supplypowerforthe 101 and 
104 are Radio Shack, Star, 
Okidata, Brother, Juki, and 
Smith Corona. 

Some of the Printers 
That Cannot -
Supply power for the interfaces 
are Epson, Seikosha, 
Panasonic, Silver Reed and 
NEC. If your printer cannot 
supply power to the interface 
you can order your interface 
with the "P" option or you can 
supply your own AC adapter. 
We recommend the Radio 
Shack 273-1431 AC adapter 
with a 27 4-328 connector 
adapter. 

Write or call for more 
Information or for technical 
assistance. 

Ordering Info 

*Free Shipping in the 
U.S.A . (except AK and HI) 
on all orders over $50 

*On orders under $50 
please add $2.50 for 
shipping and handling 

* On orders outside the 
U.S.A . please write or call 
for shipping charges 

Price List 
Model101 35.95 
Model101 P 41.95 
Model1 04 44.95 
Modei104P 51 .95 
Model1 05 14.95 
Cassette Label Program 6.95 
Pin Feed Cassette Labels: 

White 3.00/100 

4 Pin Din Serial 
COCO Cables: 
Male/Male 6 foot 4.49 
Male/Female 6 foot 4.49 
Female/Female 6 foot 4.49 
Other Lengths Available. 

All Items covered by a 
1 year warranty 

You Can Pay By: * VISA or MasterCard * Or send check or money 
order payable in U.S. funds 

Metric Industries Inc. 
P.O. Box 42396 
Cincinnati, OH 45242 

(513) 677-0796 
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R 
AINBOWfest is the only computer show dedicated As an additional treat for CoCo Kids of all ages, we've invited 

exclusively to your Tandy Color Computer. frisky feline CoCo Cat to join us for the show. RATNBOWfest has 
Nowhere else will you see as many CoCo- something for everyone in the family! 

related products or be able to attend free seminars con- If you missed the fun at our last RAINBOWfest in 
ducted by the top Color Computer experts. It's like receiving the Chicago, why don't you make plans now to 
latest issue of THE RAINBOW in your mailbox! join us in Somerset? For members of the 

RAINBOW fest is a great opportunity for commercial family who don 't share your affinity ' 
programmers to show off new and innovative products for for CoCo, there are many other aurae-
the first time. Somerset, New Jersey is the show to get infor- ~4 tions in the Somerset area. 
mation on capabilities fo r the CoCo, along with a terrific selec- 'Nill~ The Somerset Hilton- Som-

tion of the latest CoCo software. In exhibit after exhibit, there 111"..... erset, New Jersey, offers special rates for 
wi ll be demonstrations, opportunities to experi- RAINBOWfest. The show opens Friday evening 

ment with software and hardware, and spe- with a session from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. It ' s a daytime 
cia! RAINBOWfest prices. show Saturday - The CoCo Community Breakfast 

Set your own pace between visiting (separate ticket required) is at 8 a.m., then the exhibit hall opens 
exhibits and attending the valuable, free promptly at 10 a.m. and runs until6 p.m. On Sunday, the exhibit 

seminars on all aspects of your CoCo- hall opens at 11 a.m. and closes at 3 p.m. 
from improving BASIC sk ills to working with Tickets for RAINBOWfest may be obtained directly from 

the sophisticated OS-9 operating system. THE RAINBOW. We ' ll also send you a reservation form so you can 
Many people who write for THE RAIN- get a special room rate. 

BOW - as well as those who are written about- The POSH way to go. You can have your travel arrangements 
are there to meet you and answer questions. and hotel reservations handled through RAINBOW affiliate, POSH 

You ' II also meet lots of other people who share Travel Assistance, Inc. , of Louisville. For the same POSH treat
your interest in the Color Computer. It's a person- ment many of our exhibitors enjoy, call POSH at (502) 893-33 11 . 

to-person event and a tremendous learning experience in a fun and All POSH services are available at no charge to RAINBOWfest at-
relaxed atmosphere. tendees. 

FREE SEMINARS 
Cray Augsburg 
RAINBOW Managing Editor 
Writing for Publication 

Steve Bjork 
SRB Software 
Game Programming and Insider Hints 

Kevin Darling 
Independent Programmer 
Advanced OS-9 

Peter Ellison 
Game Point Software 
Imaging Through the CoCo 

Jon Gilbert 
Dir. Sales and Marketing 
General Videotex 
Inside Delphi 

Marty Goodman 
RAINBOW Contributing Editor 
2 CoCo Consultations Live 

Mike Knudson 
Author of V Iti MusE 
Music and Other OS-9 Applications 

Greg Law 
RAINBOW Technical Editor 
OS-9 for Absolute Beginners 

Jeffrey Parker 
Independent Programmer & Author 
Desktop Publishing 

COCO COMMUNITY 
BREAKFAST 

Dale Puckett -RAINBOW Contributing Editor 
Dale L. Puckett, a freelance writer and programmer, serves as director

at-large of the OS-9 Users Group and is a member of the Computer Press As
sociation. His username on Delphi is DALEP . 

• ••••liillii./ Mr. Puckett will talk about the people involved in the ongoing develop
ment ofOS-9 and milestones in OS-9: Crazy things which happened in its devel-

Plus raffle items 
will be given 
away each day of 
the show, includ
ing three large, 
stuffed; hand
made CoCo Cats. 

opment, mistakes, highlights and its future . 

Don't forget ... 
If yours is one of the first 500 ticket orders, a coupon for a complimentary issue of The 

RAINBOW Third Book of Adventures will be enclosed with your tickets - if yours is 
one of the first five orders received from your state, a coupon for a complimentary RAIN
BOWfest T-shirt will be enclosed with your tickets. So hurry up and place your order to 
take advantage of this offer. 



-The Hilton 
- Single, $65 per night 

Double, $75 per night 

Advanced Ticket Deadline: October 6, 1989 

Join us at a future RAINBOWfest! 

RAINBOWfest- Chicago, Illinois 
Dates- April 6-8, 1990 
Hotel- Hyatt Regency Woodfield 
Rooms - $69 per night, Single or Double 

FREE T-Shirt to first five ticket orders received from each state! 

---------------------------------------, 
YES, I'm coming to Somerset! I want to save by buying tickets now at the special 

advance sale price. Breakfast tickets require advance reservations. 

__ Three-day ticket(s) at $9 each 
__ One-day ticket(s) at $7 each 
Circle one: Friday-Saturday-Sunday 
__ Saturday CoCo Breakfast 

at $12 each 
__ RAINBOWfest T-shirt(s) 

at $6 each 
Specify size: 
__ S __ M __ L __ XL 

(T-shirts must be picked up at the door) 

Handling Charge $ 1 

total 
total 

total 

total 

TOTAL ENCLOSED __ _ 

(U.S. Currency Only, Please) 
0 Also send me a hotel reservation card for The Somerset 
Hilton ($65, single or $75 double room). 

Name ______________________________________ _ 

(please print) 

Address ________________________________ _ 

City ___________________ State ________ __ 

Telephone ________ ZIP ______ _ 

Company ______________________________ _ 

0 Payment Enclosed 

0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Account Number -----------------------------
Exp.Date ______________________________ _ 

Signature ________________________________ __ 

Advance ticket deadline: October 6. 1989. Orders received less than two weeks prior to show opening wi ll be he ld for you at the door. Tickets will also be ava il able at the door at a slightly 
higher price. Tickets wi ll be mailed six weeks prior to show. Children 4 and under, free; over 4, full price. 

I 
I 

1 

Make chec ks payable to: THE RAINBOW. Ma il to: RAINBOWfest, The Falsoft Building, 9509 U.S. Highway 42, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059. To make reservat ions by phone, 
~'.::.''~ky cal~02) 228-4492, ~ll~e~n~k:_::ti~0~47-0309. _ ______________________ _ 



tion program. It displays a little header and 
then prints your user ID number, beeping if 
you are the superuser (UID 0). This goes 
along with my belief that there are not 
enough superuser privileges with OS-9. 
With Touch you can update any files if you 
are the superuser, but only your own if you 
are not. 

It then asks you for the filename of the 
date you want to change. You can also enter 
c h d or d i r commands from this prompt 
(chd affects Touch only, not the underlying 
shell). If you did not type in a complete 
pathlist, Touch uses a system call to find the 
name of the device descriptor. This is be
cause of the algorithm the program uses. It 
treats the entire disk as one file and it needs 
to know the device name. 

If you do not own the file, it tells you so. 
If you are the superuser, it asks you if you 
want to "touch" it anyway. Press Y or N. If 
you press Y, you are presented with the 
date it was last modified and prompted for 
the new date. Enter the date in proper OS-
9 yy/mm/dd hh:mm form. (It doesn't care 
about seconds - so don't add them.) It 
proceeds to change the date and asks if you 
want to touch any more files. If you press 
anything but Y, it ends and you are returned 
to the calling program. 

Secondly, if you give it one parameter, 
the filename, Touch prompts for minimal 
information and displays a little informa
tion. If it is not your file and you are not 
allowed to change it, you are told and the 
program ends. You are asked for the new 
date, only not as verbosely as when the 
program receives no parameters. You are 
then given the new date. 

Lastly, if you give Touch both parame
ters, filename and date, it is changed with
out any comment from Touch, except when 
it is not your file. Touch either terminates 
itself or asks for verification if you are the 
superuser. 

Note: When asked for the date, you can 
just press ENTER and the file is stamped 
with the current date and time. If you have 
only 128K, you cannot use the di r com
mand from the filename prompt. You should 
be able to with 512K. 

To use this program from the command 
line, you must type in Listing 1 and save the 
four programs in a file for later use by 
entering save* touc h. Then run the pro
gram from BASIC09 and debug it, if neces
sary. Pack the programs in a directory that 
contains the file SysCa ll by entering pac k* 
/dd/cmds/touch. If you have the SysCall 
file in BASIC09's workspace memory, de
lete it frrst by typing k i ll s y s c a ll and then 
pressing ENTER. Make sure this is not the 
same direcfory you saved To uch in. 

Now exit BASIC09 by pressing CTRL
BREAK or by typing bye . Change your cur-
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02C2 
02CE 
02DC 
02E8 
02Fl 
030A 
030E 
0319 
0318 
0327 
033C 
034C 
0358 
0368 
036F 
037F 
0383 
0388 
0393 
0395 
0381 
038D 
038F 
03C9 
03CF 
03D3 
03D7 
03El 
03EE 
0401 
0405 
0409 
0444 
044A 
0456 
0460 
046A 
0474 
047A 
0485 
0487 
0489 
0499 
04AC 
04C4 
04C6 
04C8 
04DA 
04E0 
04EF 
0508 
0511 
0513 
051D 
052F 
0531 
0533 
0535 
053E 
0549 
0554 
0573 
05A0 
05CF 
05EE 
05F2 
060E 
0610 
0615 
0626 
0628 
062A 
063C 
064E 
0660 
0672 
0684 

r.a=disk 
r . x=ADDR(dev) 
RUN syscall(ccode,r) 
CLOSE Jfdisk 
msd= "/ "+CHR$(dev(1)l+CHR$(LAND(dev(2),127)) 

ELSE 
msd=LEFTS(filename,3) 

END IF 
msd=msd+"@" 
IF ASC(filename)=47 OR ASC(filenamel=46 THEN 

WHILE RIGHT$(filename,1J<>"/" DO 
tail=RIGHTS(filename,1l+tail 
filename=LEFTS(filename,LEN(f i lename)-1) 

ENDWHILE 
filename=LEFTS(filename,LEN(filename)-1) 

ELSE 
tail=filename 
filename= "." 

END IF 
tail=LEFT$(tail ,LEN(tail )-l)+CHR$(ASC(RIGHT$(tail ,1))+128) 
OPEN Jfdisk,filename:READ+D!R 
LOOP 
EXITIF EOF(Jfdisk) THEN 

CLOSE Jfdisk 
ERROR 216 

END EX IT 
GET Jfd i sk , f 
RUN ltou2(f.namel 

EXITIF SU8STR(tail , f . namel=1 THEN 
ENDEX IT 
END LOOP 

posi=f.sect(1)*16777216 .+f.sect(2l*65536.+f.sect(3)*256.+1 
CLOSE Jfdisk 
OPEN Jfdisk,msd : READ 
SEEK Jfdisk , posi 
GET Jfdisk,id 
GET Jfdisk,d 
CLOSE Jfdisk 
IF param1=FALSE THEN 

PRINT 
END IF 
IF r.y<>id THEN 

IF param1 AND r.y<>0 THEN 
PRINT "Touch: not your file " 
END 

ENDIF 
PRINT "Not your file. " 
touch=FALSE 
IF r.y=0 THEN 

PRINT "Touch anyway (Y/N)? " 
GET Jf0,key 
PRINT 
RUN ltou2(key) 
IF key="Y" THEN touch=TRUE 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF touch THEN 

IF param2=FALSE THEN 
IF param1=FALSE THEN 

PRINT "File was last modified on "; 
RUN printdate(d.year,d.month,d.day,d.hour,d.min) 
PRINT "Enter time to change it to (yy/mm/dd hh:mm) " 
PRINT "(Hit [ENTER] for ": LEFTS(DATE$,14); " ) " ; 

ELSE 
PRINT "Enter time to change to"; 

ENDIF 
INPUT dt 
IF dt=" " THEN dt=DATE$ 
ENDIF 

END IF 
RUN getdate(dt,d.year) 
RUN getdate(dt,d.month) 
RUN getdate(dt,d.day) 
RUN getdate(dt,d.hour) 
RUN getdate(dt,d .min ) 
OPEN Jfdisk,msd:WRITE 



0690 SEEK #disk . posi+2 . 
06Al PUT #disk,d 
06A8 CLOSE #disk 
0681 IF paraml THEN 
068A IF param2=FALSE THEN 
06C5 PRINT "Changed to " ; 
0605 RUN printdate(d.year .d.month,d.day ,d. hour.d . minl 
0702 ENDIF 
0704 END 
0706 ENDIF 
0708 PRINT "Done ... another (YIN)? " ; 
0723 ELSE 
0727 PRINT "Another (YIN)? "; 
0738 ENDIF 
0730 GET #0.key 
0746 PRINT 
0748 RUN ltou2(key) 
0752 tail= "" 
0759 touch=TRUE 
075F UNTIL key<> "Y" 
0768 END "Done Touching. " 

PROCEDURE printdate 
0000 PARAM year . month,day,hour ,min:8YTE 
0017 PRINT year : " I "; 
0021 IF month<10 THEN PRINT "0 " ; 
0032 ENDIF 
0034 PRINT month; " I " ; 
003E IF day<10 THEN PRINT "0" ; 
004F END! F 
0051 PRINT day; " at "; 
005E IF hour<10 THEN PRINT "0 " : 
006F ENDIF 
0071 PRINT hour; " · "· 
0078 IF min<10 THEN PRINT "0" ; 
008C ENDIF 
008E PRINT min ; " " 
0097 END 

PROCEDURE l tou2 
0000 DIM workstring : STRING[40J 
000C DIM count:INTEGER 
0013 DIM char:8YTE 
001A PARAM answer : STRING[40] 
0026 workstring= " " 
0020 FOR count=l TO LEN(answer) 
003F char=ASC(MIO$(answer,count,ll) 
004E IF char>96 AND char<123 OR char>224 AND char<251 THEN 
006F char=char-32 
007A ENDIF 
007C workstring=workstring+CHR$(char) 
0089 NEXT count 
0094 answer=workstring 
009C END 

PROCEDURE getdate 
0000 DIM num:STRING[2] 
000C DIM char : 8YTE 
0013 PARAM date:STRING[14]; time:8YTE 
0025 num= "" 
002C REPEAT 
002E num=num+LEFT$(date.l) 
0030 date=RIGHT$(date . LEN(date)-1) 
0040 char=ASC(datel 
0056 UNTIL char=32 OR char=47 OR char=58 OR date= "" 
0076 date=RIGHT$(date . LEN(date)-1) 
0086 time=VAL(num) 
0090 END 

Listing 2: Touch. hlp 

@TOUCH 
Syntax : Touch [("<filename >"[,"<date>"])] 
Usage : Updates a file's last modified date. Only the owner can modif 

the date. The Superuser (UID 0) can modify any file. Prompts 
• for all information not specified as parameters. Will stamp 

file with current date if other date not specified. Written 
in 8asic09, uses Run8 run-time package. 

rent data directory to the directory you 
packed Touch into. Merge Touch and SysCall 
into one file called T by entering merge 
touch sysca l l >t . Then delete the original 
packed Touch file and rename the new file 
by typing rename t touch . Copy it to your 
normal system execution directory, nor
mally the I dO I CMOS directory of your boot 
disk, if needed. 

Use A tt r to reset Touch 's permissions 
by typing attr l dOicmdsltouch e pe. Add 
Listing 2, Touch' s help file, to the He l pmsg 
file in your Sy s directory by using Edit or 
any word processor. Save the modified 
He l pms g file before you quit. Make sure 
Run B is in your execution directory along 
with Touch and that it is executable, or else 
you cannot run it. Use Di r x e or Attr to 
determine Ru n8's permissions. 

You should now be able to run Touch 
from the OS9 prompt. You should also be 
able to get assistance with the Help com
mand. 

You can delete everything from 0 R to 
< 2 51 in the l to u 2 program, rename it to 
is upper, and have a just-as-functional is
uppe r program of about half the size. 

You cannot load Touch into memory 
and use it without having OS-9load it from 
memory each time. You must load Run 8 (or 
BASIC09) into memory also. However, you 
can just type touch and press ENTER, and it 
will go into Interactive mode where you 
can switch disks, etc. That's what the built
in Chd and Di r commands are for. 

You can run BASIC09-packed procedures 
from shell scripts (procedure files) without 
having it end with an error if you replace 
filename params with run b filename par
ams. 

Following are some examples of how to 
use the program: 

Type os9 : to uch, then press ENTER 

(used interactively). 

Type os9: to uch "filename" 
(changes filename' s last modified date; 

you are prompted for the date). 

Type os9 : t ouch ( 'filename". "yyl 
mm!dd hh:mm" l 

(changes filename ' s last modified date 
to the date you specified). 

Type os9: t ouch ( 'filename" ... .. l 
(changes filename ' s date to current 

date and time). 

(Questions or comments concerning this 
article may be addressed to the author at 
2855 W. 7380 S, West Jordan , UT 84084 . 
Please enclose an SASE when requesting a 
reply.) ~No. 
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~F~e~aHt~u~r¥e~------------------------------------------64_K_E_C_B~~ 
A "neighborly" two-dimensional array 
to help you generate new values 

The Graphics Corner 
Part III: Good Neighbors 

W elcome again to "The Graphics 
Corner." We'll discuss a third 
way of creating computer graph

ics. In the first article we used mathemati
cal equations to color points; in the second 
we used a one-dimensional array along 
with a color code to generate new array 
values and color them. This time we'll use 
a two-dimensional array with the concept 
of neighbors to generate new values and 
color them. 

Imagine you are in the center cell of a 
grid. Your neighbors (depending on what 
type of computer program you're using) 
are either all of eight cells around you or 
four cells that touch sides with you (above, 
left, right and below). In this article the 
neighborhood consists of the four cells that 
touch sides with the center cell. 

As with the previous article, you also 
need some type of code or rules to deter
mine how new values are generated. Ini
tially any cell can have a value between 0 
and 1. Its next value is the total value of its 
four neighbors AND the number of colors 
you are using (including zero). Since we're 
running thi s program in PMODE 4, we have 
two colors (0 and I) to use so the new value 
is the neighbor 's sum AND 1. The new value 
for each cell is stored in a temporary two
dimensional array. When all the new val
ues are computed, they are transferred back 
to the original array and colored either as 0 

Bill Nee bucked the "snowbird" trend by 
retiring to' Wisconsin from a banking ca
reer in Florida. He spends the long, cold 
winters writing programs for his CoCo. 
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or I. In PMODE 4 just those with a value of 
1 get PSET. 

Listing 1 is an example of how this 
works in a 10-by-1 0 array with just the 
center cell having a value of 1. After you've 
run Listing 1 for a while, try increasing the 
array size to 20-by-20 (change the Lin Line 
10 to 20). You've actually made the array 
four times larger, and it takes four times 
longer to compute. Imagine how long a 
100-by-1 00 array takes! 

There is one way we can make this 
BASIC program quicker. Instead of check
ing the neighborhood of every point in the 
array, do it backwards. If a neighbor has no 
value, it doesn ' t affect the center cells; so 
we search just for those cells with a value of 
1. As soon as we find one, we increase the 
value of the four center cells around it. 
When finished, we AND all the cell values 
with 1 and do the same thing as if we've 
checked the neighbors of every cell. Since 
there is usually some zero-value cells, this 
method is quicker. Try Listing 2 and see the 
difference. 

As you can guess, this is still not fast 
enough. We need to design a machine lan
guage program along the lines of Listing 2 
that computes, stores and PS ETs new val
ues. But how much memory does this take? 
The ML program doesn't use too much 
memory, but the arrays do. Each array 
takes L times L bits, and there must be two 
of them. By the time we PCLEAR eight 
graphics pages, there isn't enough memory 
left for a decent-sized array. 

However, in a 64K Color Computer 
there is another 32K just waiting for data 
storage, and we can access it from a rna-

chine language program. We ' ll store the 
temporary values of a 169-by-169 array in 
high memory and let the screen itself store/ 
display the actual array values. 

Generally the program starts in PMODE 
4. 1, stores a value of 1 in any cells you 
choose, and displays them. Then the ma
chine language program takes over, switches 
to PMOD E 4 . 5, checks for every cell with a 
1 value and increases that cell 's four center 
cell values by 1 in the temporary array in 
high RAM. When the screen is completely 
checked, the process reverses and the pro
gram goes back through the temporary 
array in high RAM. There it looks for any 
cell with a value other than zero, ANDs it 
with l ,and(ifthevalueisstill1) PSETsthe 
corresponding point on the screen. Then 
the program switches back to PM ODE 4 , 1 
and repeats the entire process. Pressing any 
key and holding it down returns the ML 
program to BASIC. 

Let's go through Listing 3 one subrou
tine at a time. CLEAR (lines 140 through 
200) simply sets all of the temporary arrays 
($8000 through $F800) to zero. Next is 
PPO I NT (Lines 420 through 720), where we 
find which points on the screen are set. 
Even though the temporary array starts at 
$8000, we begin saving data at $8100 -
I'll explain the reason why later. 

Now let's look at the locations of our 
screen coverage and the temporary array. 
The area we're using on the screen is from 
43,11 (x,y location) to 213,181. Since graph
ics start at the location in $BA/BB, the byte 
containing 43,11 is graphics start plus 357. 
But the array is one space all the way 
around inside that rectangle, or 44,12 to 



212,180. We need to do this so any neigh
bor checked is still within the graphics 
block. To make it easier to initially check 
each point within the graphics block, the 
PPO I NT routine does it by bytes. At this 
point our data array is actually storing all 
the information about a graphics display 22 
bytes wide and 171 bits long (and that is 
30,096 bits of information). 

Let's follow the P PO I NT routine. Regis
ter U contains the start of the actual data 
array and Register X the start of graphics; 
adding 357 to Register X gives it the ad
dress of the starting byte of our graphics 
array. Since all the symbols and operands 
in this subroutine are at Location $7000 
plus a value, I set the DP Register to $70; 
now the computer uses $7000 as the ad
dress and we only have to give the one-byte 
offset from that point, saving both time and 
memory. 

Activating $FFDF puts us in high RAM 
- any location above $7FFF is in high 
memory. The vertical counter is loaded 
with 171 and the horizontal counter with 22 
-the number of bytes across . Register A 
is loaded with the first byte to be checked 
and Register B with 8- the number of bits 
to be checked in each byte. As Register A 
is shifted one space to the left, the " lost" bit 

goes to the CC Register. If that bit is a zero, 
the CC Register is clear and the program 
goes to CPPT. If it is a 1, the program 
increases the value of the four neighbors in 
the temporary array. Since there are 176 
bits across in the temporary array, a cell's 
top neighbor is 176 spaces back in the array 
-that's why we left a lot of space between 
the array we initially cleared ($8000) and 
the temporary array start ($8100); the bot
tom neighbor is 176 spaces forward in the 
array; the other two neighbors are -1 and+ 1 
array space. 

Increase the array counter by one, de
crease the bit counter by one, and shift 
Register A to the left again. Continue until 
all eight bits are checked. Then repeat the 
process until all 22 bytes are checked. Since 
there are 32 bytes per line and we ' re only 
using 22, we have to increase the graphics 
byte location in Register X now by 10. 
Repeat the entire process 170 times more 
and we're finished . Activating $FFDE puts 
us back into low RAM and finally we ' ll set 
the DP Register back to 0. 

The other major subroutine is PSET (lines 
730 through 1140). This time we load 
Register X with $81B4- that ' s $8100 
plus 176 bits plus the next four bits in the 
next byte (X location of 44). High RAM is 

activated and again the DP Register is setto 
$70. Our starting coordinates are 44, 12, so 
the vertical and horizontal counters are set 
accordingly. Register A is loaded with the 
first bit of data and the array counter is 
increased by one. If Register A is 0, the 
routine goes to C PSET. If it isn ' t, first clear 
the array bit to 0, then shift Register A to the 
left (this is the same as ANDA #1 ). If the 
result is 0, the routine goes to CPS ET , or else 
it PS ETs the coordinates in the horizontal 
and vertical counters. When the horizontal 
counter reaches 212, the first row is P SET. 
This time the array counter must be in
creased by seven (We've only gone across 
168 bits plus one array counter increase. 
There are 176 bits between any two points 
on two rows, so we're seven bits short of 
dropping down one row) . We keep repeat
ingthe process until we'redown to 180 and 
all the screen is PSET . Finally, activate low 
RAM and set the DP Register back to 0. 

All this keeps alternating between PMODE 
4,1 and PMODE 4 . 5 unless you press any key 
to return to BASIC. If you do press a key, 
hold it down since the program only checks 
for this every other time. When you've 
typed in the program, check for any errors 
with A/NO/NS/WE ; when it's error-free, save 
it with A NEIGHBOR/BIN. If you want a 

DISTO SUPER RAM Ill 512K UPGRADE $95 (free software included) 

Super Controller I 
Along with the included DOS, 
plug-in three more software selectable DOSes 

• 2 DOS Switcher (switch included) 
• NO clumsy jumpers to move 
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The internal M.E.B. (Mini Expansion Bus) lets you add 

To plug in your DISTO Super 
Add-Ons (Multi-Pak required) 

Super RAM 3 
ZeroK Board 25$ 

Free software included 

RGB to Monochrome 35$ 
Video/Audio Adapter 
See page 123. March Rambow 89 

DISTO's incredible Super Add-ons. 

99$/110$ 

• BJffered Read/Write sector achieved without halting the CPU . 
·Continual use of keyboard even while reading or writing to disk. 
• System's clock no longer looses time during Read & Write . 

• NMI is blocked & transferred to IRQ in software 
for low CPU overhead . ·Completely Interrupt driven for fast 
& smooth Multi-Tasking operations. 130$ 
• Drivers written by KEVIN DARLING 

3 in 1 Multi Board Adapter 
Parallel Printer Port, Real rime Clock 
and a true RS-232 Serial Port. 
External DC adapter required . 
(OS-9 Driver included) 

Real Time Clock & Printer Interface 
OS-9 Driver (20$) 

55$ Mini EPROM Programmer 
40$ Hard Disk Adapter 

Works with SASI & SCSI interface. 
No Multi -Pak needed if used with SCt or SC2. 
Compatible with RGB DOS and Burke & Burke 
Hyper 110 . OS-9 Driver included. 

Hard Disk Adapter with RS-232 
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... " ..... 
program that includes all eight neighbors, 
change the NEIGH subroutine (lines 570 
through 605) to: 

570 INC -177 , U 
575 INC -176,U 
580 INC -175,U 
585 INC -l,U 
590 INC +l, U 
595 INC +175 , U 
600 INC +176 , U 
605 INC +177 , U 

Assemble and save thi s version with A 

NEIGHALLIBIN . 

40 FOR X=O TO 85 STEP 5 
41 LINECCX-X,CY-X)-(CX+X,CY+X) , P 
SET,B:NEXT 
42 LINE(43,11)-(213,181).PRESET 
43 LINEC128,11)-(128,18ll.PRESET 
44 LINE(213,11)-(43,181),PRESET 
45 LINEC43,96)-(213,96) . PRESET 

use NEIGHBOR.BIN 

40 LINEC43,96)-(213,96),PSET 
41 FOR X=43 TO 213 STEP 10 
42 LINE(X ,91)-(X,110l.PSET:NEXT 
43 LINEC128,11)-(128 ,18l),PSET 
44 FOR Y=11 TO 181 STEP 10 
45 LINE(123,Yl-Cl33,Y) ,PSET:NEXT 

use NEIGHBOR.BIN 

40 CIRCLECCX-15,CYJ , 15.1. .75, .25 
41 CIRCLECCX,CY-15),15,1,0,.5 
42 CIRCLECCX+15 ,CYJ.15 ,1,.25,.75 
43 CIRCLECCX,CY+15),15 , ,1, . 5,0 
44 PSETCCX,CY-3):PSETCCX ,CY+3):P 
SET(CX,CY-2) 
45 PSETCCX.CY+2):PSETCCX-1,CY-1l 
:PSETCCX+1 ,CY-1) 
46 PSET(CX-1,CY+1):PSET(CX+1,CY+ 
1) 

47 PRESETCCX,CY-1):PRESETCCX-1.C 
Yl: PRESET< CX, CY) 
48 PRESET(CX+1,CY):PRESET(CX,CY+ 
1l : PSET(CX-3,CY) 
49 PSETCCX-2,CY):PSETCCX+2.CY):P 
SET< CX+3. CY) 

use NEIGHBOR . BIN 

40 N=43 
41 LINECCX-N,CY-N)-(CX+N,CY+Nl,P 
SET,BF 

use NEIGHBOR . BIN 

40 FOR X=5 TO 85 STEP 5 
41 LINE(128,96-X)-(128+X,96),PSE 
T 
42 LINE-(128,96+X),PSET 
43 LINE-(128-X ,96l,PSET 
44 LINE-(128,96-Xl,PSET:NEXT 

use NEIGHALL.BIN 

40 LINECCX,CY-2)-(CX+2,CY),PSET 
41 LINE-CCX,CY+2l,PSET 
42 LINE-CCX-2.CYl,PSET 
43 LINE-CCX,CY-2l,PSET 
use NEIGHBOR . BIN or NEIGHALL.BIN 

Finally we need a BASIC program (List
ing 4) to put the desired pattern on the 
screen and execute the ML program. The 
first two lines load either ML program if 
necessary (be sure to include REM Line 6-
it is used later), and the next two lines clear 
enough space for variables and graphics. 
Lines 40 through 49 draw the pattern (set 
the screen array), and Line 50 executes the 
ML program until you stop it. The last line 
ensures that we're back in low RAM. If you 
want to use the high-speed poke (POKE 
65495 . 0), put it at the start of Line 50. Then 
put the slowdown poke (POKE 65494 . 0) at 
the start of Line 55. When you ' ve typed the 
BASIC program, save it as NEIGHBAS . 

Table 1: Alternate Lines for Design Variations 

Table 1 includes other variations that 
may be substituted for Lines 40 through 49 
and the ML program to use with them. The 
possible designs are endless; some begin to 
repeat after a while, and some even vanish. 
You can include an addition to the ML 
program to have it check to see if a specific 
key has been pressed; if so, it can go to a 
screen dump routine you've added, print 
out the display, and then continue with the 
program. 

That's all for "The Graphics Corner." 
We 've covered three methods of creating 
computer graphics and suggested ways to 
modify all the programs. Let your imagina
tion run wild and push these programs to 
their limits. 

(Questions or comments concerning this 
tutorial may be directed to the author at 
Route2, Box216C,Mason, W/54856-930 . 
Please enclose an SASE when requesting a 
reply .) 0 

Listing 3: NEIGHBOR 

00100 ORG 
00110 VERT RMB 
00120 HORZ RMB 

$7000 
1 
1 

Listing 1: NEIGHBR1 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT , INC 
10 PCLEAR8 
20 L=10 
30 DIM A1 (L, L) , A2(L , L) 
40 PMODE 4 , 1 : PCLS:SCREEN 1 , 1 
50 A1(L/2,L/2)=1:PSET(L/2 , L/2) 
60 PMODE 4,5 : PCLS : GOSUB 80:SCREE 
N 1 , 1 
70 PMODE 4 , 1 : PCLS:GOSUB 80:SCREE 
N 1 , 1 : GOT060 
80 FOR Y=1 TO L-1 
90 FOR X=1 TO L- 1 
100 V=A1(X,Y-1)+A1(X-1 , Y)+A1(X+1 
, Y)+A1(X,Y+1) 
110 A2(X , Y)=V AND 1 
120 NEXT X, Y 
130 FOR Y=1 TO L-1 
140 FOR X=1 TO L-1 
150 V=A2(X , Y) :A2(X , Y)=0:A1(X,Y)= 
v 
160 IF V=1 THEN PSET(X , Y) 
170 NEXT X,Y:RETURN 

00160 
00170 
00180 LCLEAR 

LOX 
CLR 
STD 

00130 START ORCC *$50 CLEAR THE INTERRUPTS 00190 CMPX 
00140 CLEAR CLRA 00200 BLS 
0015111 . CLRB 00210 BSR 
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Listing 2: NEIGHBR2 

0 'COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT , INC 
10 PCLEAR8 
20 L=20 
30 DIM A1 (L, L) , A2(L,L) 
40 PMODE 4 , 1:PCLS:SCREEN 1,1 
50 A1(L/2 , L/2)=1 : PSET(L/2,L/2) 
60 PMODE 4 , 5:PCLS:GOSUB 80:SCREE 
N 1 , 1 
70 PMODE 4 , 1:PCLS:GOSUB 80:SCREE 
N 1,1:GOT060 
80 FOR Y=1 TO L-1 
90 FOR X=1 TO L-1 
100 V=A1(X , Y) :IF V=0 THEN 120 
110 A2(X,Y-1)=A2(X,Y-1)+1 
111 A2(X - 1 , Y)=A2 (X- 1 , Y)+1 
112 A2(X+1,Y)=A2(X+1 , Y)+1 
113 A2 (X, Y+1)=A2(X,Y+1)+1 
120 NEXT X, Y 
130 FOR Y=1 TO L-1 
140 FOR X=1 TO L- 1 
150 V=A2(X , Y) AND 1:A2(X, Y)=0:A1 
(X,Y)=V 
160 IF V=1 THEN PSET(X , Y) 
170 NEXT X, Y:RETURN 

#$8000 BEGINNING OF TEMPORARY ARRAY 
$FFDF HIGH RAM 
,X++ 
#$F800 END OF TEMPORARY ARRAY 
LCLEAR 
PPOINT 



00220 PAGES 
00230 
00240 
00250 
00260 
00270 
00280 
00290 PAGEl 
00300 
00310 
00320 
00330 
00340 
00350 
00360 DONE 
00370 
00380 
00390 
00400 
00410 
00420 PPOINT 
00430 
00440 
00450 
00460 
00470 
00480 
00490 
00500 
00510 L3 
00520 
00530 L2 
00540 
00550 Ll 
00560 
00570 NEIGH 
00580 
00590 
00600 
00610 CPPT 
00620 
00630 
00640 
00650 
00660 
00670 
00680 
00690 
00700 
00710 
00720 
00730 PSET 
00740 
00750 
00760 
00770 
00780 
00790 
00800 
00810 LOOP4 
00820 
00830 LOOP3 
00840 
00850 
00860 
00870 
00880 
00890 
00900 
00910 
00920 
00930 
00940 
00950 
00960 
00970 
00980 
00990 
01000 
01010 
01020 CPSET 
01030 
01040 
01050 
01060 
01070 
01080 
01090 
01100 
01110 

LDB 
JSR 
JSR 
BSR 
LDB 
JSR 
BSR 
LDB 
JSR 
JSR 
BSR 
LOB 
JSR 
BSR 
JSR 
BEQ 
CLRB 
JSR 
AN DCC 
RTS 
LDU 
LDX 
LEAX 
SETDP 
LDA 
TFR 
CLR 
LDA 
STA 
LDB 
STB 
LDA 
LDB 
LSLA 
BCC 
INC 
INC 
INC 
INC 
LEAU 
DECB 
BNE 
DEC 
BNE 
LEAX 
DEC 
BNE 
CLR 
CLRA 
TFR 
RTS 
LDX 
LDU 
SETDP 
LDA 
TFR 
CLR 
LDB 
STB 
LDA 
STA 
LDA 
BEQ 
CLR 
LSRA 
BCC 
LDD 
LSRA 
RORB 
LSRA 
RORB 
LSRA 
RORB 
ADDA 
TFR 
LDA 
ANDA 
LDA 
ORA 
STA 
INC 
LDA 
CMPA 
BLS 
LEAX 
INC 
LDB 
CMPB 
BLS 
CLR 

#5 
$9653 
$9542 
PSET 
#1 
$95AA 
PPOINT 
#1 
$9653 
$9542 
PSET 
#1 
$95AA 
PPOINT 
[$A000] 
PAGES 

$95AA 
#$AF 

#$8100 
$BA 
357 , X 
$70 
#$70 
A, DP 
$FJrDF 
#171 
VERT 
#22 
HORZ 
,X+ 
#8 

CPPT 
-176,U 
- l , U 
+l , U 
+176 , U 
l , U 

L1 
HORZ 
L2 
10 , X 
VERT 
L3 
$FFDE 

A, DP 

#$81B4 
#TABLE 
$70 
#$70 
A, DP 
$FFDF 
#12 
VERT 
#44 
HORZ 
,X+ 
CPSET 
- l ,X 

CPSET 
VERT 

>$BA 
D,Y 
HORZ 
lt7 
A, U 
' y 
,Y 
HORZ 
HORZ 
#212 
LOOP3 
7,X 
VERT 
VERT 
#180 
LOOP4 
$FFDE 

ANY KEY PRESSED? 
IF NOT BACK TO PAGES 

RESET THE INTERRUPTS 
BACK TO BASIC 
BEGINNING OF DATA 
START OF GRAPHICS 
FIRST GRAPHICS BYTE USED 

HIGH RAM 
BITS DOWN 

BYTES ACROSS 

BITS/BYTE 
CHECK FIRST BIT 

TOP NEIGHBOR 
LEFT NEIGHBOR 
RIGHT NEIGHBOR 
BOTTOM NEIGHBOR 
NEXT ARRAY LOCATION 
BYTE CHECKED YET? 

HORIZONTAL PONE YET? 

ADJUST GRAPHICS BYTE 
VERTICAL DONE YET? 

LOW RAM 

ACTUAL START OF DATA USED 
MUST USE OUR OWN OR TABLE 

HIGH RAM 
STARTING POINT DOWN 

STARTING POINT ACROSS 

BRANCH IF ZERO 
CLEAR THE BIT 
ANDA #1 
BRANCH IF ZERO 
REG A=VERT :REG B~HORIZ 

MAXIMUM ACROSS 

ADJUST BIT DATA POINTER 

MAXIMUM DOWN 

LOW RAM 

01120 
01130 
01140 
01150 TABLE 
01160 
01170 
01180 
01190 

CLRA 
TFR 
RTS 
FDB 
FDB 
FDB 
FDB 
END 

Listing 4: NEIGHBAs 

A,DP 

$8040 
$2010 
$0804 
$0201 
START 

0 ' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT , INC 
5 IF PEEK(&H7066)<>&H50 THEN LOA 
DM" NEIGHBOR . BIN" 
6 ' IF PEEK(&H7066 ) <>&H4F THEN LO 
ADM"NEIGHALL.BIN" 
10 CLEAR200 , &H7000-1 
20 PCLEAR8 : CX=128:CY=96 
30 PMODE4 , 1 : PCLS:SCREEN1 , 1 
40 FOR X=1 TO 25 STEP 2:LINE(CX
X, 96 - X)-(CX+X , CY+X),PSET , B : NEXT 
42 LINE(103 , 71 )-( 153 ,1 21 ), PSET 
43 LINE(153 , 71) - (103 , 121) , PSET 
44 FOR X=104 TO 152 STEP 4 
45 FOR Y=72 TO 120 STEP 4 
46 PSET(X , Y) :NEXT Y,X 
47 FOR X=106 TO 150 STEP 4 
48 FOR Y=74 TO 118 STEP 4 
49 PSET(X , Y) :NEXT Y, X 
50 EXEC&H7002 
55 POKE&HFFDE , 0 

C:lnSOFT 
PAOGR£WS • PER I PMERAl S • SUPPliES • S CRVIC C 

Fast Delivery ... 
Friendly Service 

Now in our 7th year! 

* NEW LOW PRICES * 
$169 

with Coco Cable 89 with Coco Cable 179 

$79 Avatex 1200e Avatex 2400 

Revtewedm g wi:~::~2
3

3;~:)ble*185 
Apn/, 1988 r' ... 'I] 
Rambow' ~- ........ --

1/F& Avatex 1200e, Cable RAINBOW 

AUTOTERM ... $119 ""':".;"~ 
Avatex 2400, Cable 
AUTOTERM ... $209 

· coco 1. 2 requnes Delux e RS-232 Pak 
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objective here is to show you the simplest 
approach to a practical problem. 

Compiler Patches 
If you have a hard disk drive you can 

patch a custom version of your compiler 
that searches Drive lhO for the DEFS and LIB 

directories as follows : 

OS9: ehd lhOiemds 

OS9: ezgen e . prep 

l e.prep 

e 135e 68 

e 135d 30 

v 

q 

OS9 : ezgen eel 

l eel 

e OEES 68 

e 0EE6 30 

v 

q 

If you have a 40- or 80-track, double
sided disk drive as 1 dO , you can patch a 
custom version of your compiler that 
searches Drive 1 dO for the DEFS and LIB 

directories as follows: 

OS9: ezgen e . prep 

1 e . prep 

e 135d 30 

v 

q 

OS9: ezgen eel 

l eel 

e OEE6 30 

v 

q 

If you have the OS-9 Level II Develop
ment System, your compiler can be opti
mized to run at maximum speed using the 
vdd (RAM disk) as follows: 

Boot patches: 

To add the rO _192k. dd device descrip
tor to your boot file : 

OS9 : ezgen os9boot 

b 

i ldllmodu1eslr0 192k.dd 

q 

To set Default Drive ldd to lhO (omit 
this if you don ' t have a hard disk drive): 

OS9: ezgen os9boot 

1 dd 

u ldllmodu1eslh0 

q 

(CoCo L2.3) A budget graphics 

pr ogram with tots of features! Draw , paint, make boxes, lines, 
get-put, undo, magn ify, shrink-stretch, write text. Needs only 16E: 
ECB! DMP -1 0:) / 106. Review in june '86 RAINBOW. A bargain. Disk . .... $16 

MATH GA (CoCo 1.2,3) fOUR great educational 
programs on 1 disk! for grades 2 - B. Covers addition , subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. Different levels. Exciting animated 
graphics and sounds. RAINBOW review Sept ·aa. Disk ...... .. ..... Only $19.95 

You'll want to use the egfx func
tions from your Level II Development Sys
tem. They are C graphics functions similar 
to the gfx and gfx2 functions in BASIC09. 

The manuals furnished by Tandy fai l to 
give the necessary instructions required to 
compile programs with egfx functions . 

To compile egfx functions rlink must 
be renamed e. link, and rma must be 
renamed e. asm as follows : 

OS9 : ehd emds 

OS9 : del e . asm 

039 : del c.link 

Now let 's rename the headers for the MOD 

ULES directory. 

OS9 : ezgen rma 

1 rma 

r e.asm 

q 

OS9: rename rma e . asm 

039: ezgen r1ink 

1 r1ink 

r e.1ink 

q 

OS9: rename r1ink e.1ink 

The above patches, using EZGen, act 
directly on the disk files; you do not use 

KEYBOARD COMMANDER {coco 2,3)This space ship 
typing game is a fun way to learn the keyboard. Teaches all the 
positions of the fingers and the reaches. Reviewed Nov "88 
RAINBOW and also jan "89 CoCo Clipboard Magazine. Oisk ..... Only $2'i. 

T &D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE 
WE DARE YOU TO TRY US! 

{CoCo 2.3) Delightful educational program A Subscription To T&D Gives You 10 
Great Programs On Disk Or Tape Each Month! 

Now Featuring Tom Mix Software. 
Attack Now! Before Prices Go Up. 
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os9gen or cobbler. You simply reboot 
your system. 

Note: Except for initial access to disk 
drives to move files to 1 rO for compiling, 
the above compiles and links entirely in 
RAM- the disk drives do not run . 

Merging the Library Files 
The following merged cgfx library files 

are also merged with your programs when 
they are linked by the fast c . link proce
dure shown later. 

OS9: merge cgfx.l clib.l sys . l 
>merged.l 

Include merged . l in the LIB directory. To 
ensure compatibility, be sure to use only 
the new linker supplied with the Develop
ment System. 

Preparing the Initializer 
Use the editor to prepare ccl_init, a 

procedure file to initialize the fast com
piler, as follows : 

* eel init * 
iniz rO 
chd lrO 
makdir LIB 

chd LIB 

copy lhOiliblmerged.l merged.l 
chd lhOidefs 
dsave lhO lrO ! shell 
chx lhOicmds 
load eel 
load c.prep 
load c.passl 
load c .pass2 
load c . asm 
load c.link 

Setting Up the Fast Linker 
Use the editor to prepare fast_link , a 

procedure file you can use to put specific 
programs in for linking. Using a procedure 
file avoids typing a long list of commands 
each time you recompile and relink your 
application. 

The quantity of relocatable files merged 
below serves as only an example. The exact 
quantity depends upon the number of pro
grams linked to form your application. 
Here is a typical procedure file : 

* fast link * 
chd lhOisources 
merge progl.r prog2 .r prog3.r >templ 
merge prog4.r prog5.r prog6 . r >temp2 
merge prog7.r prog8.r prog9.r >temp3 
merge templ temp2 temp3 >lrOilibl 
prog.l 

84 

* The following compiler line links 
the * 
* CGFX functions in merged . l to 
your program * 
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c.link cstart . r - l=prog.l 
l=merged . l -o=prog 

This completes preparation of the sys
tem for fast compiling. Reset your com
puter and reboot. 

To Use Your Fast Compiler: 
Compile each of the source programs of 

your group of source programs to a relocat
able object file as follows: 

• Initialize the fast compiler by typing at 
the OS9 prompt: 

OS9 : eel init 
• Copy the program to lrO: 
OS9: chd lrO 
OS9: copy lhOisourceslprog .c prog .c 
• Compile the program. 
OS9: eel prog . c -ro 

Note: Debug and recompile if errors occur 
during compiling. 

• Copy the program back to lhO: 
OS9: copy prog . r lhOisourceslprog . r 
OS9 : del prog . r 
OS9: del prog.c 

You now have a group of relocatable 
object files that must be linked to form an 
executable object file as follows: 

To Use Your Fast Linker: 
To link the group of relocatable files to 

an executable object file, simply type at the 
OS9 prompt: 

OS9 : fast link 

If fast _link produces errors, debug the 
offending source program, delete the of
fending relocatable file, and repeat the 
compiler steps above. The executable pro
gram is saved in the CMDS directory. To run 
the program type at the OS9 prompt: 

OS9: prog 

Summary 
The keys to this fast compiler are the 

patches that cause the compiler to look for 
DEFS and LI B directories on 1 rO instead of 
1 dl and keeping the compiler commands 
loaded in memory for immediate execution 
instead of loading from disk drives. 

Beyond that, many approaches and 
variations are possible for setting up the 
system for fast compiling. Enhancements 
and improving convenience and utility will 
undoubtedly occur to you. You can de
velop a completely interactive, menu-driven, 
fast compiler utility. 

C Graphics Library 
Now for the C graphics library. Your C 

compiler has available a new graphics li
brary that expands the original C library to 
a state-of-the-art graphics programming 
language. C language graphics library 
functions similar to the gfx2 functions in 
BASIC09 are provided on the OS-9 Level II 
Development System disk as cgfx func
tions for the C compiler. You will want to 
use your cgfx commands. 

However, essential steps required be
fore using cgfx with the compiler are not 
included in the manual- the kind of steps 
that probably never occur to even experi
enced programmers. The following gives 
you the information needed to get started 
with cgfx functions. 

Use of cgfx functions requires a Color 
Computer 3 with the following software: 
OS-9 Level II Operating System, OS-9 
Level II Development System, C compiler 
and C library, and Multi-Vue. (You can use 
cgfx functions without Multi-Vue, but your 
cgfx documentation is in the Multi-Vue 
manual.) 

If you haven't compiled a program using 
cgfx functions yet, the following will spare 
you some time, frustration and confusion: 

Pages 10-1 and 10-2 of the Multi-Vue 
manual advise you to link the cgfx library 
along with other libraries to your C pro
gram, and give instructions along with a 
command line example (that does not work 
yet) as follows : 

OS9: eel prog . c - r 
OS9: c . link ldl lliblcstart . r prog . r 
- l=ldllliblcgfx.l -l=ldllliblclib . l 
- l=ldllliblsys . l - o=prog 

How frustrated a programmer can get if 
no one tells him that the eel and c . link 
modules used above are not the ones that 
came with the compiler and do not work 
until they are changed. You can 't be ex
pected to know this because it's not in the 
manual. Tandy knows about this specific 
problem- and one of its capable technical 
representatives will explain it if you call 
Tandy ' s Fort Worth headquarters. But how 
long does a programmer troubleshoot a 
command line example before he resorts to 
that? (Have a heart, Tandy - we need 
addenda for this one.) 

The manual fails to advise that the old 
c . link and c . asm must be deleted from the 
CMDS directory, and that r .link must be 
renamed c. 1 ink and rma must be renamed 
c . asm before using the compiler with the 
above command line as follows . (Warning: 
Perform the following on a backup disk. 
Important compiler modules will be 
changed.) 

It is assumed the rma and r. link com-
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mands from the Development System disk, 
as well as c. asm and c . link from the C 
compi ler di sk, are on the CMDS directory on 
Drive /dO . 

OS9 : chd /dO/cmds 

OS9 : del c.asm c . link 

OS9 : rename r . link c . link 

OS9: rename rma c.asm 

Now you are ready to proceed according 
to the instructions and examples on Page 
10-2 of the Multi-Vue manual. However, I 
suggest first merging the library fi les as 
follows, ass uming the library files from the 
Development System disk are in the LIB 

directory on 1 dl: 

OS9: chd /dl/lib 

OS9: merge cgfx . l clib.l sys.l 

>merged . l 

Keep merged.l in the LIB directory. The 
rather long linker line above can be short
ened in all future calls as follows, provided 
your source code is on a directory named 
SOURCES on I dO and the LIB and DEFS direc
tories are on 1 dl : 

OS9 : chd /dO/sources 

OS9 : eel prog . c - r 

OS9 : c . link /dl/lib/cstart . r prog . r 

- 1=/dl/lib/merged . l -o=prog 

To produce a printout so you can com
pare all the cgfx commands on the system 
disk with all the cgfx commands in the 
manual: Debugging Your Manual 

It may save you more time and confu
sion to know the manual contains errors in 
some cgfx command line examples. The 
followi ng , from Page 10-21 of Multi-Vue , 
will help you debug your manual. 

OS9 : rdump cgfx . l - a >/p 

The information in the dump you are 
interested in has the exact spelling of the 
command in question, including upper
case, lowercase, underscores, etc., as listed 
under "global symbols defined." If the 
spell ing from the dump differs from the 
manual, use the spelling from the dump and 
note the correct command in the manual. 
Otherwise you wi ll find cgfx functions to 
be as simple, straightforward and useful as 
their BASIC09 counterparts. 

SetGc (path , grpnum , bufnum) VVrong 
SetGC (path , grpnum , bufnum) Right 

If you are uncertain about path simply 
use I to indicate standard output. 

I don ' t know how many cgfx command 
line errors are in the manual , but when (not 
if) you run into other cases where every
thing seems OK but you get an Unresolved 
References Error, you can determine 
whether the command from the manual is 
conect by using rdump as fo llows: 

To dump system command headers to 
your screen using rdump from the Develop
ment System : 

These functions are fundamental to 
graphics programming in the C language. 
CoCo users are fortunate that Tandy chose 
an industry standard, state-of-the-art oper
ating system, languages and powerful fea
tures such as cgfx for the Color Computer. 
You don ' t want to do without them. 

OS9 : chd /hO/lib 

OS9 : rdump cgfx.l -a 

(Questions or comments concerning this 
article may be addressed to the author at 
5305 Grand Lake, Bellaire , TX 77401; 
(713) 664 -9529. Please enclose an SASE 
when requesting a reply.) t;:::.. or 

r - - - , 
THE RGB HARD DISK 

A warranty can replace your Hard Disk Drive, 

I but not the valuable data it contains! Think 
about this BEFORE you buy a used or rebuilt 
hard drive. 

RGB Computer Systems uses only BRAND 

I 
NEW Hard Disk Drives. Controllers and Com
ponents, all with the Full Manufacturers 
Warranty. 

Due to the unique design of our components 
and software. RGB also has the fastest and 

I most reliable data transfer in the industry! 

The RGB Hard Disk System fully supports both 
BASIC and OS-9, and provides the ability to 
boot up OS-9 completely from the Hard Disk 
without the need for special EPROMS or the 

I loss of Disk Basic. 

If you need a Fast, Reliable Hard Disk System 
and don't mind spending a few dollars more for 
Quality, please give us a call today! 

I ~ Q ~COMPUTER ~ n ~ u svsTEMs CERT~~TION 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I KENMORE, NY 14217 (716) 876-7538 
294 STILLWELL AVE :.1 
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I Turn of the Screv1 

It took a little longer than I thought, but 
here is Part 2. Before we get into it, be sure 
to review Part 1, which gives instructions 
for building a 256K RAM disk for the 
CoCo 1, 2 or 3. 

You need a Multi-Pak Interface for this 
project. When you are finished building the 
RAM disk, I will supply you in Part 3 with 
a driver for Disk BASIC in the form of 
source code. I will also supply an OS-9 
driver on Delphi and on RAINBOW ON DISK. 

Look at Figure 1. It is the complete 
circuit for the RAM disk. (The parts list is 
described in detail in the previous article.) 
By now you should have completed Part 1 
of this project. This means having all the 
sockets mounted on the proto-board and 
the sockets wired for +5-volts and ground. 
You should also have all of the .1pF capaci
tors in place and wired. Check over the 
wiring again. It is also wise to plug the 
empty card into the Multi-Pak and test the 
+5-volts and ground connections with a 
logic probe or meter. This way you know 
that all the chips will be powered properly. 

Study Figure 1 carefully. None of the 
parts show +5-volts or ground, making the 
diagram easier to read. Notice there is only 
one RAM chip shown in the diagram, to 
save space. All of the RAM chips are 
connected in parallel (together). 

For example, Pin 15 of the RAM chip 
comes from Pin 3 ofU17 A. Pin 3 ofU17 A 
also goes to Pin 15 of all other RAM chips 
as well. All pins to the RAM chips are 
connected together except for DI (Pin 2) 
and DO (Pin 14). Do you see the label DO 
next to the RAM chip? It goes to any other 
wire with the same label. As an example, 
follow the heavy bus trace on the diagram. 
Not shown in the diagram are the other 
seven RAM chips with different labels. U 1 
has the label DO on pins 2 and 14; U2 has 
the label D1 on these pins; U3 has D2, and 
so forth . There is one for each of the eight 
data lines. 

Look again at the heavy traces. They are 
known as bus lines and are used when many 
lines go to the same area or chip. Usually 
address and data lines are wired using bus 
lines . Whenever you see a bus line, all 
wires entering and leaving the bus must be 
labeled. It is the label, not the bus, that 
determines where the wire goes . In fact the 
bus is just a visual guide to where the wires 

Tony DiStefano is a well-known early spe
cialist in computer hardware projects . He 
lives in Laval Ouest, Quebec. Tony's user
name on Delphi is DISTO. 
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go. You can remove the bus lines and just 
follow the labels . 

Now that you know how to properly 
interpret the diagram, let's start on how the 
circuit works . You should be familiar with 
U1 to US. (See my previous article on 
RAM chips for a complete description on 
how they work.) The rest of the chips are 
standard TTL parts, and descriptions of 
each are found in the many TTL books on 
the market today. I suggest getting one in 
order to fully understand the following 
descriptions . 

Look at U9, UIO and U14. These are 
latches that hold the 18 address locations 
needed to access 256K of RAM. Note that 
Ul4 is not a tri-state latch; so U15 , a tri
state buffer, is needed. The input side of 
these latches comes from U13, which is 
being used as a memory decoder. It uses 
SCS signal from the CoCo, thereby map
ping these bytes from $FF40 to $FF43 (AO, 
A 1 and A2) . Since we are not using A4, 
there is a mirror image of this area at 
$FF48. U 13 also uses the R/W line and the 
E clock to make sure that data is valid when 
writing to the latches. This leaves the de
coder chip with four write-only output 
signals and four read-only signals. We need 
all four write-only outputs but only one 
read-only output. 

A write to $FF40 activates YO of U15. 
This latches the information on the data bus 
to U9. A write to $FF41 activates Yl of 
U15, and this latches data to UlO. Again a 
write to $FF42 activates Y2 of Ul5 . This 
latches data into U14. Note that even though 

six bits of data (DO to D5) are written to 
U14, only the first two are used. The other 
four are not connected and may be used for 
further expansion. The outputs ofU9, UIO 
and U14 are controlled by the RAS and 
CAS parts of the circuit. 

U11 and UlOmake uppartoftherefresh 
circuit. U11 is an eight-bit counter. If you 
remember the RAM info, only eight bits 
are required to completely refresh 256K of 
memory. The input of U 11 comes from an 
AND gate, U16B . The main inputtotheAND 
gate is from the Q clock. Every Q clock 
cycle the CoCo puts out increments the 
counter. When the counter reaches $FF, it 
resets to 0 and starts over again. Then other 
input to the AND gate comes from the SCS 
line of the CoCo. It is wired in such a way 
that the refresh counter is halted whenever 
an access to the area is done. This is to make 
sure that a count is not missed when the 
RAM is accessed. The output of the eight
bit counter is not tri-state- thus the need 
for U 10. U 10 is an eight-bit tri-state buffer. 
The outputs are almost always enabled via 
an inverter U 18F. The input to U 18F comes 
from U16A, which is only activated when 
you do a read or write to the RAM data at 
$FF43. When a read or a write is done, the 
refresh cycle is stopped via U 16A and 
U18F. 

The string of inverts you see at the top of 
Figure 1 is a delay line. It delays theE clock 
in orderto allow all other buffers to activate 
and deactivate in the proper sequence. 
Remember that in reading or writing a byte 
of data to a dynamic RAM such as this, 
there must be a proper sequence. (A com
plete sequence of events is discussed later.) 
But for this to happen, the refresh circuit 
must be removed from its counter address 
in time and be back on track for the next 
refresh count. This is one example of the 
timings to be reckoned with in designing a 
circuit. 

Now let us look at a complete read cycle 
step-by-step. Before a read cycle can be 
done, you must first set up which 256K 
bytes of data you want to read. This is done 
using 18 bits of address. Let's call them 
RAO to RA17. (RA stands for RAM ad
dress.) To set up the 18 RAM addresses, 
you must do three writes to the latches 
described above. RAO to RA 7 is mapped at 
$FF40 using DO to D7 respectively. The 
next group, RA8 to RA15, is addressed at 
$FF41, again using DO to D7 respectively . 
Finally the last two, RA16 and RA17, are 
addressed at $FF42, using DO and D1 re
spectively. After writing to these three 
address locations, the address of the byte 
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Window Master V2.2 
The hottest new program available for the 

Color Computer III! Now you can have 
Windows, Icons, Buttons, Pull-Down Menus, Edit 
Fields and Mouse Functions built into your Basic 
or Machine Language Programs easily and 
quickly, without the need for OS9. 

It supports up to 31 Windows on the display, 
multiple fonts in 54 possible sizes and styles, 
Enhanced Basic Editing and much more. It adds 
over 50 Commands and Functions to Basic to 
fully support the Point & Click Window System. 
In fact it has so many features it would take 
several pages to to describe them all. 

It is completely compatible with existing Basic 
programs and takes absolutely no memory 
away from Basic. It contains a built in Ram Disk 
which is completely transparent to Basic (512k 
version) for enhanced operation. 

It requires 1 Disk Drive, R.S . Hi-Res Interface & 
Joystick or Mouse. Includes both the 128k & 
512k versions for only $69.95 

Window- Ware 
Window Writer- A Point & Click Word 
Processor, features both Mouse & Keyboard 
type editing, proportional printer support, 
powerful formatting capability, works with any 
printer. On screen Italic, bold etc. WYSIWYG 
Requires Window Master & 512k- $59.95 
Window Writer/W - for non Window Master 
users includes all features as described above. 
Requires 512K & Disk $79.95 
Window Basic CompHer - A Basic Compiler 
similar to CBASIC only it compiles all the 
Window Basic statements to create super fast 
M.L. programs & Desk Accessory programs for 
Window Master $99.00 
Window EDT/ASM- A full featured 
Editor/Assembler and Debugger for the Window 
Master System $49.95 
Font/Icon Editors- A utility disk with the Font 
& Icon Editors so you can edit or create your 
own, includes Basic & M.L. versions $19.95 
Advanced Programmers Guide -A Guide for 
Basic & M.L. Programmers on interfacing to 
Window Masters complete system including 
System Calls, Memory Map, Interrupt handling 
& Extended Memory access. $24.95 
The Memorv Game- A Concentration like game, 
lots of fun for everyone. $19.95 

512K RAM UPGRADE 
Give your COCO 3 all the power it deserves with 
this easy to install (no soldering/plug in) 100% 
Tandy compatible 512K memory upgrade. 
Completely assembled and tested. Includes 
Ramdisk & Memory Test software described 
below . $159.95, 512K +Window Master $199 

512K RAMDISK & TESTER 
RAMDISK is an ALL Machine Language 

program that will give you 2 ULTRA High Speed 
Ram Disks in you CoCo-3. Plus it allows your 
CoCo-3 to run at double speed all the time even 
for disk access!!! It will not disappear when you 
press reset' like some other ramdisk programs. 
The MEMORY tester is a fast ML program to test 
the 512K ram. It performs several bit tests as 
well as an address test. 

Requires 512K & Disk $19.95 

CBASIC Editor/Compiler 
The ULTIMATE Color 

Computer BASIC COMPILER!!! 
If you want to write fast efficient machine 

language programs and you don't want to spend 
the next few years trying to learn how to write 
them in Assembly language or with a cheap 
compiler, then CBASIC is the answer!ll 

CBASIC is the only fully integrated Basic 
Compiler and Program Editing System available 
for the Color Computer. It will allow you to take 
full advantage of all the capabilities available in 
your CoCo without having to spend years 
trying to learn assembly language 
programming. CBASIC allows you to create, edit 
and convert. programs from a language you are 
already tamili ar with Enhanced Disk Color Basic, 
into fast efficient machine language programs 
easily and quickly. 

CBASIC supports all the enhanced hardware 
available in the CoCo 2 & 3, including Hi-Res 
Graphics, & Screen displays, Extended Memory 
and Interrupts. We even added advanced 
commands not available in Basic to give you a 
level of control only available to very advanced 
Machine Language Programmers. Plus we made 
it exceptionally easy to use, not like some other 
compilers. CBASIC is the friendliest and easiest 
compiler available for the Color Computer. 

CBASIC is a powerful tool for the Beginner as 
well as the Advanced Basic or Machine Language 
programmer. CBASIC features well over 150 
Compiled Basic Commands and Functions that 
fully support Disk Sequential and Direct access 
files, Tape, Printer and Screen I/0. It supports 
ALL the High and Low Resolution Graphics, 
Sound, Play and String Operations available in 
Enhanced Color Basic, including Graphics H/GET, 
H/Put, H/Play and H/DRA W, all with 99.9% 
syntax compatibility. 

CBASIC makes full use of the powerful and 
flexible GIMI chip in the Color Computer 3. It 
will fully utilize the 128K of RAM available and 
install 2 Ultra Fast Ramdisks if 512K is available, 
for program Creation, Editing and Compilation. 
You can easily access all 512K of memory in a 
Compiled program thru several extended 
memory commands that can access it in 32K or 
8K blocks and single or double bytes. 

CBASIC has its own completely integrated 
Basic Program Editor which allows you to load, 
edit or create programs for the compiler. It is a 
full featured editor designed specifically for 
writing Basic programs. It has block move and 
copy, program renumbering, automatic line 
number generation, screen editing, printer 
control and much more. 

Coco 1,2 or 3 Disk $149.00 

To order products by mail, send check or 
money order for the amount of purchase, plus 

$3.00 for shipping & handling to the address 
below. 

To order by VISA, MASTERCARD or COD call us 
at (702) 452-0632 

(Monday thru Saturday, Sam to 5pm PST). 

CER-COMP Ltd. 
5566 Ricochet Avenue 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89110 
702-452-063 2 

DataPack III Plus V 1.1 
SUPER SMART TERMINAL PROGRAM 

AUTOPJLOTand AUTO-LOG Command Procusors 
X-MODEM DIRECJ" DISK FILE 1"RANSFER 

YT-100 & YT-52 1"ERMINAL EMULATION 
• No lost data even at 2400 Baud on the Serial port. 

8 Selectable Display Formats, 32/40/64/80 columns 
ASCII & BINARY disk file transfer via XMODEM. 

• Directly record receive data (Data Logging). 
VT-100 emulation for VAX, UNIX and other systems. 
VT-100/52 cursor keys ,position,. PF & Alt. Kbd. keys. 

• Programmable Word Length, Parity, Stop Bits 
• Complete Full and Half Duplex operation, 

Send full 128 character set from Keyboard 
Complete Editor, Insert, Delete, Change or Add. 
9 Variable length, Programmable Macro Key buffers. 
Programmable Printer rates from 110 to 9600 Baud. 

Send Files from the Buffer, Macro Keys or Disk. 
Display or Print the contents of the 50k Buffer. 
Freeze Display & Review information On line. 
Built in Command Menu (Help) Display. 
Built in 2 Drive RAMDISK for 5!2K RAM. 

Supports: R. S. Modem-Pak & Deluxe RS-232 Pak. 

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk - $59.95 

"The SOURCE" 
DISASSEMBLER & SOURCE 

CODE GENERATOR 
The SOURCE will allow you to easily & quickly 

Disassemble Color Computer machine language 
programs Directly from Disk and generate 
beautiful, Assembler Source code. 
• Automatic label generation. 
• Allows specifying FCB, FDB and FCC areas. 

Disassemble programs Directly from disk. 
Automatically locates address. 

• Output listings to the Printer, Screen or both. 
Generates Assembler source directly to disk. 

• Built in Hex/Ascii dump/display. 
8 Selectable Display formats 32/40/64/80 . 
Selectable Foreground & Background colors. 

• Built in Disk Directory an Kill file commands. 
• Menu display with single key commands. 
• Written in Ultra Fast Machine Language. 

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk $49.95 

EDT/ASM III 
DISK EDITOR ASSEMBLER 

EDT/ASM III is a Disk based co-resident Text 
Editor & Assembler. It is designed to take 
advantage of the new features available in the 
CoCo-3 with either 128K or 5!2K of memory. 
It has 8 display formats from 32/40/64/80 
columns. There is also a free standing ML Debug 
Monitor. 

EDT/ASM III has the most powerful, easy to use 
Text Editor available in ally Editor/Assembler 
package for the Color Computer . 

• Local and Global string search and/or replace. 
• Full Screen line editing . 
• Easy to use Single key editing commands. 
• Load & Save standard ASCII formatted files . 
• Block Move & Copy, Insert, Delete, Overtype. 
• Create and Edit files larger than memory. 
The Assembler features include: 

• Supports Conditional IF/THEN/ELSE assembly. 
• Supports Disk Library file up to 9 levels deep. 
• Supports standard Motorola directives. 
• Allows multiple values in FCB & FDB directives 

Allows assembly from the Buffer, Disk or both. 

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk $59.95 
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we want to read is set up. 
To read the byte at the above address, 

read the address $FF43. When we read 
$FF43, we start the cycle by SCS going 
low. The memory-mapped byte is at $FF43. 
The R/W line puts all the RAM chips in the 
Read mode. Then the SCS locks out the Q 
clock from counting the next refresh ad
dress to Ull. Ul6A goes low and immedi
ately locks out the refresh address via Ul8A 
and UlO. That also puts the RAS address 
data on the Q bus line. Look at the delay line 
starting from U 18A. The first encounter is 
the junction between Ul2D and Ul2E. 
This disengages the RAS address data from 
the Q bus. The next event (U 18E and Ul5A) 
strobes the RAS address into the RAM 
chips. Note that the circuit appears to re
move the address before the RAM chips get 
it. But because of the delays caused by 
U 17B and the latches themselves, the RAS 
strobe happens before the RAS address dis
appears . 

The next step (U15A and Ul7D) acti
vates U17C and in turn activates UlO and 
U 15A. This puts the CAS address on the Q 
bus. The following event at the end of the 
delay line is Ul6C. It activates Ul7A and 
strobes the CAS line of the RAM. At this 
point the RAM chips have all the data 
needed to produce the data. One hundred 

and fifty nano-seconds later, the data ap
pears on the data bus via Pin 14 on each 
RAM chip. Finally the CPU latches the 
data on the falling edge of theE clock. Ul3 
deactivates due to theE clock and then eve
rything else down the line deactivates. The 
next cycle starts all over again. If the CPU 
does not read or write to that memory 
location, a refresh cycle is made. This process 
is repeated continuously. 

That's a lot of theory , but just remem
ber: The above circuit took almost 100 
hours of work to design. Now you're ready 
to begin wiring. The best way to do this is 
to follow a few guidelines. I start from Ul 
Pin 1 and make all the connections to it. 
Then I go to Pin 2 and do the same, then Pin 
3, and so on until the end of the chip. Next 
I do U2 and U3 in the same manner, check
ing them several times. 

Wire it up to the location designated by 
the circuit in Figure 1 and plug in the chips. 
Another tip is to label all the sockets with a 
felt pen on the bottom side of the proto
board. It ' s also good to circle Pin 1 of each 
socket - it gives you a point to start 
counting on. Try to keep all wires as short 
and the solder points as neat as possible. 
When you are fini shed with the connec
tions, clean the bottom of the board with 
circuit-board flux cleaner. 

Next time I'll have trouble-shooting and 
testing guides and some source code for the 
RAMdisk. ~ 

Nearly 200 
Color Computer 
Software Tides! 

Call today to get your new 1990 
Express Order Software Buyer's 
Guide. Choose from popular games, 
educational packages, productivity 
software and more. It's the fast and 
easy way to get the software you 
really want. 

t
1EXPRESS~ 
ORDER 

' A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

1-800-321-3133 

l£.r=·w '1"(.2 "(. 9 _ '1"(.2 "(. TOLL-FREE U.S. ORDER HOTLINE: :::.:,)'i:',,: :: ;J.W \.tt ~~ ~ ;J.W Ut ~~ ~ 1-800-ADS-AHQJ' 1-800-237-2409 

'?i'!i!!'fillo/ P.O. Box 58342 •1 ~ T:i::~~~~o~~~P~~~iRs: 

WASHINGTON RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 
8.1'%. SALES TAX . Min imum U.S. shipping 
$3.00; $4.00 to Canada. $2.75 U.S . COO 
charge. Pleue allow 2 wMks for d•ltv•ry. 
U.S. overnight or 2·day dallv«y available 

~ Renton, WA 98058 • • '*' 206-235-0917 for In-stock it•m•. Softwar• upgrad•• $5.00 
••ch (free with ord•r• ovw $25) . 

256K memory upgrade 
for CoCo 3: $89.95! 

Prlc. lttclud•• 4 ~ cltlrJ• M tWr curr.nt ,..,.,.,.,. 
~ prlo& tJv. 1o luctuMing m..rlrft ootWIIflotu. pnc.. 

.,. ~~ lo chaft~ •Ahoul noflo& 

I~ File Svste1n 
Repack 0 

A New Breed of CoCo 3 Memory Expansion 
Vse:t exj:tting CoCo 3 64K x 4 memory chips! 

Our revolutionary circuit combines four 64K x 4 memory 
chipa on the QuarterMeg board with the four identical 

memory chipa in the 128K CoCo 3 to double your OS9 and 
BASI memory 256K. Piggy-back upgrades to 512KI 

Zero-K QuarterMeg (no chipa) - $39.95 

Also available: Standard QuarlerMeg (4 
chips), Full QuarterMeg (8 chips) & Fat 

QuarlerMeg (512K - 16 chips) 
>>> MARKET PRICE <<< 

fragmentation, and 
_;::..:::..:.;:..::::...:..:..:;:z.. from a bad case of 

we've got the cure. 

Did you know that OS9 geta lesa efficient (and just a little slower) every time you use it? 
tt•s true! As you modify or create files, 059 breaks them up into smaller and smal~ 
pieces acattered randomly acrou your disks. SmaUer pieces mean slower disk access. 

Our new File System Repack program examines each file on your hard or floppy disk. It 
reverses the effects of fragmentation by gathering up and combining pieces of files. In 
addition to the immediate benefit of a faster system, our program also reduces disk 
head movement - ln the long term, decreasing wear on your system's mechanical parts. 

Real BASIC for 059! R.S.B. V1.3 $39.95 CoCo-XT Hard Disk Interfaces 
Burke & Burke"s R.S.B. software gives you a complete, 059-compatible 
version of Disk Extended Color BASIC. We"ve added new software for 
OS9-style graphics, sound. printer, and disk 110. The BASIC you know 
and love is now running under Level 2 OS9 windows! 

R.S .B. loads and saves files using osg·s file format, so we've also included 
utilities to transfer BASIC programs and data files betwen OS9 and BASIC 
disks. Of course, you can·t use R.S.B. to run machine language programs, 
and some BASIC commands work slightly differently under R.S.B. 

Requires CoCo 3, 256K RAM, floppy controller with either Tandy Disk 
BASIC or DISTO CoCo 3 COOS. and Level 2 OS9. 

NO HALT • 1 or 2 hard drives - 30"1'. faster than SASI • Uses PC-type hard 
disk drives & controllers - 5 Meg to 120 Meg per drive • Does not use 
interrupts • Multi-PAK recommended • Includes EZGen boot file editor for 
easy installation • CoCo XT-RTC includes real-time clock 

CoCo XT $69 .95 CoCo XT-RTC $99.95 
XT-ROM AUTO·BOOT ROM ... Automatically boots OS9 from your Burke 
& Burke hard disk at power·up. Use XT -ROM- as a convenience, or for 
fail-safe CoCo operation in unattended BBS, home security systems, e tc. 

XT-ROM $19 .95 ( , h d _ _ J 4 ar disk cable set $17.50 

HYPER-/10 $29.95 HYPER-I/O Utilities $21.95 EZGen Version 1.06 $19 .95 
Modifies .Oisk BASIC to use hard disks (CoCo XT, OISTO, 
LR), RAM disks, & any mix of 35-160 track floppy drives. 
Fully reset protected, 16K EFROM-able. 

HYPER-Ill $12.95 
RAM disk and printer spooler add-on for HYPER-I/O. 
Requires 512K CoCo 3 and HYPER-I/O. 

Kevin Berner"s wildcard copy, delete, 
and file search utilities for HYPER-I/O 

HYPER-I/O Disk Doctor $17.95 
Kevin"s second utility package. Find 
bad disk sectors, edit GAT/FAT, etc. 
Both utility packages for $37.95 

Powerful OS9 bootfile editor. Change module 
names, add or delete modules, patch bytes, or 
rearrange modules. Worka on other files, too . 

I :P:£:RTASC1.1. S19 .95 
Level 2 OS9 scrambled-letter word game for 
1-16 players. Play against the computer"s 
15 000 word dictionar or friends. 256K. 
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I BASICally Speaking 

Dear Larry: 
I have written a word processing pro

gram for my CoCo and am wondering how 
to put a word-wrap feature into the pro
gram to prevent word division.! would like 
a line length to vary up to 250 characters. 
A listing of the program is enclosed with 
this letter. 

Dear Donald: 

Donald F. Graff 
Springboro, Pennsylvania 

Due to space limitations I cannot list the 
whole program in this article. But I can 
write a small routine that enables word 
wrap and show you the important elements 
to consider in designing one. The program 
is listed below. The variables are explained 
in the header of the routine. 

Questions or improvements regarding 
this routine are welcome. Replies may take 
as much as two or three months, consider
ing the complexity of the question. 

0 CLEAR 1000 0 
1 DIM L$ (100 ) ' THE NUMBER OF LI 
NES ALLOWED TO BE TYPED (CAN BE 
I NCREASED) 
10 WO= O ' THE NUMBER OF LETTERS I 
N THE CURRENT WORD 
11 LE=O 'T HE LENGTH OF THE CURRE 
NT LINE 
12 LN=60 ' THE MAXIMUM LE NGTH OF A 
LINE 
13 A$= " "'A CHARAC TER FROM THE K 
EYBOARD 
14 L$=nn' THE LI NE CURRENTLY BEIN 
G TYP ED 
15 NU=1 ' THE CURRENT LI NE NUMBER 
100 CLS: PRINT 
110 EXEC 44 53 7:A$ =I NKEY$ 
120 LE=LE+1 : L$=L$ +A$:PRINT A$; 
13 0 IF A$=n " THE N WO=O ELSE WO= 
WO+l 
140 IF LE>LN THEN PRINT STRING$( 
W0 ,8) : L$ (NU )=LEFT$(L$,LEN(L$)-WO 
) :L$=RIGHT$ (L$, WO) : LE=WO:WO= O:NU 
=NU+1 :PRINT L$; 
15 0 GOTO 11 0 

Dear Larry: 
I bought a used Radio Shack Color 

Computer 2 with a printer and double disk 
drive. There were no manuals with it. ! was 
able to get some manuals for the printer 
and cassette player through Radio Shack. 

My husband and I are trying to use it for 
a start-up computer business.! can't seem 

Larry Boeldt has programmed on the Color 
ComputerJor five years. He has experi
ence with BASIC, Pascal and FORTRAN IV. 

He runs a software customizing business 
for the CoCo market. 
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SPEAKING 

By Larry Boeldt 

to find enough business software for this 
computer.! know it was originally made as 
a beginner's computer but am hoping I can 
find some business and educational soft
ware for it until! can buy a more business
oriented computer. 

I am looking for an address label pro
gram so that I can alphabetically file names 
by city, state and zip code. It should allow 
for easy updating and should be able to 
work with a word processor for mail merge. 

I hope you know of some company or 
individual that has this type of business 
software.! would also like to find a desktop 
publishing program for the Color Com
puter 2 . 

Dear Kay: 

Kay Nelson 
Jacksonville, Florida 

Tothian Software, Inc., sells two pro
grams called Ultra -Merge and Ultra-Base. 
Together they should take care of your mail 
merge and mailing list needs. For a CoCo 2 
word processor many people use T elewriter 
64 from Cognitec. I used the CoCo 3 ver
sion of Telewriter to type this article. Both 
Cognitec and Tothian advertise in THE RAIN

BOW, so look for their ads. 
If you plan to buy a PC-compatible 

computer in the future, I suggest a program 
sold by Radio Shack called Q&A. My per
sonal suggestion is to upgrade to a CoCo 3. 
Your present drives are compatible and the 

price is low. A CoCo 3 fills your small
business needs quite nicely. 

These suggestions are based on my 
personal use, and the programs may not 
suit your needs. Many other RAINBOW 

advertisers sell similar products, and it 
would be a good idea to check the reviews 
in back issues. If these packages do not 
match your taste, you can have someone 
write custom software for you. It may cost 
more, but you will get exactly what you 
need. 

Dear Larry: 
I recently bought a Color Computer 3 

and the OS-9 operating system. Before my 
purchase I owned a Color Computer 2 and 
used Disk BASIC. I would like to know if 
there is any way for OS-9 to read the 
directory of a Disk BASIC disk. I have 
TRSCopy, which I use to convert old text 
files, and would find it helpful be able to see 
which files I have on disk as I go along. 

Jeff Hebert 
Sheboygan , Wisconsin 

Dear Jeff: 
The listing rsdir should do exactly what 

you want it to. Simply type in the following 
lines to invoke it from OS-9 ' s shell. Notice 
that it is written in BASIC09. Make sure you 
pack it, using the command pack* , so that 
it is stored in your execution directory. This 
causes BASIC09 to pack all procedures in 
memory and send them to the execution 
directory. 

You must have ru nb in memory or in the 
execution directory. To get it to work, you 
must trick OS-9 into believing that an OS-
9 format disk is in the disk drive. 

First put any OS-9 disk in Drive ld l. 

Type di r I d1. Replace the OS-9 disk with 
your Disk BASIC disk and type rsdir ( "1 
d 1 ") . The program asks if you want to 
make another directory listing. You may 
redirect the output to the printer with the 
line r sdi r ("ld1 H) >>lp. 

I purposely wrote the program to send 
its output to the standard error path. 

PROCEDURE rsdir 

0000 PARAM filename:STRING[S] 
000C DIM done:BOOLEAN 
0013 DIM s:STRING[1] 
001F DIM fsector(256) :BYTE 
0028 DIM i:INTEGER 
0032 DIM path:BYTE 
0039 DIM sector:INTEGER 
0040 ON ERROR GOTO 300 
0046 filename=filename 

0 



004E PRINT CHR$( 12); 
0054 OPEN #path ,f ilename+ "@ 
":READ 
0064 REPEAT 
0066 SEEK #pat h ,7 8848. 
0073 PRINT CHR$(12 ) 
0078 PRINT "Put Color Bas 
ic Disk into "; filename 
009A PRINT "and press any 
key to continue " 
00BD GET #1,s 
00C6 PRINT CHR$(12) 
00CB done=FALSE 
00D1 FOR sector=l TO 18 
00E1 GET #path ,fsector 
00EB RUN display(fsecto 
r , done) 
00FA IF done THEN 10 
0106 NEXT sector 
0111 10 
115 PRINT 
0117 PRINT "Another dis k ? 

012 9 GET #1 ' s 
0132 UNTIL s="n" OR s =" N" 
0146 CLOSE #path 
014C END 
14E 300 
0152 PRINT CHR$(7) ; CHR$ (7) 

015B i=ERR 
0161 IF i=56 

ALL 
COMMANDS 
AT YOUR 
FINGERTIPS 

THEN 

016D PRINT 
016F PRINT " Usage: RSDIR( 
"; CHR$(34); "/d1";CHR$(34); ")" 
0192 ENDIF 
0 1 94 IF i=244 THEN 
01A0 PRINT 
01A2 PRINT "You must firs 
t put an" 
01BB PRINT "OS9 f ormat di 
sk in " 
01D2 PRINT filen ame; " be 
fore trying to use" 
01EF PR I NT "the Co l or BAS 
IC disk" 
0207 ENDIF 

PROCEDURE display 
0000 PARAM sector(256) :BYTE 
000C PARAM done :BOOLEAN 
0013 DIM i ,j:INTEGER 
001E FOR j=1 TO 256 STEP 32 
0034 FOR i=j TO j+ 10 
0049 IF sector(i) =0 THE 
N 20 
005B IF sector(i)=255 T 
HEN 
006A done=TRUE 
0070 GOTO 30 
0074 ENDIF 
0076 PRINT #3,CHR$(sect 
or ( i )); 

0084 IF i=j+7 THEN PRIN 
T #3 , "/"; 
009D ENDIF 
009F NEXT i 
00AA PRINT #3," " 

00B6 20 
00BA NEXT j 
00C5 30 END 

Questions about specific BASIC pro
gramming problems can be addressed 
to BASICally Speaking, THE 
RAINBOW, P. 0. Box 385, Prospect, 
KY 40059. 

We reserve the right to publish only 
questions of general interest and to edit 
for brevity and clarity. Due to the large 
volume of mail we receive, we are unable 
to answer letters individually. 

Questions can also be sent to Larry 
through the Delphi CoCo SIG. From 
the CoCo SIG> prompt, pick Rainbow 
magazine Services. Then at the RAIN
BOW> prompt , type ASK (for Ask the 
Experts) to arrive at the EXPERTS> 
prompt , where you can select the 
"BASICally Speaking" online, which 
has complete instructions. 

~ 
RAINBOW 
CERTIFICATION 

SEAL 

§ ..1 B cR. Jll~ :::J E <R S 0 9- :::J CUI Jl <R. E 
UTILITIES/SUBROUTINES FOR BASIC 

NO MORE 
SEARCHING 

THROUGH 
MANUALS 

1) NOTEJ::'~t\_1!_:_ Type-tth"""""d buFFer, IVOrd 
1vrnp~ buclt~p'l!llce~ lteyrepeat ttnd more. 
U~e 'l!llt.one or '1!11~ ""' BASIC ~ubr·outine. 

lnct.ude~ ""' b'ttil::ch pr·inil::ing utit.ity. 

and SQR~ 

decimat.~ 

memory. 
~ubrou"t:ine_ 

inte·!;Jer deriv't:lotive~ For 
(ex. PI=3SS/113L -4-Function 

U~e nt.one or ""'~ ""' BASIC 

3) SEA.RCH Af\10 REPLACE' 36 u~er-deFined 
ten;-pt.ate~ ~ettr·ch BASIC Fit.e~. R..,·pt.nc.e 
~tr-in-g~ uJittll on~ or 'tuJio -=ey~t:r-olt:.e~

ln~ert:~ dell.et:e .t over·IVrite mode~ t:oo! 
HodiFy tempt.'t:lo ·t:e~ -on the Ft.y-. Fit.e 
~ize t.imited ont.y by di~lt C'ttp't:locity. 

KEYBOARD 
TEMPLATES 

FOR YOUR COCO 

-4) ~I~EHO~ App..,nd -48 ch'ttrbcter 
memo~ to di,.,t: Fit.el>ftme~ 

S) HINP!!_To Vi~ibte- prompt bnd lteyboard 
inpu·t For HSCREEN gr·bphic mode~. 

Available Now for TW 128 and TW 64 

$4.95 plus $2.00 Shipping & Handling 
(NC Residents Add 5% Sales Tax) 

---SPECIFY TW 128 OR TW 64--

P&M PRODUCTS 
1003 SHALIMAR DRIVE 
HIGH POINT, NC 27260 

6) t-r~~t:!ER: Count:domn 
USGREEN ·gr·Hphic mode~. 

to zero For 

PROGRAHS REQUIRE 128K COC03, RSDOS. 
SEND CI-IIECIK./H.O. FOR H.-4. "9S + :J2 S+t-1 TO: 

GIBRAL TER SOFTWARE 
6S BLUFF AVENUE 
ROWAVTOHI CT 06853 
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I Software CoCo 3 

Extended ADOS-3-
An Elevated Environment 

Tandy's introduction of the Color 
Computer 3 was a giant leap in the evolu
tion of the CoCo. This powerful machine 
with advanced graphics and addressing 
capabilities is in my opinion the best com
puter available at anywhere near its price. 
And for some applications, it's the best 
computer, period. Many purchasers of the 
CoCo 3 were disappointed, however, to 
find that the CoCo 3 ' s Disk BASIC is nearly 
identical to the dull DOS of the earlier 
CoCos. What the CoCo 3 needs is a new 
Disk BASIC that fully uses the abilities of 
this incredible machine and is of the CoCo 
3 's caliber. Extended ADOS-3 is the an
swer to that need. 

Extended ADOS-3, the latest product in 
the popular ADOS line, 

.• ~ • ~ ;o " .. - "'...,_ • 

is an enhancement to 
standard ADOS-3. 

features are added, 
and a few· stan
dard commands 
are greatly im
proved-es
pecially 
those deal-

\'.e\· 
"\\ ~oc 

,_~·V' 
\e~ \O~ '.} CoCo 3 

0~ '.}~:~. will now have, 
~Y~ . t\\ec\0 when you tum it on, 

~poS·~ ~e'.}v\' such things as a RAM disk 
tetlaed ~\\1"1'.}\c (for 512K machines), selectable 

\\'.; 1'-~'l'~~"''.} access to the equivalent of 16 standard 

configurable cold start actions, and more 
-along with all the functions available in 
standard ADOS-3. 

Extended ADOS-3 comes with one floppy 
disk and a 12-page 8\12-by-11-inch manual. 
The documentation is well-written, straight
forward and understandable upon first read
ing. The author is easy to get in touch with 
and answered all my questions in a helpful 
manner. 

Extended ADOS-3 is designed to be 
"burned into" a 27128 EPROM (Erasable, 
Programmable Read-Only Memory), which 
replaces the ROM chip presently in your 
disk controller. This is an important differ
ence from standard ADOS-3, which can be 
loaded into RAM from disk. Extended 
ADOS-3's massive code won't fit into the 
same amount of memory that ADOS-3 does. 
This problem is now solved by a novel ap
proach. 

Most of you are probably familiar with 
programs for the 64K CoCo lor 2 that put 
the computer into "RAM mode" and make 
use ofthe extra memory. Since the CoCo 3 
already operates in RAM mode, Extended 
ADOS-3 actually switches into ROM mode 
and accesses information stored on the 
EPROM in the disk controller. This is a 
definite switch from standard program 
operation, and it was a pleasant surprise to 
learn of this scheme. 

However, power often comes at a price. 
I mentioned that the program must be burned 
into an EPROM; while EPROM program
mers are not unknown to the CoCo commu
nity, I suspect most purchasers will need to 
have someone else bum the EPROM for 
them. Finding someone to do it isn ' t a 
problem (the manual contains the addresses 
of two such people), but it costs an addi
tional $15 . 

\~o~'l~\\~ ~'.}" 35-track disk drives, wildcard COPY and 
~vee ~\\o~" KILL commands, key repeat, file dating, 
~\~0 improved BACKUP and DSKINI commands, 

I should also mention that even though 
ExtendedADOS-3 is designed to be burned 
into an EPROM, it is possible to use a few 
of its functions without doing so. You will 
basically be running standardADOS-3, but 
with the ability to use (one at a time) several 
stand-alone utilities that come on the disk. 
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However, I strongly encourage anyone who 
wants to get their money's worth from 
Extended ADOS-3 to have it burned into an 
EPROM and use the program to its full 
potential as intended. 

your part is required. Upon receiving your 
package, first do as the instructions ask and 
make a backup of the disk to use as a 
working copy. Keep the original disk write
protected and in a safe place. Then after 
reading the manual, modify the customiz
ing program to reflect the way you want 
your new Disk BASIC to be configured. 

ADOS-3 customization programs), is well 
commented as to what changes and con
figuration options are available. It is not 
menu-driven; users list and edit lines to 
effect the changes they want. 

An additional price for power is that the 
size of Extended ADOS-3 demands that it 
be burned into a 28-pin 27128 EPROM, 
since no 24-pin EPROM has enough ca
pacity to store it. The Tandy FD 502 disk 
controller has a 28-pin ROM socket, but 
earlier Tandy controllers have only 24 pins. 
Those with the smaller sockets need to 
purchase a $10 adapter from SpectroSys
tems. 

The customizing program, which is in 
BASIC (as were the original ADOS and 

You need to place a copy of your 
configured ADOS-3 onto the Extended 
ADOS-3 disk. (If you are running ADOS-3 
from an EPROM, you can use the 
SAVER OM. BAS program to create a file using 

In either case, both types of controllers 
need some minor hardware modification in 
order to use a 28-pin EPROM. This in
volves opening the controller (which voids 
your warranty if still in effect) and doing a 
little soldering. So if the thought of a sol
dering iron in your hand makes you break 
out into a cold sweat, get a friend who 
knows how to solder to perform this for 
you. Also, owners of the FD 500 drive need 
to either run a wire into the CoCo's car
tridge slot or add a new pin to the control
ler 's card edge connector, because a pin 
necessary for the EPROM's operation is 
missing from these controllers. This par
ticular modification may prove to be a little 
more difficult. Even with all these things 
considered, I had no problem installing the 
adapter in my 24-pin ROM, and I think this 
is a small price to pay for the kind of power 
you get. 

Guaranteed to Fit 
Extended ADOS-3 is intended to fit your 

computer setup and personal preferences 
like a glove - but some participation on 

The Man Behind ADOS 
Arthur J. Flexser, owner and opera

tor of SpectroSystems, is an associate 
professor of psychology at Florida Inter
national University in Miami. His first 
experience with computers was program
ming on mainframes. However, when 
he started using his first personal com
puter (one of the original gray-case 
CoCos), he found much more enjoy
ment working with it than with the larger 
machines, and was soon writing com
mercial-quality software for the CoCo. 

SpectroSystems was founded as a 
means of making these programs avail
able to the public. From the very begin
ning emphasis has been placed on pro
gram quality and extensive testing as 
opposed to quick product releases. 

"I try to put out the very best product 
I can; I polish it a lot and am not in a big 
hurry to release it at the firs t possible 
minute," said Flexser. "I take my time 
when I'm developing. I check out every 
detail very thoroughly, and if there is 
some subtle funniness, I will spend hours 

and hours ... tracking it down." This 
attention to error-free program opera
tion is found in all of SpectroSystems' 
products. The first release of a Spec
troSystems' product is often equivalent 
in testing and debugging to some com
panies' third or fourth versions. 

ADOS itself began when Flexser pur
chased a lowercase kit for his CoCo and 
wanted to make BASIC able to accept 
commands using lowercase. To this DOS 
modification he began to add many utili
ties, and the program soon grew into a 
product that other people began to e;l\
press an interest in. Out of this eventu
ally came the original ADOS. From that 
time on, the CoCo Community has been 
fortunate to have this source of excellent 
software continue to produce quality 
products. For those of you who were 
wondering, yes, ADOS does stand for 
"Art's DOS." I think he would be per
fectly content, however, if it were every
one's DOS. 

"Assembly Language Programming for the CoCo" (The Book) and the CoCo 3 (The Addendum). 
Professionally produced (not just skimpy technical specifications). THE CoCo reference books. 

THE BOOK- 289 pages of teaching THE ADDENDUM- Picks up 
assembly language for the CoCo 1 & 2. where the BOOK left off. Describes 
It's used as a school text and is an ALL the CoCo 3 enhancements & how 
intra to Computer Science. It describes to use them with assembly language. 
the 6809E instructions, subroutines, The most complete GIME spec. 
interrupts, stacks, programming WOW - Super-Res Graphics, 
philorophy, and many examples . Also Virtual Memory, New Interrupts, 
covered are PIAs, VDG , SAM, kybd, and more information not available 
jystk, sound, serial port, and using elsewhere. Find out what the CoCo 3 
cassette and disk. $18.00 + $1.50 s/h . can really do. $12 .00 + $1.00 s/h . 

COCO 3 SPECIAL US check or money 
order. Rl orders 
add 6% sales tax 

Start your CoCo 
library right . 
See what the CoCo 
can really do and 
save money - buy 
the BOOK and 
ADDENDUM 
for only $27.00 + 
$2.00 s/h . 

TEPCO 
68 James Court 

Portsmouth, RI 02871 

See Us On DELPHI 
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your EPROM.) Then run the Extended 
ADOS-3 customizer, which creates a bi 
nary file you send to an EPROM burner. 
When you receive the EPROM, place it 
into your disk controller, making the neces
sary hardware modifications. When you 
turn the CoCo 3 on, be prepared for a 
moving experience -Extended ADOS-3 
will blow your socks off. 

Extended ADOS -3 is the culmination of 
all that has gone before in the development 
of ADOS. It combines all the old functions 
with powerful new ones, comprising an 
irresistible integrated package. The total 
effect is a DOS worthy of the CoCo 3. 

One excellent example of Extended 
ADOS-3' s usefulness can be seen by look
ing at its editing features, such as a key
repeat function . If a key is held down for 
more than half a second, it begins to repeat. 
The delay before repeating begins and the 
speed of the repeat are both configurable. 
In the Edit mode you can step forward in the 
line by holding down the space bar and 
backward by holding down the backspace 
(left arrow) key. The key repeat combined 
with other excellent features gives you an 
incredible editing environment unparalleled 
by anything I've ever seen for the CoCo. 
The manual states that it combines the best 
features of a screen editor and a line editor, 
and I have to agree. 

Two new commands are also added to 
BASIC. LCOP Y and LMOVE allow you to copy 
or move a line or range of lines from one 
location to another within the BASIC pro
gram, with lines automatically being num
bered to fit into their new locations. For 
example, LMOVE 150 - 200 to 350 moves 
lines 150 to 200 to fit between Line 350 and 
the line immediately after it. These com
mands work very well and are a long
awaited addition to BASIC. (I can ' t count 
the times I've retyped an entire line just to 
move it to a new location.) 

RAM Disk (When You Need Data Fast!) 
For 512K machines, Extended ADOS-3 

includes a RAM disk that functions either 
as one 80-track or as two 35- or 40-track 
drives. This is a very fast , reliable, resident 
RAM disk that is as easy to use and as 
compatibly transparent as any I have seen. 
A full 40-track RAM drive to RAM drive 
backup takes only three seconds, and a 
RAM drive DSK I NI just a fraction of a 
second. The contents of the RAM disk are 
preserved after a reset or even a cold start 
( POKE 1 1 3 , o followed by a reset) . 

Except for its lightning-fast speed, the 
RAM disk operates in all other aspects as a 
normal external disk drive, and all disk
related commands are compatible with it. 
Furthermore, to maintain data integrity, the 
RAM disk, unlike many others, stores a 
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checksum for each sector that gives an I/0 
Error if the data on the disk is found to be 
bad. (You can override this protection by 
using the csuM OFF command, re-enabling 
it with CSUM ON.) 

An Excellent CONFIG 
In the quest for attaining the full poten

tial of their disk drives, CoCo users have 
been limited severely by standard Disk 
BASIC. Extended ADOS-3 allows you to 
make full use of your drives. It has support 
for double-sided drives, variable step rates 
(6 to 30ms), and 35-,40- or 80-track drives. 
I am currently using a 30-ms, single-sided 
40-track drive as Drive 0, a 6-ms double
sided 40-track drive as Drive 1, and a 30-
ms single-sided 80-track drive as Drive 2. 

The CONF I G command lets you assign 
various physical drives to the logical drive 
numbers 0 to 3. That is, you can assign a 
physical drive (external disk drive or inter
nalRAM drive) to a particular logical drive 
number so that, for instance, when you type 
DIR1 you get a directory of whatever physi
cal drive you have assigned as logical Drive 
1. CONFIG is used in this format: 

CONF I G 0 BO RO R1 

This means you have assigned physical 
Drive 0 as logical Drive 0, the back (sec
ond) side of physical Drive 0 as logical 
Drive 1, the first RAM drive as logical 
Drive 2, and the second RAM drive as 
logical Drive 3. 

Hardware limitations of the CoCo set 
the maximum number of drives that can be 
connected at one time to four single-sided 
or three double-sided drives . This means 
that by using the CONFIG command you can 
have access to up to eight different disk 
drives (six sides from three double-sided 
disks and two from the RAM drives) . You 
may be wondering how I am going to pull 
the "equivalent of 16 standard 35-track 
disk drives" claim out of the hat. Well, 
consider a system with two 40-track RAM 
drives and three double-sided 80-track 
drives. The RAM drives total80 tracks , and 
the 80-track drives give 3*80*2=480 tracks, 
for a total of 560 tracks - 16 times the 
standard 35 tracks. (See, I wasn't just pull
ing your leg.) 

"I Said, I Want My Data Fast!" 
Extended ADOS-3 improves the BACKUP 

and DSKINI commands to give speed ad
dicts what they long for most. BACKUP is 
modified to work twice as fast as before for 
a full disk. In addition, a "GAT backup" 
feature is used, which means that only 
tracks with data on them are copied (based 
on the Granule Allocation Table) , resulting 
in extremely quicker backups of disks that 

are only partially full. You can override this 
feature if you want. 

BACKUP is modified to allow formatting 
of the destination disk at the same time the 
BACKUP is done. You can also use a number
of-tracks specifier, such as BACKUP o to 

1 , 35, causing only the first 35 tracks to be 
copied to the destination disk, even if the 
source disk has 40 or 80 tracks. 

DSKI NI is modified to work about 30 
percent faster. However, the timing on this 
fast DSKINI is critical, and no speed in
crease is realized for drives whose motors 
are not operating at the correct speed. 

Get Wild (Then COPY and KILL) 
Many of us are aware that Big Blue 's 

Unspeakable-DOS has the ability to per
form wildcard operations, and we may have 
at one time or another wished the CoCo had 
the same ability. (Oh, sacrilege.) We can 
come out of the closet now, thanks to 
Extended ADOS-3's wildcard COPY and KILL 

commands. 
The asterisk (*) and question mark (?) 

characters in a filename or extension within 
a COPY or KILL command cause the opera
tion to be performed on all files that match 
the description. For example, coPY"* . BAS" 

TO 1 copies all files with an extension of 
. BAS from Drive 0 to Drive 1. 
COPY " PR*. BIN: 1 " TO 2 COpies all files with 
an extension of . BIN and starts with the 
letters P R. The question mark can be used to 
match any single character; thus 
KILL " R ?G. BAS : 1 " kills all BASIC files that 
are three letters in length, start with R and 
end in G. 

These commands can also be followed 
by one or more options to increase their 
power and flexibility . Both COPY and KILL 

can be followed by an o, which outputs to 
the screen each file copied or killed. Or they 
can be followed by an A, which asks if each 
file is to be affected by the operation. The 
commands coPY " *.* " TO 1 , A and 
KILL " * . * ", A are especially effective and 
useful commands, providing quick and easy 
disk transfer and purging. Also, the coPY 

command has a Kill option that kills all 
source files copied, and a Replace option 
that automatically replaces duplicate files 
without any prompting. 

All these commands work like magic 
and perform flawlessly . So go ahead and 
get wild-- you'll be glad you did. 

How About A DATE? 
Extended ADOS-3 now automatically 

attaches the date to files when saved to 
disk; these dates are displayed when you do 
a DI R ofthe disk. The date is also used as a 
header when you LLIST a program and is 
returned as the value ofthe DATE$ function , 
as in PRINT DATE$ , or A$=DATE$. 



Color Computer I, II, III 

Free Software for Drive 0 Systems 
CoCo Checker ••• Test roms, rams, disk drives and a controller printer, keyboard ca-ne a more. 
Tape/Disk Utility •.• Transfers disk to tape and tape to disk. 

159'95 
DriveO 179 95 

Drive 0 269 95 
DrlveO& 1 

• Full HI Drive • Double Sided Slim Line Drive • 2 Double Sided Slim Line Drive 
• Single Case 
• Heavy Duty Power Supply 
• 2 Drive Cable 

• Case holds 2 slim line drives 
• Heavy Duty Power Supply 
• 2 Drive Cable 

• Case holds 2 slim line drives 
• Heavy Duty Power Supply 
• 2 Drive Cable 

• Gold plated contacts 
• Controller & manuals 

• Gold plated contacts 
• Controller & Manuals 

• Gold plated contacts 
• Controller & Manuals 

Other Drive Specials 

11995 
Full Ht Drive ............. .. ....... ...... 89 95 

Full Ht Drive Ps/Case ..... ... 129 95 

2nd Drive 
for new Radio Shack 
includes: 

Slim Line Drive ...................... 99 95 

Slim Line Drive Ps/Case ... 139 95 

• Slim Line DS/DD Drive 
• Cabling & Instructions 2 Slim Drives Ps/Case ...... 239 95 

• Mounting Hardware 
Disk Controller .. .. .. ... ............. 59 95 

Single Ps & Case .................... 4495 

Dual %ht Ps & Case ....... ....... . 54'95 

Dual Full Ht. Ps & Case ........ 79 95 

Disk Controller ...................... 59 95 

1 0 Diskettes 9 95 
with free library case ....... ...... .... . 

--- Quality Add-On's for Tandy 1000, SX, TX, SL, TL, 3000, 4000 

1000, 1000A, 
Memory Cards 

Zucker Memory 
• DMA & 512K CALL 
Zucker Multifunction 
• Serial 
• Real Time Clock 
• 512K DMA 
• Software 

QUALITY 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 

508-278-6555 

CALL 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
508-278-6556 

l:ml 
IWII 

HARD CARDS 

10 meg 
20 meg 
30 meg 

259.95 
299.95 
349.95 

40 meg ........... . . 
49 meg . .......... . . 
64 meg . . .... . ..... . 

399.95 
499.95 
599.95 

HARD DRIVE KITS 
1 0 meg kit . . . . . . . . . . . . 249.95 
20 meg kit . . . . . . . . . . . . 299.95 
30 meg kit . . . . . . . . . . . . 339.95 

TANDY 1000 
1000, SX, TX, 3000,4000 

2nd Floppy 

360K TEAC $119.95 
720K Mitsubishi $99.95 
3112'' Mitsubishi $119.95 

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 

1-SQ0-635-0300 
TRUE DATA PRODUCTS 

115 MAIN ST., P.O. BOX 347 
UXBRIDGE, MA 01569 

508-278-6555 
HOURS: MON-FRI. !HI, SAT. 10.4 (EST) 

40 meg kit 
60 meg kit 

399.95 
539.95 

1000, 1000A, SX, TX, SL, TL 

Hard Drive 
Controller 

Will run 1 or 2 
Hard Drives 

Supports drives up to 120 megabytes 

$99.95 

CORPORATE P.O.'S WELCOMED 

ALL PACKAGES SHIPPED UPS 
EXCEPT CANADA AND A. P.O.'s 
C.O.D.'S ADD $2.30 
MASTER CHARGENISA ADD 3% 
1 YEAR WARRANTY UNLESS 
OTHERWISE NOTED 
PRICES TERMS CONDITIONS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT 
NOTICE 



The date is taken from a 16-character 
string you input either at power-up or at a 
later time using the DATE command, or it is 
taken from a real-time clock that is sup
ported by the available software. 

SpectroSystems currently has software 
drivers that support obtaining the date di
rectly from the Disto (CRC) RTIME, 3-in-
1 and 4-in-1 adapters. It also offers a soft
ware driver that is used with the Tandy 
SmartWatch (Cat. No. 25-1033, $39.95) , 
which plugs directly into any disk control
ler with a 28-pin ROM socket. SpectroSys
tems is selling the SmartWatch, including 
drivers for use with Extended ADOS-3, for 
$35 . Whether you have a real-time clock or 
input the date at power-up, the file-dating 
feature is a nice function. 

May I Have A Menu, Please? 
The r~ENU command is a more powerful 

version of the popular BOOT and BOOT3 
utilities found in previous ADOS products. 
It gives a directory of the files on the 
selected drive and allows the use of execu
tion commands (RUN for BASIC programs, 
RUNM for ML programs) , SCAN, COPY, KILL 
and LOAD by simply selecting the desired 
file using the arrow keys. 

A word of warning: The menu com
mand affects the memory where pages 1 
and 2 of the low-resolution graphics are 
located. Use of MENU changes the graphics 
on those pages. Also, if you are using a 
PCLEARl (Or PCLEARO ), using MENU destroys 
any BASIC program already in memory. 
This normally isn ' t a problem since MENU is 
mainly used to load or execute other pro
grams, but I thought I would mention it 
here because the manual doesn ' t include 
this warning. 

A Special Euphoria 
Here 's a little feature I really like. Hav

ing used an 80-track drive for years, I've 
always been annoyed by its incompatibil
ity with standard 35- and 40-track drives. 
The SKIP ON command allows the use of an 
80-track drive with standard disks . I stuck 
a 40-track disk into my 80-track drive, 
issued a SKIP ON command, did a DIR, and 
Bingo!- scrolling beautifully on the screen 
were the di sk' s contents . I know this may 
sound strange, but I think there is a special 
euphoria reserved only for those seeing 
their 80-track drive, for the first time, read 
a 40-track disk. Not only that, but use of 
this command allows you to read , write and 
format standard disks on the 80-track drive. 

More Commands 
With the POUT ON command, Extended 

ADOS-3.allows output to be sent to a par
allel printer port instead of the serial port. 
POUT OFF directs output back through the 
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serial port. This feature supports the paral
lel ports in the Disto (CRC) and older J&M 
controllers. 

The COLS command is used while in 
either the 40- or the SO-column screen. It 
prints a line on the screen that shows the 
column numbers in order to aid you in 
knowing what values to use for the LOCATE 
command. 

The PEEP command is like a large-scale 
memory monitor that uses graphics dis
plays to allow you to page through and 
view the contents of memory. 

There is also a function that allows you 
to send a dump of the current text screen to 
the printer. You hold down the J, K and L 
keys simultaneously while in direct mode 
or at a BASIC INPUT Or LINE INPUT . The COLD 
command causes a cold start. 

A few changes have been made in Ex
tended ADOS-3. The SCAN and SCANP 
commands, when stopped by the BREAK 

key , close the files they opened and shut off 
output to the printer. Also, the long-stand
ing bug in standard Disk BASIC - and in 
ADOS and ADOS-3- that caused a crash 
if an I/0 Error occurred during a COPY 
command is fixed. 

Turnkey Potential 
Another potentially useful feature is 

Extended ADOS-3 's configurability to 
perform one of two operations (or neither 
of them) on a cold start. You can have the 
DOS command executed or a BASIC program 
named SYS. BAS looked for on a specified 
drive and run if found . You can al so config
ure the system to perform these functions 
depending on whether the space bar is or 
isn ' t being held down during the cold start. 
For example, you could have the system 
automatically do a DOS command if the 
space bar is being held down. This or the 
automatic running of SYS . BAS allows you 
to set up a " turn-key" system, with the 
necessary programs being loaded and run 
without the user needing to type anything at 
all. 

The other alternative is an excellent 
choice for those who run a BBS. Having 
one of the two actions performed on a cold 
start when the space bar is not being held 
down allows a BBS to restart itself after a 

power failure . This feature would already 
have come in handy the several times my 
board has gone down due to a temporary 
loss of power. 

Utilitarianism 
There are several stand-alone utilities 

provided on the Extended ADOS-3 disk 
that can be used under ordinary ADOS-3 -
to tide you over until your EPROM arrives . 
They are neither as complete nor as error
free as their EPROM counterparts, and 
they can be used only one at a time (except 
for MENU . BIN). The utilities include 
WCOPY. BIN (wildcard COPY and KILL), 
LCOPY . BIN (LCOPY and LMOVE), KEYRPT. BIN 
(key repeat) , DATE . BIN (file dating), 
RAMDISK . BIN and MENU . BIN. 

But Are We Compatible? 
Since the beginning of ADOS, compati

bility has been a major concern of the 
author, Arthur Flexser. Every effort has 
been made to ensure that the presence of 
ADOS in your system won't cause prob
lems with programs that work under nor
mal Disk BASIC. The author actually works 
directly with programmers of commercial 
CoCo software to maintain this compati
bility. Part of the popularity of ADOS is due 
to the compatibility record, and ADOS is 
probably the closest to being a "standard" 
alternate DOS that you are going to find . 
No other product contains this many fea
tures yet is so universally accepted by other 
programs. 

Even with this much effort dedicated to 
compatibility, the extensive modifications 
made will undoubtedly cause some pro
grams not to run with ADOS active. The 
DISABLE command solves this problem by 
disabling most of the ADOS functions, and 
a D I SABLE : DLOAD command approximates 
standard Disk BASIC even closer. In addi
tion, the documentation for Extended ADOS-
3 includes pokes to selectively disable and 
re-enable the key repeat and RAM disk 
functions. Most of the programs I tested on 
Extended ADOS-3 worked without any 
problems, and there were none that wouldn't 
function after the DISABLE: DLOAD sequence. 
Because it resides in ROM "underneath" 
Super Extended BASIC, no program can 
have a conflicting use for that space. 

This outstanding compatibility is an
other reason to make Extended ADOS-3 
your DOS of choice. 

Wrap It Up, I'll Take It 
Extended ADOS-3 is everything it prom

ises. All the commands and functions per
form exceptionally well and exactly as 
stated in the manual, with the exception of 
the DSKINI command, which doesn't seem 
to work any faster on my system (Mr. 



Flexser said this is probably due to timing 
considerations with my drives). 

1 Hardware 

MC-1-

EPROM (2764 or 27128). Three jumpers 
configure the socket for either the 24- or 
28-pin chip. The second socket supports 
only a 28-pin EPROM. The controller comes 
with Radio Shack Disk BASIC 1.1. 

As an enhancement to standard ADOS-
3, this program provides a good number of 
useful utilities integrated and available 
instantly when you want them. There is no 
hassle of loading in program after program 
and worrying about compatibility. Addi
tionally, several of the features can ' t be 
found elsewhere, and those that can out
shine the competition. 

A Compact Floppy 
Controller 

I was disappointed when I tried to plug 
my drive cable (standard Radio Shack is
sue) into the controller. The cable is keyed 
between pins 3 and 5, but the MC-1 is not. 
I had to remove the glued-in key from the 
cable connector. I thought the printed cir
cuit board would be notched for a key since 
a keyed board works with an unkeyed cable, 
but a keyed cable does not work with an 
unkeyed board. The cartridge fit the com
puter without any problem. My CoCo2 had 
no problem filling the low power require
ments of the controller. 

From DISTO 
Even with a very critical eye, I fi nd very 

little wrong with this product. It does eve
rything it claims, and with style. It seems as 
if there are fewer errors in Extended ADOS-
3 than in Disk BASIC- a testimony to the 
care Mr. Flexser takes in producing the 
highest quality product possible. 

The MC- 1 (Mini Controller I) is a floppy 
disk controller cartridge that works with or 
without a Multi-Pak. Tony DiStefano de
signed the MC-1, and CRC Computers 
manufac tures and distributes it. 

It is impossible for me to give Extended 
ADOS-3 anything other than a rave review. 
The CoCo 3 without Extended ADOS-3 is 
like a grounded plane - why not let your 
CoCo soar? 

The MC-1 is approximately the same 
size as the Radio Shack FD-50 I controller. 
The housing is white plastic, which doesn't 
match the CoCo, but it looks better than 
Radio Shack's black housing. There is one 
small toggle switch on the operator' s side 
of the housing. Overall , the look is classy. 

Documentation comes in the form of a 
three-page pamphlet. Information 0 11 the 
two DOS sockets is adequate but certainly 
not extensive. I assume the controller is 
capable of handling double-sided 514- and 
3~-inch drives since the WD 1773 chip has 
the power, but no mention of this is found 
in the documentation. I am running three 
single-s ided, 514-inch drives and have not 
run into any problems with the contro ller. I 
have exercised it with numerous programs 
and disk utilities in both Disk BASIC and 
OS-9. 

(SpectroSystems, 11111 N. Kendall Drive, 
Suite A108, Miami, FL 33176, 305-274-3899; 
$39.95; $64.95 for Extended ADOS-3 and 
ADOS-3; $5 for real-t ime clock dr ivers; add 
$2 S/H) 

- Michael G. Toepke 

Tony has chosen the latest state-of-the
art Western Digital WD 1773 controller 
chip as the heart of the system. He has 
provided two sockets , selectable by the 
external switch, memory-mapped for CoCo 
I, 2 and 3 DOS operation. The first socket 
can accept a 24-pin ROM or a 28-pin 

S t G NO HYPE! JUST QUALITY OS9 
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 

CI)ID)IJ(fJIB7 llfiJ~. 
Go I dstnr 2400 Bnud Modem ( 1200 Bnud - S I 00) S I 50 

I OOll hnyes compntnble , steel cnse, stores five numbers 
Pnrnmeters stored I n non-volntl l e ram using AT commands 

SUPERCOMM 2 .0 by Dave Phlllpsen $30 

Xmodem CHK,CRC a. Ymodem batch transfer with buffering 
Autodlal and redial with keyboard macros, auto log on 
ANSI and OS9 t erminal emulation I Ac cess to OS9 Shell 
ASCII file capture nnd send I Split screen conference 
Relinble with T 2 or any other device even at 2400 bnud 
w ill work with only 12BK and 11 black and white monitor 
Pop- up windows wiHelp and easy to use ALT - KEY commnnds 
done In I OOll assembly langunge for effeclent operation 
Not necessary to build new boot disk -just load and run! 
Proven faster a. more reliable than other termlnnl programs 

059 Level 2 Log l niBBS Package SSO 

Auto-Bnud T smon w ith commnnd passing and optlonnl hours 
Logi n with DES password encryption, logs access attempts 
Group nnd Net Acc ounts can be set-up, new users verified 
Confl gurnble Menu wiUser- select ANS I, OS9, or no grnphl cs 
Mnll, publi c News, nnd Net Mnll (exchnnge wlother systems) 
BLAZE I ncluded for ultrn-fnst bldlrectlonnl Net trnnsfers 
Chnt, XmodemiYmodem trnnsfers, Help, multi-user conference 
Chown. Fl ndFIIe, PopiLnbel (for windows), other utilit i es 
An y OS9 c ommnnd cnn be run from login, no doors required 
OS9 Level 2 , 51 2 k, Hnrd drive or NO- Hnlt c on troller req'd 
Li mited f ree updntes-modlflcatl ons avnllnbl e upon r equest 
(cnll or write f or de t nlls on OSK vers ion of thi s pncknge) 

CDI - Cnrrl er Detect lnterfnce Onl!l S 15 wllog l n $20 
Hnrdwnre which nllows bnud rnte detection wllog l n pncknge 

VEF Pri nt er Dump fo r Star NX- 1000 Rnlnbow $20 
hns fllst and s low dump modes, mntches OS9 pnl ettes 

l nd l nnn re s,i dents ndd Sll sales t ax. COD Add $3. No credit cnrds. 
Shi pping a. hnndl l ng I nc luded. Send check or money or der to: 
St G Compu t ers, I nc. - P.O. Box 242B5 - Speedway IN 46224 
(3 17) 241 - 64 01 (vo i ce ) - (317) 2 44-3 159 (modem, 311 212400) 

- -
TAZMAN - -- -

Peace has come to the galaxy at last. and with it an 
g g end to the Empire and its monopoly on trade. Now 
g g a new breed of free traders is emerging to serve the ~ ~ 
:: :: needs of countless worlds. :: :: 

g ~ Soar through the universe with an old ship and a g g 
small cargo, searching for inhabited planets on 
which to market your goods. Shop for the latest 
and most efficient upgrades for your ship. Stay 
clear of space hazards and sidestep planetary 

~ ~ storms as you seek your fortune among the stars! ~ ~ 

~ ~ l28K CoCo3 One Disk Drive Joystick ~ ~ 
~ ~ Runs under OS-9/ Level II $24.95 ~ ~ 

n -liR\\----------~- ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~~~?: 52Lnncliair 52Ldmira{ ~.:;'!' 
~ ~ The time-h onored game of Battleship, enhanced by ~ ~ 

intelligent computer opponents, comes to your 
~ ~ CoCo3 complete with sloops and galleons. Up to 8 ~ ~ 

players, any mix of human or computer. 

l28K CoCo3 Tape or Disk $14.95 

Personal checks. money orders and C.O.D. 
All orders add $2.00 shipping & handling. 

C.O.D. please add an additional $2.00. 
Washington addresses add 7.5% Sales Tax. 

- -- -- -- -- -- -

Eversoft Games Ltd 
P.O. Box 3354 

\..Arlington, Wa 98223 

(206) 653-5263 ~ ~ 
- -lOam to 6pm PST ~ ~ 
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An ad in the August 1989 issue of RAIN

BOW states that there are "No clumsy jump
ers to move." I guess they are referring to 
jumpers for DOS selection because there 
are jumpers to configure the first DOS 
socket. 

All in all, this is a nice package that 
functions well at a fair price. I recommend 
it to anyone needing a controller for single
sided drives. 

(CRC Computers, 11 Bout. des Laurentides, 
Laval, PQ, Canada H7G 2S3, 514-967-0195; 
$75 U.S., add $4 S/H) 

-William Baird 

I Software CoCo 1, 2 & 3 I 

Leisure Suit Larry
Larry Gets Laid Back 

Poor Larry; here he is, 40 years old, the 
owner of 17 cardigan sweaters, six pairs of 
pleated slacks and a 20-year collection of 
elevator music. How could things get worse? 
Easy-he can decide to change his life and 
become a party animal. "No more Mr. Nice 
Guy," he shouts. "This pussycat has de
cided to howl!" Larry, however, doesn't 
have the foggiest idea of what howling is all 
about. 

It's your mission, should you choose to 
accept it, to guide Larry through the prat
falls of modem life, to help him get laid 
back and supercool, to aid him in finding a 
bosom buddy. After all, aren't you so much 
more experienced than Larry, who is strik
ing out into unexplored territory? Better 
watch who you admit that experience to, 
though. 

First you have to practice "safe DOS" by 
backing up the two disks that come in the 
package. You need to fool around with OS-
9 formatting to accomplish this, but the 
supplemental instructions are clear enough. 
There's also the everpresent boot program 
in the back, in case you need to free an older 
CoCo of its operating system inhibitions. 
Then you need to format a save disk; you'll 
see how much of a good idea that is later on, 
when the plot steams up. There are specific 
notes for swinging single disk drive users, 
in case you don't have multiple basic drives. 

The supplemental booklet also contains 
instructions on how to poke all the game 
information into a hard disk or double
sided floppy disks . 

Leisure Suit Larry in the Land of the 
Lounge Lizards (boy, there's a mouth-full) 
is an OS-9 based, 512K disk game for the 
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CoCo 3. Produced and directed by Sierra 
On-Line, it's one of their interactive fiction 
offerings. To the new guys on the block, 
"interactive fiction" means you take the 
role of the main character and guide him 
through a series of close encounters by use 
of a keyboard, joystick and typed instruc
tions to the hero. 

After booting the game, you'll see a 
warning that some portions ofthe plot may 
not be appropriate for some children. This 
is true; some portions may not be appropri
ate for certain adults. Just to make sure you 
are who you claim to be, the game runs you 
through a series of trivia questions. If you're 
too young, you can't answer them. It scared 
me to find out that every one of them (there 
are several versions of the entrance exam) 
is easy. Of course, now it takes me all night 
to answer them, whereas before I could 
answer trivia questions all night. 

This is an adult game - a roll through 
the fast lane without having to worry about 
your spouse giving you a .38-caliber "inny" 
belly button. 

Having gotten the preliminaries out of 
the way, you're ready to start scoring. There 
are 222 possible points. You have zero, 
nada, absolut gar nichts, zip points as you 
stand alone on the sidewalk outside Lefty's 
Bar. Well, do something! If you don't, a 
large, ugly dog is going to in just a minute 
or so. 

As with all games of this sort, make sure 
to LOOK at everything. When you first view 
the regulars in Lefty's, you can see that this 
is a tough place. A guy just might get a bust 

in the mouth. There's some dude talking to 
a dudette at the bar, ratcheting his jaw like 
the Devil can take tomorrow. "Blah ... blah 
... blah ... blah ... blah!" followed by "And 
then the chief says, 'Death - by booga
loo!'" If you hang around this guy long 
enough, you'll hear a lot of punch lines. As 
a self-test, see how many you can tell the 
rest of the story to, and then compare your 

total score with the depravity scale found 
on Page 69. 

By the way, the instructions sort of 
make saving a game appear a rather fear
some experience. Let your old Uncle John 
advise you: Just go with the flow, Moe, and 
don't bother yourself none about that fancy 
bookleamin'. You 'II figure out what you 
gotta do. 

I didn't get very far the first time I tried 
it. Sort of like Larry, who is lacking grace 
and interpersonal skills. Face it, he's risen 
to his own level of social incompetence, 
living proof of the Peter Principle. How
ever, to each man is given his time of glory, 
his day in the sun, that experience which 
climaxes his existence as he overcomes all 
obstacles and rises to the occasion, heroi
cally. This may take longer for Larry, since 
a rocket scientist he's not. Actually, intel
lectually he's somewhere between the guy 
who just fell off the turnip truck at Ben ' s 
Gas 'n Go and the astrophysicist who for
mulated the Big Bang theory. 

Eventually you may go all the way with 
this game. If, however, you continue to 
have hang-ups with it, Sierra has a tele
phone number you can call at abnormal 
hours to get hints by using a touch-tone 
telephone. This is a maximum neat idea, 
game fans. 

On the other hand, in addition to the 
dangers confronting Larry (such as con
tracting Mal Peevis Pooey or getting thor
oughly and thanklessly thumped by a thick
set thieving thug- in 3-D), if you do die, 
there is one other humiliation. You have to 

watch Larry's body 
get recycled in Si
erra's special plant: 
This final indignity 
is sort of a combina
tion of Soy lent Green 
and /, Robot. Those 
of us charged with 
making a penetrating 
analysis of software 
programs sometimes 
feel developers of 
cutesy things like that 
should be sent to a 
penal colony. 

On the other 
hand, if you are an 
adult, enjoy reading 
"Dark and Stormy 

Night" purple prose and laugh "Har, har!" 
at corny old saws, this game is definitely 
for you. You are already a sick puppy, so 
how much harm could it do you? Besides, 
the whole thing is about as much fun as a 
person can expect to have when alone. 
People used to get hanged for having this 
much fun. 

Tum the lights down low, flip on the soft 
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Expanding Horizons 

What Take your PC beyond the 
limits of floppy diskettes -
connect to DELPHI, your 
complete online business 
and personal resource. p c 
With your modem and a local y 0 ur 
phone call, select from tens of 
thousands of downloadable 

FREE Lifetime Membership 
As a PCM subscriber, you get a 
FREE lifetime DELPHI membership 
($29.95 value) which includes a 
credit worth one evening hour of 
use($7 .20). 

programs, meet friends from 11 
acrosstheglobe,ortapinto was rea y 
the world's most comprehen-
sive databases to expand the . 1 N_o_R_i_s_k 

If you don't already subscribe to 
PCM, just request a subscription 

when you signup to DELPHI, and, 
for the $28 subscription fee, 
you'll get the same great deal! 

~ · With DELPHI horizonsofyourPC. ~ meant 
.rr:---....._,\1-·...--~''\!"'"~'- , there is no risk. 

Extensive MS-DOS so..-~"lvA .: You can cancel 

Databases f your membership 
DELPHI's special 0 r within 30 days and 
group for owners of • pay only for your usage 
Tandy MS-DOS beyond the initial one-hour credit. 
computers is supported 
by the people who 
bring you PCM. 
Access extensive 
databases, where you 
can upload your favorite flies 
and download programs written 
by other personal computer 
enthusiasts. Chat with other 
members and resident-experts 
in Conference, use electronic 
mail, and post or respond to 
messages in Forum. 

Portable Connection 
In the Portable Place, DELPHI's 
home for owners of laptops and 
luggables, you'll meet others, 
download flies, and get tips to 
help you make the most of your 
portable computer. 

PCM Online 
DELPHI is your online connec

\...:: tion to PCM. You can renew 
your subscription, meet other 

MS-DOS users, order software or 
hardware, or inquire about 
products. You can even 
download programs that 
have been published in 
PCM. 

Wallet Friendly 
You can access DELPHI 
with a local phone call 
from almost anywhere in 
the United States. There is NO extra 
charge for using Tyrnnet or Telenet, 
NO monthly minimum, NO premi
um for 1200 or 2400 bps, and con
nect rates are as low as $4.80/hour. 

DELPHI 

Sign up now - Online! 

With your PC and modem: 
1. Diall-617-576-2981. 
2 . Once connected, press RETURN 

once or twice. 
3. At the Usemame prompt, 
type JOINDELPHI 
4. At the Password prompt, 
type PCM if you already 
subscribe to PCM. 
Type SENDPCM if you do 
not yet subscribe. 
5. Have your credit card 

information handy 

And very shortly you'll see what 
your personal computer was really 
meant for. 

The World's Premier Online Information Service 
General Videotex Corporation • Three Blackstone Street • Cambridge MA 02139 

800-544-4005 • 617-491-3393 

I 
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music, murmur smoothly and turn on your 
CoCo. 

(Sierra On-Line, Inc., P.O. Box 485, Coarse
gold, CA 93614, 209-683-4468; $39.95) 

-John Hebert 

lSoftware CoCo 1, 2 & 3 I 

Slots & Cards
CoCo's Casino 

MicroDeal USA (MichTron) has released 
a Color Computer version of its Slots & 
Cards entertainment program. Slots & Cards 
simulates five different Vegas-style slot 
machines plus electronic versions of poker, 
blackjack and keno, all in one inexpensive 
package. 

I have had the pleasure of using a Color 
Computer since the days of 4K and tape 
drives. From the beginning there have been 
computer versions of the slots. The quality 
of these products has varied dramatically. 
Now Slots & Cards sets a new standard for 
them all. Indeed this may be one of the 
finest CoCo game products ever! 

The programs come on a set of three 
nonprotected disks, attractively packaged 
with a simple but complete instruction 
pamphlet. MicroDeal suggests you make 
backup copies of the original disks for your 
personal use. Disks 1 and 2 each contain 
five versions of the most common Vegas/ 
Atlantic City slot machines. Single- or 
multiple-line play and multicoin are among 
the variations offered. 

Disk 3 has Video Poker, Jokers Wild 
Poker, blackjack and keno. The games can 
be started using Disk BASIC 2.1 's DOS 

command, if you have it, or by entering RUN 

" DOS " . The game shell loads in just a few 
seconds. All game variations on a disk are 
selected from a master menu. Players select 
the amoun.t of their original stakes, then it's 
off to the casino. 

The graphics are outstanding, among 
the very best. The slot machines have the 
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look and feel of the real thing. Rolling 
movement of the slot lines is extremely 
smooth and realistic. The amount of time 
the lines roll before stopping seems about 
right. In the video card games the dealing 
goes quickly. I found myself soon addicted. 
This review probably would have been 
finished a week earlier if I hadn't insisted 
on testing and retesting each of the games 
-just for accuracy, of course! 

The odds of winning are accurately re
flected in game play. This was soon dem
onstrated by my winning big a few times 
but sometimes losing everything but the 
proverbial shirt. Just the right mix of win
ning and losing makes the game even more 
fun to play. 

Slots & Cards has to rank with the best 
game programs available for the CoCo. If 
you ever have had even the tiniest urge to 
try your luck at Vegas or Atlantic City, 
you'lllove Slots & Cards. 

(Microdeal, 576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 
48053, 313-334-5700; $39.95) 

I Software 

Big BASIC
A Best Buy 

-Leonard Hyre 

CoCo 3 I 

for the CoCo 3 
Now that you've gone out and bought a 

Color Computer 3 with 128 kilobytes of 
memory, or better yet, one that's been 
upgraded to 512~, what do you do with it? 
Executing a PRINT MEM tells you there is 
about 22,000 bytes available, the same as a 
CoCo 2. So where 's the other hundred 
kilobytes or the other 490K? Well, if you 
ask Radio Shack, you' II be told OS-9 Level 
II is required to access it- for another $80. 
Plus you'll have to learn a new operating 
system and a different BASIC. And you 
were getting so comfortable with the old 
one! 

Enter Danosoft, of Mississauga, On
tario, with its Big BASIC. How do you feel 
about more than 90K of usable BASIC 

memory on a 128K CoCo 3, or more than 
475K on a 512K machine? Now you can 
write programs up to 24K long, switch 
them into another part of memory, and 
either run other programs independently or 
switch variables and data from one pro
gram to another. With a little work you can 
even "disk chain" a program of more than 
400K in length. 

Big BASIC is different from RAM disk 

programs. In a RAM disk programs are 
saved in the computer's extra memory as if 
it were a disk drive; but the programs have 
to be called one at a time, and old programs 
are erased when new ones are run. Big 
BASIC allows the programs to be run si
multaneously or even called separately from 
a menu program. It's sort of like multi
tasking: You work from two full-page 
windows, and you can have as many as 58 
programs on tap (nine in a 128K CoCo) at 
one time. 

After loading Big BASIC with a LOADM 

command, you have a little more than 28K 
of user memory available - or about 6K 
more than usual. Since Big BASIC loads in 
over normal BASIC, it doesn ' t take up any 
extra room and in fact gives you a little 
more to work with. This is Big BASIC's 
Window I, its default or startup mode. The 
second window is created when you use the 
slightly modified CLEAR command to build 
an 8K, 16K or 24K working area in Win
dow 2. Then the new BLOCK function takes 
over, and you can shift in blocks of memory 
of 8K to 24K in size, depending on how 
large you've made your Window 2. 

Up to eleven 8K blocks, each containing 
a separate program, can be switched through 
in a 128K CoCo- and up to 58 in a 512K 
machine. Imagine running short demon
stration programs for a science fair or a 
computer show, automatically running and 
switching at lightning speed without ac
cessing the disk drive after startup. Or you 
could be writing a BASIC program in one 
block and have your calculator and notepad 
programs waiting in another block. The 
possibilities are endless. 

There are few drawbacks to Big BASIC. 
One suggestion I would make to Danosoft 
is the inclusion of some sort of "hot key" 
command, such as CTRL-1 to shift from a 
running program in Window 2 to access 
Window 1 again. It isn ' t always possible to 
key in the WINDOW command from a running 
program, and it could be particularly diffi
cult from a machine language program 
executing in Window 2. Then too, it isn't a 
good idea to try to run more than one 
machine language program at once; many 
of them use absolute addressing, and im
portant memory locations can be overwrit
ten during switching. There is also a small 
problem concerning compatibility with 
operating systems such as ADOS 3 and 
MJK-DOS. 

My only other caveat is to strongly 
suggest using Big BASIC with 512K. This 
utility and the extra memory really comple
ment each other. While I encountered no 
problems using it with 128K, you do have 
to be a bit more careful with graphics -
some of the 128K blocks overwrite the Hi
Res graphics and text areas. 



Pre~ Rainbow£ est Sale. 
We Pay Shipping Until Oct. 20th!* 

MULTI-FONT PRINTER 

NX-1000 
Reviewed in A ril Rainbow 

7 Color Printer 
for Your CoCo 
The NX-1 000 gives you 
plenty of print options for 
attractive printing. 
Four typestyles. 
Four pitch sizes, 
in standard 
and italics 
for a total 
of 32 
NLQ 
modes. 
The NX-
1 000 Rainbow 
gives you all these features plus 
online access to 7 color printing and graphics. 
Black, blue, red, yellow, green, violet, and 
orange. Both models have a 1 year warranty 
and a 30 day online trial. 

NX-1000 SPECS: 144 cps Draft. 36 cps NLO (18 x 23dotmatrix) . 
4 NLQ Fonts. Italics. Sub & Superscripts. Emphasized. Dou· 
blestrike, Proportional, Condensed, International, Downloadable, 
Quad Tall. Double Tall . Underline. 9+ Pitchs. Forward and Reverse 
n/216" Line Feeds. Absolute or Relative Vert. & Horz. Tabs, Left, 
Center or Right Justification, 8 Graphics Modes to 1920dpl, Macro 
Instruction, Bidirection, Adjustable Tractor Feed, 200+ Printable 
Characters, Semi Auto Sheet Feed, Front Panel Soft Touch 
Control. Epson and IBM Emulate, 4k Data Buffer, Hex Dump. 
Rainbow: Same plus color. 

NX-1000 SYSTEM INCLUDES: 
• Star NX-1000 Printer $19995 
• Blue Streak Ultima 
• Software Support Trio t$10 Shipping PAID' 

COMPLETE 
NX-1000 RAINBOW SYSTEM 
INCLUDES: $26995 
·Star NX-1000 

Colour Printer +$10 Shipping PAID' 

• Blue Streak.UitimaCOMPLETE 
• Software Tno 
• Color Super Gemprint 

The Smallest, Sleekest, 
Fastest Serial To Parallel 
Converter You Can Buy! 
7 Switchabel Baud Rates 

300.600 •1200. 2400. 
4800 • 9600 • 19200 
Use this "smart" cable to con

nect a Centronics parallel printer 
to any version CoCo or use it to 
improve performance of your 

current printer. The 
cables are long-life, high 
quality shielded cables 
with moulded plugs for 
extra durability. 

Try a Blue Streak Ultima on 
your system for 30 days RISK 

FREE. One year warranty. 

The Blue 
Streak Ultima 

Powered version 
add $6.00. $3995 

t$2 Shipping 
PAID' 

Software 
Support Trio 
Type Selection/Tutorial 
Online instructional program that will select 24 
special features of your printer or display meth
ods to incorporate them into your 
programs. 

Super Gemprint 
Will transfer Pmode 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 picture screen 
to printer 8"x11" hardcopy. Black/white, white/ 
black or grey level shading for color. 

Hi-Res Super Gem print 
Disk software that will transfer a Hscreen 1, 2, 3, 
or 4 picture screen to printer. Grey level shading 
for color. 

All Three 
Programs 

$1995 

Color Surer 
Gemprin 
Print your Graphics Screen 
in Color on your NX-1 000 
Rainbow! 

Use your favorite program to create a 
pmode or hi-res graphic image, but 
don't stop there! Run our color graph
ics software and print a color image 
using a palette of 81 +colors on your 
NX-1 000 Rainbow from a CoCo 1, 2, 
or 3. Requires 32k ECB Disk. 

Visa & Master accepted within 

DAYTON ASSOCIATES ofH~iiR., INC. Ohior~~i~~~~~~~~~n~.i~~~-al estax 
9644 Quailwood Trail • Spring Valley, Ohio 45370 COD add $3 .00 

'Shipping paid only in Continental U.S. Normal shipping charges to Canada, P.R., HI, AK, APO, FPO are double. Triple charge to all other countries. These areas can take advantage of show 
special by deducting the continental U.S. shipping amount from their normal shipping costs. Offer expires October 20, 1989. 



The version of Big BASIC sent to me 
included both the original distribution ver
sion and the latest revision. Some minor 
changes in the later release include more 
demos, better compatibility with hard drive 
systems (although there is an incompatibil
ity problem with Burke & Burke's Hyper
I/O system), and an improved PC LEAR 

command to clear up to 17 graphic pages, 
plenty for serious animation in medium 
resolution. 

In general I find Danosoft ' s Big BASIC 
to be a useful, even valuable tool for serious 
programmers and other heavy users. The 
documentation is clear and complete, and 
the program is easy to use. The sample 
programs supplied are loaded with com
ments that help make adapting your favorite 
BASIC code a snap. At less than $40, it is a 
bargain, particularly for CoCoists daunted 
by the $80 price tag and 700 pages of 
documentation that come with OS-9 Level 
II. Danosoft has a winner in Big BASIC, and 
I recommend it to anyone wanting to get the 
most out of a Color Computer 3. 

(Danosoft, Box 124, Station A, Mississauga, 
ON, Canada L5A 2Z7, 416-897-0121; $39.95 
U.S., $46 CDN, add $2.50 S/H) 

-J. Frederick Toon 

I Software 

TextProiV
The Old Way 
Still Works 

CoCo 3 I 

I should mention at the start that I'm 
writing this review from a different point of 
view from what you usually find in THE 

RAINBOW and other magazines: I am not 
using this program for the first time with a 
mere week or so before I need to submit my 
review. I have owned Text Pro IV for more 
than a year. Thus I am aware of the pro
gram ' s strengths and weaknesses. 

I bought T extPro IV when I became fed 
up with the ultra-slow performance of my 
old CoCo 3 word processing software. So 
when it came time to find a better program, 
I didn't have any doubt that I could find a 
better performer. I looked at dozens of 
advertisements in THE RAINBOW. TextPro 
IV was billed as "the most powerful word 
processor for the CoCo3 ," and the price 
was the highest going. After reading the 
ads, comp,aring the listed features, and think
ing very hard, I decided the extra power 
might be worth the extra money and ordered 
TextPro IV. 
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I quickly discovered that I had let myself 
in for more word processor than I had 
bargained for. When the ads say TextPro IV 
is the most powerful word processor on the 
market, they aren 't kidding. This software 
has capabilities a serious business user 
wouldn't tap in the average year. I've been 
learning about TextPro IV for a year, and 
there is still more to learn. 

The first thing I should tell you, though, 
is that if you use a word processor primari I y 
to write letters , you should get something 
Jess expensive and less complex. That's 
because there is a price to all this power 
besides the highest dollar tag outside the 
OS-9 world. That price is complexity. The 
manual for TextPro IV is about 70 pages 
long, and you need to read practically the 
whole thing before typing one letter. The 
text-formatting commands almost make up 
a complete programming language, includ
ing input commands, disk access com
mands, screen formatting, printer control 
and decision makers. Learning TextPro IV 
is comparable to learning BASIC- and I'm 
still learning BASIC after almost three years 
of fairly intensive hacking. 

One thing that jumps out immediately 
about TextPro IV is that it doesn't look like 
most other word processors. If you ' re 
expecting a window with a movable cursor, 
a status bar and a bunch of one-key com
mands or pop-up dialog boxes, you may be 
in for a bit of a shock. The text editor seems 
primitive in comparison to other programs. 
You can't steer the cursor to where you 
need a correction and type over your mis
take because TextPro IV doesn't have a 
full-screen editor. Instead, you enter text in 
a line-number environment similar to BA
SIC; when you want to change text you edit 
it by line (although the editor is much easier 
to use than BASIC's EDIT command). 

TextPro IV' s operation is in the finest 
tradition of the older, mainframe-based word 
processors that were in use before micro
computers were even a lab curiosity. Those 
word processors- which saved their files 
to paper tape or punched cards - were 
divided into a text editor and text processor 
(or page formatter). The text editor was just 
for editing text and no more. Often the 
commands were sensitive to tiny errors, 
such as extra spaces inserted, and the lan
guage used was cryptic enough to make 
OS-9 or UNIX look like plain English. 

Once you edited the text into the form 
you wanted, inserting commands for the 
page formatter into the body of the text, you 
then invoked the page formatter and hoped 
the thing would print in the fully formatted 
form . If that seems like a lot of trouble to go 
through to get a printed document, it was. 
But when you were working on your doc
toral dissertation, it was a major improve-

ment over paying a typist to type and retype 
and retype. 

TextPro IV is a major step up from that 
sort of program, but it keeps a lot of the 
flexibility (something often lacking in 
programs written with ease of use as the 
foremost requirement) . You still have the 
line-by-line entry and editing, but those 
lines now auto-number; and you can move 
the cursor along the line - and even change 
lines in the Edit mode- by pushing arrow 
keys. To make a change, you simply type 
over it. For more extensive changes, there 
are prompt-line commands that move or 
copy text, delete it, find and replace occur
rences of character strings, and even allow 
editing a document bigger than the 42K 
buffer. 

To control the appearance of text when 
printed, commands are embedded into the 
body of the text just as with old-time main
frame programs. The difference here is that 
the embedded commands are reasonably 
easy to remember. Each command begins 
with a dot (.) , followed by two or more 
characters that constitute the name or an 
abbreviation. These include things like . 11 

(to set the line length of the printed page), 
. tm (to set the top margin height), and 
. bold (to initiate or end bold-face print). 

In TextPro IV, these functions are com
bined into one program that runs in only 
128K, including using a graphics screen to 
display up to 212 characters per line. Since 
the 80-column display is reasonably read
able on a composite monitor, I assume that 
even the higher-density screens are read
able on an RGB monitor. It includes the 
option to kill the color burst and to use text 
screens of 32, 40, 64 or 80 columns by 16 
(in 32- or 64-column width), 25 or 28lines. 

TextPro IV follows the rules and uses 
the BASIC ROM routines for its disk activ
ity. Thus it tolerates somewhat modified 
versions of Disk BASIC. I normally start my 
CoCo 3 with a program that modifies Disk 
BASIC to allow access to 40 tracks, sets a 
faster stepping rate and makes use of a disk 
access patch to allow reliable reads and 
writes in high-speed mode. TextPro IV 
tolerates these modifications and more. 

In addition to "following the rules," 
Cer-Comp's word processor is compara
tively fast. One reason for that is that TextPro 
IV runs the CoCo 3 at double speed. An
other reason is efficient handling of data. 
When the software needs only to take care 
of the current line and a normal screen 
scroll at the end of that line, things are a lot 
simpler and faster than when an entire 
screen needs updating. Still, very careful 
software design is evident since the pro
gram preserves the ROM routines (which 
normally run from RAM in the CoCo 3), 
inserts itself, uses a minimum of about 18K 



for the screen in the graphics mode, senses 
RAM size and installs a RAM disk if it 
detects a 512K machine, and still has room 
for a 42K editing buffer. 

There 's al so a lot of real power and 
flexibility built in here. If you have the 
budget for a hard di sk and laser printer, 
TextPro IV works with them (assuming 
that the hard disk is accessible from BASIC). 

You can send a boilerplate letter to 
everyone on your mailing list by typing the 
letter once and including text-processing 
commands that cause the page format sec
tion to repeat the text, inputting the individ
ual data from a disk file, until the entire list 
has been processed- and you can go get a 
cup of coffee while it does it. 

You can set up a file to prompt you for 
input during processing- for instance, to 
insert the current date- and then include 
the data entered in several locations in the 
document. You can process a document to 
disk instead of to the printer, and then 
transfer that file via modem so that the 
recipient needs only to dump the contents 
of the file to a printer to see the full , 
formatted output, with underlining, bold 
text, italics and so forth . 

TextPro IV also handles proportional 
printing, something most word processors 
don ' t do, though it justifies only by insert-

ing the single-dot spaces between words, 
rather than evenly between letters. 

TextPro IV won ' t give you any help in 
using it. There ' s a good manual that con
tains all you need to know, though under
standing the manual is easier if you're at 
least a bit of a programmer. There 's as 
much power here as is found in some BASIC 

interpreters, and you shouldn't expect to 
learn to use it all in a couple of hours. 

Furthermore, TextPro IV won ' t tell you 
what to use it for. If you aren ' t sure you 
need all the power a word processor can 
pack, maybe you don ' t need thi s word 
processor and don't need to spend this 
much money. I 've had this package for 
over a year and still wonder if I really need 
this much word processor. On the other 
hand, I know now that if I ever need any
thing special done, TextPro IV will do it. 
All I have to do is learn how to tell it what 
I want. 

Knowing what I know now, would I buy 
TextPro IV again? Probably. TextPro N 
gives me everything I need from a word 
processor. It ' s like four-wheel drive: It ' s 
better to have it and not need it than to need 
it and not have it. If you never word
process anything but letters , I've got a copy 
of an old, slow word processor I can sell 
you, and I guarantee you can learn it in an 

PROGRAMS ON SALE THIS MONTH 

hour. But if you expect to do the kind of 
word processing people usually associate 
with multikilobuck systems and huge 
amounts of memory, you just might need 
TextPro IV. 

(Cer-Comp, 5566 Ricochet Ave., Las Vegas, 
NV 89110, 702-452-0632; $89.95 plus $3 S/H) 

-Don Qualls 

1 Software coco 1. 2 & 3 1 

Ultra-Cat-
Catalog Disks 
With Ease 

If you own a disk drive, you know that 
it can be difficult to remember where all 
your programs are. I've lost a few programs 
from time to time, but that is all changed 
with Ultra-Cat. 

Ultra-Cat is a BASIC program with 
machine language subroutines that helps 
you keep track of di sk-based programs by 
creating a catalog file of standard (non-OS-
9) disks. The program runs on any Color 
Computer with at least 64K of memory and 
one or two disk drives attached. 

$15 each-tape or disk The first magazine devoted exclusively to OS-9!!! 

Money pack 

Math Invaders 

First Games (Ages 3-6) 

Arrow Games (Ages 3-6) 

Cocowheel of Fortune (for Coco 2 

Cocowheel of Fortune (Coco3/RGB) 

Spanish Baseball 

French Baseball 

Every other month, you will receive a disk jam-packed 
with programs and articles all forOS-9 . 

In each issue: ~ c!~~Neo~) 
,/ 10 helpful and useful programs to help build your OS-9 library s~~~-4r'oN 
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,/Program reviews, }lints , ll<: lp <:olumn s , and tn fo rmaltvc a r ticlt:s lo advanu: 
your knowledge of OS -9. 

.I Supplied tota lly on 5 .25"" disk 

./ Dound m a n ual s cnt lo each new s ubs cribe r for h elp in gc tl.in g Nint:·T irJH:li up 
and runnin g. a s wd l as Ups on u stng it with a ram disk or ha rd disk . 

./All gra phic/joystick lntcrfa<:e for case of usd! 

And all this for only $34.95 a year! Most other 
packages offer only 4-8 program s for the same 
amount , while you gct60 program s plus more ! 

s:w.!-ls 
$7. (X) 

~::chnlr.al A·t~lslancr. & lnqu!rlc. 
o.:., Lim£ 10 C'llll . 7 · 9pm p;sr Su"""""y• 

\21hi7~>H -7h91 

S 1.00 Postage Canada 
$7.00 Po~tagc Foreign 

To ord~:: r. pkast: s end U.S. check or rnon r.y o rdr.r tu: 

JWr Enterprises 
5755 Lockwood Blvd. 

Youngstown. OH 44512 
SnTry, n o C.O .D.'s: for d gn orders, pi.R!L.<>e U!'l.t: U.S. money orden. 

Checks , all aw 3 wr.eks fo r receipt of flr~lls su e/back ~~~ue . 
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A simple RUN " ULTRACAT" command is 
all that's needed to boot Ultra-Cat, which 
then proceeds to look for its ML subrou
tines in memory. If the program does not 
find them there, it loads them from the disk. 
The main menu then appears and presents 
you with a list of options allowing you to 
select the single- or dual-drive mode, look 
at the directory of a disk, create or merge 
catalog files, or exit the program. Creating 
a catalog file of your disk-resident pro
grams is very easy because the program 
displays the appropriate prompts to guide 
you swiftly and effortlessly through the 
file-creating process . 

Ultra-Cat reads all the directory entries 
and the granule allocation table from the 
disk and stores the information in a catalog 
containing seven categories, which include 
the following: filename, file extension ( BAS , 

BIN , etc.), type of file (BASIC, ML, data or 
text) , file format (ASCII or binary) , file size 
in granules, the name of the disk (which you 
enter), and the number of free granules left 
on the disk. The program also creates a 
comment category in the file, which I'll 
explain later on. The program then prompts 
you fo r a filename. The file created is saved 
to the catalog disk, and Ultra-Cat returns 
you to the main menu. 

When you have a number of files on the 
catalog disk, you can then use Ultra-Cat to 
do a global or partial merge of these files 
into one larger fi I e. This feature proves very 
helpful because you can mix and match 
catalog files, and by merging several smaller 
files into one larger file you can save a 
considerable amount of space on your cata
log disk. If you choose to do a partial merge 
of the files, Ultra-Cat displays all catalog 
files on the disk and then prompts you to 
select the ones you want to merge. Other
wise it merges all the catalog files it finds on 
the disk. Either way, Ultra-Cat displays the 
filename of the file currently being read 
into memory as well as a running count of 
the amount of free memory remaining in its 
workspace. 

After merging the files in memory, Ul
tra-Cat prompts you again for a filename 
and saves the merged file to the disk you 
choose. You can decide whether you want 
to "kill" the original files merged together. 

One thing the manual does not tell you is 
that the Kill option does not delete any 
catalog files created during the same ses
sion. You must press BREAK to exit the 
program, then run it again to merge and 
delete the catalog files Ultra-Cat saved to 
disk. 

The manual is easy to understand and 
talks a little about error recovery. But the 
program is so well-written that you may 
never have to refer to it after the first time. 

Now, a little bad news. As far as catalog-
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ing your collection of disks, Ultra-Cat 
does a fine job. However, if you want to 
edit, sort, alphabetize, enter comments in 
the comment category, even print or look at 
the catalog files , this program will not do it. 

U ltJ·a-Cat is part of the U ltJ·a-Base soft
ware family sold by Tothian Software; as 
such, the files created by Ultra-Cat are de
signed to be used by Ultra-Base. 

I received Ultra-Base along with a copy 
of Ultra-Cat, so I will say a few words 
about it. Ultra-Base allows you to perform 
searches and number sorts on the catalog 
files. You can scan, alphabetize, append, 
edit or printthese files. When using Ultra
Base on the catalog files , you can put your 
list of programs in practically any order 
you want because Ultra-Base's alphabet
izing function, as well as other functions, 
works on just about any category in the file 
(filename, extension, disk name, etc.). 

Considering the price at which Ultra
Cat is marketed, the program needs a simple 
printer driver of its own so that its users can 
print catalog files without having to resort 
to another program. On the other hand, 
Ultra-Base is a fine database program and 
Ultra-Cat complements it nicely. 

As an owner of over 800 disk-based 
programs, I appreciate the organization 
Ultra-Cat and Ultra-Base bring to my disk 
collection. For more information on Ultra
Base, see its review in the January 1989 
issue of THE RAJNBOW. 

(Tothian Software, Inc., Box-663, Rimers
burg, PA 16248; Ultra-Cat $24.95, Ultra-Cat 
and Ultra-Base $39.95; add $2 S/H) 

-Richard L. McNabb 

LSOnware 

C.A.R.
Computerized 
Auto Records 

CoCo 1, 2 & 3 

Performing timely maintenance on your 
car is very important. It makes your vehicle 
longer-lived, more reliable, and more cost
efficient. Keeping records of such mainte
nance not only helps you determine when 
service is due but may help you get top 
dollar for the car if you sell it. 

Maybe you agree that recordkeeping is 
a good idea, but you ' re not interested in 
using a complicated spreadsheet or data
base program to accomplish it. C.A.R., a 
BASIC program from E.Z. Friendly Soft
ware, might be just what you've been look
ing for. 

Reasonably priced, C.A.R. provides an 

easy way to maintain a service record for 
your vehicle. The program does not just 
keep track of regular maintenance, either. It 
provides you with reminders of when serv
ice is due and computes gas mileage, cost 
per mile, and the total amount of money 
spent on the vehicle. 

C.A.R. runs on any Color Computer 1, 2 
or 3 with a disk drive attached. A printer is 
required only if you want hard copies of the 
vehicle records. Before using the program 
you should make a backup as a working 
disk, because C.A.R. repeatedly writes to 
the disk during execution. 

Booting the program is easy; just insert 
the disk in your drive and type RUN " CAR". 

After the title screen appears, you are 
prompted to insertadatadisk, which can be 
the C.A.R. disk itself (better use that backup 
copy!) or a separate data disk . If C.A.R. 
cannot find its index file, you are asked to 
enter the information required to make one. 

After this you are shown a schedule for 
five types of maintenance: oil change, oil 
fi Iter replacement, chassis lubrication, 
engine tune-up and tire rotation. At this 
time you can change the miles/months fre
quency of any of these. When you have 
finished entering this data, you proceed 
either to the File menu or return to the main 
menu to set up a file for another vehicle. 

In the File menu the first option allows 
you to add data to a file. The categories of 
service data to add to the file include fuel, 
oil changes , oil filter replacements, lube 
jobs, tire rotations, tune-ups and "other." 
The cost for each item is also entered at this 
time. The "other" category allows you to 
enter items up to 32 characters in length. 

After each entry C.A.R. writes the item 
into the disk file. If you forget which items 
you entered, you can always use the View 
File option from the File menu. This pro
gram won't delete duplicate entries from 
the file. In fact you cannot delete any en
tries at all. Also from the File menu you can 
search the file for a particular word or 
number, check the maintenance reminders 
(and possibly make a printout), compute 
total cost (cost per mile and gas mileage) , 
view the file onscreen, make a printout of 
the entire file , back up the file onto another 
di sk (single- and double-drive systems are 
supported), return to the main menu, or quit 
the program. Indeed this is quite a lot of 
options for such a small program. 

The manual that comes with C.A.R. is 
well-written and easy to understand. The 
program itself is so simple to operate that 
one might not have to refer to the manual at 
all, just boot and run it. 

As you can see, C.A.R. is full offeatures, 
yet extremely easy to use. In consideration 
of its asking price (under $10) , I believe 
C.A.R. to be a very good bargain. If you 



choose to take advantage of all the features 
C.A.R. has to offer, you should easily save 
the purchase price many times over in the 
form of reduced operating costs over the 
lifetime of your vehicle. 

(E.Z. Friendly Software, 118 Cor lies A venue, 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601, 914-485-8150; 
$9.95) 

-Richard L. McNabb 
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CoCoMID/3-
A Multi-Track MIDI 
Recording Studio 

If you're a musician of the '80s, or 
aspiring to be one, chances are you have a 
keyboard music synthesizer. If your syn
thesizer uses MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) and you have a CoCo, all 
you need is CoCo MIDI 3 to make your 
system sing! 

Created by Lester Hands, the master 
programmer who introduced Lyra to CoCo 
users four years ago, CoCo MIDI 3 is a 

software/hardware package that allows for 
two-way communication between a CoCo 
and any MIDI-capable device. Not to be 
confused with a sound digitizer, CoCo MIDI 
3 turns your CoCo into a true 10-track 
MIDI sequencer/recorder that allows you 
to record, play, compose and edit MIDI 
data. System requirements are a CoCo with 
a minimum of 64K, a disk drive and a 
Multi-Pak Interface or Y -cable. 

The CoCo MIDI 3 package consists of 
one unprotected disk, a hardware MIDI 
interface pack and a pair of 6-foot MIDI 
cables. CoCo MIDI 3 is compatible with 
the CoCo MIDI hardware pack (formerly 
by Speech Systems) and Co/orchestra. If 
you already have the hardware from Speech 
Systems or Co/orchestra, you need the 
CoCo MIDI 3 hardware. 

Setting up the system is easy. Make sure 
your CoCo is turned off, then plug the 
hardware MIDI interface into a Y-cable or 
slot of the Multi-Pak Interface. The MIDI 
cables are then plugged into the IN and OUT 

ports of the MIDI interface and your syn
thesizer. The two cables allow data to be 
sent back and forth between your CoCo and 
synthesizer. Since MIDI signals and MIDI 
hardware connectors are standard, there 
should be no incompatibility problem with 
your particular MIDI synthesizer. 

The thoroughly indexed 40-page man
ual includes comprehensive definitions and 
a tutorial, and the disk has sample files to 
help you get started. You begin by entering 
LOADM "CM3 ", and CoCo MIDI 3 quickly 
loads and auto-executes . One key press 
takes you to the main menu, displayed on 
the standard 32-column green screen. If 
you're using a CoCo 3, it automatically 
goes into double-speed mode. 

CoCo MIDI 3 is like a 10-track studio 
tape recorder, allowing you to create and 
build a composition by recording each music 
track separately in real time. Depending on 
your synthesizer(s), you can have CoCo 
MIDI 3 play one or more tracks while you 
record another. Tempo and other variables 
can be adjusted while editing tools let you 
review and modify compositions note by 
note or block by block. 

From the main screen you see 10 status 
lines for each of the I 0 available music 
tracks, and across the top is a menu bar for 
quick access to all of the program's fea
tures . Each of the 10-track status lines 
displays the total number of MIDI events 
currently in a track , whether or not a track 
has been set to be played or not. The main 
menu screen also displays how much total 
system memory is currently available and 
how much is used by the edit buffer. 

i i I audio sampler that delivers 
what systems promise. lt features full point and 

ThiS program is 
click operation, on-screen graphical display and 
editing of TWO samples at once, using two available 
audio clipboards and a host of editing/ manipulation 

simply the 
role-playing 

adventure the 
~'7:"=.;;.....-- CoCo has ever seen. 

You must build a 
character who will 
adventure as your 
alter-ego tlHough 
wild lands. bailie 
fierce monsters. 
sail treacherous 

seas. !Tavel to other worlds and adventure throuo-h the dismal 
passages of Elira's many dungeons. " 
These dungeons are the visual highlight of the program. 

Presented m l11gh speed 16-colour 3D. and full of monsters. 
ladders. ptts and water. 
flooded rooms and doors, 
chests and healing fonts . they 
will keep you wandering and 
wondenng for many 
fascinating hou.rs. 
Of course. you v.~llnecd to 
arm and provision yourself 
first. and perhaps find friend 
to accompany you within the 
many castles you will, find 
amongst the islands of Elira. 
The package includes three 

discs. a 30-page manual. 4 
maps. a quick reference card ····~~·-·-··-----~----···-•m ,!! 
and a strip of simulated supercoDductOJ v.~re. 

Price: $38 US/ $48 Cdn ~ ... 
Requires: 128k CoCo3. 1-40 

!rack drive (Your RS drive is 
capalJic of 40 1 racks if it's not 

an old grey one.) 

Hint Boo k (20 pgs. d 
for Caladurill or 2 

Versionl.2 Features: Extra 
monster, faster boot-UJ>. 

faster dungeon movement, 
and better outside graphics! 

. clues etc.)::$5.50. Books 
add Sl S/1-1 each. 

features. 
An audio signal IS digitzed through an adaptor cable 
(comes v.tith package, or you may use the Maxsound 
cable). which plugs into your joystick port. Once the 
sound has been recorded into Coco·s memory, you 
can alter it and play it back, record it on disc and 
1nciude it in your own BASIC or ML programs. 
Features include: reverse -, delete-, copy-, volume 
control-, play-block, sequencer, envelope draw, 56 
samples in memory (512k only, 8 on 128k), play any 
from keyboard (great for adding special effects to 
home moviesj, pla}tthrough, looping, file compression, 5.19-17.05 kHz 
record rate, (512k: 10-88 seconds, 128k:1.5-12 seconds), BASIC driver 
program, and more. 
With cable: $54t:S/$64Cdn, without:$39lJS/$49Cdn. 

(Req:CoCo3,drive, 
mouse or joystick) 

NEW!: Sound Effects Packs. ,Load a few samples into Studio Works, add 
them to movies or answering machine messages, or anything! $14 Each. 

FX1: Ge_neral (4 d~scs, 12 Samples) includes: Breaking glass, car starting, creaky door, applause, etc. 
FX2: An1mals (3 d1scs, 1 1 Samples), Dogs barking, monkeys, frogs. chickens, etc. 
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j)•1\\·ers rh:tt rcm:1in nn J.,,rJ'::. Isle. 
!-lis ::.hip i:-. w;Jybid :1nd he lind:-. 
llimsdt crSI :·1shnre ,)[) :tl:ind rh:11 is 
held in 1he grip n f the enemy. 
Prompted hy the success nl the 
highly :tccbimeJ C:JI:1duril Fl:1me nf 
l.igh r. this pr.>gr:1m W:-"1:-. ent ircly 
r..:'-\\ riu en [, ) l :tkc :tJ\·:1n1gc of th~ 
CnCn .:-·s ~peed. gr~1phi ..:s~:md 
memorv rn cn..::JTC nne nf the mnsl 
impn.:::.Si,·e :tJn•nlun.'::. tn be found 
nn the CnCo. Ctl:tduril ~ 1 1 

OVo...T 70 \·c rb~ ~~ nd .. :nnr~·in~ 
nf IS() d~fined nbjccb. The · l 

pbycd in :-.n unsrrLK' IULTJ wnrld 1 ' 1 . 11 
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~.~~~~Y1~~7~t~~~~)~~TF~~ ~:t\,1~)~~6~~~~ ~~s~~6K 1~HE\ 
Tilt' ~>:•i.:k : •~t' in\.·luJc~: :• ~() Jl.t:;e m.:tnu:tL IIX17" map. velvet pouch ol Pov.:er:,rnnc~ 
:-tntl _ Jrs.:~. 

Price: $32 US/ $38 Cdn ~ ~~t~~~s~ ~~e~ 
Also available: Caladuril , Flame of Light (64K CoCo 1/2/3, 
drive $1 . reviewed in The Rainbow. December 87 
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Unlike Lyra ' s graphics-oriented, point
and-click environment, CoCo MIDI3 does 
not accept mouse or joystick input; access 
to all options is through the keyboard with 
single-key commands. I found this method 
easy to learn and intuitive to use. 

To begin a MIDI recording session, for 
example, working from the main menu, 
you first use the arrow keys to scroll the 
cursor to the track you want to record. You 
then press P to access the Perform menu. 
An option box immediately opens; press R 
for Record and CoCo MIDI 3 immediately 
begins recording. 

Time is displayed by a digital clock 
indicating your position in the music se
quence in measures and beats. As you play, 
each note is recorded to a resolution of I/ 
96th of a beat, and you are advised of the 
total number of notes played so far. 

CoCo MIDI 3 records each note as a 
single data line, containing alphanumeric 
values for the note type (or MIDI event), its 
velocity (volume), how long it is sustained, 
its place in the sequence, and the channel 
it ' s being played in. While not presented as 
standard musical notation, the information 
is easy to understand. A middle C, for 
example, is displayed as C4. A C# one 
octave above middle Cis displayed as C5#, 
and so on. 

CoCo MIDI 3 offers some powerful 
editing tools. You can change any data 
variable on any track, a note at a time, or 
entire blocks of notes at a time. You can 
play your composition from any point in 
the editor, and record new notes from any 
point. A convenient Goto feature allows 
you to jump instantly to any point in the 
sequence. You can have the notes sound as 
you scroll through the data in order to 
locate miss-keys. 

And speaking of mistakes, should your 
playing have roamed inadvertently ahead 
or behind the beat, there is a powerful 
Quantize feature that allows notes to be 
rounded off to one of I 0 selectable frac
tions of a beat. A useful scale can be used to 
gradually change velocity data over time to 
create smooth crescendos and decrescen
dos . There is a powerful Filter command 
that allows you to review and edit only 
selected kinds of MIDI data. You can even 
view and edit all tracks simultaneously. 
Many more editing features- too numer
ous to mention here- are also available. 
Suffice it to say, plugging your keyboard 
into CoCo MIDI 3 is only the beginning. 

Aside from basic note data, CoCo MIDI 
3 also supports other MIDI events . In
cluded are system event messages, instru
ment sele~tion , key pressure, channel pres
sure and pitch wheel. For more advanced 
applications, CoCo MIDI 3 can act as master 
or slave, and there is a song position pointer 
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for exact synchronization with studio tape 
recorders. 

My only misgiving with CoCo MIDI 3 
is its limited memory capacity. Because 
each MIDI event is recorded as eight bytes 
of memory (as opposed to Lyra's two bytes 
per event), a single composition is limited 
to a total of about 5000 MIDI events, or 682 
beats. While this is an impressive feat for 
the 64K CoCo, it did mean that my own 
four-minute, nine-voice composition con
sumed 94 percent of the memory and re
quired 18 granules of disk space to save. 
Disk files can be linked to play in sequence; 
but in order to make use of additional 
internal memory, a disk controller ROM 
that allows access to RAM disks (such as 
ADOS-3) is required. 

CoCo MIDI 3 is an intelligent, accom
modating, easy-to-use MIDI sequencer/ 
recorder. This program offers an efficient 
and powerful tool for today's musician. 

(Rulaford Research, P.O. Box 143, Imperial 
Beach, CA 92032, 619-690-3648; $150, $59.95 
for disk only) 

-Walter Myers 

LSottware 

MasterDIR
Now Let Me See 
... Which Disk? 

CoCo 3 I 

I have been searching a long time for a 
disk directory file program to organize my 
disks. And let me tell you , I ' ve tried many 
over the past few years . None I came across 
were satisfactory. Most were extremely 
slow. But now I've found a program that is 
close to what I've been looking for- at 
least it comes closer than any other I have 
seen. MasterDIR by Sportsware is a very 
good disk cataloger for the CoCo 3 disk 
system. 

DRlY[ iiJ 
nAST£R DIRECTORY "£NU 

VOLUHE HASTER II 
1> CLEAR ALL HEHORY 
2l fiLE A DISKETTE DIRECTORY 
3l DISPLAY A DIRECTORY 
4) INQUIRY 
Sl SEND A DIRECTORY TO PRINTER 
6> ALPHABETIZE 
7> R£PORT MEMORY+ 
8> SAVE" 'MASTER DIRECTORY' 
3> END PROCRA" 

If MasterDIR has one outstanding fea
ture, it is speed that leaves other similar 
programs in the dust. MasterDIR is 100 
percent machine language. The program 

itself occupies the lower area of memory, 
and the data files are saved in the remainder. 
MasterDIR holds up to 2238 filenames 
from your disk directories. You can use 
files from up to 250 disks in one MasterDIR 
file . And the master disk comes to you on 
an unprotected disk. 

Upon booting MasterDIR and pressing 
any key, you are greeted by a main menu 
with nine options. This menu is so easy to 
understand that you really have no need of 
documentation ... my kind of program! 

Option 1 allows you to clear all mem
ory. When you boot MasterDIR, it auto
matically loads your data file; if you want 
to start a new file, it is necessary to clear 
memory with this option. Option 2 allows 
you to place a disk ' s directory in memory 
(you are asked for a two-digit disk name). 
Option 3 displays the directories in mem
ory by disk name. Please note that it dis
plays only one disk at a time and not the 
whole data file. 

Option 4, which I find to be the most 
useful function, is the "Inquire" feature (I 
would call it a search feature, myself). 
After you type in the name of a specific 
program, or any part of it, it displays all 
files meeting that criteria. A truly useful 
feature. Option 5 prints the directory to 
your printer. As with Option 3, it prints 
only one disk directory, not all. Option 6 is 
the alphabetizing feature, which is as fast as 
the rest of the program. 

Option 7 is a handy feature that shows 
your memory usage. Option 8 is the Save 
option, and Option 9 is for quitting. 

MasterDIR's documentation is brief but 
contains everything you need to know. As 
I mentioned before, you really don't even 
need it. 

The price, $18, is fair for this software, 
considering all it can do. But there are a 
couple of things you should be aware that 
MasterDIR cannot do. First of all it won't 
display to the screen or print to your printer 
an entire collection of disks at one time, but 
rather just one disk at a time. I personally 
would prefer to be able to print a master 
directory of all of my disks to the printer. 
Secondly MasterDIR allows only a two
digit disk name to be entered. Since my 
disks already number in the hundreds, a 
three-digit name would be more helpful. 
And MasterDIR does not provide a way to 
delete a disk from the data file. About the 
only thing you can do in this case is read in 
a blank disk for that disk name. 

With these things considered, on a scale 
of I to I 0 I rate MasterDIR as an 8. 

(Sportsware, 1251 S. Reynolds Rd. Suite414, 
Toledo, OH 43615, 419-389-1515; $18) 

-Robin Jackson 



Label Designer 
Everything you'd want a label program to do and more! 
No other program lets you make great labels so easily. 

• Print Labels With Text And Graphics: Use Label Designer's 
fonts and pictures or any of Zebra's optional Picture & Font Disks. 
• Zebra Systems' Graphics User Interface: Pull down menus, 
scrolling-window file selectors, dialog boxes, radio Buttons, the works! 
• Standard Features: Click and drag picture placement , up to 4 pictures 
per label, 3 different picture sizes, powerful text editing with variety of type fonts 
and sizes, prints 1-999 copies, templates for standard & large address, file fold
er, disk, and cassette label sizes. 

• Mail Merge Option merges name and address or other text file data 
for printout onto your custom label templates with graphics and other text. 
Great for club mailings, Christmas card lists, membership name tags, etc. 

MY DISK LABEL 
1 .. . ~-w .... 
~...11.• !1 1 FtiT ~::EF IF .FHT SAIEERF nn 
!:OLD .n-n L!:LFOHT .nn o·:;Aii~Hf . Ft!T 
T • . .' l'"•- .nn :;HADGt-J FNT ETHEL .SGH 11 r ~ 

SCFIPT .FIH SCP1PT2 .FliT ARCADE .FtlT 
COMPUTER . FliT KIN1 .SGH ~!E ::;TEF:t~ .nn 
BETHl .SGN FETH2 .SGN LFLFOIIT .Sf'lL 

• Disk Directory Option pastes the names of your disk files onto the la
bel text editor screen for inclusion on your labels. 
• Serial Numbering Option lor making sequentially numbered admis
sion tickets, product numbering, inventory labels, etc. 
• Hardware Requirements: 
CoCo II 64K, or CoCo 3, disk drive, mouse or joystick, compatible printer (com-
patible with same printers as CGDP). . 
• Includes disk, laser typeset user's manual $34 9· 5 
and sample quantities of different size labels. Price: • 

We stock white and colored labels in a variety of address. disk, and cassette siz
es at competitive prices. 

Label Designer & CGDP 
Optional Picture, 

Font, and Border disks. 
$14.95 each. 

Picture Disk #2 4 sets of 30 pictures ea. , Sports, 
America, Party, Office, Total 120 pictures. 
Picture Disk #3 4 sets of 30 pictures ea. Animals, 
Nature, Religion, Travel, Total120 pictures. 

The CoCo Graphics Designer Plus, produces 
beautiful greeting cards, banners, and signs for holidays, birth
days and other occasions. 

Picture Selection.Screen 

Picture Disk #4 120 Holiday Pictures: Christmas, 
Chanukah, Thanksgiving, New Year's, Easter, Hallo
ween, etc. 

The CGDP features an easy-to-use point and click graphical 
interface with windows, scroll bars, radio buttons, and joystick 
or mouse control. Text can be used in up to 4 sizes and 16 
fonts per page. Picture, Font, and Border collections are in
cluded. Signs and cards can be previewed on screen. 

Requirements: CoCo II 64K or CoCo 
Ill, disk drive, RSDOS, joystick or 
mouse. Printers supported include: Ep
son RX/FX/LX, Gemini 10X, SG10, 
NX10, NX1000, DMP105/106/110/120/ 
130/132/200/400, Panasonic KXP1080 I 
90 /91/92, Prowriter, C.ltoh 8510, 
Okidata 92193/182/183 & more. 

Font Disk A 10 Fonts: Western, Stencil, Banner, 
Shadow, Variety, Type, Stripes, Digital, Bold3, Object 
Font Disk B 10 Fonts: Arcade, Circl~. Alien, Cube, 
Baroque, Deco, Block, Gray, Computer, Script 
Border Disk #1 Contains 176 High resolution bor
ders, great variety from simple to ornate. (The border 
disk is lor use with the CGDP, but not with the Label 
Designer). Read the review in May 89 Rainbow. $29 95 

CGDP Disk & 64 page typset manual. • 

Color Paint 
Color Paint is an easy to use drawing 

program for your CoCo 3. It uses the 
CoCo 3 High resolution 320x200 video 
mode that allows you to create highly de
tailed artwork. 

All the standard features of classic 
paint programs: lines, rectanges, filled or 
round cornered rectangles, ovals, paint, 
spray-can, fill pattern that can be edited, 
etc. Comes with 11 Hi-res fonts that you 
can print in any combination of styles: 
Color, Shadow, Outline, Bold, and Italics! 

The Deluxe version runs faster and 
uses the additional memory to implement 
really exciting features. 

Color Paint requires a Tandy mouse 

or joystick and an inexpensive $9.95 
Tandy Hi-re interlace (Catalog #: 26-
3028). Prints COLOR using Tandy CGP-
220 and OKIMATE-20 printers or in black 
and white on Tandy DMP 105/120/130/ 
200/ 400, EPSON MX!RX/FX/ printers & 
compatibles. . 
Color Paint (128K) ...... $29.95 
Color Paint ( 512K) ... $29.95 

HARDWARE 
Color Computer Mouse (Quantities Limited) ... 19.95 
Atari-To-Co.Co Joystick Adaptor .... ... .. .......... . 12.95 
WICO Trackball Controllers ............ .. ............. 29.95 
HDS Floppy Disk Controllers with RS ROM .. 59.95 
Disk Drive Case & Power Supply ...... ...... .. .... 35.00 
Wildcard Cartridge Emulator .... .... .. ........ .... .. 109.95 

SOFTWARE 
Car Sign Designer .................. .. .............. ....... 14.95 
Disk Utility 2.1a ... .. .. .. .. ...... .... .. ... .. ... .... .... ....... . 14.95 
Printer Font Generator ...... ... .... ........... ... .. ... ... 14.95 
Multi-Pak Crack .. .... .... .. ........ .. ................ ....... . 14.95 
Telepatch 111 ... ......... .... .. ... ..... ..... ..... .... ...... .. .... 14.95 
Tape/Disk Utility .. ............... .. ... ................... .... 14.95 

Orderjng Instructions: All orders add $3.00 Shipping & Handling, UPS COD add $3.00. VISA!MC Accepted. PA residents add 
sales tax. Hours 9-5 Monday to Friday . We offer comprehensive sales and customer support for Zebra Systems Products. 

Paul & Tony's Stereo• 121 S. Burrowes Street• State College, PA 16801• (814) 237~2652 
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The following products have recently been received by THE RAINBOW, examined 
by our magazine staff and issued the Rainbow Seal of Certification, your assurance 
that we have seen the product and have ascertained that it is what it purports to be. 

Big BASIC, an updated multitasking pro
gram for the CoCo 3, which lets users run 
BASIC programs in windows. Includes new 
demos. Danosoft, P.O . Box 124, Station A, 
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5A 2Z7, 
(416) 897-0121 ; $39.95 U.S . + $2 .50 S!H. 

~DX-100L Diskette File, a transparent
lidded, locking diskette case that can hold 
up to 120 511<1-inch floppies . Comes with di
viders and colored labels. CBUG, Inc., 
4102 N. Odell, Norridge, IL 60634, (312) 
456-8720; $12 plus $3 S/H. 

~Floppy Wallets, a disk storage and car
rying case that holds 24 511<1-inch disks in its 
pockets. The wallet is constructed of anti
static nylon with velcro closures. It can 
"pyramid" itself to stand unsupported and 
also fold to fit into a purse or briefcase. 
Wallets are also available for 3\12-inch 
floppies. CBUG, Inc., 4102 N. Odell, Nor
ridge, IL 60634, (312) 456-8720; $12.50 
plus $3 SIH. 

~Keyboard Templates: Telewriter 64 
and Telewriter 128, typeset and laminated 
cardboard templates for the Telewriter-64 
and Telewriter-128 word processors. The 
templates , which are placed on the key
board to fit around the keys, cover editor 
commands, disk commands, embedded 
format commands and more. Users can 
have an at-a-glance reference for all 
Telewriter functions , without having to 
resort to the documentation. P&M Prod
ucts, 1003 Shalimar Drive,HighPoint, NC 
27260, (919) 279-3091; $4 .95 plus $2 S!H 
each for Telewriter-64 and Telewriter-128 
templates. 

KJV on Disk #1, Genesis I through 29 
from the King James Version of the Bible 
on disk in ASCII files for the CoCo 1, 2 and 
3. BDS Software , P.O. Box485, Glenview, 
IL 60025, (312) 998-1656; $3. 

~Phonics Fun, an educational program 
that helps children associate the sounds of 
letters with words in which they occur. It 
shows pictures in four categories (farm, 
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circus, playground and magician) and asks 
children to press the first letter of the word 
the picture represents. For the CoCo 3. 
W.B.D. Software, Box 1077, Esterhazy, 
Saskatchewan, Canada SOA OXO, (306) 
745-6527; $15 U.S., $18Cdn. introductory 
offer; $17 U.S., $20 Cdn. after Nov. 30. 

Space Pac, a machine-language action game 
collection, many of which are based on 
popular arcade titles. Includes Color Zap, 
Color Space Invaders, Planet Invasion, 
Spacewar, Space Race, Galax Attack, 
Android Attack, Whirlybird Attack, Space 
Sentry and Storm Arrow. For CoCos l , 2 
and 3 having at least 16K; a joystick is 
required on most games. Microcom Soft
ware, 2900 Monroe Ave. , Rochester, NY 
14618, (800) 654-5244; $29 .95. 

Treasury Pack #1, a machine-language 
collection of CoCo Adventure and arcade 
game classics, many of which are based on 
popular arcade titles. The set includes Keys 
of the Wizard, Lunar Rover Patrol, Cubix, 
Module Man, Decathlon, Pengon and more. 
Some games support the Speech/Sound 
pack. Requirements range from 32K to 
64K. Comes on disk for the CoCo 1, 2 and 
3; joystick required. Microcom Software, 
2900 Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, 
(800) 654-5244; $29.95. 

Treasury Pack #2, a collection of ma
chine-language arcade games for CoCo 1, 

2 and 3 disk systems, requiring at least 
32K. Includes Galagon, Lancer, Froggie , 
Miss Gobbler, Ice Castles, Devious and 
Madness and the Minotaur. Some of the 
games support the Speech/Sound pack. 
Joystick required. Microcom Software, 2900 
Monroe Ave. , Rochester, NY 14618, (800) 
654-5244; $29.95. 

Wizard's Castle, a text and graphics 
Adventure game with randomized "tricks, 
treasures and creatures of all types." The 
Adventurer can amass an arsenal of four 
weapons (crossbow, club, sword and axe) 
with which to face creatures such as drag
ons, trolls and cyclops. Features a game 
save command and support for the Speech/ 
Sound Cartridge. Requires 64K, Disk 
Extended BASIC and one disk drive. Micro
com Software , 2900 Monroe Ave., Roches
ter, NY 14618, (800) 654-5244; $19.95. 

Z '89, an update of the Zaxxon arcade game, 
written in 100-percent machine language 
by Steve Bjork for the CoCo 3. Players 
pilot their crafts through a hostile space 
fortress, scaling walls, dodging force fields 
and dogfighting with defense ships in an 
attempt to vanquish the robot overlord. 
Features enhanced graphics and digitized 
sound. For one or two players, joystick 
required. Game Point Software , P.O. Box 
6907, Burbank, CA 91510, (818) 566-3571; 
$29.95. 

~ First product received from this company 

The Seal of Certification is open to all manufacturers of products for the Tandy 
Color Computer, regardless of whether they advertise in THE RAINBOW. 

By awarding a Seal, the magazine certifies the program does exist -that we have 
examined it and have a sample copy - but this does not constitute any guarantee 
of satisfaction. As soon as possible, these hardware or software items will be 
forwarded to THE RAINBOW reviewers for evaluation. 

-Lauren Willoughby 
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VIDE 0 DIGITIZER 

T he Rascon Video Digitizer is a state
of-the-art image processing system 
designed to take advantage of your 

Color Computer 3's graphic capabilities. 

The Rascon Video Digitizer connects 
easily to any color or black & white video 
camera, video recorder or video disc 
player and captures images with 
precision accuracy. 

Why settle for a 256 x 256 image area 
when the Color Computer can display so 
much more? We asked that question 
ourselves. Our only answer was to provide 
an image area of 640 x 200 and 
320 x 2001 Say good-bye to those 
useless lo-resolution images created by 
other digitizers on the market. 

Life is not simply black & white, that's why 
we added living color to our Digitizer. 
Now, through the use of advanced 
programming techniques, 512K Color 
Computer 3 owners can capture images 
from their video camera and display 
them in 4096 Super Hi-Resolution 
graphics! 

FEATURES 

Support of 640 x 200 16 Level Grey Images 

Support of 640 x 200 4 Level Grey Images 

Support of 320 x 200 16 Color Images 

Support of 4096 Hi-Res Color Graphics in 512K mode 

Support of Multiple Image Buffers in 512K mode 

Control of Contrast & Brightness via Control Knobs 
found on Digitizer 

Professional. Easy to Use Pop-Up Menu System 

Designed Exclusively to Take Advantage of the power 
of the Color Computer Ill 

Bui~ in Histograph uti I~ to Aid in Image Quality 

Easy to use Paint and Palette editing, no need for additional 
Graphic editors 

15 Day Full Money Back Guarantee 

Interface through Joystick Ports 

Requires add~ional cost of Y .COble or Mu~i-Pak interface 

P.O. Box 6907, Burbank, CA 91510-6907 
(818) 843-3405 • BBS: (818) 772-8890 

RASCAN DS-69b 
YES NO YES NO 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Capture images effortlessly. Simply select 
the image capture option and turn your 
Rascon unit on. Within seconds your 
image will be captured and displayed 
on your screen . Images can be fine tuned 
by use of the contrast and brightness 
knobs found on the Rascon unit. 

Rascon also features a professional 
pop-up menu system which will allow for 
easy palette manipulation and color 
painting of captured images. 

The Rascon Video Digitizer comes 
complete with Rascon driver software, 
an easy to read manual, sample graphic 
images disk and print driver disk (support
ing most printers). Although no further 
graphic editors are necessary to produce 
quality images, Rascon images can be 
easily loaded into ColorMax and 
CoCo Max graphic editors. 

Whether your interests are in desk-top 
publishing, report generation or simply for 
fun, the Rascon Video Digitizer will 
provide you with images of near photo
graphic quality! 

THE 
RASCAN 
VIDEO 

DIGITIZER 

$15995 

NO RISK GUARANTEE 
If you are not completely satisfied 

with the performance of your 
Rascon Video Digitizer, you may 

return it, undamaged within fifteen 
days for the full refund of the 

purchase price plus shipping costs. 

Personal checks. money orders. and American C.O.D. orders accepted. 
Include S3.00 for SIH. $2.50 extra for C.O.D. orders. [Col. res. add 6.5% tax.) 
ATTENTION PROGRAMMERS: Game Point Sottware is locking for talented 
writers. Top royalties guaranteed. 

r 



RAINBOWTECH 

More on Maxie 
and OS-9 Hits the Mac 

L 
ast month I presented the first of a 
three-part tutorial series exploring 
Robert Moody's Max/c. This line

by- line tour of Maxie helps you to master a 
few of the techniques needed to write Multi
Vue-based application programs in BASIC09. 

To save typing and to provide you with a 
chance to run Maxie, I published the com
plete program in the August edition of 
RAINBOW ON DISK. It is also available in the 
Rainbow Programs section of Delphi's OS-
9 Online data library. 

Eleven Parts in October 
Modular programming techniques help 

break projects into small parts you can 
tackle one at a time. OS-9 in general, and 
BAS IC09 in particular, are natural tools when 
modular programming is required. Maxie , 
a Multi-Vue-based icon editor, demands a 
modular approach. It contains 27 modules. 
Last month there were seven source code 
listings for modules named maxie , main, 

menup, setbuf, clearbuf , files and 
showdir . 

This month, I tackle 11 : tandy, dirfiles , 

getans , writefile , getname, getdir , 

winset, mouser, loadicon , getfile and 
getkey . As I made the selection, I tried to 

Dale L. Puckett, a freelan ce writer and 
programmer, serves as director-at-large 
of the OS-9 Users Group and is a member 
of the Computer Press Association. His 
username on Delphi is DALEP: on packet
radio, KOHYD @ N4 QQ; on GEnie , 
DPUCKETT2; and on CIS , 71446 ,736. 
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By Dale L. Puckett 
Rainbow Contributing Editor 

pick individual modules that run together. 
ctirfiles , the program that drives one of 
Maxie' s three menus, was the driving force 
behind my selection. This procedure runs 
getans , writefile, getname, getdi r and 
win set directly . These modules in turn run 
the other modules, which are published this 
month. The modules geticon, saveicon, 

readicon, showicon,writeicon,editor, 

updatbuf , errmsg and loadbar must wait 
until November. 

The Familiar Tandy Menu 
Maxie is structured much like MVShell 

andDoMenu. You can run any of the stand
ard Tandy desk accessories from within 
Maxie at any time. Maxie also gives you 
access to a standard file menu similar to 
those used in most Multi-Vue applications. 
When application writers follow established 
standards like this , they make life easy for 
the person running their programs. If every 
programmer uses a similar menu to open, 
close, abandon, read or write files, the user 
only needs to learn these operations one 
time. Thus after you have learned to start 
one program, you've learned to start every 
program. 

Tandy Desk Accessories Revisited 
The first listing this month is a proce

dure named tandy . It exercises the menu 
that delivers the standard Tandy desk ac
cessories to your Color Computer screen. 
As you review this procedure, notice that it 
is almost identical to the tandy menu used 
within MVShell, DoMenu and Locate. When 
I published Locate in July , I suggested 

comparing its tandy menu routines to those 
in DoM enu. I also detailed those changes to 
help you learn how to add, remove or 
otherwise change the actions available under 
the menu. Feel free to review that article 
and customize Moody 's tandy menu to 
meet your own needs. 

Notice that Moody passes all informa
tion required by the procedure tandy in the 
three data structures defined last month 
when the procedure main was listed. To 
recap, the structure MS contains data of the 
type Micsys , which contains (in order), 
DNAME , a directory name stored in a 32-byte 
string; INAME , an array of 48 icon names 
stored in 32-byte long strings; and BYT, a 
144-byte array used to hold a single icon's 
bit map. 

These larger fields are followed imme
diately by eight single-byte fields and two 
integer fields . The byte-wide fields hold 
several numbers: group, buffer, a counter
named number, menu-select, menu, error, 
color and a scroll count. The horizontal and 
vertical position of the Color Computer 
mouse are stored in the two integer fields. 
The structures DR and rc, both of type MIC, 

are not used in the procedure tandy even 
though they are passed when it runs. 

Moody starts the procedure with code 
that reserves space in memory for the param
eters above and the variables TName and OK. 

He then moves OS-9's cursor to the upper 
left corner of the window in Line $008E. 
When this is done, he turns off the graphics 
cursor, turns off proportional spacing, and 
tell s OS-9 to use the font found in Group 
200, Buffer 2. 



The line at $00DA decides what you 
want and branches to the proper line to run 
the desk accessory program you requested 
with the mouse pointer and button. If the 
menu number field MS. MenNum, of the 
parameter MS, is 2 after the mouse button is 
pushed, for example, the program knows 
you want to run the tandy clock program. 
This decision made , it branches directly to 
Line 2, Location $014B , which actually 
runs an OS-9 program named gclock. 

The first step in the routine begins at 
Line 2, opening an overlay window and 
saving the information on the window 
underneath it. The upper left corner of the 
overlay window is located one character 
space to the right of the left edge and two 
characters down from the top of the win
dow. The overlay window is 20 characters 
wide and 15 rows deep. Its foreground is 
black (2), and its background is white (0). 

After Moody creates the overlay win
dow, he runs the procedure winset to tell 
OS-9 he would like a Type 5 window. This 
is a plain box window wt .pbox in the os9defs 
file and the standard graphics library used 
by the C compiler. After the window is 
drawn on the screen, Moody turns on OS-
9 ' s Echo function using tmode and then 
uses the BASIC09 command she 11 to run the 
tandy program gclock. 

When you close gclock by clicking the 
mouse button with the pointer over the go
away box in the upper left corner of the 
window, the procedure tandy branches to 
Line 20, where Moody closes the overlay 
window he created earlier, turns off the 
Echo function, turns the proportional spac
ing back on, changes to the font stored in 
Group 200, Buffer I , and turns the cursor 
off. The procedure tandy handles each of 
the other menu items in the same way. 
That ' s it for Listing 1. 

The dirfiles Directory 
Most of Maxie's work is initiated from 

the menu dirfiles. Notice that it starts out 
in a manner similar to the procedure tandy. 
It reserves space in memory for the parame
ters it will receive from the procedure main, 
reserves space in memory for its variables 
TName and OK , and then branches to a rou
tine determined by the menu item number 
passed to it in the MenNum field of the data 
structure MS - MS . MenNum. Menu choices 
include Write, Rename, Delete, CHI, Load 
Dir, CHD, CHX and Print. Notice there are 
exactly eight choices on the menu and 
exactly eight possible branches in the on 
ms .mennum goto routine at $008E. There 

really is a method behind this madness. 
If you push the mouse button while the 

pointer is over Write in the dirfiles menu, 
the control of the procedure is transferred 
to Line 1, which is the beginning of the 
code needed to write or save an icon file to 
disk. Here dirfiles looks for the name of 
the selected icon by checking the name 
field ofthe parameter DR - DR . name. If this 
field is empty, you have not selected an 
icon to save to a file. If it contains a name, 
di rf iles runs the procedure getans to 
give you a chance to change your mind. 

Moody passes three parameters to getans 
- the entire data structure MS, a Boolean 
named OK and a string. The string is made 
up of the word write followed by the name 
of the icon you have selected. getans opens 
an overlay window and draws a dialog box 
in which you are asked if you are sure you 
want to write the icon file. 

The procedure get ans lets you click the 
mouse button over the word Yes printed on 
the screen or press the letter Y. If you click 
Yes or press Y, getans sets the value of the 
Boolean parameter OK to True and returns 
you to the dir-

OS-9 Level II 

print the icon, and the icon is written to the 
device /p. 

When the routine that started at Line 1 
ends, it transfers control to Line 20 where 
dirfiles clears the rc. select field, erases 
any data in the field DR. name, then refreshes 
the visual directory display by running the 
procedure showdir. The action code for 
each of the directory items exits in exactly 
the same manner. 

In Line 2 dirfiles has determined that 
you want to rename an icon file. The first 
thing it must do is find out what you would 
like to name the icon file. There's no better 
way to find out something than by asking. 
And that's exactly what the call to the 
procedure get name does . 

get name follows a sequence very similar 
to that followed by getans. It creates an 
overlay window, draws a dialog box, 
prompts you for the file name by printing 
"Fi lename" in that box, and waits for you to 
type in the name. When you do, it returns 
the name to dirfiles in the parameter 
filename. dirfiles reads this parameter 
into a string variable named TName . 

f il es .lfyou press 
anything else or 
click the mouse 
button with the 
pointer located 
anywhere else in the 
dialog box, OK is 
false and the file is 
not written to disk. 

ULTRA-QUAD 

After running 
getans, dirfiles 
runs the procedure 
writefile, which 
actually saves the 
icon to disk . Notice 
that before calling 
writefile ,Moody 
sets the value of 
TName to "" - a 
null or empty string. 
The value of TName 
and the field 
DR. name determine 
where the image of 
the icon is sent. If 
TName is a null and 
DR . name exists, the 
icon is written to a 
disk file. Otherwise 
if DR. name is empty 
or a null string, 
dirfiles knows 
that you want to 

FOUR PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU A DATABASE AND 
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THE DATABASE AND YOUR WORD 
PROCESSOR PROGRAM. 

ALL FOUR PROGRAMS ONLY $59.95 

ULTRA-BASE 
THE ULTIMATE DATABASE FOR THE COCO 1, 2, OR 3 WITH 
AT LEAST 64K. See Rainbow Review - January 1989 

Sold separately for $24.95 

ULTRA-MERGE 
WHY SETTLE FOR SIMPLE WORD PROCESSING WHEN YOU CAN 
PERSONALIZE LETTERS, FORMS, ETC. USING YOUR 
FAVORITE WORD PROCESSOR AND DATABASE FILES FROM 
ULTRABASE. See Rainbow Review - July 1989 

Sold separately for $14.95 

ULTRA-CAT 
YOU KNOW YOU HAVE A PROGRAM ON DISK BUT CAN'T FIND 
IT. CONVERT DISK DIRECTORIES TO ULTRABASE FILES. 

Sold separately for $14.95 

ULTRA-TEXT 
READ YOUR DATABASE FILES INTO YOUR WORD PROCESSOR 
PROGRAM. CONVERTS ULTRABASE FILES INTO ASCII FILES. 

Sold separately for $14.95 

ADD $2.00 S/H 
$4.00 FOR U.P . S. 
$3.00 FOR C.O.D. 
PA RESIDENTS ADD 
6% SALES TAX 

illotbinn $olttuarc.]m. 
jMox GG3 
Jl\imcn3~urg, ~§ LG248 
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After you have supplied a new name for 
the icon file , dirfiles runs the procedure 
getans. This time it passes the entire data 
structure MS, the Boolean variable OK, and a 
rename string. Again you have a chance to 
say yes or no or click the appropriate an
swer with the mouse button. 

Notice that getans 
does two different 
jobs by simply chang
ing the parameters 
passed to it. This is a 
perfect example of 
the power and 
functionality you can 
achieve by passing 
parameters between 
OS-9 procedures. 

Notice that getans has already been 
used to do two different jobs by simply 
changing the parameters passed to it. This 
is a perfect example of the power and 
functionality you can achieve by passing 
parameters between OS-9 procedures. 

Assuming you said yes , dirfiles goes 
on to rename your icon file, using the 
BASIC09 shell command to run the OS-9 
rename utility. After it has done this, it must 
run the procedure showdir again to update 
the visual directory display on Maxie's 
screen. When you follow the code that 
activates the other dir fi l e s menu item 
choices, you see that each routine is struc
tured in an identical manner. 

Every Mouse Should Have a RatPack 
The dual functionality of the procedure 

getans is made possible by its call to the 
procedure get key . In get key, Moody que
ries both the mouse and the keyboard. He 
uses the r $Get st t call to determine the 
location of the mouse and the packed BA· 

SIC09 I-code module inke y to capture any 
key that happens to be pressed. 

Moody defines his ratpack as an array 
of 32 bytes and remembers the numerical 
location of each piece of information stored 
in the array. I prefer to define a BASIC09 data 
type that tells me mnemonically where my 
data is located. For example, he must re
member thiit the value of the mouse button 
-up or down- is stored in the ninth byte 
from the beginning of the array , and the 
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Listing 1: tandy 

PROCEDURE TANDY 
0000 TYPE Mic=name : STRING ; select : 8YTE; xpos,ypos : INTEGER 
0018 TYPE MicSys=Dname , Iname(48 ) : STRING ; 8yt(144) , Grpld , 8ufNo , number 

0064 
006D 
007A 
0081 
0088 
008E 
00DA 
00ED 
0104 
0117 
0128 
0143 
0155 
016D 
0198 
019D 1 
01A7 
01C9 
01E4 
01EC 
01F5 
01F9 
0204 
0226 
022E 
023C 
0246 
024A 3 
0258 
027A 
0282 
0290 
0298 
029C 4 
02A9 
02C8 
02D3 
02DE 
02E2 5 
02EF 
0311 
0319 
0327 
0331 
0335 6 
033F 
0361 
0369 
0377 
0380 
0384 7 
038E 
0380 
03CC 
03D4 
03E2 
03EF 
03Fl 
040A 
0429 
0435 
0439 
0446 
0448 
044C 
0450 8 
0458 
047D 
0485 
0 4 93 
0 4A0 
0 48 3 
0 4C5 
04E7 
04F0 
04FF 20 
050F 
0513 30 
0520 
052D 
053A 35 
054C 
055F 
0571 
057 F 

, MenSel , MenNum , ErrNum , color , scount : BYTE ; horiz , vert : INTEGER 
PARAM MS : MicSys 
PARAM DR, IC : Mic 
DIM TName : STRING 
DIM OK : 800LEAN 
ON ERROR GOTO 30 

( * set cursor at top to help keep window roll up when coming ou t of ow window 
RUN gfx2 (" curxy ", 0 , 0) -
(* get rid of the arrow 

RUN gfx2( " gcset ", 0 , 0) 
RUN gfx2( "propsw ", "off " ) 
(* use small 6x8 letters 

RUN gfx2( " font ", 200 , 2) 
(* goto what we selected 

ON MS . MenNum GOTO 1 , 2 , 3,4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 
END 
( * calc 

RUN gfx2( " owset ", 1 , 2,4 , 30 , 17 , 2 , 0) 
(* set window for plane box 

RUN winset(5) 
SHELL "gcalc " 
GOTO 20 
( * c l ock 

RUN gfx2 (" owset ", 1 , 2 , 5 , 20 , !5 , 2 , 0 ) 
RUN winset(5) 
SHELL '' tmode echo '' 
SHELL " gclock " 
GOTO 20 
(* calendar 

RUN gfx2( " owset ", 1 , 0 , 0 , 40 , 24 , 1 , 0) 
RUN winset(S) 
SHELL "tmode echo " 
SHELL "gcal " 
GOTO 20 
(* control 

RUN gfx2( " owset ", 1 , 1 , 1 , 20 , 20 , 2 , 0) 
RUN winset(5) 
SHELL " control " 
GOTO 20 
( * printer 

RUN gfx2 (" owset ", 1 , l , l , 20 , 20 , 2 , 0 ) 
RUN winset(5) 
SHELL " tmode echo " 
SHELL " gprint " 
GOTO 20 
( * port 

RUN gfx2("owset ", 1 , 1 , 1 , 20 , 21 , 2 , 0) 
RUN winset(5) 
SHELL " tmode echo " 
SHELL "gport " 
GOTO 20 
( * help 

RUN gfx2( " owset " ,1 , 1 , 5 , 38 , 16 , 1 , 0 ) 
(* set window for double box 
RUN winset(4 ) 
SHELL " tmode echo " 
RUN gfx2( " curon ") 
LOOP 

PRINT " Press [ENTER ] to e x it " 
INPUT " What OS-9 Subject (s)? ", TName 

EXITIF TName= "" THEN 
ENDEXIT 

SHELL " help " +TName 
PRINT 

END LOOP 
GOTO 20 
(* shell 

RUN gfx2( " owset ", l , 1 , 5 , 38 , 16 , 1 , 0) 
RUN winset(4) 
SHELL " tmode echo " 
RUN gfx2( " curon " ) 
RUN gfx2 (" curxy ", 0 , 0 ) 
RUN gfx2 (" font ", 200 , 2 ) 
PRIN T "press [CTRL] and [ESC] to e x it " 
SHELL " shell " 
(* clipboard 

RUN gfx2( " owend " ) 
GOTO 35 
MS . ErrNum : =ERR 
RUN gfx2( " owend " ) 
RUN errmsg(MS . ErrNum) 
SHELL " tmode - echo " 
RUN gfx2( '' propsw '', '' on '' ) 
RUN gfx2( " font ", 200 , 1) 
RUN gfx2( " curoff " ) 

END 



horizontal location is made up of both the INTEGER ; stat, res: BYTE; a ex, acy , wrx , 

25th and 26th bytes in the array. I prefer the wry : INTEGER 

code: 

Button : =msret.cbsa 

horiz:=msret.acx 

After you have defined the data type, 
you can then reserve memory for it by using 
the BASIC09 DIM statement: 

As a bonus here 's a review of the BA

SIC09 data type that defines the packet of 
information returned from the mouse by 
I $GetSt t. 

DIM RatPack : rodent 

If you click the mouse button while 
getkey is running, Moody computes the 
horizontal and vertical position of the mouse 
pointer and passes it back to the calling 
procedure in the parameters horiz and vert. 

He also sets the value of the one-byte string 
key to a space. This lets him escape from 

TYPE rodent=valid , actv,totm : BYTE; 

rsrvO:INTEGER; ttto:BYTE ; tsst: IN

TEGER; cbsa,cbsb,ccta,cctb , ttsa, 

ttsb , tlsa , tlsb:BYTE ; rsrvl , bdx , bdy: 

Listing 2: dirfiles 

PROCEDURE DIRFILES 
0000 TYPE Mic=name : STRING ; select:8YTE ; xpos , ypos:INTEGER 
0018 TYPE MicSys=Dname , Iname(48) :STRING ; 8yt(144 ), Grpid , 8ufNo , number 

0064 
006D 
007A 
0081 
0088 
008E 
00A5 
00CF 
00D1 
00E4 
00FE 
010D 
0128 
0147 
015E 
0167 
0182 
0189 
019A 
0184 
0186 
0188 
018C 2 
01D0 
01DF 
01EE 
01F8 
020E 
021A 
0232 
0234 
0238 
024F 
027A 
0283 
02AF 
02D4 
02FF 
0311 
031D 
033A 
033E 
0340 
0342 
0344 
0348 3 
035C 
0368 
0388 
0394 
03AE 
03DC 
03F6 
0412 
0416 
0418 
041A 
041E 4 
0427' 
0449 

,MenSel , MenNum,ErrNum, color , scount:BYTE ; horiz , vert:INTEGER 
PARAM MS : MicSys 
PARAM DR , IC:Mic 
DIM TName : STRING 
DIM OK : 800LEAN 
ON ERROR GOTO 30 
(* goto selected number 

ON MS . MenNum GOTO 1 , 2 , 3,4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 
END 
(* write dirfile 
(* end if nothing selected 
IF DR.name<> "" THEN 

(* else do we relly want . to 
RUN getans(MS , OK ,"Write " +DR . name) 
(* if we do let ' t do it 
IF OK THEN 

(* set temp name to nothing 
TName : = "" 
(* go make a file 

RUN writefile(MS.Dname , DR . name , TName) 
END IF 

END IF 
GOTO 20 
(* rename dirfile 
IF DR.name<> "" THEN 

(* get new name 
RUN getname(TName ) 
(* is there a new name 
IF TName= "" THEN 

(* no so forget about it 
END 

ELSE 
(* yes so is it , correct 

RUN getans(MS , OK ," ReName " +DR . narne+ " to " +TName) 
IF OK THEN 

(* it is correct so let ' s give it a new name 
SHELL '' rename '' +MS . Dname+ '' / '' +DR . name+ '' '' +TName 
(* and change the name in the buffer number 

MS . Iname(DR . select)=TName 
DR . name : =TName 
(* we do the directory window 

GOSU8 40 
END IF 

END IF 
END IF 
GOTO 20 
(* delete dirfile 
IF DR . narne<> "" THEN 

RUN getans (MS , OK ,"Delete " +DR . name ) 
IF OK THEN 

SHELL "del " +MS.Dname+ " / " +DR.name 
(* rename it to XXXX so we know it ' s not there 

MS.Iname(DR . select) : = '' icon . XXXX '' 
(* now show it on the scre en 

GOSU8 40 
END IF 

END IF 
GOTO 20 
(* chi 

RUN gfx2( " owset ", 1 , 5 , 10 , 30 , 7 , 2 , 0) 
RUN winset(4) 

TANDY COMPUTERS 

Tandy 1000-HX 256K 5 1/4" 
Tandy 1000-SL 384K 5 1/4" 
Tandy 1000-TLJ2 640K 3 1/2" 
Tandy 1400FD Portable 
Tandy 1400HD Portable 
Tandy 3000-NL 512K 3 1/2" 
Tandy 4020-LX 1 Meg 3 1/2" 
Tandy 4025 LX 2 Meg 3 1/2" 
Tandy 4000-SX 1 Meg 3 1/2" 
Tandy 5000MC 2 Meg 1 Drive 
Tandy 5000MC 2 Meg 40 Meg 
Tandy SOOOMC 2 Meg 84 Meg 
Tandy 102 24K 
Tandy Color 3 128K 

MONITORS & CARDS 

VM-5 Monochrome Green 
CM-5 Color RGB 
CM-11 Color RGB 
Magnavox 9CM053 Color EGA 
Pacl<ard Bell Monochrome TTL 
Amdek 410 Monochrome 
Amdek 732 VGA Color Analog 
NEC 2A 14" Super VGA Color 
NEC 3D 14" Digital Monitor 
Tandy EGA Card 
Paradise Basic EGA Card 
Video 7 Vega/Deluxe 

DISK DRIVES 

5 1/4" External Drive 1000HX 
Tandy 20 Meg Hardcard 
30 Meg Hardcard 
5 1/4" External for Tandy 1400 
Seagate 20 Meg Drive & Card 

MODEMS 

535.00 
675.00 
955.00 

1210.00 
1975.00 
1275.00 
2950.00 
3650.00 
2075.00 
3825.00 
4955.00 
5395.00 

430.00 
155.00 

115.00 
220.00 
315.00 
395.00 

89.00 
155.00 
425.00 
545.00 
710.00 
205.00 
195.00 
239.00 

180.00 
450.00 
395.00 
215.00 
269.00 

Prac. Peripherals 1200B Internal 75.00 
Prac. Peripherals 2400B Internal 175.00 
Packard Bell 2400B Internal 140.00 

PRINTERS 

DMP-1 07 Dot-Matrix 
DMP-133 Dot-Matrix 
DMP-300 Dot-Matrix 
Epson LX-810 Dot-Matrix 
Epson FX-850 Dot-Matrix 
Epson LQ-510 Dot-Matrix 
Epson LQ-850 Dot-Matrix 
Epson FX-1050 Dot-Matrix 
Panaonic KX-P1 180 Dot-Matrix 
Panasonic KX-P1191 Dot-Matrix 
Panasonic KX-P1124 Dot-Matrix 

230.00 
325.00 
505.00 
209.00 
375.00 
365.00 
585.00 
495.00 
205.00 
260.00 
369.00 

All pnces and otters may be changed or w1thdrawn without notice_ Adver· 
t1sed prices are cash prices. C 0 D. accepted add 2% (m1n1mum charge 
$10.00). ~~ . C .. V1sa add 201o. All non defective 1tems reqUire return 
merchandise authonzat1on . Call for AMA Number before return1ng 
Delivery IS subjeCI to product ava1labthly. Add t 1h% for shtppmg and 
handlmg. $5 .00 mm1mum charge 

TM - Registered Trademark of Tandy. Epson. and IBM 

Monday thru Friday 9am- Spm EST. 

DDDDD 
00000 •••o• 00000 
ODDDD '---'L--''-'''-'''-' 

124 South Main Street, Perry, M148872 
CALL 1-517-625-4161 or TOLL-FREE 

1-800-248-3823 
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the r e peat . . . until control structure 
that waits forever if you don ' t press a key. 

The routine mouser is almost identical to 
the getkey routine except it does not look 
for a key press from the keyboard. It simply 
goes out, looks at the mouse, and returns 
the horizontal and vertical pos ition of the 
mouse and the status of the button. 

If you have typed the gfx3 procedure 
from the August 1988 column or down
loaded it from Delphi's OS-9 Online SIG, 
you will fi nd it much eas ier to type: 

run gfx3 (Stdln , " gs .mous ",addr 

(RatPack)) 

I have merged the gfx3 1-code module in 
a fi le with the gfx2 module. This means all 
gfx3 functions are always available to my 
BASIC09 programs. 

writefile Uses Parameters Too 
I mentioned in the procedure dirfiles 

how the routines write a file to a disk or 
print a file. Both use the procedure wr i t e 

fil e. This too is made poss ible by the 
parameter-passing capability of BAS!C09. 

When writefile is called, it puts up the 
hourglass cursor to tell you it is busy with 
the command " run gfx2 ("gcset ", 202 , 4) . 

Then it opens a path to the icon file you 
want to write and reads its data into the 144-
byte array byt . 

Next it checks to see if the filename you 
have requested is " /p ". If so, it opens a path 
to the printer and sends out the name of the 
icon. If not, it simply opens a path to a 
filename with the same name as the icon 
you want to write. It then prints that array, 
two bytes at a time in Hex format, to the 
path just opened. If a file for the icon does 
not already exist, writefile creates a fil e 
and writes the array to it. 

Grand Opening 
If you're looking for the magic that lets 

Moody read the names of the fil es in his 

NEW: Low Power 512K 

0451 
0464 
0480 
049C 
04AF 
04E7 
04FB 
0523 
0532 
0550 
0564 
057F 
058E 
05A1 
05AE 
05C5 
0501 
05EA 
05F6 
0611 
062F 
0638 
064E 
0652 
0654 
0656 
065A 5 
0668 
0684 
068F 
06A4 
06AF 
06C8 
06CC 
0608 
060F 6 
06E8 
06FB 
0710 
0725 
0738 
074C 
0763 
076A 
0770 
0791 
079F 
0782 
07C1 
0704 
07E1 
07EO 
07F2 
07F4 
07F8 7 
0801 
0814 
0836 
083E 
0851 
0865 
087F 
0886 
0899 
08AO 

RUN gfx2 (" curxy ", 0 , 0) 
( * the current icon director 
PRINT '' current icon dir ''; MS.Dname 
RUN gfx2( " curxy ", 0 , 2) 
(* turn off the propsw so we can backup with out overlap 

RUN gfx2( " propsw ","off " ) 
(* and turn on the echo so we can see it 
SHELL " tmode echo " 
(* now we can get the new path 
INPUT " change to> ", TName 
(*let ' s we set every thing 
SHELL " tmode -echo " 
RUN gfx2 (" propsw ", " on ") 
RUN gfx2 ( " owend " ) 
( * was there a new path 
IF TName<> "" THEN 

(*yes so let ' s change it 
MS.Oname=TName 
(* do we want to laod it in 

RUN getans(MS , OK ," Laod " +MS . Dname) 
IF OK THEN 

(* yes so goto loaddir 
GOTO 5 

ENOIF 
ENOIF 
GOTO 20 
(* load dir 
(* start at the first buffer 

MS . number : =0 
(* and the first page 
MS.scount : =1 
(* clear the screen first 
GOSUB 40 
RUN getdir(MS , OR) 
GOTO 20 
(* chd 

RUN gfx2( "gcset ", 0 , 0) 
RUN gfx2( " owset ", 1 , 5 , 10 , 30 , 7 , 2 , 0) 
RUN winset(4 ) 
RUN gfx2 (" curxy ", 0 , 0) 
PRINT '' current wk.dir ''; 
(* get the current path 
SHELL " pwd " 
RUN gfx2( " curxy ", 0 , 2) 
RUN gfx2( "propsw"," off " ) 
SHELL " t mode echo " 
INPUT " change to > ", TName 
SHELL " tmode - echo " 
RUN gfx2( " propsw "," on " ) 
RUN gfx2( " owend") 
IF TName<> "" THE N 

CHO TName 
ENOIF 
GOTO 20 
(* chx 

RUN gfx 2 (" gcset ", 0 , 0 ) 
RUN gfx 2 (" owset ", 1 , 5 , 10 , 30 , 7 , 2 , 0 ) 
RUN winset(4) 
RUN gfx2( " curxy ", 0 , 0) 
PRINT '' current ex . dir '' ; 
(* get the current ex path 
SHELL "pxd " 
RUN gfx2( " curxy", 0 , 2) 
RUN gfx2( " propsw","off " ) 
SHELL " tmode echo " 

CoCo3 Ram Expansion Board (call for current $) 
~-------------------------------------------------, SDISK · Standard disk driver module replacement allows full use disks under COCO OS-9 , REQUIRES SDISK or SDISK3 . $45 .00 
of 40 or 80 track double sided drives with OS-9 Level I. Ful l compat- FORTH09 A FORTH-83 Standard implementation specially taylored 
ibility with CoCo 35 track format and access all other OS-9 non· for OS-9. Includes complete forth 6809 assembler and more . Pro
CoCo formats . Easy installation . $29.95 grams written in forth can instantly be saved as compact executable 
SDISK+BOOTFIX - As above plus boot directly from a double sid- machine language modules . Supplied with complete printed docu-
ed diskette.$35.95 LEVEL 1 OS-9 ONLy mentation . $150.00 (+ $3 S&H) . 

LEVEL 2 OS-9 ONLy SEND S.A.S.E FOR LATEST CATALOG 

SDISK3 - Level 11 version of SDISK driver .. Same features as level All diskettes are in CoCo OS-9 format unless otherwise requested ; other 0 8·9 
1 (except bootfix not required to boot from double sided) . $29-95 formats can be supplied for $2.00 additional charge. All orders must be prepaid 

MSF _ MS-DOS file manager. Complete fil e transfer capabiltites. or COD, VISNMC accepted, add $2 S&H for first software item. + .50 for each 
REQUIRES SDISK3 $45_00 or with SDISK3 for $65 _00 additional item, additional charge for COD. 

~.,;.L.;.;:1;;..;U;;..T;;..;I~L.;.;:IT;.;;Y;.._;;PA=.;.K~4~0-u...;:tl;...;llt~le.;.;:s~l-nc~l;..ud.:.;l.;.;:ng;.._;;M;.;;A;;..;C~G;...;E;;;_N..;.;:.;_$4;::.9;;..;.9;;..;5-=-=.. _ ___.~ 0 · P. Johnson, 7 655 S.W. Cedarcrest St. 

L2 UTIL1TY PAK Level 2 Ram Disk and Printerr driver plus 10 Portland, OR 97223 (5 03) 244-8152 
more $39.95 BOTH L 1 +L2 Paks for $?5 .00 (You may best reach us between 9AM·N00r;J Pacific Time , Mon.-Fri .) 

OS·9 is a trademark of Microware and Motorola Inc., MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft, 
PC-XFER Fi le transfer utilities read/write/format MS-DOS format Inc., FORTH09 is a trademark of o. P. Johnson 
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INPUT '' cha ng e to > '', TName 
SHELL " t mode - ech o " 
RUN gfx21 "propsw", " on " ) 
RUN gfx21 "owend " ) 
IF TName<> ''' ' THEN 

CHX TName 
ENOIF 
GOTO 20 
I* print 
IF DR . name<> "" THEN 

icon directory and capture their bit map in 
a buffer that can be displayed in an OS-9 
window, look no further than the listing of 
the procedure getdir. 

0888 
08CE 
08DD 
08F0 
08FD 
0909 
0 90E 
0910 
0914 8 
091F 
092E 
0 940 
0 956 
0975 
097E 
099D 
0987 
0 98 9 
0988 20 
09CE 
09D9 
09E4 
09F3 
09F5 30 

RUN getans iMS , OK , " Print " +D R . name ) 
IF OK TH EN 

Here Moody displays the hourglass cursor 
again to show you Maxie is busy before 
going to work. Then he opens up the icon 
directory you have selected. If you haven ' t 
selected one, he opens up the directory 
CMDS/ICONS. Notice that he uses the 
"READ +DIR" attribute in his open statement 
to tell BASIC09 he wants to open a directory 
for read. 

( * set the temp name t o p rinter 
TName : = " /p " 
I* and send it to the writ e file 

RUN writefile iMS . Dname , DR . name , TName ) 
END IF 

0 A02 
0A15 
0A22 
0 A2D 
0A38 
0 A3A 
0A51 40 
0A64 
0A7D 
0A8A 
0A99 

END IF 
I* e x it dirfi l es 
IC . select : =0 
DR . name : = "" 
RUN showdiriMS , DR ) 
END 
MS .E rrNum: =ERR 
( * report the error 

RUN errmsgiMS . ErrNum) 
IC . select : =0 
DR . name : = "" 
END 
( * clear the dir window 

RUN gfx21 " color ", 0) 
RUN gfx21 " bar ", 290 , 20 , 636 , 188 ) 
I * and see it 

RUN showdi ri MS , DR ) 
RETURN 

Listing 3: getans 

PROCEDURE ge t ans 

After he has opened the directory for 
read, he reads in each filename one charac
ter at a time. After he has gathered a com
plete filename, Moody writes its name into 
an array in the data structure MS in the field 
named MS. Iname(MS. Number). 

After an end-of-file signal lets him know 
he has reached the end of the icon directory, 
Moody opens each icon file and reads it. He 
then writes the data into an OS-9 buffer 
using the "gpload" gfx2 call. Each icon 
has its own buffer number. That number is 
equal to its file number, which is counted 
while Moody is reading the directory . 

There are several other interesting tid
bits within the 11 Maxie procedures listed 
thi s month . Learn and enjoy. I'll wrap up 
the series in November. 

0000 TYPE MicSys=Dname , Iname(48) : STRING ; 8yt i1 44) , Grpld , 8ufNo ,number 
,MenSel , MenNum , ErrNum, color ,scount:BYTE ; horiz , vert : INTEGER WizPro Revisited 

0049 PARAM MS : MicSys 
0052 PARAM OK: 800LEAN 
0059 PARAM MessAge : STRING 
0060 DIM key : STRING[1] 
006C ON ERROR GOTO 10 
0072 I* use arrow pointer 
0086 RUN gfx2( "gcset ", 202 , 1) 
0099 ( * set OK to no 
00A8 OK: =FALSE 
00AE RUN gfx2 (" o wset ", 1 , 5 , 10 , 32 , 8 , 1 , 3 ) 
0000 RUN winsetl4) 

OS-9 Users Group MOTD editor Bill 
Brady has upgraded hi s outstanding share
ware communications program WizPro 
again. You ' ll find the new code in Delphi 's 
OS-9 Online SIG and on CompuServe and 
GEnie as well. 

0008 (* try to relive some garbag if any 

One of the interesting features of thi s 
version is the addition of a new utility 
program called wizgen. This program makes 
it much easier for you to create a new boot 
file. You can use it to modify the os9boot 
file on any bootable di sk. It creates a new 
file called wizproboot , then links to it. 
There 's only one caveat with this approach 

00F8 PRINT \ PRINT 
00FF RUN gfx21 " curxy", 1 , 0 ) 
0112 PRINT MessAge 
0117 I* turn off propsw to write yes and no 
013D RUN gfx21 "propsw ","off " ) 
0151 RUN gfx2( " curxy ", 8 , 4) 
0164 RUN gfx21 " propsw ","off " ) 

t:ARIOSO 

1 

3'¥' 

3 

mRul3.ford Research. 
P.O. Box143 

(619) 690-3648 (evenings 6-lo ~~ Imperial Beach, CA 92~32 ... 

If youre looking for goott professional quality 
music program~ don 'I look any further! . _ 

• Lyra, the full featured music editing program. Enter and hear music 
you never thought you could play! Super easy to use (Screen 
pictured at left). Print program included. Only $59.95 

• Lyra Lybrary, a full featured collection of music for Lyra. 17 disks 
(over 350 titles) for $125 or $14.95 per disk. 

• The Lyra Companion, a 1 00 page book filled with everything you 
wanted to know about Lyra. Just $9.95 

• CoCo MIDI 3, the pro quality MIDI sequencer that lets you record 
from your MIDI synth and edit the music. $150.00 complete 
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-you must ensure that you have plenty of 
free disk space on the disk because OS-9 
must always have its bootfile stored in 
contiguous sectors. The exciting thing about 
wizgen is the fact that it can be easily 
modified and turned into a program similar 
to the popular Font/Da mover on Macin
tosh computers. Of course a program like 
this would compete with config . Or would 
there be any competition? 

Steve Goldberg's Find is Fast 
While I was busy writing the BASIC09 

program Find, Steve Goldberg was hack
ing away with assembly code. He sent me 
a copy of his programs Find and Tree. I ' ve 
recommended that we publish the assem
bly version of Find in the front section of 
THE RAINBOW. In the meantime these pro
grams are worth owning. Write Goldberg 
at 695 Plainview Road, Bethpage, NY 11714 
and make an offer. Or contact Paul Ward, 
who sells many of the Goldberg utilities 
with his fine book, Start OS-9 . These latest 
utilities are worth their weight in time . . . er, 
gold. Despite the fact that I mention them 
quite often in these pages, Steve's utilities 
still remain one of the best-kept OS-9 se
crets . Vendors , are you reading? 

Goldberg has also produced a package 
called Professional Protector. He wrote to 
ask if I thought there was a market for the 
package. I'll pass the question on. If you're 
looking for a security package that contains 
a set of utilities such as chown (change 
owner) , crypt, hide, unhide, view, dir, 

~ho and lock, get in touch with Goldberg. 
He ' s put a lot of effort into this package. Let 
him know what you think. 

Putting OS-9 on the Mac 
Brady was also the first one to tip me off 

about an exci"ting new product in the OS-9 
community. Very soon my favorite operat
ing system will run on all Apple Macintosh 
computers. The port is being done by a 
group of programmers at UltraScience, a 
division of Gibbs Laboratories, Inc., 1824 
Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL6009l ; (312) 
256-0080. 

UltraScience is also responsible for the 
PC68Kl hardware/software implementa
tion ofOSK on IBM PC/XT/AT comput
ers. Its goal : a powerful graphics platform 
based on CURSES, which looks the same 
to OS-9 users on a large number of com
mercially available computers. Dr. Eric 
Gibbs has invited the staff ofTHERAlNBOW 
to Chicago for a special unveiling some
time soon. I hope to be able to attend and 
report on it. 

I ' ve seen brief descriptions of 
UltraScience ' s Facet software series, and 
it ' s enough to make your mouth water. 
Facet contains TICTOC, a software inter-
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0178 
0187 
019A 
01AE 
01C8 
01E4 
01F9 
020F 
0211 
021E 

024C 
0265 
0268 
026D 
026F 10 
027C 

PRI NT " [ye s] [no] " 
RUN gfx2 ("propsw", " on " ) 
(* go get the answer 

RUN getkey (key ,MS.horiz ,MS. vert) 
(* if key is yes make it yes 
IF key= "y " OR key=" Y" THEN 

MS . horiz : =250 \MS .vert : =38 
END IF 
RUN gfx2 ( "owend ") 
IF MS . horiz>243 AND MS . horiz<306 AND MS . vert>36 AND MS. vert 

<42 THEN 
(* it ' s yes so ok is t r ue 
OK=TRUE 

END I F 
END 
MS .E rrNum :=ERR 
RUN errmsg (MS.ErrNum) 

Listing 4: writefile 

PROCEDURE writefile 
0000 PARAM DirName , Name , Tname:STRING 
000F DIM Byt(144) , path , tpath , ErrNum : 8YTE 
0027 ON ERROR GOTO 10 
002D IF Name= "" THEN 
0039 (* we forgot to select so end 
0056 END 
0058 ENDIF 
005A ( * show hour glass 
006C RUN gfx2( "gcset ", 202,4) 
007F (* try to open icon 
0092 OPEN #path , DirName+ " / " +Name : READ 
00A6 ( * get byte info 
0086 FOR x : =1 TO 144 
00C8 GET #path , Byt (x) 
00D7 NEXT x 
00E2 CLOSE #path 
00E8 (* do we want it sent to the printer 
010C IF Tname= " /p " THEN 
011A ( * yes so open it 
0128 OPEN #path , Tname:WRITE 
0137 (* print out the name of the icon 
0158 PRINT #path USING " s40" ", Name 
0169 ELSE 
016D ( * no we whant a file 
0182 OPEN #path , Name : WRITE 
018E ENDIF 
0190 (* start at 0 
019D xx : =0 
01A5 ( * go in steps of two 
018A FOR x : =l TO 144 STEP 2 
01D2 ( * use hex numbers 
01E4 PRINT #path USING "h2 ",8yt (x ); 
01F8 PRINT #path USING "h2 ", Byt (x+1) ; 
0210 (* and a blank space 
0224 PRINT #path ," " · 
022F xx : =xx+1 
0238 IF xx=8 THEN 
0248 (* at the end so send a CR 
0262 PRINT #path 
0268 ( * and start over 
0279 xx : =0 
0281 ENDIF 
0283 NEXT x 
028E CLOSE #path 
0294 END 
0296 10 ON ERROR GOTO 20 
029F (* we have to make one 
0285 CREATE #path , Name :WRITE 
02Cl (* and do the same 
02D3 XX : =0 
02D8 FOR x : =l TO 144 STEP 2 
02F3 PRINT #path USING "h2 ", 8yt (x ); 
0307 PRINT #path USING "h2 ", 8yt(x+1) ; 
031F PRINT #path; " "· 
032A xx : =xx+l 
0336 IF xx=8 THEN 
0343 PRINT #path 
0349 xx : =0 
0351 ENDIF 
0353 NEXT x 
035E CLOSE #path 
0364 END 
0366 20 ErrNurn : =ERR 
0361" (* report error 
037E RUN errmsg (ErrNum) 



Listing 5: getname 

PROCED URE getname 
0000 PARAM f i lename : STRING 
000 7 DIM Er rNum : BYTE 
000E ON ERROR GOTO 10 
001 4 ( * turn off the pointer 
002B RUN gfx2 (" gcset ", 0 , 0 ) 
003E RUN gfx2 ( "owset ",l, 1 ,5, 14, 6 , 1 , 3 ) 
0060 RUN winset(4) 
0068 RUN g fx2(" curxy" , l , l ) 
007 B ( • what do we want 
008D PRINT "Filename " 
0099 RUN gfx2 (" curxy ", 1 , 2) 
00AC RUN gfx2( " p r opsw"," o f f " ) 
00C0 SHELL '' tmode echo " 
00CE ( * a name 
00D8 INPUT ">", file name 
00E1 SHELL "tmode -ec ho " 
00F0 RUN g fx2 (" o wend ") 
00FD RUN gfx2( "propsw"," on") 
0110 ( * there' s a name so do t his 
012C IF fi l ename<> "" THEN 
0138 (* do 's it start with icon . 
0153 IF LEFT$ (fi1ename, 5)<>" icon. " THEN 
0167 ( * no so add i t on 
01 79 fi l ename : =" i con ."+filename 
0 189 END IF 
018B ELSE 
018F filename : = '' '' 
0196 ENDIF 
0198 END 
019A 10 ErrNum :=ERR 
01 A3 RUN errms g (ErrNum) 

T&D 860 PROGRAMS 
(86 DISKS OR TAPES) 
ONLY $235.00 

SEE PAGE 23 FOR LISTING 

T&D 630 PUBLIC 
DOMAIN PROGRAMS 

(53 DISKS OR TAPES) 
ONLY $145.00 

SEE PAGES 23 & 53 FOR LISTING 

BUY BOTH SETS 
FOR ONLY $325.00 

~ 
·coco 

,,...,._, • WE: PA~·2,0R 3 
I ' • PlEASE: SHIPPING 

RAINBOW TAPE: 0 SPE:cJFy 
CERTIFICATION R DISK 

~;:::::, SEAL C-Ty ~ 
lk-""~~ THIS MONTH ONLY ~_.,:zr~l: 

BUY BOTH SETS AND RECEIVE 
A FREE 1 YEAR { 120 PROGRAMS) 
§)UBSCRIPTION - A $70.00 VALUE! 

T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE • 2490 Miles Standish, Holland, Ml49424 61~399-9648 

face that removes differences between 
computer terminals; the Bourne shell ; and 
cron , a utility that lets you order your OS-
9 system to perform any procedure auto
matically at any time. You can even tell the 
system to run a particular procedure file at 
the same time every day , week or month. 

Facet also contains XDIR, which deliv
ers a graphic display of file directories that 
can even be made to act like the UNIX find 

command, so filename matches can be used 
in a pipeline. And there ' s a menu to make 
OS-9 use much easier for the beginner. 

If OS-9 takes hold on IBM and Apple 
computers, and the same visual platform 
runs on the Color Computer .. . hold on to 
your hat. I ' m talking major excitement. 

Finally software houses will find OS-9 
is a viable market for application programs 
needed by the common man. It can do 
nothing but help CoCo OS-9 users- if we 
do our pa1t. Talk to Kevin Darling, Bill 
Brady, Mark Griffith, Ron Larnmardo, Kent 
Meyers and all the other CoCo OS-9 gurus 
you know now. 

Let ' s get this universal platform on the 
CoCo too. It ' s one more chance for the 
CoCo OS-9 user to make a mark . Good 
things are coming. Keep on hacking! 

0 

The ONLY joystick sdapter you 
will ever need I 

Repl8.ces TANDY Hi-Res e •:l::>f.' ter ! 
Reple.ces COLORWARE Hi-Res edepterl 

A c t s B s a L 0 R E 5 ( r 1 .:, ) s cia p +" e r 1 

A 11 e t the f 1 i c 1<. of o: s '." i t" c h 11 

NO SOFTWARE PATCHES NEEDEDII 

NEW MODEL II 

The adapter also ellou,r ~ f•J ll use of the 
cessette jecf~. for cas.:-~·. :e player or 
hsrdv;ere copy-pr-otec~i ·~r. modules 

$40 ( $30 tL[ Oct1 5 t ) 

SASE for more info and pr tce list. 

HA 'i'vr:Soft P.D . 8·n: 7112 

Elgin .. 11.60121-7112 

(312)-742 -3084 e·:e:: f!c ends 

S/H (US 8< CAt!) e.l'.':;:-.·1'.; incl•Jded 
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About 
Your 

Subscription 

Your copy of THE RAINBOW is sent 
second class mail. You must notify us of 
a new address when you move. Notifica
tion should reach us no later than the 15th 
of the month prior to the month in which 
you change your address. Sorry, we can
not be responsible for sending another 
copy when you fail to notify us. 

Your mailing label also shows an ac
count number and the subscription expi
ration date. Please indicate this account 
number when renewing or correspond
ing with us. It will help us help you better 
and fas ter. 

For Canadian and other non-U.S. sub
scribers , there may be a mailing address 
shown that is diffe rent from our editorial 
office address. Send your con·espondence 
to our editorial offices at Falsoft, Inc. , 
The Falsoft Building, P.O. Box 385, Pros
pect, KY 40059. This applies to everyone 
except those whose subscriptions are 
through our distributor in Australia. 

' 
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Listing 6: getdir 

PROCEDURE 
0000 
0018 

0064 
006D 
0076 
0086 
008D 
0098 
009E 
0086 
00C9 
00E8 
00F2 
0102 
0120 
012F 
0142 
016D 
0188 
019C 
01A7 
018F 
01CA 
01E4 
01F2 
0215 
0219 
021F 
0239 
024C 
0267 
0278 
0298 
029F 
0284 
02C6 
02E6 
02FA 
0311 
0324 
0338 
0343 
0345 
0360 
036C 
0378 
0386 
03Al 
03AE 
03C7 
03D9 
03F4 
0406 
040A 
041F 
0428 
0448 
045A 
0479 
0488 
048F 
04CF 
04DC 
04E7 
0512 
0530 
0553 
057D 
059F 
0581 
0588 
05C8 
05D3 
05D9 
05D8 
0603 
060E 
0619 
0643 
0656 
0669 
067C 
068C 
0698 
069D 10 
06AA 
068E 

getdir 
TYPE Mic=name:STRING; select:8YTE; xpos,ypos:INTEGER 
TYPE MicSys=Dname,Iname(48) :STRING; Byt(l44) , GrpiD , BufNo ,Nurnber 

, MenSel,MenNum,ErrNum,color,scount:BYTE; horiz,vert:INTEGER 
PARAM MS:MicSys 
PARAM dr:Mic 
DIM Tname,temp(60) :STRING 
DIM Count : INTEGER 
DIM path,8T:BYTE 
ON ERROR GOTO 10 
(* show that we are busy 

RUN gfx2( "gcset",202 , 4) 
(* let ' s start at the first buffer 
Count : =0 
RUN gfx2 ( "color", 1) 
(* get the icon directory open 

OPEN #path , MS.Dname:READ+DIR 
RUN gfx2( "curxy", l8 , 1) 
(* if it opened let's say what we are doing 

PRINT USING "s30'","Loading " +MS.Dname 
RUN gfx2 ( "propsw", "off ") 
WHILE NOT(EOF(#path)) DO 

(* move the count up one 
Count:=Count+l 
(* get name from directory 

GET #path , temp(Count) 
(* go get another one if not at end 

ENDWHILE 
CLOSE #path 
(* skip the first 64 bytes 
FOR xx:=3 TO Count 

(* is the first byte a char 
IF ASC(LEFT$(temp(xx),l))>31 THEN 

(* yes so clear the temp name 
Tname:= "" 
(* now read the bytes 

FOR x : =l TO 32 
(* one by one and short them out 

BT:=ASC(MID$(temp(xx),x,l)) 
(* is it a large letter 
IF BT>64 AND 8T<96 THEN 

(* yes make it small 
BT:=BT+32 

END IF 
(* stop if not a valid char 

EXITIF 8T>l27 THEN 
(* then lAND it 
8T:=LAND(8T , 127) 
(* add the char to the name 

Tname:=Tname+CHR$(8T) 
(* move the buffer up one 

MS.Number:=MS . Number+l 
(* add the name to the list 

MS.Iname(MS.Nurnber) :=Tname 
END EXIT 

(* or exit if byte =0 
EXITIF 8T=0 THEN 

(* and move the buffer up one 
MS.Nurnber:=MS.Number+l 
(* and add the name to the list 

MS.Iname(MS.Number) :=Tname 
ENDEXIT 

(* where still going so add char to name and go get another char 
Tname:=Tname+CHR$(8T) 

NEXT x 
(*we got a full name so let ' t get the icon 

OPEN #path,MS . Dname+ " / " +MS.Iname(MS.Nurnber) 
(* point to the buffer to put it in 

RUN gfx2( "gpload", MS.GrpiD,MS.Number , 6,24,24 , 144) 
(* now read the bytes to put in it 
FOR x:=l TO 144 

GET #path , 8T 
PUT #MS.GrpiD,8T 

NEXT x 
CLOSE Jfpath 

END IF 
(*well let's see if we can do that agin 

NEXT XX 

(* all done 
(* so let's show the name of the directory 

RUN gfx2("propsw","on " ) 
RUN gfx2("color" , l,0) 
RUN gfx2("curxy ", l8 , 1) 
PRINT USING " s 30"', MS . Dname 
RUN showdir(dr,MS) 
END 
MS.ErrNum:=ERR 
(* report any errors 

RUN errmsg(MS . ErrNum) 



Listing 7: win set 

PROCEDURE 
0000 
002B 
0050 
0059 
0064 
006B 
0071 
007C 
0088 
0094 
009C 
00AB 
00AD 10 
00B6 
00C0 

winset 
(* t ill windint the type of window we whant 

TYPE registers =c c , a , b , dp:BYTE; x , y , u:INTEGER 
DIM regs:registers 
DIM callcode , ErrNuro : BYTE 
PARAM wtyp:INTEGER 
ON ERROR GOTO 10 
regs . a: =0 
regs.b:=$86 
regs . y:=wtyp 
callcode : =$8E 
RUN syscall(callcode , regs) 
END 
ErrNum:=ERR 
RUN errmsg(ErrNum) 
END 

Listing 8: mouser 

PROCEDURE 
0000 
0025 
002E 
003D 
00 49 
0054 
005B 
0061 
0072 
007D 
0089 
0097 
00A2 
00AA 
00B9 
0 0DC 
00F6 
010E 
0127 
0139 
01 43 
0145 10 
014E 
0158 

mouser 
TYPE registers=cc , a , b , dp : BYTE ; x , y , u : INTEGER 
DIM regs : registers 
DIM path , callcode , ErrNum : BYTE 
DIM RatPack( 32 ) : BY TE 
PARAM hori z,vert :INTEGER 
PARAM button : BYTE 
ON ERROR GOTO 10 
( * get mouse info 
regs . a : =0 
regs . b : =$89 
regs .x: =ADDR( RatPac k) 
r e gs . y : =0 
callcode : =S8D 
RUN syscall(callcode , regs ) 
(* set hori z for actual then ad just 

horiz : =Rat Pack( 25 )*2 5 5+RatPack(26) +hor iz/1 6 
( * set vert for re l at i ve 

vert : =l92* (RatPack (31 )* 255+RatPac k( 32 ) ) /172 
(* get button info 
button : =RatPack(9 ) 
END 
ErrNum : =ERR 
RUN errmsg( ErrNum ) 
END 

Listing 9: loadicon 

PROCEDURE 
0000 
001B 

0064 
006D 
00 7A 
0085 
008C 
00AB 
00BA 
0002 
00El 
00F0 
0112 
0114 
0116 
0118 
011A 
0132 
0145 
0156 
0 169 
016F 
0184 
019C 
01C9 
01D8 
01FD 
020D 
021E 
0232 
023D 
02 43 
0263 
027F 

loadicon 
TYPE Mic=Name:STRING ; se l ect :ByTE; xpos ,ypos :INTEGER 
TYPE MicSys=Dname,Iname(48 ) : STRING ; b yt (144), GrpiD,BufNo,numbe r 

, MenSel , MenNum, ErrNum, color , s c ount : BYTE; hor iz,vert :INTEGER 
PARAM MS :MicSys 
PARAM Dr , Ic:Mic 
DIM x, count: INTEGER 
DIM path:BYTE 
(* is there a dir name selected 
IF Dr.Narne= 11

" THEN 
(* no so use editor name 

Dr.Name : =rc.Name 
IF Ic . Name= "n THEN 

(* but no editor name eth e r so end 
END 

END IF 
END IF 
BASE 0 
(* show the disk is busy 

RUN gfx2( "gcset ", 202 , 4) 
(* turn off logic 

RUN gfx2( " logic ","off") 
ON ERROR GOTO 10 
( * open the icon path 

OPEN ~path , MS . Dname+ " / " +Dr.Name 

(* found it so tranfer the name to the e d i tor 
Ic.Name : =Dr.Name 
RUN gfx2( "gpload", MS.GrpiD , 49 ,6, 24 , 24 , 14 4) 
FOR x:=0 TO 143 

GET #path , MS.byt( x) 
PUT #MS.GrpiD , MS.byt(x ) 

NEXT x 
CLOSE #path 
(* place i t i n the update window 

RUN gfx2( "put ", MS.GrpiD , 49 , 26 , 13 ) 
(* blank out the editor first 

~ 
MORE BAUD~~~~ 
LESS BUCKS 

Save Time and Money with a Surprisingly 
Affordable 2400/1200/300 BPS Hayes 
Compatible Modem for any Computer. 

Don't be fooled by lhelow cost of these 2400 baud 
modems. These are high quality modems made in the 
USA, with performance features unmatched by 
competitors costing lhroo times as much. 

This is full-featured Hayes compatible mcdem that 
works with any computer. It features superior Hayes 
compatibi lity, advanced digital signal processing, and 
adaptive equal ization for great performance and 
re liability. All of this in a compact, attractive go
anywhere package thars not not much larger than a 
paperback book. 

Convenience features like call progress tone detection, 
auto-dial and auto-answer, a call progress speaker wi th 
volume control, a second jack for a local phone, on 
board diagnostics. 

Money saving premiums for sign-up and connect time 
for Delphi, The Source, CompuServ, etc. Software 
available: ProcComm (PC) + 5; Quicklink (Mac) + 5; 
WizPro is free (shareware) . 

Backed by two year mig. warrantee, so you can buy 
wilh confidence lhat comes with 11 years ol 
telecommunication e xperience. 

2400/1200/300 BPS modem $125 .00 

(Please add 2.50 shipping and handling) 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

GCS FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES 

See: Review- December Rainbow. 
Dale Puckett- November Rainbow. 

The GCS File Transfer Utilities provide a simple 
and quick method to transfer text and binary fi les from 
and to a variety of floppy disk formats. 

Just place the PC (MSDOS), RSDOS, FLEX or 
MINI-FLEX disk into your disk drive • enter a simple 
command and lhe file is copied into a OS-9 file. Fi le 
transfer back is just as simple. Under Multi-Vue 
version, just select command from one of three menus. 
Commands Dir of PC, AS or FLEX disk 

Extensive 

Options 

Requires 

Dump disk sector of PC, AS or FLEX 
Read file from PC, AS or FLEX disk 
Write file to PC, AS or FLEX disk 
Rename file on PC disk 
Delete file from PC disk 
Format PC disk 
Single, Double sided disks. 
Single, double density disks. 
35, 40 or 80 track floppy drives. 
8 or 9 sectors (PC). 
First level sub-directories (PC) . 
Binary files. Use pipes for direct 
and multiple transfers. 
OS-9. 2 drives (one can be hard or 
ramdisk - one floppy 40 T DO OS). 
Multi-Vue for Multi-Vue version. 
SDISK (SDISK3 for COCO Ill) . 

GCS File Transfer Utilities for CoCo 

Multi-Vue version 
Standard version 
SDISK or SDISK3 

$54 .95 
$44 .95 
$2 9 . 9 5 

Standard diskettes are OS-9 format (5.25") add $2.50 for 3.5". 
Orders must be prepaid or COD. VISAIMC. AddS t . 75 S&H, 
COD is additional. 

GRANITE COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
Route 2 Box 445 Hillsboro, NH 03244 

(603) 464·3850 

OS-91s a trademark of Microware Systems Corporation and 
Motorola Inc. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoh Corp. 
FLEX is a trademark of TSC, Inc. 
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• 

Submitting 
Material 

To Rainbow 

Contributions to TI-lE RAINBOW are wel
come from everyone. We like to run a 
variety of programs that are useful , he lp
ful and fun for other CoCo owners. 

WHAT TO WRITE: We are inter
ested in what you want to tell our read
ers. We accept for consideration any
thing that is well -written and has a prac
tical app lication for the Tandy Co lor 
Computer. If it interests you, it wi ll proba
bly interest lots of others. However, we 
vast ly prefer articles with accompany
ing programs that can be ente red and 
run . The more unique the idea, the more 
the appeal. We have a continuing need 
for short articles with short listings. These 
are espec ially appealing to our many 
beginners. 

FORMAT: Program submi ss ions 
must be on tape or disk, and it is best to 
make several saves, at least one of them 
in ASCII format . We ' re sorry, but we do 
not have time to key in programs and 
debug our typing errors. All programs 
shou ld be supported by some editorial 
commentary explaining how the pro
gram works. We also prefer that editorial 
copy be included in ASCII format on the 
tape or di sk, using any of the word proc
essors currently available for the Color 
Computer. Also, please include a double
spaced printout of your editorial mate
rial and program li sting. Do not send text 
in all capital letters; use upper- and 
lowercase. 

COMPENSATION: We do pay for 
submi ssions, based on a number of crite
ri a. Those wishing remuneration should 
so state when making submi ss ions. 

For the benefit of those wanting more 
detailed information on making submi s
sions, please send a self-addressed , 
stamped enve lope (SASE) to : Submi s
sion Guidelines, THE RAI NBOW, The Fal
soft Building, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, 
KY 40059. We wi ll send you compre
hensive guidelines. 

Please do not submit material cur
rently submitted to another publ ication . 
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029C 
02A9 
02C5 
02D2 
02D4 10 
02El 
02F4 
0301 

RON 1oadbar(Ic . Name) 
(* now fill it with the icon 

RON showicon(MS.byt) 
END 
MS . ErrNum : =ERR 
(* report the error 

RON errmsg(MS . ErrNum) 
END 

Listing 10: get file 

PROCEDURE 
0000 
0018 

0064 
006D 
007A 
0081 
0087 
009E 
00C4 
00DE 
00FA 
00FC 

0129 
013C 
0154 
0168 
018C 
0190 
0183 
01C6 
01DE 
01E2 
01FC 
0218 
0235 
0237 
0239 
0253 
025E 
0289 
02AS 

02D2 
02EB 
02FA 
030E 
0310 
0333 
034C 
0366 
0380 
03A8 
0387 
0389 
03BB 10 
03C8 
03D5 

get file 
TYPE Mic=name:STRING; select:BYTE ; xpos,ypos:INTEGER 
TYPE MicSys=Dname , Iname (48) :STRING; byt(144) , Grpid , BufNo , number 

, MenSel , MenNum,ErrNurn , color , scount:BYTE; horiz,vert : INTEGER 
PARAM MS:MicSys 
PARAM Dr , Ic : Mic 
DIM button :BYTE 
ON ERROR GOTO 10 
(* clear the select pos 

RUN gfx2 (" put ", MS.Grpid , 50 , Dr .xpos , Dr . ypos) 
(* put it in update window 

RUN gfx2( "put ",MS.Grpid , 50 , 26 , 13 ) 
REPEAT 

IF MS . horiz>S AND MS . horiz<255 AND MS.vert>40 AND MS . vert 
<185 THEN 

(* use open pointer 
RUN gfx2( "gcset ",MS.Grpid , 52) 
(* put in update window 

RUN gfx2( " put" , MS . Grpid ,Dr.select , 26 , 13 ) 
ELSE 

IF MS . horiz>60 AND MS.horiz<130 AND MS.vert<30 THEN 
(* use kill pointer 

RUN gfx2 ("gcset ", MS.Grpid , 54) 
ELSE 

(* use se l ected as pointer 
RUN gfx2( "put " ,MS . Grpid , 50,26,13) 
RUN gfx2( "gcset ", MS . Grpid , Dr.select) 

END IF 
END IF 
RUN mouser(MS.horiz,MS . vert , button) 

UNTIL button<>0 
RON gfx2( "put ", MS.Grpid , Dr . select , Dr . xpos , Dr . ypos) 
RON gfx2( "put ", MS.Grpid , 49 ,2 6 , l3) 
IF MS. horiz>S AND MS . horiz<255 AND MS.ve r t>40 AND MS.vert<185 

THEN 
(* we selected to open it 

MS.BufNo:=Dr.select 
RUN loadicon(MS , Dr , Ic) 

END IF 
IF MS . hor iz >60 AND MS.horiz<l30 AND MS.vert<30 THEN 

(* we selected to kill it 
SHELL "del "+MS . Dname+ "/ 11 +Dr . name 
MS . Iname(Dr . select) :="icon.XXXX " 
(* now let ' s see what the dir looks like 

RUN showdir(MS , Dr) 
END IF 
END 
MS.ErrNum: =ERR 
RUN errmsg(MS.ErrNum ) 
END 

Listing 11: get key 

PROCEDURE 
0000 
002D 
0039 
0044 
0069 
0072 
00 7E 
0099 
00A0 
00A2 
00AD 
008 9 
00C7 
0002 
00E0 
00F5 
00FF 
0 119 
0 1 32 
0 1 40 
0 1 6D 
017 5 
0 1 77 

get key 
(* something like mouser but add the keyboard 
PARAM key : STRING[1) 
PARAM hori z, vert : INTEGER 
TYPE registers=dp , a , b , cc : BYTE; x, y , u : INTEGER 
DIM regs : registers 
DI M RatPac k( 32 ) : BYTE 
(* se t the ke y ' s to noth i ng 
key : = "" 
REPEAT 

r eg s . a : =0 
reg s . b : =$89 
r e g s . x : =AD DR (RatPac k) 
regs . y : =0 
RON syscall ($8D , regs ) 
(* check the keyboard 
RUN inkey (key ) 
ho r iz : =RatPack(25 ) *255 +Ra tPack (26 ) +horiz/17 
vert : =l92* (RatPac k( 31 ) *25 5+RatPack( 32 )) /l76 
IF RatPack (9 ) <>0 THEN 

(* button used so change the key to something 
key : = " " 

EN D I F 
UNTIL ke y <> "" 



If I !/1 r /1"18 for a ~ale #4.4/ J!~,, 
~r ~Til 

/f'!} Fall ard 'lhlf beHer fire fran f/i!} fo /u.,e a 
!}Ole'? We're celebraf~rq our ~1'1:/ 14/h blrfhlatl 
14- ;t=c!~. In Ml~l. ~ fraf'!} lorr:;er fran 
ary off-er Cc:l:;o C!?f"Pl.'Y! ~o lef!} /u.,e a !}Ole fo 
eiK:I all !}Ole!}. In ffe July~. lfe RAJNI?/OW 
wrofe !}O("e qood_ fflf'IP QboJI our~!}. We 
decided fo P!f ffen on !}Ole. Call for ur/l!}fed 
!}Ole!} and off-er reN podud!}. 

n ere I!} Yhi RAJ N !XJN !}Old abotJ ~eul,:lor: 
"Sculptor: The most powerful software system made for 
OS-9.", "it is extremely easy to use as a programming lan
guage, and you will be able to write programs in about 
one-tenth of the time you could write the same thing in C" 
"If you want to pick a language to learn, Sculptor is it." 

Save $50, Now on Sale for ONLY $149.95! 

ffere I!} Yhi RAJN/?/011 !}Old abotJ ~far: 
"DynaStar is the best, most serious word processor under 
OS-9" "Now that is word processing!" 
Save OVER 50%! Now on Sale for ONLY $69.95 

Save Even More! 
Get DynaSpell with it for ONLY $15.00!!! 

n ere 1!} Yhi RAJ N /?/ON !}Q/d alioul ffe Wlz: 
"The Wiz: Unquestionably one of the finest OS-9 terminal 
programs available.", "The Wiz has it all." 

Now on Sale for ONLY $49.95! 

n ere 1!} m RAJ Nf?/ON !}Old abotJ 
''ln51de o~-9 L-evell!'': 
Inside OS-9 Levelll:"authoritative and comprehensive look 
inside OS-9 Levell/ for the CoCo." 

Still on SALE for ONLY $19.95 

Special179.95 
See Eliminator OPTIONS also 

WD1002-05 Disk Controller for Eliminator (Reguired for disk operation) 199.95 
B&B XT PC style interface 69.95 
B&B XT RTC interface w/clocklcalendar 99.95 

See B&B OPTIONS also 

Hard Drive case with SOW PIS .& Fan 99.95 
SPECIFICATIONS: size 16" deep, 5.5" high, 7" wide. 60Wattpower supply 'Nith 3 drive type power 
connectors, quiet12 volt DC fan, LED power indicator, cola matdles CoCo. Holds 2 112 height hard or floppy 
drives and has card guided space for a PCB the size of a drive (like the W01002-05 controller) 

FBU Fast Hard disk Back Up CoCo OS-9 version 
R.S.B. RS Disk Basic under OS9 

Floppy Drives (5.25" and 3.5 .FLOPPY DISKS) 
TEAC High Quality Drives - 1 Year Warr. 

FD55B 360K 40 Track DS 5.2!i" 
FD55F 720K 80 Track DS 5.25: 
FD35F 720K 80 Track DS 3.5" 

(Bare drives, requires case and power supply) 

65.00 
39.95 

n ere I!} Yhi RAJ Nf?/ON !}Old abotJ fx:vd dr~: 
"Frank Hogg Laboratories has been selling hard-drive 
systems longer than any other RAINBOW advertiser" 
FLASH! The Eliminator™ is now SHiPPING! 

The Eliminatorr"' based kit includes Bruce Is ted's new interface 'The Eliminator'r"' 
the Western Dig ital WD 1002·05 high speed controller. Features; fastest system 
available, 1 megabyte transfer in only 37 seconds I! More than twice as fast as other 
systems! Supports 4 floppy and 3 hard drives, type ahead (No halt) for both floppy 
and hard disk, autoboot OS9 L 1 or L2 from hard or floppy disk, 2 serial ports, 1 
parallel port and Real Time Clock socket. Hard drive with WD 1002-05 controller, 
ST506 cable set, 3 foot 40 pin cable, Hard Drive Case with 60 watt power supply 
and fan , 059 software for Ll and Lll with source, Complete instructions. Easy one 
evening assembly. We also sell the individual parts of the system, please call. 

20 Meg l;liminatorrM Kit Complete 799.00 
40 Meg Eliminator™ Kit Complete 899.00 
70 Meg Eliminator™ Kit Complete 1299.00 
Assemble fmt & Test any of the above 60.00 

Eliminator™ OPTIONS: 
Real Time Clock chip 
Serial cable set (2 0825} 
Parallel cable (Centronics} 
Floppy Cable lnt & Ext 

Burke&Burke Based Kits 
REG 

20 Meg B&B Kit Complete 498.00 
30 Meg B&B Kit Complete 548.00 
40 Meg B&B Kit Complete 618.00 
Assemble fmt & test any of the above 

8&8 OPTIONS: 
B&B Real Time Clock (add to above) 
B&B XT ROM Auto Boot from hard disk 
B&B Hyper 1/0 DECB on hard drive 

30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
25.00 

SALE! 
450.00 
495.00 
575.00 

50.00 

Burke & Burke based kit includes: Burke & Burke (B&B) XT PC interface. Hard drive 
with controller, 3 foot ST506 cable set. Hard Drive Case with 60 watt power supply 
and fan with room and power for a second hard drive! Includes OS9 Ll and Lll 
software. 1 megabyte transfer in only 45 seconds!! Twice as fast as other systems. 
Type ahead under OS9. (No halt) Complete instructions. Easy one even ing 
assembly. We also sell the individual parts of the system, please call. 

When it comes to service , customer support. and 
help, Frank Hogg Labs is tops! 

VISA and M/C, check and C.O.D. Contential U.S. software 
shipping add $3.50 Ground - $6.00 Two Day Air. Hardware add 
$11 ground - $22 Two Day Air. Please call for Next Day Air 
costs and C.O.D. Foreign add 10% Shipping (Minimum $5 
USD) . NY residents please add 7% sales tax . 

Frank Hogg Laboratory, Inc. 
Since 1976 

770 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203 
Fax 3151474-8225 . . 
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Your First BASIC Program 

M. aybe you've muddled through 
some one-liners in the pages of 
THE RAINBOW, or even tied to

gether a program of ten lines or so. Where 
do you go from here? How do you actually 
go about constructing a BASIC program of 
hundreds of lines? What's the structure of 
the program? How many subroutines should 
you use? What about line numbers? What 
variable names should be used? In this 
article I'll try to answer some of those 
questions. 

I assume you ' re using DECB, Disk 
Extended Color BASIC. Many of the tips I 
mention here also apply to Extended Color 
BASIC on cassette systems as well. How
ever, most won ' t apply to BASIC09, the 
BASIC used in OS-9. Although I use an 
example of a mailing list program, all of the 
steps apply equally well to other programs. 

Step 1: The Zen of Programming 
Before you even begin, prepare yourself 

mentally . It ' s tough initially, but the more 
you do it, the easier it becomes. If you think 
you're not cut out for programming be
cause you 're blundering through and redo
ing the program dozens of times, welcome 
to the club! What you see in the pages of 
RAINBOW is the final result of people who 
have blundered through a program dozens 
of times (and I certainly include myself in 
that category) . Another truism: There are 
an infinite number of ways to write a pro
gram, not just one. 

Bill Barden has written 27 books and over 
100 magazine articles on various com
puter topics. His 20 years' experience in 
the industry covers a wide background: 
programming, systems analysis and man
aging projects for computers rangingfrom 
mainframes to micros. 
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By William Barden, Jr. 
Rainbow Contributing Editor 

Step 2: Know What You Want To Do 
Really think through what you want to 

accomplish and how to go about it. Maybe 
the idea isn't even workable. If you have a 
thousand names in a mailing list and each 
name is 100 characters long, it's going to be 
very difficult to process l 00,000 characters 
in 64K of memory. If you want to write a 
simulated car race game to compete with 
the ones at the arcades that show buildings, 
scenery and crashes (with instant replays) , 
you ' re not going to be able to do it on the 
CoCo or any other popular system- they're 
simply too slow. 

The catch here is that often you don't 
know what's possible until you have some 
experience in BASIC programming. With a 
few programs under your belt, it ' s much 
easier to get an idea of what 's achievable 
and what isn't. However, spend a great deal 
of time thinking through your project. 

For our example, assume you're writing 
a mailing list program that handles up to 

250 members in a club. Each member is 
allowed a 64-character address. You are 
able to add, delete and modify names , dis
play, and print the list. The list is in alpha
betical order by last name. A typical entry 
is shown in Figure 1. 

Step 3: Write Down the Screen Displays 
and Menus 

Once you have a good idea of what 
you're going to do and what you want to 
accomplish, write down all the "goes- in
tos" and "goes-outas." What data goes into 
the program? What data comes out of the 
program? What does the data look like
how many characters are allowed? What 
kind of characters? What is the format of 
screen displays? Where are they located on 
the screen? Will there be text and graphics 
or just text? 

Believe it or not, drawing up every screen 
display and showing the format and screen 
position saves you a great deal of work in 

Figure 1: Sample Entry for Mailing List Program 

Barden , William P . O. Box 3568 Mission Viejo , CA 92692 
01234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234 

Figure 2: Typical Screen Display for Mailing List Program 

*****Insert Name***** 
Last name : 
First name (s) : 
Street Address : 
City: 
State : 
ZIP: 

***You have exceeded 64 characters. Please reenter*** 



programming - more than enough to 
compensate for the time in planning. 

A typical screen display for our mailing 
list program is shown in Figure 2. 

Step 4: Throw A way the Flowcharts 
In case you're not familiar with the 

term, flowcharts use symbols such as 
boxes, diamonds and circles to show the 
flow of a program. It's a planning step. 
In the old days, books stressed that a 
flowchart should always be used to plan 
a program. I've included that idea in 
some of my books. However, as a pro
grammer I never flowcharted until after 
the program was written. And I wasn't 
alone. Flowcharts are too cumbersome 
to use and never anticipate the problems 
that arise in programs. 

Instead of flowcharts, write an algo
rithm, a broad sequence of operations in 
plain English describing how a program 
flows. A more detailed version of this is 
known as "pseudo-code," but you don't 
actually have to use any BASIC com
mands in pseudo-code. An algorithm 
for the mailing list program is shown in 
Figure 3. 

You can see that it is not too detailed 
but gives a good general idea of how the 
program works . Include any loops by 
drawing lines . This type of program
ming aid gives the overall program struc
ture - you can see how things may 
break down into several functions: Main 
Menu, Initialize, Insert, Delete, Modify, 
Display, Print and End. Not shown are 
all the lower-level functions that answer 
questions such as: How do I insert in the 
list itself? What does the list look like? 
Is it an anay of items? It looks as if I need 
to keep it sorted- what kind of sort rou
tine should I use? 

You can now answer most of these 
unresolved questions by giving some 
further thought to the lower-level func
tions and the structure of the actual 
mailing list. As an example, assume the 
mailing list is held in a string array kept 
in alphabetical order by last name. In
sertions are handled by rewriting the array 
to a second array , inserting the new name at 
the proper point. Deletions are handled by 
clearing an array entry with a special string, 
such as"**** *," until the next insert, at 
which time the entry is completely deleted. 
Modifying the list deletes the old entry and 
inserts the new entry by rewriting to the 
second array. 

Step 5: Make a List of Subroutines 
Once you have a rough idea of the pro

gram flow , you can scan it to see what kind 
of subroutines you need. You don ' t have to 
use subroptines- you can simply write the 
program as one huge mass straight through. 
A lot of code has been written this way . 
However, subroutines are easier to debug, 

saving you a lot of time. Subroutines also 
add modularity to the program. You' II proba
bly be able to reuse a subroutine for some
thing else - for example, a subroutine to 
search a list can be used in many different 
programs. 

Figure 3: Algorithm for Mailing 
List Program 

Initialize everything 
Title message - wait five seconds 
Display main menu· 
Read in user choice, Initialize, Insert, Delete, Modify, 

Display, Print, or End - check if valid 
Branch out to menu choice 
Initialize: 

Clear array, reset pointers 
Read in user-specified file or start new file 
Return · 

Insert: 
· Display insert menu 

Read in fields 
Check for < 64 characters, error message if not 
Add to list 
Return 

Delete: 
Display delete menu 
Read in name for delete 
Search list for name, display if found, error if not 
Ask delete, YIN 
Delete if Y, return to main menu if no 
Return 

Modify: 
Display modify menu 
Read in last name for modify 
Search list for name, display if found , error if not 
Read in fields to modify 
Delete old entry from list, insert new entry 
Return 

Display: 
End? If so return ~ 
Display next group 
Ask for keypress 

I 

Print: 
End? If so return ~ 
Display next group 
Ask for keypress 

I • 

End: 
Write out file to disk 

Each subroutine should perform a use
ful function. It can call other subroutines 
within it. You should list the variables 
being used to pass parameters to the sub
routine and what parameters come out of 
the subroutine as well. Figure 4 shows a 
sample list for this example. 

Step 6: Write the Subroutines or the 
Main Code? 

Programmers are divided on which of 
these actions to take first. Once you ' ve 
reached this point, you have a pretty good 
idea of the structure of the program, the 
number of main functions, the number of 
subroutines, and what they accomplish. 
You can now write the subroutines starting 
at the bottom, or you can write the main 

code starting from the top- it's a matter of 
personal preference. I use a combination of 
the two since there are bound to be addi
tional questions that come up to redefine 
things. 

It's completely possible that questions 
come up whiCh cause you to redesign 
portions of the program. For example, 
what if you had planned to sort a string 
array of 250 entries for the mailing list 
by moving strings within a single array. 
Every insert for a large list might mean 
seconds of waiting time. 

If you're writing the main code, 
include all the parameters you're pass
ing to the subroutine just as if it exists. 
Assign a line number for the subroutine 
that's easy to remember and jot it down. 
(Not having labels for subroutines in 
BASIC is something we must live with.) 
An example is: 

1000 ' Sea r ch for name - error m 
essage i f not fo und 
1010 ZA$=RE$: GOSUB 10000 
1020 I F ZE <>- 1 TH EN GOTO 1500 
10 30 ZA$= "Name not found ": GOSUB 
11000 

Step 7: Desk Check 
In the old days there was a great 

deal of "desk checking." Programmers 
pored over code, making certain all their 
zeroes were slashed and looking for 
logical errors in their programs. Of course 
they didn't have their own computers 
on which to debug- they had to wait in 
line for expensive hardware. These days 
it's not as important to desk check your 
code over and over again. When you 
have completed your coding, get a good 
listing and save the program on disk, to
gether with a backup version (call it 
PROGAM. BAK or similar). Now go over 
the listing to answer these questions: 

• Does the program generally follow the 
flow as written down previously? 
• Are there any GOSUBS to lines that don't 
exist? 

• Are all parameters set up before a GOSUB? 
• Does every subroutine have a return? 
• Are variables with the same name used in 
different places, causing them to be over
written? 
• Can you find any logical errors? 

A rule of thumb: Desk check until you 
find the last error. Then desk check again, 
and if no more errors are found, the pro
gram is ready for debugging on the CoCo. 

Step 8: Debug 
Debugging is the hardest part of devel

oping a program. For a larger program you 
discover situations you never thought of 
while designing it- situations that cause 
you to beat your head in despair. There ' s a 
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good chance you ' ll have to add or modify 
code during the first stages of debugging. If 
so, give the new code a cursory desk check 
from a fresh listing (and save the new 
program with a backup). 

Remember that BASIC sh ines in de
bugging. Use the interactive ability of 
BASIC to put in STOP commands at dif
ferent points in the program to examine 
the contents of variables, arrays and 
strings. You can al so insert PRINT state
ments to print variab les or other data as 
the program executes. 

When the program appears to be 
working well , you' re only at the half
way point in debugging. At this point 
generate some test data to complete the 
process. For our mailing list example, 
you actually want to generate a mailing 
li st of several hundred names. It 's a lot 
of work but if you don 'tdo this, I almost 
guarantee you' ll run into unanticipated 
problems later on- things like Out Of 
Memory errors, array subscripts too 
large, execution speed too slow and the 
like. You might want to consider writ
ing a second program just to generate 
dummy data. In our mailing list example, a 
short program can eas ily produce a disk file 
with dummy names such as: 

Barden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo, CA 92692 
Bbrden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo, CA 92692 
Bcrden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo , CA 92692 
Bdrden, William P.O. Box 3568 Miss ion 
Viejo, CA 92692 
Berden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo, CA 92692 
Bfrden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo, CA 92692 
Bgrden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo , CA 92692 
Bhrden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo , CA 92692 
Carden, William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo, CA 92692 
Cbrden , William P.O. Box 3568 Mission 
Viejo, CA 92692 

Step 9: Wrap It Up 
After wringing out the program as well 

as you can, save the final version on disk, 
both in a master fi le and a backup file. 
Delete any previous versions so you won' t 
be confused and start using an older version 
that has not been fully debugged. Get a 
final listing and file one copy away as a 
master copy to match the file on disk. 

Line Numbering 
There are no hard and fast rules about 

line numb~ring . During debugging you are 
inserting and deleting many lines and using 
the RENUM command to get "gaps" so you 
can add new lines. Once the program is 
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debugged, consider renumbering from the 
front back, using increments of 10 and 
starting at l 00. You can then renumber 

Figure 4: Sample for Typical Subroutine 

Display menu on screen subroutine 
Read input line and count characters 
Clear Error message on Screen 
Display error message on screen and wait for keypress 
Search array for name 
Rew ri te array for insert 
Delete entry in array 
Display li st 
Print li st 
Read from disk fil e 
Write to di sk file 

A sample defini ti on for a subroutine is: 

Search Array for Name Subroutine 
Inputs: ZA$=name for search, e.g., "Barden, Wi ll iam" 
Outputs: ZE=-1 if not fo und, otherwise# of entry, 1-250 

ZA$=unchanged 

major subroutines or blocks in convenient 
line numbers by using the BASIC RENUM 
new,old,increment format. For example, 
the menu functions of Initialize, Insert, 
Delete, etc., in our mailing list example can 
be renumbered in blocks of 10000, 11000, 
12000, etc., to correspond with the menu 
item number. 

Comments 
It 's important to use comments pro

fusely in a language such as BASIC, which 
doesn' t have much structure . Use both be
ginn ing comment lines: 

2000 ' Subroutine to make a stri 
ng all uppercase 

and comments at the end of lines: 

7560 ZA$=RE$ : GOSUB 20000 ' writ 
e out the new list 

When you have a final version of the 
program (if there is such a thing), delete all 
comment lines for compactness, providing 
there are no subroutine calls to comment 
lines (GOSUB 2000 for the above code causes 
an error if the lines are deleted). You can 
even save the comment lines to add back in 
the program by a MERGE, providing neither 
the saved program without comment lines 
nor the saved comment lines have been re
numbered. 

However, if too many comments are 
used , the program becomes cluttered and 
hard to read, not to mention using up a great 
deal of memory. There's a fine line here. I 
favor several comment lines at the begin
ning of each subroutine (showing what 
goes in and comes out) and a comment line 

before major actions in the main program 
(perhaps a comment line every dozen BA
SIC lines or so) . 

Here' s a program to strip com
ment lines from program files saved 
with the , A (ASCII) option: 

100 INPUT "BASIC PROGRAM FILE NA 
ME :", SF$ 
110 INPUT " SHORT BASIC FILE NAME 
:", DF$ 

120 OPEN SF$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
130 OPEN DF$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
140 IF EOF( 1 ) THEN GOTO 190 
150 LINE INPUT#1 , A$ 
160 IF LEFT$ ( A$ , 1 ) = "'"THEN 

GOTO 180 
170 PRINT#2 , A$ 

180 GOTO 140 
190 CLOSE 

Change Line 160 to: 

160 IF LEFT$( A$ , 1) <>" ' "THE 

N GOTO 180 

to create a file made up only of com
ment lines. 

Subroutines vs. Main Line Code 
The main portion of the program ideally 

is made up of many GO SUBS with not much 
code in between. This makes for a very 
structured, easy-to-read program. The pro
gram li sting looks nicer if the main code is 
placed at the beginning. However, com
monly called subroutines are found faster if 
they are put directly at the beginning of the 
program. You may wantto do thi s if you're 
trying to crank out the absolute fastest 
speed from your program. 

Here 's a short example to illustrate what 
I mean- it doesn ' t do anything except 
loop I 000 times, calling a subroutine to set 
J=l. 

100 J=1 
110 RETURN 
1000 FOR I =1 TO 1000 
1010 GOSUB 100 
1020 NEXT 

If the subroutine is placed at the end of the 
program and there is intervening code: 

1000 FOR I=1 TO 1000 
1010 GOSUB 2000 
1020 NEXT 
1030 END 
1040 ' 

1050 ' 
1060 ' 

1070 ' 

1080 ' 
1090 ' 

1100 ' 
2000 J=1 
2010 RETURN 



Execution takes 8.54 seconds, about seven 
percent longer. This effect is even more 
significant for long programs with subrou
tines towards the end. The reason for the in
creased execution time is that the BASIC in
terpreter must search through all the lines 
from the beginning of the program to find 
the subroutine. 

There 's really no limit to the number of 
subroutines that can be used, other than a 
practical memory limit. However, you 
probably don ' t want to use more than three 
or four levels of subroutines- using more 
makes the program hard to comprehend, 
and you run the risk of using the same 
variable names. 

Multiple-Statement Lines 
You can add as many statements as you 

can cram into a line. This is efficient in 
terms of speed and memory storage. How
ever, you might want to break up the code 
into individual lines, using multiple state
ment lines only for subroutine calls or tight 
loops such as: 

1000 FOR I=1 TO 100: A(I)=O : NEX 
T 

1010 ZA$="*****": GOSUB 10000 

Blanks Within Lines 
If you have a CoCo 3, use the SO-column 

width mode for writing your code - the 
32-column limitation is just at odds with 
anything readable. Adding blanks really 
helps in the readability of lines and is not 
that much less efficient in speed (adding 
maybe two percent or less). Which is more 
readable? 

200 IFX=-1THENGOT0231ELSEPRINT@ 
Y*32 +X, "O":A(Y*20+X)=I 

or 

200 IF X= -1 THEN GOTO 231 ELSE 
PRINT@ Y*32+X , "0": A(Y*20+X)= I 

Variable Names 
Unfortunately CoCo BASIC does not 

allow the flexibility of more than two
character variable names . The following 
code prints 20 0 200: 

100 ANSWER = 100 
110 AN = 200 
120 PRINT ANSWER , AN 

You can use ACCOUNTS and ACCTPAY, but 
since they are treated as the same name 
(Ac), you have a debugging problem on 
your hands. One convention I use is to 
name all vari ables used in subroutines with 
the prefix letter Z - ZA, ZB, zcs , etc. 
However, it 's easy to run out of variables 
thi s way. 

To keep all variables straight, use what 's 
called a data dictionary. This is a table at 

the beginning of the program that lists 
every variable name with its function in al
phabetized order: 

101 ' DATA DICTIONARY 
102 ' A$() =ARRAY OF 250 ELEMEN 
TS HOLDING LIST NAMES 
103 ' ACTIVE = CURRENTLY ACTIVE 
LIST ENTRY 
104 ' I , J, K = WORKING VARIABLE 
S, USED MANY PLACES 

121 ' ZA$ = INPUT TO DISPLAY MEN 
U SUBROUTINE , HOLDS TITLE 
122 ' ZB$ = INPUT TO DISPLAY MEN 
U SUBROUTINE , HOLDS ITEM 1 
123 ' ZC$ = INPUT TO DISPLAY MEN 
U SUBROUTINE , HOLDS ITEM 2 

This table is extremely helpful in coding 
the program and in debugging. It elimi
nates duplicate names used in different 
functions and for different purposes . 
Variables I, J , K, L, M and N are commonly 
used for " loop control variables" to keep 
track of a count through a loop. 

Using NEXT 
Use NEXT by itself rather than with a 

variable name. This program: 

100 A=O : B=O : C+O : 0=0 : E=O : F=O 
110 FOR I = 1 TO 1000 
120 FOR J = 1 TO 10 
130 NEXT J 
140 NEXT I 

executes in about 32 seconds as it stands, 
but in about 26 seconds (a 20-percent 
improvement) when lines 130 and 140 read: 

130 NEXT 
140 NEXT 

BASIC does not have to search for the 
variables in the latter case. Of course the 
readability of the program is decreased . 

Arithmetic Computation 
This program: 

100 FOR I =1 TO 500 
110 J =IA 2 
120 NEXT I 

computes the square of I for I= 1, 2, 3, etc. 
In doing so it uses exponentiation, a time
consuming algorithm. The program takes 
30.85 seconds.lf a multiply is used in place 
of the exponentiation, the program takes 
3.33 seconds: 

100 FOR I =1 TO 500 
110 J=I *I 
120 NE XT I 

Although the difference between multi
plication and division is not as extreme, 
multiplication problems are generally faster 
than division problems by about 15 per
cent. In place of A=B/5, you might use 
A=B*0.2 , for example. 

Use Step-Wise Debugging 
When debugging, make certain the lower

level portions of the program are working 
first. It 's hard to debug mainline code that 
calls one subroutine which calls another 
subroutine when the bottom subroutine is 
bad. Use a combination of bottom-up and 
top-down debugging. Some programmers 
exhaustively check out the lower-level code 
first and work their way up. This is tedious 
but effective. 

The same approach can be used in pro
ceeding sequentially through a program. 
Stop at a certain point and use the PRINT 
statement to print out variables and arrays 
to make certain data is what it should be. 
Variable and array data is not reset until 
you edit the program in some way, so it 's 
easy to stop and then perform a statement 
such as : 

FOR I=1 TO 50: PRINT N(I) , : NEXT 

which immediately prints the contents of 
Array Non the screen so you can check it for 
accuracy. 

TRON (TRace ON) is fine in theory, but 
who wants to wade through 32,000 itera
tions of a loop with line numbers filling up 
the screen? Use tracing sparingly; a few 
STOPS in the right places can probably find 
the problem faster than TRON. 

A void Moving Large Data Blocks 
Nothing s lows down a program more 

than moving around hundreds of strings, so 
try to avoid such large data movements. 
Learn about such data structures as linked 
lists , which change only a pointer to the 
next element in the list to insert and delete 
items, and pointers, which point to an entry 
number in an array. For example, in the 
mailing list program, an alternative ap
proach to alphabetizing data is to keep the 
entries in a string array with a li st of point
ers to the array- 2, 34, 205, 4 , 6, etc. The 
pointers are then shuffled around to order 
the list. It 's much more efficient to move 
integer data than to move large strings to 
reorder lists . 

Remember, there's never a wrong way 
to write a program as long as it works for 
you and accomplishes your goals. Improve 
your techniques as you go along, but get in 
there and use the power of BASIC in the 
CoCo. There' s an infinite number of appli
cations just waiting to be run. 

See you next month with more CoCo 
topics . IN. 
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Racksellers 

These Fine Stores Carry THE RAINBOW 
The retail stores listed below carry THE RAINBOW on a regular basis and may have other 
products of interest to Tandy Color Computer users. We suggest you patronize those in 
your area. 

ALABAMA FLORIDA KENTUCKY 
Birmingham Jefferson News Co. Boca Raton Great American Book Co. Hazard Daniel Boone Gulf Mart 

Little Professor Book Center Clearwater The Avid Reader Henderson Matts' News & Gifts 
Brewton McDowell Electronics Dania Dania News & Books Hopkinsville Hobby Shop 
Florence Anderson News Co. Davie Software Plus More Louisville Hawley-Cooke Booksellers 
Greenville M&B Electronics/Radio Shack Ft. Lauderdale Bobs News & Books (2 Locations) 
Madison Madison Books Clarks Out of Town News Newport Simon's Castle News 
Montgomery Trade-N-Books Gainesville Paper Chase 
Tuscaloosa Turtle's Records & Tapes Jacksonville Book Co. LOUISIANA 

Merritt Island The Open Door Baton Rouge City News Stand 
ALASKA North Miami Lockport TV Doctor/Radio Shack 

Fairbanks Arrow Ap~liance/Radio Shack Beach Almar Bookstore Monroe The Book Rack 
Baker & aker Booksellers Panama City Boyd-Ebert Corp. New Orleans Sidney's News Stand Uptown 

ARIZONA Pensacola Anderson News Co. 
Cottonwood A & W Graphics Co. Pinellas Park Wolf's Newsstand MAINE 
Flagstaff McGaugh's Newstand South Bangor Magazines, Inc. 
Lake Havasu Pasadena Poling Place Bookstore Brockton Voyager Bookstore 

City Book Nook Starke Record Junction, Inc. Caribou Radio Shack 
Phoenix Houle Books Radio Shack Dealer Oxford Books-N-Things 

Little Professor Book Center Sunrise Sunny's at Sunset Sanford Radio Shack 
Software, Etc. (two locations) Tallahassee Anderson's News Co. 
TRI -TEK Computers Dubey's News Center MARYLAND 

Sierra Vista Livingston's Books, Inc. Titusville Computac College Park University Bookstore 
Tempe ASU Bookstore 

Arizona Small Computer GEORGIA MASSACHUSETTS 
Books, Etc. Atlanta Border's Boston Eastern Newssland 
Computer Library Bremen Breman Electronics/Radio Shack Cambridge Out Of Town News 

Tucson Anderson News, Co. Forest Park Ellers News Center Ipswich ~swich News 
Software, Etc. Jesup Radio Shack Littleton omputer Plus 

Thomasville Smokehouse Newsstand Lynn North Shore News Co. 
ARKANSAS loccoa Martin Music Radio Shack Swansea Newsbreak, Inc. 

Eldorado Howard's Newsstand 
Fayeueville Vau~hn Electronics/Radio Shack IDAHO MICHIGAN 
Ft. Smith Hot H the Press Newsstand Boise Book Shelf, Inc. Allen Park Book Nook, Inc. 
Little Rock Anderson News Co. Moscow Johnson News Agency Birmingham 

Durand 
Border's Book Shop 
Robbins Electronics 

CALIFORNIA ILLINOIS E. Detroit Merit Book Center 

g~~kne~e~ark Lyon Ente~rises Belleville Software Or Systems Hillsdale Electonics Express/Radio Shack 
Software, tc. Centralia Books & Co., Inc. Holland Fris News Company 

Canoga Park Software, Etc. Champaign Bookmark Kalamazoo The Book Raft 
Citrus Heights Software Plus Chicago B. Dalton Booksellers Lowell Lowell Electronics 
Hollywood Levity Distributors Decatur Book Emporium Muckegon The Eight Bit Corner 

Stef-Jen, Inc. K-Mart Plaza Niles Michiana News Service 
Universal News Agency Northgate Mall Perry Perry Com~uters 

La Jolla Butler & Mayes Booksellers East Moline Book Emporium Riverview Riverview ook Store 
Los Angeles Center Fold Newsstand Evanston Norris Center Bookstore Roseville New Horizons Book Shop 

Circus of Books (2 locations) Kewanee Book Emporium 
Software, Etc. Lisle Book Nook MINNESOTA 

Manhattan Lombard Empire Periodicals Burnsville Shinder's Burnsville 
Beach Software, Etc. Newton Bill's TV Radio Shack c;xstal Shinder's Crystal Gallery 

Marysville Bookland Paris Book Emporium E ina Shinder's Le1sure Lane 
Napa Bookends Bookstore Peoria Book Emporium Minneapolis Shinder's ~wo locations) 
Northridge Software, Etc. Sheridan Village Minnetonka Shinder's idge Square 
Oakland DeLauer's News Agency Westlake Shopping Center Roseville Shinder's Roseville 
Rancho Illinois News Service St. Paul Shinder's (3 Locations) 

Murieta Software Plus Springfield Book Emporium 
Redondo Sangomon Center North MISSOURI 

Beach Software, Etc. Town & Country Shopping Ctr. Farmington Ray's TV & Radio Shack 
Sacramento Delbert's Readerama Sunnyland Book Emporium Flat River Ray's TV & Radio Shack 

Tower Magazine West Frankfort Paper Place Florissant Book Brokers Unlimited 
San Francisco Booksmith Wheeling North Shore Distributors Jefferson City ¥~w~~~~~~~~~~g Bookworks Kirksville 

Castro Kiosk INDIANA St. Louis Book Emporium 
Santa Monica Midnight S~ecial Bookstore Angola D&D Electronics/Radio Shack 

Software, tc. Radio Shack NEBRASKA 
San Jose Computer Lileracy Bookshops Berne White Cottage Electronics Lincoln Nebraska Bookstore 
Santa Rosa SawJi'er's News Bloomington Book Center Omaha Nelson News 
Stockton Har ing Way News Crawfordsville Koch's Books 

Paperbacks Unlimited Dyer Miles Books NEVADA 
Sunnyvale Computer Literacy Franklin Gallery Book Shop Carson City Bookcellar 
Torrance El Camino College Bookstore Ft. Wayne Michiana News Service Las Vegas Hurley Electronics 

Garrett Finn News Agency Steve's Books & Magazines 
COLORADO Indianapolis Bookland 

Aurora Aurora Newsstand Borders Bookshop NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Colorado Indiana News Manchester Bookwri~ts 

Springs Hathaway's Southside News West Lebanon Verham ews Corp. 
Denver News Gallery Lebanon Gallery Book Shop 
Glenwood Martinsville Radio Shack NEW JERSEY 

Springs The Book Train Nappanee Richards K-40 Electronics ~~~~~~~~Xs Atlantic City News A~ency 
Grand Richmond Voyles News Agency, Inc. Village Computer & oftware 

Junction Readmore Book & Magazine 
Longmont City Newsstand IOWA NEW MEXICO 

Davenport Interstate Book Store Albuquerque Page One Newsstand 
DELAWARE Des Moines Thackery's Books, Inc. Santa Fe Downtown Subscription 

Newark Newark Newsstand Fairfield Kramer's Books & Gifts 
NEW YORK 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA KANSAS Amherst Vill~e Green Bookstore 
Washington, Hutchinson Crossroads, Inc. Brockport Lift ridge Book Shop, Inc. 

DC Chronicles Topeka Palmer News, Inc. Brookyn Cromland, Inc. 
News Room Wellington Dand(s!Radio Shack Dealer Elmira Heights Southern Tier News Co. , Inc. 
World News, Inc. Wichita Lloyd s Radio Fredonia On Line: Computer Access Center 



NEW YORK (cont't) 
Hudson Falls 
Huntington 
Johnson City 
New York 

Rochester 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Cary 
Chapel Hill 
Charlotte 
Hickory 
Jacksonville 
Kernersville 
Lexington 
Marion 
Winston-Salem 

OHIO 
Akron 
Canton 
Chardon 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbiana 
Columbus 

Dayton 

Dublin 
Fairburn 

Findley 
Lakewood 
Lima 
Miamisburg 
Parma 
Warren 
Xenia 
Youngstown 

OKLAHOMA 
Taklequah 
Tulsa 

OREGON 
Eugene 
Portland 

Salem 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown 
Altoona 
Bryn Mawr 
Feasterville 
King of Prussia 
Malvern 
Reading 
Temple 
West Chester 
York 

RHODE ISLAND 
Newport 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston Heights 
Clemson 
Florence 
Greenville 
Spartanburg 

TENNESSEE 
Brentwood 
Chattanooga 

Knoxville 

Memphis • 
Nashville 

Smyrna 

GA West&Co. 
Oscar's Bookshop 
Unicorn Electronics 
Barnes & Noble-Sales Annes 
Coliseum Books 
Eastern Newstand 

Grand Central Station, Track 37 
200 Park Ave., (Pan Am #1) 
5 Water !Street 
World Trade Center #2 

First Stop News 
Idle Hours Bookstore 
International Smoke Shop 
Jonil Smoke 
Penn Book 
State News 
Walden Books 
World Wide Media Services 
Microcom Software 
Village Green 
World Wide News 

News Center in Cary Village 
University News & Sundry 
Newstand lnt'l 
C2Books & Comics 
Michele's, Inc. 
K & S Newsstand 
Martin's Newsstand 
Boomers Rhythm Center 
K & S Newsstand (3 locations) 
Rainbow News, Ltd. 

Churchill News & Tobacco 
Little Professor Book Center 
Thrasher Radio & TV 
Cinsoft 
Erieview News 
Fidelity Sound Electronics 
B5 Software 
Micro Center 
The Newsstand 
Books & Co. 
Wilke News 
Wright News & Books 
Book Barn 
News-Readers 
Sandbox Micro Systems 
Wilke's University Shoppe 
Open Book 
Lakewood International News 
Edu-Caterers 
Wilke News 
Bookmark Newscenter 
Book Nook, Inc. 
Fine Print Books 
Plaza Book & Smoke Shop 

Thomas Sales, Inc. dba Radio Shack 
Steve's Books & Magazines 

Libra Books - Book Mark 
Fifth Avenue News 
Rich Cigar Store 
Sixth & Washington News 
Capitol News Center 
Checkmate Book 

Owl Services 
Newborn Enterprises 
Bryn Mawr News 
Global Books 
Gene's Books 
Personal Software 
Smith's News & Card Center 
Software Center 
Chester County Book Co. 
The Computer Center of York 
Tollgate Bookstore 

Bellevue News 

The Software Haus, Inc. 
Clemson Newstand 

~~f,;eft~ News co. 
Software City 

Bookworld #5 
Anderson News Co. 
Guild Books & Periodicals 
Anderson News Co. 
Davis-Kidd Booksellers 
Computer Center 
Davis-Kidd Booksellers 
Mosko's Place 
R.M. Mills Bookstore 
Delker Electronics, Inc. 

TEXAS BRITISH COLUMBIA (cont'd) 
Big Spring Poncho's News Chillwock Charles Parker 
Desoto Maxwell Books Coquittam Cody Books L TO 
Elgin The Homing Pigeon Coortenay Rick's Music & Stereo 
Ft. Worth Trinity News Dawson Bell Radio & TV 
Hartington Book Mark Golden Taks Home Furnishings 

Langley Langley Radio Shack 
UTAH Nelson Oliver's Books 

Provo Valley Book Center New West-minister Cody Books L TO 
Parksville Parksvill TV 

VIRGINIA Penticton D.J.'s 
Danville K & S Newstand Four Corner Grocery 
Ham~ton Benders Sidney Sidney Electronics 
Lync burg Self Serve Software Smithers Wall's Home Furniture 
Norfolk 1-0 Computer Squamish Kotyk Electronics 

Turn The Page, Inc. Vancouver Active Components 
Richmond Volume I Bookstore ~~=~i~re'~~f~~puters 

WASHINGTON Siliconnections Books L TO 
Port Angeles Port Book & News tOO Mile 
Seattle Bulldog News House Tip Top Radio & TV 

WEST VIRGINIA MANITOBA 
Huntington Nick's News Altona LA Wiebr Ltd. 
Madison Communications, L TO. Lundar Goranson Elec. 
Parkersburg Valley News Service Morden Central Sound 
South The Pas Jodi's Sight & Sound 

Charleston Spring Hill News Selkirk G.L Enns Elec. 
Steinback Freh EnVRadio Shack 

WISCONSIN Virden Arc er Enterprises 
Appleton Badger Periodicals 
Cudahy Cudahy News & Hobby NEW BRUNSWICK 
Kenosha RK News, Inc. Moncton Jeffries Enterprises 
Madison Pic A Book Sussex Dewitt Elec. 

Universi~ Bookstore 
Milwaukee Juneau illage Reader NEWFOUNDLAND 
Waukesha Holt Variety Botwood Se:fe'rt Elec. 

Carbo near Sla e Realties 
ARGENTINA Labrador City N.P. Investments (Mail Drugs) 

Cordoba Information Telecommunications NOVA SCOTIA 
Halifax Atlantic News 

AUSTRALIA 
Blaxland Btaxland Comfeuters 
Kingsford Paris Radio E ectronics ONTARIO 

CANADA: 
Angus Micro Computer Services 
Aurora Compu Vis1on 

ALBERTA Concord ~nt~!"n~trsons Banff Banff Radio Shack Exeter 
Bonnyville Paul Tercier Hanover Modern Ap~liance Centre 
Brooks Double "D" A. S.C. Radio Shack Huntsville Huntsville lee. 
Calgary Billy's News Kenora Donne; "B" 
Claresholm Radio Shack Associated Stores Kingston T.M. omputers 
Drayton Valley i;~Ba~1c~~ectronics Listowel Modern Appliance Centre 
Edmonton South River Max TV 
Fairview D.N.R. Furniture & TV Dennis TV 
Fox Creek Fox Ci~ Color & Sound Toronto Gorden and Gotch 

A.S. . Radio Shack 
Ft. Saskat- QUEBEC 

chewan Ft. Mall Radio Shack, ASC LaSalle Messageries De Presse Benjamin 
Grande Pont. Rouge Boutique Bruno Laroche 

Cache The Stereo Hut 
Grande SASKATCHEWAN 

Centre The Book Nook Assiniboia T elstar News 
Hinton Jim Cooper Estevan Ko~k Electronics 
lnnisfail L & S Stereo Moose Jaw D& Computer Place 
Leduc Radio Shack Associated Press Nipiwan Cornerstone Sound 
Lethbridge Datatron Regina Reta CoCo Club 
Lloydminster Lloyd Radio Shack So are Supermarket 
Okotoks Okotoks Radio Shack Saskatoon Everybody's Software Library 
Peace River Radio Shack Associated Press Shellbrooke Gee. LaberQe Radio Shack 

Taverner Software Tisdale Paul's Service 
St. Paul Walter's Electronics Unity Grant's House of Sound 
Stettler Stettler Radio Shack 
Strathmore Wheatland Electronics YUKON 
Taber t:J.newood Sight & Sound Whitehorse H & 0 Holdings 
Westlock estlock Stereo 
Wetaskiwin Radio Shack JAPAN 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Tokyo America Ado, Inc. 

Burnaby Compulit PUERTO RICO 
Burns Lake VT. Video Works East Isla Verde The Color Computer Store 
Campbell River TRS Electronics 

Also available at all B. Dalton Booksellers, and 
selected Coles and W. H. Smith in Canada, 
Waldenbooks, Pickwick Books, Encore Books, Barnes 
& Noble, Little Professors, Tower Book & Records, 
Krach's & Brentano's, and Community Newscenters. 



Advertisers Index 

We encourage you to patronize our advertisers - all of whom support the Tandy Color 
Computer. We will appreciate your mentioning THE RAINBOW when you contact these firms. 

Alpha Products ....... .... ... .......... 21 
Alpha Software Technologies .. 59 
Arizona Small Computer 

Company .......... ....... .. ......... .... 55 
Burke & Burke .......................... 89 
Cer-Comp ................................ 87 
Cinsoft ...................................... 81 
Colorware ................................ 19 
CompuServe ... ......................... 67 
Computer Island ........... ......... 1 03 
Computer Plus ............................ 3 
CRC/Disto ...... .......... ....... .. ....... 79 
D.P. Johnson .......................... 114 
Danosoft .. .. ... ........................... 45 
Dayton Associates 

of W.R. Hall, Inc ................. .. 101 
Delphi ...................................... 99 
Dr. Preble's Programs .............. 41 
E.Z. Friendly Software .............. 83 
Electronic Energy .................... 35 
Eversoft Games ........................ 97 
Frank Hogg Laboratories ........ 121 
Game Point Software .............. 29 
Game Point Software ............ 1 09 
Gibralter Software .................... 91 
Gimmesoft ............................ .... 37 
Granite Computer Systems .... 119 
Hawksoft, Inc. . ....................... 117 
Howard Medical .... .................. 130 
Howard Medicai ...................... IBC 
J R & J R Softstuff ...................... 55 
JWT Enterprises .... ................ 1 03 
Metric Industries ...................... 73 
Microcom Software .................... 7 
Microcom Software .................... 9 
Microcom Software .................. 11 
Microcom Software .................. 13 
Microcom Software .................. 15 
Microcom Software .................. 17 
Microdeal ................................ BC 
Microtech Consultants Inc ....... 57 
NRI Schools ... ................... Insert 
Oblique 1riad ........ ............ ...... 1 05 
Orion Technologies .................. 65 
Owl-Ware .................................. 69 
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Owl-Ware ................................ 70 
Owl-Ware .................... .. .......... 71 
P&M Products .......................... 91 
Paul & Tony's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 07 
Perry Computers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113 
Rainbowfest ....... ... ... ... ... ...... ... 7 4 
Rainbowfest ............................ 75 
RGB ..................... ..... .. .. .......... 85 
Rulaford Research ................ 115 
SD Enterprises ........................ 25 
Second City Software . . . . . . . . . . . . 129 
Simply Better Software ............ 47 
Spectrosystems ...................... 31 
SPORTSWARE ...................... 51 

~Call: 
Belinda Kirby 
Advertising Representative 
(502) 228·4497 

Dean: 
Kim Vincent 
Advertising Representative 
(502) 228-4492 

The Falsoft Building 
9509 U.S. Highway 42 
P.O. Box 385 
Prospect, KY 40059 
FAX (502) 228-5121 

STG ........................................ 97 
Sugar Software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Sundog Systems .................... IFC 
T & D Software........................ 23 
T & D Software......... ............... 53 
T & D Software................. ....... 83 
T & D Software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117 
Tandy/Radio Shack ................ 33 
Tandy/Radio Shack ................ 89 
Tepco ...................................... 93 
Tothian .................................. 111 
True Data Products . ... . ... . .. . . . . . 95 
WBD Software . . . . ..... ....... ... . . . .. 85 
Zebra Systems...................... 1 07 
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U It. FIJ E )Ill( WORD SEARCH: $22.95 -,-l_-c•::.c. us ~ ~ ~r~~~':n~~~~ r~.~~eD~~nerator Utility 

· MORSE CW: $19.95 
The Ultimate Music Editor for the CoCo 3 A complete Morse Code Totorial program. 

"What if. .. 
all CoCo music programs were this good?" 

UltiMusE Ill is a MIDI 'Notation Sequencer'. It lets you write and edit 
sheet music on a 640x192 graphics screen using the mouse, play it on 
ANY MIDI-equipped synthesizer(s), and print out the score ... Written 
by an experienced computer professional who is also a serious ama
teur musician and composer. With UltiMusE Ill, there is no more 'faking' 
to play what you want to hear! Perfect for the trained musician, 
UltiMusE Ill's natural notation also helps a beginner to copy a favorite 
piece of sheet music just as it looks. Why should your music sound like 
a machine? UltiMusE Ill has a wide pitch range, from 4 octaves below 
Middle C to over 3 above. Each staff has a 4-octave range centered on 
one of four clefs -Treble, Guitar, Bass, and Double Bass. Staff place
ment, clefs, and part and MIDI channel assignments can ALL be 
edited. .. Professional software should use a professional Operating 
System. UltiMusE Ill uses the advanced features of OS-9 Level II and 
does not interfere with its windowing and multi-tasking in any way. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: CoCo 3 
with at least 256K memory, OS-9 Level 2, 
Mouse or Joystick (Hi-Res Joystick Adapter 
recommended), Synthesizer(s) with MIDI
In jack, plus a Serial to MIDI cable . Tandy's 
DMP printer, a MIDI Interface Pak, and a 
Multi-Pak are optional equipment. 

CASIO MT-240 MIDI KEYBOARD . . . ___ . ___ · --. ___ ·- -. ___ ·--. _ $149.95 
A/C.POWER ADAPTER ______ _ -- - __ - - - ____ - -- __ --- __ --· ..... $14.95 
SERIAL TO MIDI CABLE .. .. ..... . .. . .. ..................... $19.95 

CoCo 1 ,2,&3 Disk 

SPACE RAIDERS: $16.95 
AFASTACTIONARCADEGAME. Testyour 
skills! CoCo 1 ,2,&3 Disk 

STARPIC UTILITY: $19.95 
DMP-PIC UTILITY: $19.95 
GEM-PIC UTILITY: $19.95 
A complete Graphics Printing Utility pro
gram for the Star NX-1000orTandy's DMP 
or the Gemini Dot Matrix printers. Works in 
an easy to use Point 'N Click pull down 
menu environment. A MUST HAVE printing 
utility. CoCo 1 ,2,&3 Disk 

Check09MV: #2.1 $25.95 
Check09MV interacts with MultiVue for 
FAST & EASY checkbook balancing. No 
more waiting for your bank statement for 
an ending balance. Check09MV will pro
duce a check-by-check running total of 
your account in an easy to use format. End 
those monthly surprizes! 512k 

MASTER CATALOG: 
MASTER CATALOG 3: 

$19.95 
$19.95 

Organize your floppy disks with Master 
Catalog . Supports single & double sided 
drives, alphabetize, sort, and search & find 
up to 3,000 filenames. Program supports a 
Column Format Hard Copy and is 100% 
ML for lightning response. When ordering, 
please specify CoCo 1 ,2, or 3 version. 

START 08-9 $32.95 
An Enjoyable, Hands-On Guide To OS-9 
Level 2 On The Color Computer 3. Work 
from a step-by-step easy to follow tutorial 
book and program disk. Requires 2 drives, 
512K and an SO-column monitor.START 
OS-9 ... NOW NO MORE EXCUSES. 

~~~~:::::::::::::::::~=======~~~~~~~~~;:1 Basic Screen Editor ......... ..... . . . $19.95 r A-DOS 3 . . ... . ... . .. .. .... . .... . .... $34.95 

Newspaper~ ~~ 'FINALEDITION' isjustanews MY-DOS ..... ····· · ·· c· · · ········· · · · s$14·95 
l\\"'-\N..JP<' EPROM BURN SERVI E.... . . . . . . . . 15.00 

print slogan meaning the very Ram Disk Lightning . . . . . .... .. ... . . . $16.95 
~ FINAL EDITION latest published issue. In the Printer lightning ........ .... .. ...... $16.95 

DeskTop Publishing fort he CoCo 3 just got 
better! With the ALL NEW NEWSPAPER 
PLUS - FINAL EDITION, you can create 
complete and sophisticated Banners, 
Headlines along with Text Columns and 
Graphics. Bring in different pictures, fonts, 
fill patterns, and text from disk and create a 
publication with that pro-look to it. Comes 
complete with 22 fonts, 50 NewsArt pic
tures and fill patterns. 128k or 512k Disk 

STILL ONLY $48.95 

case of Newspaper Plus- Final BackUp lightning . . . . . .. . . .. ... . . . .. $16.95 
Edition, it means the latest up- VIP Library . ... ..................... $149.95 
grade is NOW available. Here VIP Writer Ill .... . . . . .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. $79.95 
are some of the added fea- VIP Calc Ill. . . . .. . .. ... . . . .......... . $69.95 
tures being offered ; 

*Text import with Left, Right, 
Centered & Justification 

*RamDisk Utility (512k) 
*Stretch, Shrink & Com

press picture utility 
*A new 'Design Your Own' 

layout feature 
*Full Font import ability 
*Text to Picture wrap-around 
*Disk Transfer Utility (512k) 

VIP DataBase Ill. ........... .. . . . ... .. $69.95 
OS-9 Solution ............ . ....... .. . $24.95 
Schematic Drafting Processor .. .. .. $24.95 
Tape to Disk/ Diskto Tape ........... $19.95 
Multi-Pak Crack .... . . . .. . ... . . . . . .. . $24.95 
TelePatch . ... . ........ ... . . . .... . . . . $24.95 
BlackJack Royale ............. . . . . .. $16.95 
CoCo Calender Deluxe ... . . . ...... . $19.95 

NewsArt A thru Z 
26 disks filled with useable clip art for 
Newspaper Plus & Newspaper Plus- Final 
Edition. $100.00 for the complete set. 

APBBS Ver: 3.00.00 SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $39.95 
QUESTION: Have you ever wondered how someone can sell and support two different BBS 
programs while claiming both to be the BEST? Good question you ask ... we think so too !!! With 
the exclusive SCScommercial release of Mike Guzzi's APBBS program we end a years quest for 
a POWERFUL, HIGH QUALITY, and AFFORDABLE BBS program. Besides these three require
ments, we also demanded full author assistance to help answer your questions and lend 
technical support. Mike Guzzi has not only written such a program in APBBS but has also offered 
his expertise and knowledge as the programmer and a SYSOP. Giving you FULL SUPPORT 
AFTER THE SALE! APBBSrequires a CoCo3w/512k memory, at least two double sided floppy 
drives (a hard drive is strongly recommended), OS-9 Level2, and RS-232 pak. APBBS is not for 
everyone.lt is designed and intended for the SYSOP who demands performance and support. 

MASTER CARD - VISA 
C.O.D.- MONEY ORDERS 

ADD $2.50 SHIPPING 
($4.50 FOREIGN) AND 
AN ADDITIONAL $2.50 
FOR C.O.D. ORDERS 

Allow 1 to 3 weeks delivery 

P.O. BOX 72956 
ROSELLE,IL 

60172 
Note: As of 11 /89 

Area Code wi ll be 708 

ORDER 
312-653-5610 

BBS 
312-307-1519 



DISTODC-7 
• Mini Disk Controller for CoCo 1, 2, 3 
• Includes RS 1.1 Modified to access 

$75 (2shi 

RS 1.1 DOS 
• ROM Chip for Disk Controller 
• Works for CoCo 2 or 3 

HARD DRIVE 
20,000,000 Bytes or the equivalent to 125 
R.S. 501 'son line are packed into this hard 
drive, pre installed and ready to run. This 
complete easy to use package includes a 
Seagate 20 Meg Hard Drive, a DTC 5150 
Controller and interface,* heavy duty case, 
power supply and fan and a 1 year war
ranty. This 20 meg Hard Drive will also _..,..,..~Ill 

work with Tandy and IBM clones. Basic ~'>~ .• ~· • ._."' 

driver, $29.95, lets you access this hard 
drive without need for OS-9. 

See Rainbow Reviews 8/89 

(9 ship) 

HD-1 10 Meg** 
HD-2 20 Meg 
HD-3 30 Meg 
HD-4 40 Meg 

$349 
$499 
$549 
$598 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Howard Medical's 30-day guarantee 
is meant to eliminate the uncertainty 
of dealing with a company through 
the mail. Once you receive our 
hardware, try it out; test it for 
compatability . If you're not happy 
with it for any reason, return it in 30 
days and we'll give your your money 
back (less shipping.) Shipping 
charges are for 48 states. APO, 
Canada and Puerto Rico orders are 
higher. 

~== 
Howard Medical Computers 

1690 N. Elston 
Chicago, Illinois 60622 

Order Status and Inquiries 
312-278-1440 

Show Room Hours 
8:00- 5:00 M-F 
10:00- 3:00 Sat. 



STARNX 1000 
• Dot Matrix; 144 CPS 
• Back Tractor & Friction Feed 

Needs SP-C $189 (5 ship) 

HOWARDSP-C 
• Serial to Parallel Converter 
• Connect CoCo to Parallel Printer 

DISTO DC-3 
• Original Disto Controller 
• 2 ROM Slots; Gold Platted Contacts 

$98 (2 ship) 

A. DISTO· 3 in 1 Board 69.45 
B. DISTO MEB $30.00 
C. DISTO RS-232 $49.95 

BROTHER M-11 PRINTER 
• Built-in Serial & Parallel Interface 
• Dot Matrix: Tractor/Fricton Feed 

$156 (5 sh 

BURKE & BURKE 
BOX 

Hard disk Interface 
with clock 
RSB ver 1.3 
Hyper 1/0 ver 2.6C 
XT -ROM ver 2.3 
File repack 

69.45 
99.45 
39.45 
29.95 
19.45 
29.45 

MICRO WORKS DIGITIZER 
• DS-698 Color 1.5 Second/Picture $150 
• DS-69 B& W 2 Second/Picture $1 00 

MULTI BOARD ADAPTER $70 
EPROM PROGRAMMER $49 

TEAC55B 
• 360K Double Sided Half Ht. Floppy 
• Fits R.S. 501 & 502 

CA-2 cable 

MEMORY 
• 512K Bare Board 
• Populated 512K & Software 

2 

Howard Medical Computers 
1690 N. Elston 

Chicago, Illinois 60622 

Order Status and Inquiries 
312-278-1440 

Master Card • Visa • Discover 
American Express 

C.O.D. • School P.O.'s 

Order Line 

800-443-1444 




